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Introduction 

Few people outside of mathematics are aware of the varieties of mathemat- 
ical experience ~ the degree to which different mathematical subjects have 
different and distinctive flavors, often attractive to some mathematicians and 
repellant to others. 

The particular flavor of the subject of minimal surfaces seems to lie in 
a combination of the concreteness of the objects being studied, their origin 
and relation to the physical world, and the way they lie at the intersection 
of so many different parts of mathematics. In the past fifteen years a new 
component has been added: the availability of computer graphics to provide 
illustrations that are both mathematically instructive and esthetically pleas- 
ing. 

During the course of the twentieth century, two major thrusts have played a 
seminal role in the evolution of minimal surface theory. The first is the work on 
the Plateau Problem, whose initial phase culminated in the solution for which 
Jesse Douglas was awarded one of the first two Fields Medals in 1936. (The 
other Fields Medal that year went to Lars V. Ahlfors for his contributions to 
complex analysis, including his important new insights in Nevanlinna Theory.) 
The second was the innovative approach to partial differential equations by 
Serge Bernstein, which led to the celebrated Bernstein’s Theorem, stating that 
the only solution to the minimal surface equation over the whole plane is the 
trivial solution: a linear function. 

The subsequent history of these two problems provides a fascinating 
glimpse into the way a single result can provide the seed for a profusion 
of growth in many directions. In the case of Bernstein’s Theorem, the two 
obvious directions for generalization were toward a wider class of equations, 
and to higher dimensions. Both of those took a while to be realized, since 
Bernstein’s original proof did not lend itself easily to generalizations of any 
sort. The first step was the discovery of alternative proofs, particularly by 
Bers, Heinz, and Nitsche. They made possible the introduction of equations 
of “minimal surface type” with many of the properties of the minimal surface 
equation, including the Bernstein Theorem. These results are described below 
in the article by Leon Simon, himself one of the leading contributors to those 
developments. Heinz’s proof involved a generalization in a different direction: 
bounds on the second derivatives at a point for any solution defined over a 
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disk centered at the point. Those bounds tend to zero as the radius of the 
disk tends to infinity, showing that a solution over the whole plane must have 
all second derivatives identically zero and therefore be a linear function. The 
second-derivative bounds can also be reformulated as a bound on the Gauss 
curvature, and that approach proved useful in extensions to higher dimensions. 
Yet another approach to Bernstein’s Theorem, due to Fleming, provided the 
key ideas that yielded the first results for higher dimensions. The big surprise 
was the discovery that Bernstein’s Theorem turned out to be true for solu- 
tions in up to seven variables, and then false. That again led to a whole series 
of new questions about global behavior of the minimal surface equation in 
higher dimensions, all of which are explored in the article by Simon. 

A generalization of Bernstein’s Theorem in quite another direction was sug- 
gested by Nirenberg. His idea was to think of the theorem in more geometric 
terms, concerning surfaces not so much as solutions of a differential equation, 
but as surfaces with zero mean curvature, and replacing the assumption that 
the surface projects onto the whole plane by the pair of assumptions that 
the surface be complete and the Gauss map omit a neighborhood of some 
point. Formulated in’those terms, the result was reminiscent of the Weier- 
strass Theorem stating that the values of a nonconstant entire function must 
be everywhere dense. That led Nirenberg to a second conjecture that there 
should also be a Picard Theorem for minimal surfaces, saying that for a com- 
plete minimal surface, if the Gauss map omits more than two values, then 
the Gauss map must be constant, and the surface must be a plane. It turned 
out that his first conjecture was correct, and the second one false. But it 
was Nirenberg’s formulation that was most crucial to further developments, 
since it led to a whole new theory, that of complete minimal surfaces, first 
in three dimensions, and then of arbitrary codimension. Also, it was natu- 
ral to think of replacing Weierstrass and Picard-type results by a Nevanlinna 
Theory for the Gauss map. An early result in that direction was the theorem 
of Ahlfors-Osserman that the Gauss map of a complete nonplanar minimal 
surface not only could not be bounded, but could not belong to Nevanlinna’s 
class of “bounded type”. That provided a considerable strengthening of the 
Weierstrass result that the Gauss map must be everywhere dense to the fact 
that the set of omitted points had to have logarithmic capacity zero. But the 
full flowering of the Nevanlinna theory for complete minimal surfaces came 
with the work of Fujimoto, and is explained in detail in his paper in this vol- 
ume. Fujimoto was also the one to provide the definitive answer to the second 
Nirenberg conjecture. After Xavier showed that the image under the Gauss 
map could omit at most a finite number of points, Fujimoto proved that the 
precise maximum for the number of omitted points possible was four. 

The theory of complete minimal surfaces blossomed in quite another direc- 
tion following the work of Jorge and Meeks devoted to analyzing the possibil- 
ities for a complete minimal surface to be embedded in 3-space, with no self 
intersections. Before 1980, the only known examples of complete embedded 
minimal surfaces were the plane, the catenoid, and various periodic surfaces, 

such as the helicoid. The latter necessarily had infinite total curvature, and it 
seemed not unlikely that there were no others of finite total curvature. Then 
Costa came up with an example of a surface which was of genus one, with 
three embedded ends, and opened the floodgate for further examples, after 
Hoffman and Meeks showed that Costa’s surface was in fact embedded. In 
the decade since the publication of Costa’s example and Hoffman and Meeks’ 
first paper, the subject has seen phenomenal growth, all of which is described 
in the paper by Hoffman and Karcher in this volume. 

These are by no means the only developments that can be traced directly 
back to Bernstein’s seminal theorem, but they illustrate the manner in which a 
single result can have a powerful influence on the future course of mathematics. 

The Plateau problem has been at least equally influential. The general ex- 
istence theorems of Douglas left some important questions unanswered. First, 
Douglas was unable to rule out the possibility that the surfaces obtained had 
certain kinds of singularities, called branch points. Second, he left open the 
question of regularity of the surface at the boundary. And third, there was 
the question of how many different solution surfaces might be bounded by a 
single curve. Much progress has been made on these questions, but much also 
remains to be done. A full account of the results to date is given in the paper 
by Hildebrandt in this volume. 

One of the most important roles of Plateau’s problem was as a spark to the 
development of the powerful new tool known as geometric measure theory. 
There were two rather different approaches, one due basically to de Giorgi, 
and the other to Federer and Fleming. After leading separate lives for a while, 
both from each other and from the “classical” approach to minimal surfaces, 
all three methods gradually intermingled, so that methods and results from 
geometric measure theory find their way into a number of topics discussed in 
this book. Perhaps surprisingly, it has proved especially critical in the PDE 
aspect of the subject, where it has played a major role in connection with 
Bernstein’s Theorem. 

Taken together, the articles in this volume provide a fairly broad spectrum 
of recent activity in the field of minimal surfaces. Needless to say, it is far 
from comprehensive. The lists of references at the end of the different articles 
point in a number of further directions. A combined index to all four articles 
at the end of this volume will allow a reader to track down topics of particular 
interest, sometimes seen from different perspectives in different articles. That 
should help to provide at least some of the flavor that has given the subject 
of minimal surfaces such an enduring appeal over the years. 

January 1997 Robert Osserman 
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We will survey what is known about minimal surfaces 5’ c R3, which are 

complete, embedded, and have finite total curvature: 
s 

IKldA < cm. The only 

classically known examples of such surfaces were the ilane and the catenoid. 
The discovery by Costa [14,15] early in the last decade, of a new example that 
proved to be embedded sparked a great deal of research in this area. Many new 
examples have been found, even families of them, as will be described below. 
The central question has been transformed from whether or not there are any 
examples except surfaces of rotation to one of understanding the structure of 
the space of examples. 

Up to this point, every new example of a complete, embedded minimal 
surface of finite total curvature has been discovered first by using the global 
version of the Enneper-Riemann-Weierstrass representation, which is essen- 
tially due to Osserman [58, 59].3 This involves knowledge of the compact Rie- 
mann surface structure of the minimal surface, as well as its Gauss map and 
other geometric-analytic data. One of our goals is to show how this is done 
in the case that has been most completely analyzed, namely surfaces with 
genus > 1 and three topological ends. An important quality of this construc- 
tion is that the Riemann surface and the meromorphic data are constructed 
simultaneously under the assumption of symmetry. Moreover, once this is 
done, parameters must be found in order to have a well-defined finite-total- 
curvature surface. This parameter search is typically done by computer using 
a combination of relatively simple numerical routines and relatively complex 
graphics tools ([8,41]). I n many cases a full theoretical analysis, as is done 
here in Section 4 for the three-ended surfaces of Theorem 3.3 has yet to be 
carried out. Moreover, solution of the period problem does not at all guarantee 
that the surfaces are embedded. In Section 5 we present examples of Calla- 
han, Hoffman, Karcher, Meeks and Wohlgemuth that lie in one parameter 
families containing both embedded and immersed surfaces. In fact the period 
problem and embeddedness are totally independent issues. There are exam- 
ples of Weierstrass data meeting all necessary conditions (Proposition 2.4) 
for embeddedness, for which the period problem is not solvable (a genus-one 
example with two catenoid ends does not exist but Weierstrass data for such 
a surface ~ even a very symmetric one ~ does) and others for which the period 

3 Added in Proof (November, 1996). This was written in early 1995. In the Fall of 
1995, Nikolaos Kapouleas constructed new examples using methods similar to those 
he used to construct higher genus surfaces of constant mean curvature. Briefly, he 
proves that the construction imagined and described at the beginning of Section 5.2 
can be carried out in detail (Kapouleas, N.: Complete embedded minimal surfaces 
of finite total curvature, preprint). Martin Traizet has carried out an analogous 
construction for periodic minimal surfaces (Traizet, M.: Construction de surfaces 
minimales en recollant des surfaces de Scherk, Annales de 1’Institut Fourier (to 
appear) 1. 
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problem is solvable for a family of surfaces that are embedded outside of a 
compact set of R3, but are not embedded. 

The survey is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the basic tools 
of the subject, the most important of which is the Weierstrass-Enneper repre- 
sentation. In Section 2.2 we describe the construction of Chen and Gackstatter 
[lo], which produces a genus-one surface with the symmetries and end behav- 
ior of Enneper’s surface. To our knowledge this complete minimal surface of 
finite total curvature was the first one explicitly constructed by first specify- 
ing a geometric property - in this case, end behavior - and then deriving the 
necessary Weierstrass data. It is not, of course, embedded but its construc- 
tion, as presented here, has most of the features of the construction of the 
three-ended examples in Section 4. In Section 2.3, the hypothesis of embed- 
dedness is used to derive relationships between the geometry of the surface 
and its analytic representation. Propositions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 gather together 
all necessary conditions including the relationship between flux, logarithmic 
growth rates of the ends and residues of the complex differential of the height 
function. 

In Section 3, we present the few global rigidity theorems that are known. 
(Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, due to Lopez-Ros [51], Schoen [67] and Costa [16].) 
We present a proof (in Section 3.1) of the Lopez-Ros theorem, which states 
that a complete minimal surface of genus zero and finite total curvature must 
be the plane or the catenoid. Our proof follows that of Perez-Ros [60]. We 
also state the existence result, Theorem 3.3, for the three-ended, complete 
minimal surfaces with genus k - 1 and k vertical planes of symmetry ([30]). 
The details of the construction of these surfaces are presented in Section 4. We 
include here the estimation of the parameters that solve the period problem 
when k > 2. The values of the parameters that close the periods determine 
the logarithmic growth rates of the ends of these surfaces. For the surface to 
be embedded, they must lie in a certain range, which they (happily) do. This 
is done in Sections 4.5-4.9. 

In Section 5, we survey other known examples and discuss what little 
is known about the structure of the space of complete embedded minimal 
surfaces of finite total curvature. Section 5.2 presents some conjectures about 
this space. 

Finite total curvature implies finite topology, even without the additional 
assumption of embeddedness. The converse is not true; the helicoid is simply 
connected, nonflat and periodic, so its curvature is infinite, while its topology 
is finite. Up until recently, the helicoid was the only known embedded minimal 
surface with finite topology and infinite total curvature. In 1992, we discov- 
ered, with Fusheng Wei, a complete embedded minimal surface of genus one 
with one end ~ asymptotic to the helicoid - that has infinite total curvature 
[32,33]. The details of this construction are outside the scope of this work. 

However, the extent to which finite topology implies finite total curvature is 
discussed in Section 6.4 

Section 7 discusses the index of stability of a complete minimal surface. 
The basic results [22,25,26] the equivalence of finite index and finite total 
curvature, and the fact that the index is completely defined by the Gauss map, 
are discussed. There is, as yet, no known relationship between embeddedness 
and properties of the index. This final section is therefore, strictly speaking, 
misplaced in this survey. However the ideas and techniques may, in the long 
run, prove useful in the study of embeddedness of minimal surfaces. 

Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Jim Hoffman of MSRI 
and Ed Thayer, now in the Department of Molecular Biotechnology at the Uni- 
versity of Washington, for the preparation of the computkr graphics illustra- 
tions in this article. Both were formerly at the Center for Geometry, Analysis, 
Numerics and Graphics (GANG) at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
where one of us was the Director. Peter Norman and Pascal Romon read ear- 
lier versions and gave us useful critical comments. Harold Rosenberg helped 
clarify some important points in Section 2.3. We are grateful to M. Kotani 
and S. Nayatani for useful comments on Section 7. Robert Bryant and Michael 
Wolf gave us many useful comments. The authors enjoyed the hospitality of 
MSRI where most of the final work on this paper was done. 

2. Basic Theory 
and the Global Weierstrass Representation 

Let S, () be an oriented surface with a Riemannian metric, and let V 
denote its Riemannian connection. For a smooth function f: S + R, we will 
denote its differential by df and its gradient by grad f. They are related by 
Vf = df(V) = (grad f, V), V E TS, which can be thought of as the defining 
equation for grad f. If w is a one form, its covariant derivative VW is defined 
by the relation 

(Vuw)V = Uw(V) - w(VuV) . (2.1) 

The divergence operator is div = tr V and the Laplacian of a smooth function 
f is given by n f: = div grad f. Note that 

(Vu grad f, V) = U(grad f, V) - (VuV)f = (V&f)(V). (2.2) 

4 Added in Proof (N ovember, 1996). Pascal Collin recently showed that a complete 
embedded minimal surface with finite topology and more than one end has to 
have finite total curvature. He did this by proving the Nitsche Conjecture. See 
Section 6.2. (Collin, P.: Topologie et courbure des surfaces minimales proprement 
plongkes de R3, Ann. Math. 145 (1997), l-31. 
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Hence 
Af = JWezdf)(e,). (2.3) 

The operator Rot; on vector fields, which rotates each T,M by ; in the 
positive direction, is covariantly parallel: i. e. V Rot $ = 0. This simply means 
that for any vector fields U, V, Rot: (VuV) = Vu Rot: V, which can be easily 
checked. This implies that for a vector field V 

div V = 0 % V Rot+ V is symmetric, 

(i.e. (Vu Rot; V, 6) = (VG Rot; V, U) for all vector fields U, 6) 

Associated to a vector field W is the dual one form w defined by w(U) = 
(U, W). One can verify by elementary means that 

dw = 0 @ VW is symmetric (i.e. (VuW, 6) = (V,W, U) 

for all vector fields U, fi.) 

ti W is locally the gradient of some differentiable function. 

Combining these two equivalences and applying them to W = grad f, where 
f: S --f R is some smooth function, we have 

Af = div(grad f) 

= 0 @ Rot% (grad f) is (1 ocally) the gradient of some function f* 

Smooth functions f: S + R satisfying Af = 0 are called harmonic func- 
tions. For a harmonic function f, the locally defined functions f*, where 
grad f * = Rot: (grad f) are called conjugate harmonic functions associated 
to f. Note that df * = -df o Rot;. Because grad f and grad f * are orthogo- 
nal and have the same length, the locally defined mapping given by (f, f *) is 
conformal wherever grad f # 0. Thus, f + i f * is a local conformal coordinate 
in a neighborhood of any point p E S where df, # 0. 

Suppose our surface S is given as an oriented immersed surface in R3. Let 
X denote its position vector; we think of X as an immersion X: S + R3. S 
inherits a Riemannian metric (., .) from R3 and its Riemannian connection 
for vector fields can be considered to be the projection of differentiation D in 
R3; if U, V are vector fields on S, VuV is defined by the relation 

DX(VuV) = Kvx(v))l’> (24 
where [IT denotes projection onto DX,(T,S). For p E S let N(p) denote the 
unit normal to X(S) at X(p). Th e endomorphism Rots on TPS is just the 
pullback by DX of counter-clockwise rotation around N(p) in DX[T,S]. We 
think of N as the Gauss mapping N: S -+ S2 and denote its differential by 
DN. By identification of TPS with DX,(T,S) and DX,(T,S) with TN(r)S2 
by rigid translation in R3, we may think of DN, as an endomorphism of TPS. 
As such it is called the shape operator, and denoted by S. The eigenvalues of 

S are called the principal curvatures, and its eigenvectors are called principal 
directions. The average of the principal curvatures is the mean curvature and 
is denoted by H. 

An important formula with strong consequences for minimal surfaces is: 

AX = -2HN. (2.5) 

By AX, we mean (Axl, Axz, Ax3) where (z~,Q, ~3) are the Euclidean coor- 
dinates in R3. We will verify (2.5) as follows. Writing DX = (dxl, dxz, dx3) 
and applying (2.1) coordinatewise, we have 

(VuDX)(V) = U(DX(V)) - DX(VuV) 

= U(DX(V)) - [U(DX(V))IT (by 2.4) 

= [U(DX(V))IN (where [IN denotes projection 

onto DX(TS)‘) 

= (U(DX(V)) . N)N. 

The scalar factor of N in the last expression is (k, depending on your back- 
ground) the Second Fundamental Form. Because DX(V).N = 0, U(DX(V)). 
N = -DX(V) . DN(U) = -(S(U), V), where S is the shape operator. Thus 

(VUDX)(V) = -(S(U), V)N. 

From (2.2) we conclude that AX = -(trS)N, which is (2.5), as desired. 

Remark 2.1. Since the covariant derivative is most often developed on Rie- 
mannian manifolds without a given immersion, we indicate how the above def- 
inition is used for practical computations. For example, if W is a vector field 
in R3 we can consider its tangential component 

WT: = W - (W, N)N 

along the immersed surface X(S). This also gives us a vector field V on the 
domain surface S such that DX(V) = WT. Strictly speaking it is the covari- 
ant derivative of V that was defined, but one often allows abbreviations, e.g. 
writing W rather than W o X, in computations like: 

VU(WT): = DX(VUV) 

= wPxw))T 

= (U(W - (W, N)N))T 

= (UW)’ - (W, N)DN(U) 

Minimal Surfaces 

A minimal surface, S, is one for which H = 0; from (2.5) we can conclude 
that the coordinate functions of a minimal surface are harmonic. We also may 
conclude from the discussion above that if x is a coordinate function, x + ix* 
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defines a conformal coordinate chart in a neighborhood of any p E S where 
dx # 0. Since X is assumed to be an immersion, we conclude that at every 
p E S, at least one of the coordinate functions xi satisfies dx,ip # 0. Thus 
minimal surfaces inherit naturally, from their Euclidean coordinates, an atlas 
of holomorphic functions that define its Riemann surface structure. 

Because trS = 2H = 0 on a minimal surface S, the Gauss mapping 
N:S + S2 satisfies (DN(U), DN(V)) = K”(U, V), where fr; are the principal 
curvatures, and also reverses orientation. We orient S2 c R3 with the outward- 
pointing normal (so that its Gauss map is the identity and its principal curva- 
tures equal to fl) and let Q be stereographic projection from the north pole to 
the complex plane considered to be the (xi, x2)-plane, also positively oriented. 
With these choices, o is orientation-reversing and g: = u o N: S + C U {co} 
orientation-preserving and conformal, whenever DN # 0. Thus g is a mero- 
morphic function on S, considered now to be a Riemann surface. 

We have shown that a minimal surface has a natural Riemann surface 
structure, with respect to which the Gauss map is meromorphic. Now we 
will use this information to realize minimal surfaces as the real parts of holo- 
morphic curves. Recall that each coordinate function II: gives rise, locally, to 
a conjugate harmonic function x* and globally to a holomorphic differential 
form 

dx + idx* = dx - i(dx o Rot;). 

Associated to our minimal immersion X = (x1,x2, x3): S + R3 we also have 
the “conjugate” minimal immersion X* = (x7, xa, xi) (which is well defined 
only on some covering s of S). The relation dX* = -dX oRot~ shows that X 
and X* are locally immersions and that @: = X + iX* satisfies dP o Rot; = 
i . de. In particular @ is holomorphic and 

X=Re@=ReJ’dl=Re/(dX+idX*). 

With respect to any local holomorphic parameter z = ui + iu2 we have the 
usual connection with real differentiation: 

dP = P’dz 

dX .ax* 
= (z+tK)dz= (&ig)dz. 

It is convenient to define for a real-valued differentiable function w 

and extend this function linearly to complex-valued functions: 

(w + iw), = 21, + iw,. 

If f = ‘u + iw is holomorphic, fi = f’; the desirability of this identity is the 
reason for the factor of i. The Cauchy-Riemann equation for f is U, = iwZ, 
and extending this operation coordinate-wise to @ = X + ix*, we have 

!P’ = !Pz = (X, + ix:) 

=2x 2-&E I 
au1 au2 

= 2ix;. 

We find an additional property by computing 

because all holomorphic reparametrizations are conformal. The image P(s) 
in C3 is therefore called a holomorphic null-curve. Conversly, we see that 
the real part of a holomorphic null-curve is conform&y parametrized and, of 
course, harmonic with respect to the given parametrization. Since conformal 
changes of the metric do not change the harmonicity of functions, the real 
part of a holomorphic null-curve is also harmonic with respect to the induced 
Riemannian metric and hence minimal. 

Having established a firm connection with complex analysis, we now tie in 
some more geometry by rewriting dP in terms of the Gauss map. This leads 
to a representation formulated by Enneper, Riemann and Weierstrass. Recall 
that the Gauss map became a meromorphic function after we distinguished 
a “vertical” direction for the stereographic projection; we take this to be the 
xa-axis. Now we make full use of the fact that our surface is a complex curve: 
While quotients of one-forms on a surface are not functions, the quotients 
$$ g of holomorphic one-forms on the complex curve are functions, mero- 
morph6 functions on the underlying Riemann surface. Moreover, because of 
X, . X, = 0, these functions are quadratically related: 

Finally, since 

g =Re(dB(&)) and 

E =Re(d@ (&)) 

are orthogonal tangent vectors to the minimal surface, we must be able to 
compute the normal, i.e., the Gauss map g, from $+$, g. With a small 
trick, this procedure can be reversed. Put 
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dp3 
= d& - id!& 

(because (z)2 + (EJ’ = 4). 

Then we have 

dP= (l(f-f);~(j+f),l)d~~, 

which now depends only on one meromorphic function f and one holomorphic 
differential dsl/3. From now on, we will write d& as dh. Recall 

dh: = d!& = dx3 - idx3 o Rotq . 

We know already that f must be closely related to the Gauss map. In fact, 
we find that inverse stereographic projection of f, namely 

(~Ref,21mf,lf12-~)l(lf12+1) 

is orthogonal to the tangent vectors Re( -$&), Im( g) since 

((i($-f),i(j+f),l) ,(2Ref,21mf,if12-l))c=OtC. 

This identifies f as the stereographic projection of the Gauss map of the 
minimal surface. We now state the “Weierstrass representation theorem” with 
emphasis on its global formulation due to Osserman [59]. 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose S is a minimal surface in R3, M its Riemann sur- 
face, g = (TON the stereographic projection of its Gauss map. Then S may be 
represented (up to a translation) by the conformal immersion 

X(p)=Re @, 
s 

(2.6) 

where 

@= (41,42,43) = (9-l -g)$,i(g-‘+g)$,dh (2.7) 

Conversely, let M be a Riemann surface, g: M + C U {CQ} a meromorphic 
function and dh a holomorphic one-form on M. Then (2.6) and (2.7) define a 
conformal minimal mapping of some covering of M into R3, which is regular 

provided the poles and zeros of g coincide with the zeros of dh. The mapping 
X is well-defined on M if and only if no component of @ in (2.7) has a real 
period. That is 

Period, (@) =: Re 
f’ 

@=O (2.8) 
a 

for all closed curves a on M. 

We now compute the basic geometric quantities of M in terms of g and 
dh. The metric induced on M by X can be expressed as 

ds2 = $P/” = a(lgl + lgl-1)2jdh/2, (2.9) 

The metric will be complete provided 
.I 

ds = 00 for every divergent curve S 

on M. The Gauss curvature of this me&c may be computed as the ratio of 
the area stretching of dN to that of dX. Thus: 

K= -41d912 4 

(lgl + lgl-1)21dh12 ’ Cl+ ld2)2 . 
The last term is the conformal stretching of stereographic projection. The 
minus sign comes from the fact that stereographic projection reverses orien- 
tation. We may rewrite this as 

K= (2.10) 

To express the shape operator S = DX-l DN in terms of g and dh, we 
compute X,,d.z2 and take the real part of the dot product with N: 

X,,dz2 = $(X11 - X22 - 2iX12) (du: - du; + 2iduldu2) 

Since in general Xij . N = -Xi . Nj = -(S( &), &): = -sij and Xri . N = 
-X22 . N because we are using conformal coordinates on a minimal surface: 

-2 Re((X,, . N)dz2) = (sIldu; + s22du; + 2s12duldu2). (2.11) 

The right-hand side is the quadratic form associated with the shape operator 
S, expressed in terms of the conformal coordinates (ur , UZ), where z = 2~~ +i~. 
The left-hand-side of (2.11) can be written, using (2.7), as -Re(@,dz N). 
Differentiating (2.7) gives 

Qa,dz = ;((g-1 +g),i(g-’ -g),O)$dh> 

and, using the fact that 

1912 - 1 Reg,Img,T , 

we have from (2.11) that 

Csijduiduj = Re 

For a tangent vector V = vi & + IJ~ &, we may express the Second Funda- 
mental Form (2.11) as the real part of a holomorphic quadratic differential: 

(S(V), V) = Re :(V) . dh(V)} (2.12) 
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This formula allows us to conclude that a curve c on X(M) is 

asymptotic w f(C) . dh(C) E iR. 

principal e :(k) . dh(C) E R . 
(2.13) 

For a minimal surface X as in (2.7) and (2.8) with the Weierstrass data 
{g, dh} on M, we make the following definition. 

Definition 2.1. The associate surfaces to X are the minimal immersions 
Xs given by the Weierstrass data {g, eiedh}, 0 2 8 < $, using (2.6) and (2.7). 
The conjugate surface X* is equal to -X$ , where Xg is the associate surface 
with data {g, idh}. 

Remark 2.1.1. The Weierstrass data {eieg, dh} produces the same minimal 
surface as {g, dh} rotated by an angle 8 around the vertical axis. 

One sees immediately that X0 may not be well-defined on A4 because the 
period condition (2.8) is not necessarily satisfied. We have 

and 

X*=-Im @, J 
X0 = (~0s e)x - (sin e)x* 

locally. Clearly X0 is well-defined on M, for all 8, 0 < 8 2 ;, if and only if 
X* is well-defined on M. Also X** = -X. By definition, all members of the 
associate family share the same Gauss map and from (2.8) it follows that they 
are locally isometric. 

The Schwarz Reflection Principle for Minimal Surfaces 

A curve on any surface M in R3 is a straight line if and only if its geodesic 
curvature and its normal curvature vanish. A principal curve on M that is 
not a straight line has the property that it is a geodesic if and only if it lies 
in a plane orthogonal to the surface. Thus (2.13) can be used on geodesics 
to identify lines and planar principal curves. From (2.13) we see that prin- 
cipal geodesics of X correspond to straight lines of X*, and vice versa. The 
Gauss map along a principal geodesic has values parallel to the plane of this 
curve, and the same values along the conjugate straight line - so that the 
line is orthogonal to the plane. The Schwarz reflection principle for minimal 
surfaces states that minimal surfaces with such curves must possess Euclidean 
symmetries. 

If a minimal surface contains a line segment L, then it is symmetric under 
rotation by rr about L. (If a minimal surface is bounded by a line segment L, 
it may be extended by rotation by rr about L to a smooth minimal surface 
containing L in its interior.) 

If a nonplanar minimal surface contains a principal geodesic - necessarily 
a planar curve - then it is symmetric under reflection in the plane of that 
curve. (If a minimal surface meets a plane orthogonally on its boundary the 
surface may be extended by reflection through the plane to a smooth minimal 
surface with this curve in its interior.) 

We will prove this below. Finding a geodesic on a minimal surface satisfy- 
ing one of the conditions of (2.13) is equivalent to finding a straight line or a 
planar geodesic, which with the Reflection Principle implies the existence of 
a Euclidean symmetry. 

Suppose a minimal surface S contains a line segment L; without loss of 
generality we may assume that L is a portion of the xs-axis containing 6. The 
surface S* conjugate to S contains a planar geodesic in-a horizontal plane. 
Because the coordinate functions of S are harmonic Z: = x3 + ix; defines a 
conformal parameter in a neighborhood of L. To avoid confusion, we write 
z = ui + iu2 and we may translate so that (xl, x2, x3)(0) = 0’. Then 

x3(w) = Ul, x;(w) = 0 

Xl(U1) = X2(Ul) = 0. 

Thus x3 + ix; maps a line segment on the real axis to the real axis, while 
x1 + ix; and 22 + ix; map this same segment to the imaginary axis. 

The Schwarz Reflection Principle for complex analytic functions states that 
if an analytic function f, defined in a neighborhood of a segment of the real 
axis, maps the segment of the real axis into a line e c C then f (3) = p o f(z), 
where p is reflection in e. (Moreover if f is defined as a one-sided neighborhood 
of the real segment, the extension of f by f (2): = pof(z) defines an extension 
of f analytic on a neighborhood of the real line segment). 

Since reflection in the real (resp. imaginary) axis is z ---f Z (resp. .z 4 -Z), 
we may conclude that 

x3 + ix;(Z) = x3 + ix; 

by definition, and 

Hence 

xk + ix;(Z) = -(xk + ix;) k = 1,2. 

X(Z): = (Xl, x2, x3)@) = (-x1, -x21 x3)(2) 

x*(z): = (XT, x;,x;)(z) = (xT,xG, -x;)(z). 

That is, S is symmetric under rotation about the x3-axis, and S* is sym- 
metric under reflection in the (x1,x2)-plane, as claimed. (The statements in 
parentheses of the Schwarz Reflection Principle for minimal surfaces follow 
from the statements in parentheses for the classical reflection principle.) This 
completes the proof of the Schwarz Reflection Principle. 
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The Catenoid and the Helicoid 

As a simple illustration, consider the catenoid, which can be represented 
as M = C - (0) with Weierstrass data {g, dh} = {z, 4}. See Figure 2.1. 

The mapping pi + ez2’- 
teZ8. Using (2.9) 

z is a reflection in the line Lo given by c(t) = 
we see that pe is an isometry, and therefore its fixed point 

set X(LQ) is a geodesic. The mapping (2.6) is well defined because there is 
only one homology cycle on which to check (2.8), namely that generated by 
the cycle ]z] = 1,-&d: 

Fig. 2.1. The catenoid and helicoid. The catenoid is the image of C - (0) under the 
Weierstrass mapping with g = z and dh = cdz/z, c = 1. The image of y  := (121 = 1) 
is the waist-circle of the catenoid (left). When c = i, the Weierstrass mapping is 
multivalued; its third coordinate has a vertical period of length 27~ on y  (center). 
The multivalued mapping produces the helicoid, which can also be produced by 
reflection across the boundary lines of the image. For c = ezB,Q # 0, mod n, the 
image of y  is a helix and the full image surface is not embedded. For any c, [cl = 1, 
the full image surface is complete and has infinite total curvature unless c = 1, in 
which case we have the catenoid with total curvature equal to -4~ 
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= Re(0, 0,27ri) = 0’. 

Along rays c(t) = teie, t > 0, k(t) = eie and 

$(eze) . &(eie) = 
(‘1 
$ 2 = td2 E R. 

Hence each ray is a planar geodesic in a vertical plane containing the vector 
(costi, sin0,O). Any two reflections must generate a rotation about a com- 
mon axis and we can conclude, as we know, that the catenoid is a surface of 
rotation. Since 

q(z) =Re I = dz I4 T =ln,, 
Jzo z 14 

we see that the surface diverges to 03 (resp. -oo) in the vertical direction as 
121 + 03 (resp.0). 

If we consider the conjugate surface X* of the catenoid, we have Weier- 
strass data {z,idz/z} on C - (0). But now 

Periodl,l=i{@*} = Re 
s 

i@ = Re(0, 0, i In z) = (0, 0,27r) . 
Jzl=l 

Hence X* is not well-defined on C - (0). It gives rise to a multi-valued map- 
ping, the image of which we know to be fibred by horizontal lines and invariant 
under a vertical translation. This surface is, of course, the helicoid. Note that 
since the helicoid and catenoid are locally conjugate, they are locally isomet- 
ric. But they are not congruent because the catenoid contains no lines. The 
Gauss map of the catenoid covers S2 exactly once, omitting two points. Hence 
its total curvature is -47r. The helicoid is nonflat and periodic; hence it has 
infinite total curvature. 

In the case of finite total curvature, 
s 

KdA > -co, much more is known 
M 

about the Weierstrass representation. 

2.1 Finite Total Curvature 

The representation Theorem 2.1 can be significantly sharpened when the 
minimal surface in question is complete and has finite total curvature. 

Theorem 2.2 (Osserman, [48,59]). Let X: M + R3 be a complete confor- 
ma1 minimal immersion with finite total curvature (not necessarily embedded). 
Then: 

(i) M is conformally diffeomorphic to Mk -{PI, . , p,} where %fk is a closed 
Riemann surface of genus k and pl . . . ,p, are points in Mk, r > 1; 
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(ii) 
(iii) 

(iv) 
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X is proper; 
The Gauss map N: M -+ S2, which is meromorphic on 111, extends to a 
meromorphic function on Ml,; the holomorphic one-form dh extends to 
a meromorphic one-form on %?k. 

in terms of the end at pj. We will say that M has an “embedded end 
pj” provided X embeds some punctured neighborhood of pj. The end at 
is embedded if and only if d, = 1, as follows from the definition of dj 
Theorem 2.3 (ii). 

The total curvature is an integer multiple of 4~ and satisfies 
Remark 2.2. For later use in Section 7 we will need to estimate the degree, 

d, of the Gauss map of a complete minimal surface M in terms of the genus. 
We have from (2.16) J KdA < -47r(k + r - 1) = 27r(x(M) -r), 

M 

where k and r are integers defined in Statement (i), and X(M) is the Euler 
characteristic of M. 

Theorem 2.2 is a prescription for constructing finite total curvature exam- 
ples. We will give an example of how to use it in Section 2.2. 

In what follows, we will assume that X: A4 + R3 is a complete, regular, 
conformal minimal immersion that has finite total curvature, and that 111 = 

MI, - {pl,.~~,p~}, where %k is a compact, connected Riemann surface of 
genus k. 

Definition 2.2. Let Dj be a punctured neighborhood of pJ E n/r,. We will 
refer to X(Dj) = Ej as an end of M, and define, for fixed R > 0, 

SR,~ = {q E S2]Rq E I$} 

where S2 denotes the unit sphere in R3. 

(2.15) 

Theorem 2.3 Gackstatter [24], Jorge-Meeks [42]. Let SR,~ be as defined in 
(2.15). 

(i) For eachj = l,..., r, SR,~ converges smoothly, as R -+ co, to a great 
circle, covered an integral number of times; 

(ii) Let dj be the multiplicity of the great circle dim,S,,j. Then 

J M 

KdA=2n 2(1-k)-r-edi) 
( j=l 

= 27r x(M) - ed,) 
j=l 

(2.16) 

Note that (2.16) gives an interpretation of the difference between the right- 
and left-hand sides of (2.14). 

Definition 2.3. The total spinning of S is the integer quantity 

n(S)=cdj. 
j=l 

It is immediate from the definitions of n(iW) and dj that n(lll) > r, with 
equality if and only if each end has multiplicity one. This may be interpreted 
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at 

P, 
in 

n(M) k+;-lt- 

I f  r > 2 then clearly d > k + 1. I f  r = 1, then n(M) is just dl and must 
be odd, and dl = 1, if and only if the end of the surface is embedded. Since 
f+ n(M) > 1 with equality if and only if r = 1 and n(M) = d1 = 1, it follows 
that d2> k + 1 on a complete minimal surface, unless it has precisely one end, 
and that end is embedded. However such an exceptional minimal surface must 
be a plane, as we will show below. Hence on a complete nonplanar minimal 
surface 

d>k+l. 

Several arguments can be used to show that a complete immersed minimal 
surface M of finite total curvature with a single embedded end is a plane. 
The simplest uses the halfspace theorem (Theorem 2.4 below in Section 2.3.3), 
which says that a complete, properly immersed minimal surface that lies in a 
halfspace must be a flat plane. Because we have finite total curvature and an 
embedded end, we can use Proposition 2.3 (iv) and Remark 2.4 (i) to conclude 
the same thing as follows. The end in question is asymptotic to the end of a 
plane or the end of a catenoid. In either case, the surface M lies in a halfspace. 
I f  the end is catenoidal it is clear that the plane defining the smallest halfspace 
containing M is tangent to M, violating the Maximum Principle. (See Sec- 
tion 2.3.3.) I f  the end of M is planar, then M lies in some slab. But again the 
boundamJ planes of the smallest slab are tangent to M, a contradiction unless 
the slab has zero thickness; i. e., M is a plane. 

2.2 The Example of Chen-Gackstatter 

Chen and Gackstatter [lo, 111 were the first to construct a complete, finite- 
total-curvature example by explicitly solving the period problem. In retro- 
spect, and from our point of view, what they did was put a handle in En- 
neper’s surface, making it a genus-one surface with one end, while preserving 
all of the symmetries and end behavior. See Figure 2.2. This was the first 
known complete minimal torus with finite total curvature and one end. We 
will present this construction, following Karcher [43], Barbosa and Colares [2] 
and Thayer [71,70]. 
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Fig. 2.2. Enneper’s surface (left) and the Chen-Gackstatter Surface (right) 

Enneper’s surface is given by the data 

g=z dh = zdz (2.17) 

on C, the sphere minus the point at infinity. There are no nontrivial closed 
cycles, so there is no period problem. Moreover, the metric induced by using 
(2.17) in (2.6) and (2.7) is g iven as in (2.9) by ds = ~(Iz/” + l)/dzl and is 
invariant under the maps z 4 e i28~, for any fixed 0. The line Lo through 
0’ given by eiet, 00 < t < 00, is the fixed-point set of this mapping and so is 
mapped to a geodesic on Enneper’s surface. The normal curvature (multiplied 
by the length squared of the tangent vector) of this geodesic is given, according 
to (2.12) by Re{e2ie }. By (2.13), LO is mapped to a straight line on Enneper’s 
surface if 0 = f 2, and to a planar geodesic if and only if 19 = 0, 5. Assuming 
we start the integration in (2.6) at 0, this implies that Enneper’s surface 
has the (x~,Q)- and the (rcz,za)-plane as reflective planes of symmetry, and 
contains the lines z1 + 22 = z3 = 0. 

The planar symmetry lines cut the surface into four congruent pieces. The 
symmetry lines themselves cross at 0’ and the end point at infinity. In addition, 
the two stra.ight lines cross at 0’ and at the end, and the surface is invariant 
under rotation about these lines. 

We will construct a genus-one surface S with the same symmetries and 
end behavior as Enneper’s surface. From (2.16) we may conclude that the 
winding dl at the end of Enneper’s surfaces equal to three. The two reflections 
generate a rotation, R, of order two about the vertical axis. By (2.16), the 
total curvature of this surface must be -87r, which is equivalent to saying 
that the degree of g is two. By the symmetry assumptions, the Gauss map is 
vertical at the end. By symmetry again, and the fact that the degree of g is 
two, all the vertical normals are fixed points of both reflections, which means 
they lie on the vertical axis. We place the intersection of the two lines at 6. 
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Because rotation about the lines on the surface reverses orientation, any axis 
point, p, of the surface (where the normal must be vertical) other than o’, is 
paired with -p, where g has the same value. There must be at least one such 
point p on the positive zs-axis and we orient the surface so that g(p) = 0;). 
Since g(G) is vertical, it follows that g(0) = 0 and g = 0 at the end. There can 
be no other points on the surface on the vertical axis where the Gauss map is 
vertical. We have 

g(e)=O, do)=O, s(P)=&P)=a, ~=(&@a), 

where the end is at e on the torus 3. 
Choose a triangulation of 3, with vertices including 0, •!~tp and e, which 

projects to a triangulation of S/R. It will have half the number of faces and 
half the number of edges. But the number of vertices is g + 2, where V is the 
number of vertices in the triangulation of 3. Since 3 is a torus 

so S/R is a sphere. 

- 
Let Z: S + S/R = S2 denote projection onto the quotient. The meromor- 

phic function z has degree two and is branched at the points (6, fp, e} c 3. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ~(6) = 0, z(p) = 1 and 
z(e) = DC). Reflection K in either one of the vertical planes of symmetry 
induces the same order-two automorphism of S2. This automorphism fixes 
O,l, CQ and 2(-p). W e may conclude that this automorphism is complex con- 
jugation z -+ Z and therefore 2(-p) is real. Rotation about either line in 
S induces an orientation reversing automorphism of S2. This automorphism 
fixes 0 and cc while interchanging fp. Thus rotation induces z -+ -2 on S2. 
Moreover, 2(-p) = -1 and the two lines on S are projected by z onto the 
imaginary axis. 

We now have the torus 3 presented as a double covering of S2, branched 
at 0, cc and &l. Therefore, the surface ?? is the Riemann surface 

w2 = z(z - 1) (2 + 1). 

This is the square torus on which z is the Weierstrass P-function, normalized 
to have a double pole at e = (oc), co), a double zero at o’= (O,O), (and branch 
points at fp = (fl, 0)). Introducing y = Z/W, we have 

y2 = (2 - l{(z + 1) . 

The function y has degree equal to two, and has simple zeros at 0’ and e, and 
simple poles at fp. Therefore g = py for some nonzero complex constant p. 
The Gauss map is either purely real or purely imaginary along curves of S 
projecting onto the real axis in the z-plane. This is because these curves lie 
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in the assumed symmetry planes x2 = 0 and 21 = 0. Because y is real or 
imaginary over the real z-axis, it follows that p is either real or imaginary. 
After a rotation of R3, if necessary, we may assume p is real and positive. 
From Theorem 2.1 we know that the differential dh has simple zeros at 0 and 
fp and no poles at any other finite points. At the end e, it must have a triple 
pole (producing end behavior like that of Enneper’s surface). The one-form 
dz has precisely these zeros and poles. Hence, dh = cdz for some nonzero 
complex constant c, which by scaling we may assume to be unitary. We will 
now show that c is real. To see this, observe that along lifts of the real axis 
$( &) is real as is dz( &). But these curves are geodesic curvature lines so, 
by (2.13), c must be real. We may therefore choose c = 1 and conclude that 

9 = PY dh=dz, (2.19) 

where z is the projection defined above and p > 0 is to be determined. 
All that remains is to choose p > 0 so that (2.8) is satisfied. Clearly, the 

third component has no periods because z is well-defined on the square torus. 
Because e lies on the intersection of two vertical symmetry planes, the real 
period of X must be orthogonal to both symmetry planes, and hence zero, for 
any closed curve around e. 

To determine the value of p that makes X in (2.6) well-defined, we exploit 
the symmetry of the situation. Consider the curve on the square torus that 
is the lift of the interval [-l,O] in the z-plane, on which y is positive. (It is 
always real). This curve must be in the vertical plane 22 = 0, assuming we 
start the integration from (0,O). We require that 

OI 

Re 
J’ 
o-l(g-’ - g)dh = 0, 

Both of the integrals are convergent and positive. Choosing p to be the positive 
square root of the ratio of these integrals insures that this way of evaluating 
-P = X((-LO)) Pl aces it on the xs-axis. Choice of negative square roots 
in the integrand will result in the same value of p, placing X((l, 0)) on the 
vertical axis. Thus X is well-defined on the torus and produces the genus-one 
Chen-Gackstatter example with the symmetry of Enneper’s surface. 

Remark 2.3. (i) The only complete minimal surfaces in R3 with total cur- 
vature -4~ are the Catenoid and Enneper’s surface (Osserman [58]). Recently 
Lopez [49] proved that the unique genus-one complete minimal surface with 
total curvature -8~ is the Chen-Gackstatter example. This result was also 
contained in the thesis of D. Bless [3]. 

(ii) The Chen-Gackstatter genus-one construction has been generalized in 
two different ways. First, Karcher realized that the kth-order Enneper surface 
given by the Weierstrass data 

g(z) = zk, dh = g(z)dz, z E C , 

could also be used as a model for the end behavior and symmetry of higher 
genus examples. Using the Lopez-Ros parameter (see Section 3.1, Equa- 
tion (3.5)) he was able to show that the periods could be killed for all k > 0 [43]. 
Second, one can add more handles by stacking them. Chen and Gackstatter did 
this themselves in the genus-two case [ll]. Computationally, higher genus ex- 
amples were found by E. Thayer, who used a computer to solve the period prob- 
lem (2.8). Thayer also computed higher genus examples (up to 35) with higher 
winding orders [71]. N. do Espirito-Santo established existence for stacked han- 
dles in the genus-three case [19]. (See Remark 4.2.) 

2.3 Embeddedness and Finite Total Curvature: 
Necessary Conditions 

We continue the general discussion of Section 2.1. Suppose X: A4 + R3 
has an embedded end at some p E MI, - M. Let D - {p} be a punctured 
neighborhood of p on which X is one-to-one. We may assume, after a rotation 
if necessary, that the Gauss map, which extends to p, takes on the value 
(0, 0,l) at p. The two simplest examples are the plane and (either end of) the 
catenoid. Written as graphs over the (xi, x2)-plane, these ends have bounded 
and logarithmic growth respectively. This is in fact all that can happen. 

Proposition 2.1 ([59,67]). Suppose X: M -+ R3 has a complete embedded 
end X: D - {p} + R3 of finite total curvature with the value of the extended 
Gauss map equal to (0, 0, *l) atp. Then, outside of a compact set, X(D-{p}) 
is the graph (over the exterior of a bounded domain in the (xl, x2)-plane) with 
the following asymptotic behavior: 

X3(X1> x2) = alogp + P + P-2(Y1x1 + 72x2) + O(F2) (2.20) 

for p = (x4 + x:)l12. M oreover the first two components 41, $2 of @ in (2.5’) 
have poles of order two at p and have no residues, while the third component 
dh = $3 is either regular (which happens if and only if CY = 0 in (2.20)) or 
has a simple pole. 

Proof. We will prove this proposition in the case that the Gauss map at 
the embedded end is one-to-one. In this case we may assume, without loss 
of generality, that p = 0 and g(z) = z on D. (In general we may assume 
g(z) = zk on D. The reader is invited to carry out a similar computation, 
showing that cy = 0 when k > 1.) 
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From (2.6) and (2.7) we have 

12(Z)=Re~~02=Re~~~(g-1+g)dh=Re~~~(~-1+~)”” 

.I 

z 
x3(z) = Re dh. 

R7 

It is straightforward to compute 

2(x1-ixz)=~:g-‘dh-~==;z-‘dh-~. 

We will now look more closely at dh. Writing 

dh = 6 c+z-~ + co + zwl(z) dz , 
j=l > 

WI(Z) holomorphic, we observe that x1 - ix2 is not well-defined if CO # 0. 
The first integral in the expression for x1 - ix2 would produce a term CO In z, 
which is not a well-defined function of z. For similar reasons (using the second 
integral) c-2 = 0. Knowing that cc = 0 allows us to conclude that dh has a 
pole at 0; otherwise the metric (2.9) 

;(lgl + 1g(-‘)ldhl = ;(Izl + Izl-‘)ldhJ = ;([z12 + 1); 

is not complete at /zI = 0. We claim now that dh has a simple pole at .z = 0. If 
not, let c-kzPk, k 2 3, be the highest order term in the expansion. Then the 
dominant term in Jzdh is -(c-k/k)z-‘,k 2 3. This means that on ]z] = E 
small, x1 - ixz(z) has self intersections. However, since we are assuming the 
end is embedded, this contradicts the fact that the normal is close to vertical 
near 0, so the projection of the image of a small circle ]z] = E is one-to-one. 
Thus, dh = (c-~.z-’ + zwl(z))d z, wr (2) holomorphic, as claimed. Because 
~3 = ReJz: dh is well-defined, c-r must be real. Moreover, 41 and 42 have 
double poles without residues at z = 0. 

We now can write 

Xl -ix2 = -c-~/z+c+zw~(z)+ZWy(t) 

x3 = const fc-1 In IzI + O(~.Z~~), 

where wi (z) holomorphic and c is a constant. Because the end is complete, 
cl # 0. We compute 

p2 = ~c-~~“/~~~~ - 2Re&rc/z) + const + 0(lzl) 

and Re(zr - izz) . E, which we express as follows: 

Re(c_r/z)E = - Re( x1 - iz2) E + ICI2 + O(lzl) 

From the expression for p2, one sees that ]z] = Q&l). Using this fact, 
and substitution of the second equation into the expression for p2, gives after 
rearrangement: 

Ic-1 12/lz12 = p2 + 2 Re(zr - ix:! E) + const + O(p-l) 

= ~‘(1 + pe2)(2 Re(xi - ix2 . c) + 0(p2). 

Taking the logarithm of both sides and using the fact that log(1 + a) = 
a + O(a2), we get 

In/z] = In /c-i/ - lnp - 
Re(xr - iz2) . c 

P2 
+ o(p-2). 

Substitution in the equation above for 53(z) yields: 

x3(2) = const - c-1 lnp - ,L-~c-~ Re(xl - ix2) . c + 0(pP2), 

which gives (2.20). 

(2.20’) 

Definition 2.4. Consider an embedded end of a complete minimal surface 
of finite total curvature. The end is said to be a flat or planar end if CY = 0 
in Equation (2.20), and is a catenoid end otherwise. The constant cy is called 
the logarithmic growth of the end. 

Remark 2.4. From (2.20’): 

(i) It is evident that an embedded finite total curvature end is asymptotic to 
an actual catenoid end (h = Q log r + /3) or to a plane (h = p); 

(ii) It 1 f 11 a so o ows from Equations (2.20’) that the logarithmic growth of a 
complete embedded end, parameterized on a punctured disk D - {p}, is 
equal to -cl, where cl is the residue of dh at p. If the end is parameterized 
by the exterior of a disk (p = m) then the logarithmic growth is equal to 
the residue of dh at infinity; 

(iii) In the proof of Proposition 2.1 we showed that if the extended Gauss map 
is unbranched at an embedded end of finite total curvature, that end is a 
catenoid end. Since the only other geometric possibility is to have a flat 
end, it follows that branching of the extended Gauss map at an embedded 
end of finite total curvature is equivalent to the flatness of that end. 

Proposition 2.2 (Gackstatter [24], Jorge-Meeks [42]). 

(i) All of the ends of M are embedded H n(M) = r H equality holds in 

(2.14): 

J KdA = -47r(k + r - 1). (2.21) 
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(ii) If no two ends of M intersect then, after a rotation, the Gauss map N 
satisfies N(pi) = (O,O, zkl),i = 1,. . . , T. 

Remark 2.5. IfX: M + R3 is an embedding, then the conditions of Propo- 
sition 2.2 must hold. However, these conditions are not suficient to imply that 
X is an embedding. See the discussion and examples presented in Section 5. 

Proof (i) follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 (ii), formula (2.16) and 
the observation made after Definition 2.3 that dj = 1 when an end is embed- 
ded. Statement (ii) follows from Remark 2.4, because two ends that are of 
planar- or catenoid-type must intersect if their limit normals are not parallel. 

Because formula (2.21) is important and we did not present the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 we will give a direct proof of it here. Formula (2.21) is clearly true 
for the flat plane (Ic = 0, r = 1, K = 0). Hence we may assume K < 0 except 
at isolated points. M is by assumption a compact Riemann surface of genus 
k, from which r points, pl, . . . pr, have been removed. Choose closed curves Fj 
that bound small disks Dj centered at pj. Since the ends are assumed to be 
embedded, Remark 2.4,i) implies that they are asymptotic to half-catenoids or 
planes. This means that a sequence of curves homotopic to &-, whose lengths 
approach a minimum for all such curves, cannot diverge. Because K < 0 
except at isolated points of M, a unique length-minimizing geodesic /?j exists 
in the homotopy class of & ([27]). Each g eo d esic bounds an end representative 
that is topologically an annulus. By intersecting a planar end with a large 
sphere or a catenoid end with a plane orthogonal to the limit normal and 
sufficiently far out, we may approximate the annular end Ej by a finite annulus 
bounded on one side by the geodesic ,& and on the other by a closed curve c. 
Moreover the closed curve c can be chosen, according to Proposition 2.1 and 
formula (2.20), to be of the form c,(0), 0 5 8 < 2~, with 

c,(B) = (p cos 0, p sin 0, (Y log p + pe2(yr cos 8 + y2 sin 0) + 0(pp2)) . 

Here p > 0 can be made as large as desired, and yr, y2 are fixed. Increasing p 
corresponds to pushing c,(B) farther out on the end; as p + co, c,(B) diverges. 
It is straightforward to see from the equation for ~~(0) that its total curvature 
converges quickly to 27r. Using the Gauss-Bonnet formula,5 we have 

s KdA ” 27rx(EJ - 
E3 

~3k~ds-~k,ds+ds. 

since the Euler characteristic of an annulus is zero, & is a geodesic, c is 
asymptotically a circle and the end is planar. Hence, the total curvature of 
the end bounded by ,& is equal to -2~. 

We next show that the & are pairwise disjoint. If two touch but do not 
cross, then of course they must coincide, which implies that S is the union of 
two ends with a common boundary. The surface S is an annulus (g = 0, r = 2) 

5 Here k, and k denote the geodesic curvature and curvature in R3, respectively. 

with total curvature -47r, so (2.21) is satisfied in this case. (By a result of 
Osserman [58], the only such surface is the catenoid. See also Lemma 3.1 in 
Section 3.1.) If two pJ cross, then a segment of one together with a segment of 
the other bounds a region C of the surface. Since C is simultaneously inside 
of two ends it is easy to see that C is simply connected. This leads to a 
contradiction of the fact that each oj is the unique geodesic in its homotopy 
class. (Alternatively, we could use the Gauss-Bonnet formula again to get a 
contradiction; the Euler characteristic of C is 1 and its boundary consists of 
two geodesics meeting at two vertices whose exterior angles are less than x in 
absolute value: 

27r = 27rx(C) = 
s 

KdA + C exterior angles < 
I 

KdA+27r. 
c c 

This clearly contradicts the fact that K < 0 almost everywhere on C.) Hence 
the /3j are disjoint. 

Now remove the r ends from S by cutting along the geodesics & j = 

1 . . r. This leaves a compact surface M of genus k, bounded by r closed 
geodesics. A third (and final) application of Gauss-Bonnet gives 

27r(2- 2k- r)= 27rx(@= J KdA . 
iii 

Combining this with the previously established fact that each end has total 
curvature -2~ gives 

/,KdA=/Y KdA + r(-2x) = -47r(k + r - 1)) 

which is (2.21). See [9] for more details. 

If S is embedded and complete with finite total curvature, then we know 
by Proposition 2.1 that outside of a sufficiently large compact set of R3, S 
is asymptotic to a finite number of half-catenoids and planes, which may be 
assumed to have the same vertical limit normal (Proposition 2.2 (ii)). If S 
is not a plane it must have at least two catenoid ends, one with positive, 
the other with negative logarithmic growth. This follows from the Halfspace 
Theorem (Theorem 2.4, which will be proved in Section 2.3.3). It states that a 
complete properly immersed minimal surface without boundary in R3, which 
is not a flat plane, cannot lie in any halfspace. If 5’ has only one catenoid end, 
it would be in a halfspace yet not be a plane, a contradiction. 

Since we are assuming that S is connected, the fact that S is properly 
embedded implies that R3 - S consists of precisely two components. Outside 
of a sufficiently large compact set, the ends of S are stacked and thus ordered 
from top to bottom. This also means that the limit normals (0, Of 1) alternate 
from one end to the next and that the logarithmic growth rates are also 
ordered: If the ends correspond to points {pi . .pr} c z, and oj is the 
logarithmic growth rate of the jth end: 

a!1 < Q2.. . < a, ) ala, < 0. (2.22) 
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2.3.1 Flux 

On an oriented surface S, with boundary, let v  denote the outward- 
pointing unit-normal vector field on dS. For any vector field W that is C1 
with compact support on S, the divergence theorem states that 

J (divs W)dA = 
.I 

(W, u)ds. 
s as 

If S c R3 and W is a vector field on R3, we may restrict W to S and consider 
its tangential component WT: = W - (W, NJN. Suppose W is a constant 
vector field and S a minimal surface. Then WT is the gradient of a harmonic 
function, the restriction to S of a linear function in R3; therefore divsWT = 0. 
It follows from the divergence theorem that 

jjW> u)ds = (W Ji: vds) 

for all constant vector fields W, i.e. sas vds = 0. Thus, for closed curves y, 
s7 v(s)ds is an homology invariant. 

Definition 2.5. The flux along y is the vector quantity 

Flux ([r]): = / v(s)ds . 
Y 

More generally, if W is a Killing field and S a minimal surface, we still 
have divs WT = 0. (This can be seen as follows: For any tangent vector U, 
and any vector field: W E R3 

V(yWT = [UWTIT = [UW - U((W, N)N)IT 

= [illWIT - (W, N)DN(U) . 

Since W is Killing, ((UW)T, U) = (UW, U) = 0. Since S is minimal, trsDN 
= 0. Hence divs WT = trsVWT = trs[DWIT - (W,N)trsDN = 0, as 
claimed. It follows in an analogous manner that s,(W, vjds is an homology 
invariant. This will be used in the next section. 

We remark that the flux can also be defined by the same equation for any 
closed curve y  contained in S, using v(s) = Rots (dy/ds). This coincides with 
our definition of flux when y  is a boundary curve of S and is easily seen to be 
homology-invariant. 

Proposition 2.3. Suppose X: M + R3 is a complete conformal minimal 

immersion given by X = Re 
.I 

@ as in (2.6), (2.7). Suppose y = X(y),? C M 

is a closed curme. Let X* denote the conjugate surface (see Definition 2.1), 
which is a (possibly multi-valued) conformal immersion X*: h!l + R3: 

Fig. 2.3. Flux. Flux on a curve is computed by integrating the outward-pointing 
unit normal vector on a cycle. The total flux of the boundary of a minimal surface 
is zero 

(i) Flux( [r]) = - Period; X*; 

(ii) If 7 is in the homology class of a puncture, p, 

Flux( [r]) = -27r Residue, @ ; 

(iii) If 7 is in the homology class of a puncture p, which represents a vertical 
embedded end of finite total curvature, 

Flux(M) = ((JO, 2ra), (2.23) 

where (Y is the logarithmic growth of the end. In particular, the jlux of 
a homology class representing a vertical, embedded finite-total-curvature 
end is always vertical and is zero if and only if the end is flat; 

(iv) If X(M) is an embedding with finite total curvature and logarithmic 
growth rates ~1, . . . cy, at the ends, then 

c “j =o. (2.24) 

Proof. A constant vector field T in R3 is the gradient of a linear func- 
tion f. The tangential component TT of T restricted to S: = X(M) is the 
(Riemannian) gradient of f Is, which is harmonic, according to (2.5)) because 
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X is a minimal immersion. Moreover, Rots TT = gradf”, where f* is the lo- 
cally defined harmonic conjugate of f. (See the discussion between (2.3) and 
(2.4).) Now we compute 

T. Flux(M) = / ( TT, v)ds = (Rot? TT, Rot; v)ds 
7 s 7 

= (grad f*, ds .I Y 
-dy)ds = -I’if*. 

Since this is true for any constant vector field T in R3, it follows that 
Flux([y]) = - P 
since 

eriod-+X*, which is (i). From this, (ii) follows immediately 

i@=ReL@+iIrnL @ = Period-+X + i PeriodTX* = -i Flux([y]) 

(2.25) 

To establish (iii) we use Remark 2.4(ii), together with statement (ii) above 
and the fact that the third component of @ is dh. We have that the third 
component of Flux([y]), h w ere [r] is the homotopy class of a puncture p, 
must equal -21r Residue, dh = 27ro, where (Y is the logarithmic growth of the 
end at p. According to Proposition 2.1, the first two components of Q, have no 
residues at p. 

If X(M) has finite total curvature then according to Theorem 2.2(iii), 
dh is globally defined, with poles only at the ends pi . . .p,. Hence, using 
statement (iii) 

0 = 2 Residue,% dh = 2~ 2 CY~ . 
i=l ( ) i=l 

This establishes statement (iv). cl 

Remark 2.6. If we consider the normal component of the Killing field, 
WN =: wNN, where wN = (W, N), a calculation shows that 

-AswN i- 2KwN = 0, 

where K is the Gauss curvature of S. That is, wNN is a Jacobi-field. From a 
geometric point of view this is expected, since a Killing field is an infinitesimal 
isometry, and the Jacobi equation is derived from the formula for the second 
variation of area of a minimal surface. This is considered in more detail in 
Section 7. 

2.3.2 Torque 

Let R, be the Killing field associated with counter-clockwise rotation 
about the axis &, in the direction u E R3. From the identity (U A V) . W = 
det(U, V, W), for vectors U, V, W in R3, we have 

(XAu)~U=(UAx)~u=R,.u, (2.26) 

where X is the position vector of a minimal surface 5’ and u is the outward- 

pointing normal to a component y of dS. Because R, is a Killing field, J R,‘v Y 
is a homology invariant and J R, . v = 0. (See the discussion after Defini- 

as 
tion 2.5.) This motivates: 

Definition 2.6. 
Torque0 ( y ) = J XAU. Y 

Torque was introduced by Kusner in [45,46]. From (2.26) it follows that 

the component of torque in the u direction is J R, . u. If we move the origin 

ft;om 0 to W E R3 and let X be the position victor measured from W, then 
X = X - W and we can compute 

Torquew(y) = Torquec(y) - W A J v 

= Torque,(y) - W A Fyux(l) . (2.27) 

It follows that if Flux(y) = 0, the torque of y does not depend upon the 
base-point of X. It also follows that the torque does not change if we move 
the base point parallel to the flux. If E is an embedded end we may speak 
of the torque of E; it is the torque of a closed curve in the homology class 
of the ends. From Proposition 2.1 the following geometric proposition can be 
deduced. 

Proposition 2.4. If E is a vertical catenoid end, the torque of E is a hori- 
zontal vector. If E is a vertical flat end at which the degree of the Gauss map 
is at least three, the torque of E vanishes. 

In the case of a vertical catenoid end, we know from Proposition 2.3(iii) 
that the flux is a vertical vector of the form (O,O, 27ra) where (Y is the loga- 
rithmic growth. We can conclude from (2.27) that there is a unique horizontal 
vector W = (WI, w2,O) for which the Torque of E is vertical. From Propo- 
sition 2.4, it follows that there is a unique vertical line on which the torque 
vanishes. 

Definition 2.7. For a vertical catenoid end E, the (unique) vertical line [E 
on which the torque vanishes is called the axis of E. 

The torque of E measured from a base point displaced by W from .!E is 

Torquew(E) = W A (O,O, 27rcu) 

= 27ra(w2, -w1,0). (2.28) 

If an embedded finite-total-curvature minimal surface, whose catenoid 
ends, El . En, have logarithmic growth rates oi, has either no flat ends 
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or all flat ends of order three or greater, the total torque of all the ends must 
sum to zero. For any base point, let IVi be the horizontal displacement of 
e~,,i= l...n. Then 

0 = CTorque-wt(Ei) = 27rRRot~(C~=io~IV~), or 

Cc&W, = 0. 
(2.29) 

Remark 2.7. If a surface has only two catenoid ends El, Ez, and either 
no flat ends or all flat ends of order three or greater, then placing the base 
point on ~~~ forces WI = 0 and by (2.29) we must have Wz = 0. That is, 
the catenoid ends El and Es have the same axis. Pascal Romon [personal 
communication] points out that if there are three catenoid ends (and the same 
hypothesis about flat ends) their axes are coplanar. 

We may assume, without loss of generality that there are two ends with 
positive logarithmic growth. If we label these ends El and Ez and the third 
end Es and choose a base point on E 3, then it follows from (2.29) that WI = 
-2 W,. Thus the axes eE1, eEz and k! ~~ are coplanar and, because 2 < 0, 
the axis !E~ with negative logarithmic growth lies between the two with positive 
growth. We note that on all known embedded examples, flat ends of order two 
do not occur. It is not known if they can occur. 

2.3.3 The Halfspace Theorem 

We present here a proof of 

Theorem 2.4 (The Halfspace Theorem for Minimal Surfaces, [40]). A com- 
plete, properly immersed, nonplanar minimal surface in R3 is not contained 
in any halfspace. 

Our proof requires the use of the Maximum Principle for Minimal Surfaces: 
If Si and S2 are two connected minimal surfaces with a point p in common, 
near which 5’1 lies on one side of S2, then a neighborhood of p in Si coincides 
with a neighborhood of p in Sa. This implies immediately that the analytic 
continuations of 5’1 and 5’2 coincide. In particular, if 5’1 and Sz are both 
complete, 5’1 = 5’2. We refer the reader to [17] for proofs. In the simple case 
that Sz is a plane, the Maximum Principle states that a minimal surface 
S = Si that lies locally on one side of its tangent plane TpS = Sa must 
in fact be planar. This is easy to prove from the Weierstrass representation, 
Theorem 2.1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that TpS = (x3 = 0} 
and that z is a local coordinate chart chosen so that X(0) = p. The Gauss 
map of S is vertical at p, so that g(O) = 0 o N(p) = 0, CQ. Either g is constant, 
in which case S is flat and is a subset of TrS = {zs = 0}, or 0 is an isolated 
pole or zero of g of order Ic > 1. In the latter case, 

dh = z”w(z)dz, 

where W(Z) is holomorphic and c = w(0) # 0. Then 

c 
\! 

Fig. 2.4. The vertically translated half-catenoid C in the proof of Theorem 2.4 

Clearly 23(z) changes sign 2(k + 1) times in any small neighborhood of z = 0. 
Hence S does not lie on one side of TrS = {Q, = 0} near p. 

Proof of Theorem 2.4. By assumption, S is contained in some halfspace 
H. The intersection, H*, of the closed halfspaces containing S and having 
boundary parallel to dH is the smallest closed halfspace containing S. We will 
rotate and translate S so that H* = (2s > 0}, and hence dH* = (x3 = 0). If 
S n {x3 = 0) # 0, then the simple case of the Maximum Principle implies S is 
a plane. If S is not a plane Sn{z, = 0) = 0, and since S is properly immersed, 
S has no limit points in (23 = O}. This means each point of (23 = 0) has 
positive distance from S. 

Consider a catenoid with axis parallel to the xs-axis and waist circle in 
(23 = O}. Let C d enote the half-catenoid in (23 < O}. Because 23 is proper 
(and unbounded) on C it follows that we can vertically translate C so that the 
waist circle is in (x3 > 0) but the solid half-catenoid inside C is disjoint from 
S. For convenience in the rest of the proof, we move our coordinate system 
so that 6’H” = (23 = -s} and the waist-circle of C lies in {xs = O}. Also, we 
will now think of C as the boundary for the solid half-catenoid; i.e., we add 
to C the disk in (x3 = 0} bounded by the waist-circle. 

Let tC denote the resealing of C by a factor of t > 0. We will say that 
tC lies below S if S lies in the closure of the component of R3 above tC. 
(Similarly we may define what it means for a plane to lie below S.) For t < 1, 
the waist-circles of tC lie on C, so their distance from S is uniformly bounded 
away from 0. If S n tC # 0, then the Maximum Principle implies S = tC, and 
S, being complete, must be a catenoid; this is a contradiction, since S lies in 
H*. We may conclude that if tC is below S, then tC and S have no points 
in common. Furthermore, since tC n H* is compact and S c H*, it follows 
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that every tC lying below S actually has finite positive distance from S. In 
particular the set 

T: = {t E (O,l]: tC is below S} 

is open in (0, 11. But if {tn} c T and lim,,, t, = 7 > 0, then TC is a half 
catenoid below S; if not, some t,C must not be below S. Hence T is closed, 
too. This means that T = (0, 11, so all tC are below S, 0 < t < 1. 

Note that the half-catenoids tC converge, as t t 0, to the plane {xs = 0}, 
which is strictly inside H* = {xs > -E}. Since all the tC are below S, the 
limit plane {xa = 0} is also below S. This contradicts the definition of H* as 
the intersection of all the closed halfspaces containing S and having boundary 
parallel to dH. This contradiction completes the proof. 0 

Remark 2.8. A slight modification of the same proof can be used to prove 
the following variant of Theorem 2.4: Suppose S is a properly immersed non- 
planar minimal surface with compact boundary 8s. If H is a halfspace con- 
taining S, and H* a smallest halfspace containing S, with aH* parallel to 
dH, then dH* n 8s # 0. 

2.4 Summary of the Necessary Conditions 
for Existence of Complete Embedded Minimal Surfaces 

with Finite Total Curvature 

We conclude this section by gathering together the results of our discus- 
sion to formulate a sharpened version of Theorem 2.2 for embedded complete, 
nonplanar minimal surfaces of finite total curvature. 

Proposition 2.5. Let X: M -+ R3 be a complete, nonplanar, conformal 
minimal embedding with finite total curvature. Then: 

(i) M is conformally diffeomorphic to MI,-{pl, . , p,} where MI, is a closed 
Riemann surface of genus k and pl , . . , p, are points in ?i?, , r 2 2; 

(ii) X is proper. A punctured neighborhood of each pi is mapped by X onto an 
end of S = X(M) that is asymptotic to either a plane or a half-catenoid. 

(iii) The Gauss map N: M + S2 extends to a meromorphic function on ?@k. 
All the normals on (~1,. . . ,pr} must be parallel and after a rotation 
if necessary we may assume that N(pi) = (0,O ZIZ l), i = 1,. . . r. The 
holomorphic one form dh, the complex diflerential of the height function, 
extends meromorphically to %k. 

(iv) The total curvature of M is -47r . degree g = -47r(lc + r - l), where 

g = u o N, and o: S2 -+ C U {w} is stereographic projection. 
(v) The ends are naturally ordered by height from top to bottom. In this 

ordering, say pr . . . p,, the vertical unit normals at the ends alternate 
and the logarithmic growth rates (Ye are ordered from biggest to smallest. 
Furthermore, 

J-b+ = 0. (2.30) 

IfSisnotaplane,r>2andcrl.c+<0. 
(vi) At a catenoid end, g has a simple pole or zero, while at a flat end the 

pole or zero of g has higher order. The height differential dh has a simple 
pole at a catenoid end. At a planar end where g has a zero or pole of 
order m, dh has a zero of order ]m] - 2 2 0. The logarithmic growth rate 
is equal to minus the residue of dh at the puncture corresponding to the 
end. 

To construct a complete, embedded minimal surface of finite total cur- 
vature with the Enneper-Weierstrass-Riemann represent.ation ((2.6) (2.7) of 
Theorem 2.1), Proposition 2.5 dictates necessary conditions on the choice of 
Mk, {pr . .pr} c %k,x= (T o N and dh. However, in order for (2.7) to be 
single-valued on Mk = MI, - {pl . . .pr}, it is necessary that (2.8) be satisfied: 

Period,(@) = Re (g-l - g)$, i(g-’ + g)$,dh) = 0 (2.31) 

for all closed curves a c Mk. (See Figure 3.1.) If Statement (iii) of Proposi- 
tion 2.5 is satisfied, the resulting surface must have embedded parallel ends, 
which implies that outside of some compact set in R3, X(Mk) is embedded. 
However, X may not be an embedding. See the examples in Section 5. 

3. Examples with Restricted Topology: 
Existence and Rigidity 

In this section, we present the few uniqueness results that are presently 
known. They take the following form: if the topological type is restricted 
or some other geometric property is specified, then the surface is uniquely 
determined. (See also Theorem 3.4, below.) 

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a complete, embedded minimal surface of finite total 
curvature. 

(1) If S has one end, it is a flat plane; 
(2) (The Lopez-Ros punctured-sphere Theorem) (5 3.1). If S has genus zero, 

it is the catenoid or the flat plane; 
(3) (The R. S h c oen catenoid characterization) [67]. If S has two ends, it is 

the catenoid; 
(4) If S has three ends and a symmetry group of order at least 4(k + l), where 

k is the genus, then S is the surface described in Theorem 3.2. 

(5) (Costa’s thrice-punctured-torus Theorem) [lS]. If S has genus one and 
three ends, it is one of the surfaces Ml,, in Theorem 3.3. 
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Fig. 3.1. Attempts to produce nonexistent minimal surfaces. 

Left: According to the Lopez-Ros punctured sphere theorem (Theorem 3.1(2)), a 
complete embedded minimal surface with genus zero and finite total curvature is 
either the plane or the catenoid. Nonetheless, it is possible to write down Weierstrass 
data that would produce such an example, provided the period problem (2.8) were 
solvable (which it is not). One can do this with a high degree of symmetry. Under 
the assumptions that the desired example has three parallel vertical ends ~ top and 
bottom catenoidal, and the middle one flat ~ one vertical plane of symmetry and a 
horizontal line diverging into the flat end, the resulting Weierstrass data is 

g = r(z - l)(z + 1)-r, dh = dz 

on C-{&l} with r > 0. The gap in the image indicates the failure of the Weierstrass- 
Enneper mapping to be single-valued. The value of r chosen here is 1. 
Right: According to the Schoen catenoid characterization (Theorem 3.1(3)) the 
catenoid is the only complete embedded minimal surface with two ends and finite 
total curvature. Nevertheless, we can find symmetric Weierstrass data that fails only 
in that the period problem is not solvable. Under the assumptions that the desired 
example has genus one, two vertical planes of reflective symmetry and one horizontal 
plane of reflective symmetry, the Weierstrass data is {g, dh}, where 

g2=(1-Z)(r--)((l+t)(r+Z))-r, dh=(z’-l)-‘dz, 

r > 1, on the rectangular torus determined by the equation relating g and Z. The 
image looks like a catenoid through which someone has tried to drill a tunnel from 
both sides. The tunnels don’t meet up, as one sees here (for T = 2.5). By Theorem 
3.1(3), it is futile to try other values of T. 

Statement (1) follows from Theorem 2.4 or Proposition 2.5 (v). Statement 
(4) is proved in [36]. We will give a full proof of (2) in Section 3.1. 

n 

Corollary 3.1. The only complete, embedded minimal surfaces with 
1 

KdA 

2 -8~ are the plane and the catenoid (with total curvature 0 and -471. respec- 
tively). 

Proof. Prom Proposition 2.2, it follows that the total curvature is an in- 
teger multiple of -47r. If the total curvature is zero, we must have the plane. 
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If it is -47r, then by a result of Osserman [58] it must be the catenoid. (See 
also Lemma 3.1 in Section 3.1.) 

We need to show that total curvature -8~ is not possible. In that case we 
would have, by Proposition 2.2, (i), that k + r = 3. But the various cases of 
Theorem 3.1 exclude this possibility. q 

Proposition 3.1. Let X: M --) R3 be a connected complete minimal immer- 
sion with finite total curvature. Let n(M) be as in Definition 2.3. Then for 
any p E R3, the number of points in X-l(p) is at most n(M) - 1, with the 
sole exception of the case when X(M) is the flat plane. 

Corollary 3.2. Let X: M + R3 be as in Theorem 3.1. Ifn(M) = 2, X(M) 
is the catenoid. 

Proof of Proposition 3.1. We will use a version of the monotonicity formula 
to prove this proposition: If p is a point on a complete immersed minimal 
surface and A(r) is the area of the minimal surface inside a Euclidean ball 
of radius r, then A(r)/ nr2 is a nondecreasing function of r, which is strictly 
increasing unless the minimal surface is a collection of planes. 

Suppose that p E X(M) and X-‘(p) contains n points. Assume that X(M) 
is not a plane. (It cannot be a collection of planes because we assume that 
X(M) is connected.) Hence, for small T, A(r)/rrr2 > n. But as a consequence 
of Theorem 2.3, A(r)/ 7rr2 converges to n(M) as r + co. From monotonicity 
we conclude that n < n(M). If X(M) is a flat plane, n = 1 = n(M). q 

Proof of Corollary 3.2. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that X is an em- 
bedding and since n(M) = 2, it is not the plane. It must therefore have two 
embedded ends. From Theorem 3.1(3), it must be the catenoid. 0 

According to Corollary 3.1, the next smallest possible total curvature for 
an embedded example is -12~; that is, k + r = 4. By Theorem 3.1, this can 
only happen when k = 1 and r = 3, and in fact it does. 

Theorem 3.2 ([35,36]). F or every k > 2, there exists a complete properly 
embedded minimal surface of genus k-l with three annular ends. After suitable 
rotation and translation, the example of genus k - 1, which we will call Mk, 
has the following properties: 

1. Mk has one flat end between its top and bottom catenoid ends. The flat 
end is asymptotic to the (x1,x2)-plane. 

2. Mk intersects the (x1,x2)-plane in k straight lines, which meet at equal 
angles at the origin. Removal of the k lines disconnects Mk. What remains 
is, topologically, the union of two open annuli; 

3. The intersection of Mk with any plane parallel (but not equal) to the 
(x1,x2)-plane is a single Jordan curve; 

4. The symmetry group of 211, is the dihedral group with 4k elements gener- 
ated by reflection in k vertical planes of symmetry meeting in the xs-axis, 
and rotation about one of the lines on the surface in the (x1,x2)-plane. 
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Removal of the intersection of Mk with the (x1, x2)-plane and the vertical 
symmetry planes disconnects MI, into 4k congruent pieces, each a graph. 

5. Mk is the unique properly embedded minimal surface of genus k - 1 with 
three ends, finite total curvature, and a symmetry group containing 4k or 
more elements. 

As will follow from our presentation in Section 4, the Riemann surface gk 
is given by 

wk = - (f) Z”-‘(z - 1) (z + 1) 

The catenoid ends are located at (z, w) = (*l, 0)) and the flat end is at 
(oo, oo). The Gauss map and the complex differential of the height function 
are given by 2 _ 

9=pw, dh = (z - 1;;2 + 1) 

where p is a constant determined by the necessity of satisfying the period 
condition (2.8) in Theorem 2.1. The symmetry of the surface is used to show 
that there is only one period condition. (See Figure 3.3, left-hand column, for 
pictures of the Mk.) 

Remark 3.1. The example with k = 2 was found by Celso Costa in 1982. 
He proved it was complete and had embedded ends of the specified type. See 
Costa [14, 151 and Hoflman [28, 291. 

The surfaces Mk each lie in a family of embedded minimal surfaces. 

Theorem 3.3 ([30], and Section 4). For every k > 2, there exists a one 

parameter family, Mk+, x > 1, of embedded minimal surfaces of genus k - 1 
and finite total curvature. The surfaces Mk,r are precisely the surfaces Mr, of 
Theorem 3.2. The surfaces Mk,,, x > 1 have all three ends of catenoid type 
and a symmety group generated by k vertical planes of reflectional symmetry. 
The Riemann surface zk,, is given by 

wk = --C,Zk-yZ - x)(z + x-l) ) c, = (x +x--1)--1. (3.3) 

The catenoid ends are located at (z, w) = (x, 0), (-x-l, 0) and (03, w). The 
Gauss map and differential of the height function are given by 

PW z(m + z-‘)dz g=------ 
mzfl’ 

dh = 
(2 - X)(Z + x-1) ’ (3.4) 

where p and m are constants determined by the period conditions. (When 
x = 1, m(1) = 0, and (3.3) and (3.4) give (3.1) and (3.2) for the surfaces 
Mk = Mk,l.) 

Remark 3.2. The surfaces Mk,, of Theorem 3.3 are the surfaces &Ik of 
Theorem 3.2. In Section 4, we find it more convenient to work with the func- 

tion u = z/w instead of w. The formulae (3.3) and (3.4) are presented (e.g. 
in (4.12)) in terms of u and z. See (4.4) where we perform the conversion, 
into a (u, z) expression, of the Riemann surface equation (3.3). 

Fig. 3.2. Costa’s surface (upper left) and a few members of the family of her defor- 
mations, as described in Theorem 3.3 

In Section 5, we will discuss examples with more than three ends, mention 
some other results about the structure of the “space” of embedded finite total 
curvature examples, and present some questions and conjectures. In Section 4 
we describe in detail the ideas behind the construction of the surfaces Mk,, 
of Theorem 3.3. As we pointed out in the introduction, these are the only 
higher-genus examples that have been fully analyzed. 

3.1 Complete Embedded Minimal Surfaces of Finite Total 
Curvature and Genus Zero: the Lopez-Ros Theorem 

In this section we prove the second statement of Theorem 3.1, which is 
Theorem 3.5 below. Recall that for a closed curve y c S, its flux is defined in 
Section 2.3.1 as 

Flux([y]) = I Rot? (2) ds. 
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Fig. 3.3. Higher-genus embedded minimal surfaces. The surfaces in the column on 
the left are the surfaces Mk, k = 3,4,6 described in Theorem 3.2, with genus 2 (top), 
3 (middle) and 5 (bottom). The middle end in each of these surfaces is flat. In each 
row, the other two surfaces are deformations of the left-most one. These are the 
surfaces described in Theorem 3.3. Their middle ends are catenoidal 

Flux (hl) d P d e en s only on the homology class of y. We say that 5’ has vertical 
flux provided Flux ([?I) . 1s a vertical vector for all closed y c 5’. 

Our presentation follows that of Perez and Ros [SO], whose approach yields 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.4. Let S be a complete, embedded minimal surface with finite 
total curvature and vertical Jux. Then S is the catenoid or the plane. 

AS usual, we may realize S by a conformal minimal embedding X: M + 
R3, where M = %- {pl. . .pr}, and rotate S in R3 so that g = 0, or cc at 
the ends (~1. . pr>. 

If S is complete and embedded, with genus zero, the only closed curves 
one has to consider are those associated to the ends {pl . . .pr}. In Proposi- 
tion 2.3ii) we established that the flux of the homology class of pj is equal to 
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the vertical vector (0, 0,27r(wj), where cyj is the logarithmic growth of the end 
at pj. Hence we have as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4: 

Theorem 3.5 ([51]. Let S be a complete minimal surface with genus zero 
and finite total curvature. Then S is the catenoid or the plane. 

The proof of Theorem 3.4 exploits what has come to be called the Lopez- 
Ros deformation. If {g, dh} is the Weierstrass data of S, we define on %? the 
data 

sx = &I dhx = dh, (3.5) 

for any X > 0. Notice that the zeros and poles of {gx,dhx} are the same 
as those of {g, dh}. The deformation we consider is given by the Weierstrass 
representation (2.6), (2.7): 

Xx: = Re (:(A-‘g-l - Xg), $A-‘g-’ + Xg), 1)dh. (3.6) 

Note that Xx may be multi-valued. The metric and curvature of XX are given 
by (2.9) (2.10) as 

dsx = (A-‘lgl-’ + X(g()jdh( 

Wg12 
Kx = (X-11glT’16t Xlg,)4 IdhI 

(3.7) 

We will prove three propositions about the Lopez-Ros deformation that allow 
us to prove Theorem 3.4. The propositions are stated here and then the proof 
of Theorem 3.4 is presented. The proofs of the propositions follow. 

Proposition 3.2. Let X: M + R3 be a conformal minimal immersion: 

(i) X is complete if and only if XX is complete for all X > 0; 
(ii) If XX is single-valued, the total curvature of X is finite if and only if the 

total curvature of X,j is finite for all X > 0; 
(iii) The immersions XX are single-valued for all X > 0 if and only if X has 

vertical flux. 

Proposition 3.3. Let X: M ---t R3 be a complete, embedded minimal surface 
of finite total curvature, for which Xx is single-valued for all X > 0. Then Xx 
is an embedding for all X > 0. 

Proposition 3.4. Suppose X: M + R3 is a conformal mi,nimal immersion. 

(i) If for some p E M, N(p) = (0,O & 1) (i. e., g(p) = 0 or g(p) = W) then, 
on every neighborhood of p, Xx is not an embedding, for X suficiently 
large. 

(ii) Suppose X: M = (~1 0 < /z( < E} --) R3 is a conformal embedding repre- 
senting a flat end. Then Xx is not an embedding, for X suficiently large, 
unless X represents the end of a flat plane. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let X: M + R3 be a conformal minimal embedding 
with S = X(M). The vertical flux condition guarantees that the Lopez-Ros 
deformation XX, defined by (3.5) and (3.6), is single-valued for all X > 0 
(Proposition 3.2 above). Because X is a complete embedding with finite total 
curvature, the same is true for Xx,X > 0 (Propositions 3.2, and 3.3 above). 
But this means that S has no vertical points (points where g = 0, oo) and no 
flat ends, unless S is itself a flat plane (Proposition 3.4 above). 

Assume that S is not a plane. 
Because S is embedded and has finite total curvature, M = M - {pl pr }, 

where M is compact. The ends at p E {pr , . . . p,} are either planar or catenoid- 
type. The zeros of dh can occur only at vertical points of g or at flat ends, while 
dh has simple poles at the catenoid ends. (See Proposition 2.5 in Section 2.3.4.) 
From the previous paragraph we can conclude that dh has no zeros. (Because 
S is not a plane, dh $ 0.) Thus x(M) = 2, i.e. M is the sphere and r = 2. 
We may conclude from Lemma 3.1 that S is the catenoid. 0 

Lemma 3.1. Suppose S is a complete, embedded minimal surface with total 
curvature -4~ and two ends. Then S is a catenoid. 

This follows from (2.21). Proposition 2.5(i) and Theorem 3.1(3)). It also 
follows from Osserman’s characterization of complete minimal suraces of total 
curvature -47r [58]. We give a direct proof here in order to make this section 
as self-contained as possible. 

Proof of Lemma 3.1. By Proposition 2.5(iv) S must have genus zero. Be- 
cause g = 0, 0~) at the ends, and the values must alternate (see Proposi- 
tion 2.5), we may assume, without loss of generality, that % - {pr,pz} = 
C - (0) and g(0) = O,g(co) = co. Since g has no other poles or zeros, it 
follows that g(z) = az, a # 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
a is real, because rotation of S about a vertical axis changes g by a unitary 
multiplicative factor. Because dh has a simple pole at 0 and at DC) and no other 
zeros or poles, dh = cdz/z. for some c # 0. Letting < = az we have g(C) = C 
and dh = cdc/<. Clearly, dh has a real period on ]<I = 1 if c is not real. Thus 
our surface is the catenoid as described in Section 2. (See Figure 2.1.) 

We now present proofs of the three propositions. 

Proof of Proposition 3.2. From (3.7) it is evident that for each X > 0 

where i? = max{A-‘, X} and c = min{X-‘, X}. From these inequalities, state- 
ments (i) and (ii) follow directly. To prove statement (iii), we use (2.25) from 
Section 2.3.1. For any closed curve y = X(y),? c M, we have 

L@ = ReL@+iImi @ = Period,(X) - i Fluxx ([r]) = -i Fluxx ([r]) . 

From this identity it is evident that the vertical flux condition is equivalent to 
the exactness of 41 and $2. Since 41 - $2 = g-‘dh and -(& + i42) = gdh, 
exactness of $1 and 42 is equivalent to the exactness of g-‘dh and gdh. But 
from (3.6), it is clear that Period, (Xx) = Re s”i @A = 0, for all X > 0 and all 

[r], if and only if g -‘dh and gdh are exact. 0 

Proof of Proposition 3.3. Since the Lopez-Ros deformation, (3.5) and (3.6), 
changes neither zeros nor poles of g and dh, the end types of XX at the ends 
p,ofM=M-{PI.. .pr} are the same for all X > 0. That is, flat ends remain 
flat, and catenoid-type ends remain catenoidal; even more, their logarithmic 
growth rates, cr = - Residue, dh, are independent of X. 

Fix Xe > 0 and consider two distinct ends pi, pj , i # j. Choose disjoint 
neighborhoods D,, Dj of pi and pj so that X(Di) and X(D,) are end represen- 
tatives. Suppose XX, is an embedding. If these ends have different logarithmic 
growths, i.e., if CQ # oj, the distance function from X(Di) to X(D,) is not 
only bounded away from zero but unbounded. This is because the ends are 
asymptotic to catenoid ends (or to a plane if one of the (Y’S is zero) with 
different logarithmic growth rates. Since these growth rates are independent 
of X, it follows that XX (Di) n XX (Dj) = 0 for X sufficiently close to Xe. In 
case cri = a3 and XX, (Di) and Xx0 (Dj) are asymptotic to ends with the 
same growth rate, we appeal to the Maximum Principle at Infinity, proved in 
[52], which states that the distance between these embedded annular ends is 
bounded away from zero; i. e., they are not asymptotic at infinity. Thus, again, 
XX (Di) n Xx( Dj) = 0 for X sufficiently close to X0. We may conclude that, 
for X sufficiently close to Xe, Xx is an embedding. Stated differently, what we 
have proved is that 

L: = {X > 0 / Xx is injective} 

is an open set. It is nonempty since 1 E L. 
We now wish to show that L is closed. Suppose {A,+} is a sequence in L that 

converges to Xe, and suppose Xx0 is not an embedding; i. e., XX, (41) = Xx0 (q2) 
for some points ql, q2 E M, q1 # q2. Because Xx, converges, uniformly on 
compact subsets of M, to Xx, it follows that some neighborhood 01 of q1 is 
mapped by Xx0 to be on one side of the image of some neighborhood 02 of 
qz. By the Maximum Principle, stated in Section 2.3.3, X,,(Ui) = Xx,(02) 
and by analyticity, Xx0: M + R3 is a finite covering map, whose image S: = 
X,,(AJ) is a complete, embedded minimal surface of finite total curvature in 
R3. We will show that Xx, is in fact one-to-one. 

Given two disctinct punctures pi, pj, i # j, the quantity 

s 

P3 

J’ 

P, 

Re dhx = Re dh 
Pt P* 

is a measure of the vertical distance between the two ends. Notice that it is 
independent of X. Since X is an embedding, the absolute value of this integral 
is infinite if the logarithmic growth rates at p, and pJ are different. If the 
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logarithmic growth rates are the same, it is still nonzero, a consequence of 
the Maximum Principle at Infinity quoted above. The mapping Xx0 takes a 
sufficiently small neighborhood of any puncture pj onto an end of S, and each 
end of S is the image of some neighborhood of some puncture point. Hence the 
number of ends of S is not greater than the number of ends of Xx,(M), i. e. 
not greater than r. If neighborhoods of two distinct punctures, pi,pj, i # j, 
are mapped to the same end of S, then 

which is impossible. Thus the number of ends of S equals T and, furthermore, 
we can find sufficiently small neighborhoods of pj, 1 < i < r, so that each 
neighborhood is mapped by XX, onto a different end of S. This means that 
XX, is one-to-one near the punctures and hence one-to-one everywhere; i.e. 
Xx0 is injective. 0 

Proof of Proposition 3.4. Suppose q is a point where the Gauss map is 
vertical. Without loss of generality, we may assume that g(q) = 0. Choose 
conformal coordinates near q so that q corresponds to z = 0 and g(z) = zk 
for some k > 0 on Dr(O): = (121 < r}. B ecause we are assuming regularity, dh 
must have a zero of order k at 0, i. e., 

g(z) = Zk dh = ~‘“(a + zf(z))dz, 

where CL is some nonzero complex constant and S(Z) is holomorphic on DT(0). 
For each X > 0, the change of variables z = x-i< from DAi,(0) to DT(0) 

allows us to express gx and dhx as follows: 

gx(40) = c” dhx = dh = X- (l+i)Ck(a + A-t(f(X-to)& (3.8) 

on DA+JO). 

Rescale dhx by a factor of X(l+i) so that dhx = C”(a+ A-i<f(A-i<))d<. 
The resealed data produce immersions, which we will also call Xx, that con- 
verge uniformly, on compact subsets of C = limx+oo DxiT(0), to the immer- 
sion produced by the Weierstrass data 

g= (” d^h = aC’“dC (3.9) 

We will call this immersion 2: C ---f R3. The limit surface is a resealed version 
of the k-Enneper surface defined and discussed in Remark 2.3(ii). This surface 
is clearly not embedded. (See Figure 3.4.) Since resealing does not create or 
destroy self-intersections, it follows that Xx is not injective for X sufficiently 
large. This completes the proof of the first statement of the proposition. 

We now prove the second statement. Because a planar end has zero flux, 
Xx is well-defined for all X > 0, according to Proposition 3.2. Because it has 
finite total curvature, the Weierstrass data extends to zero meromorphically. 
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Fig. 3.4. The limit surfaces in the proof of Proposition 3.4 Left: The rF-Enneper 
surface given by (3.9), with k = 2. Right: The limit surface given by (3.10), with 

/ lc = 2. There is one horizontal flat end and one immersed end with winding number 
equal to three 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that the limit normal at the end is 
(O,O, -l), so g(0) = 0. Because the end is flat, the zero of g at z = 0 has order 
k 2. 2 and dh has a zero of order k - 2 at z = 0. After a change of variables, 
if necessary, we may assume that 

g(z) = zk dh = zk(aze2 + f(z))dz, 

with a # 0 and f(z) holomorphic on some disk DT(0) = {IzI < r}. As in the 
proof of the first part of the proposition, we change variables by z = J-i< 
and rescale ~ this time by X1-i - so that 

57x(C) = c” dh = <k(a<-2 + A-ff(A-%<))d< 

on D:i,(0). Th e associated immersions converge, uniformly on compact sub- 

sets of C - (0) = lim x+co D14,(0), to an immersion 2: C - (0) + R3 given 
by the Weierstrass data 

30 = 5‘” d^h = ackP2d<. (3.10) 

This immersion is complete and has a flat end at 0. However, it has a nonflat 
end at infinity, and that end is not embedded. (See Figure 3.4.) It follows that 
XX is not one-to-one for X > 0 sufficiently large. cl 
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4. Construction of the Deformation Family 
with Three Ends 

We wish to construct complete, embedded minimal surfaces of genus 
k - 1, k > 2 with three catenoid ends and k vertical planes of symmetry 
intersecting in a common vertical line. They will be the surfaces iVk,, of The- 
orem 3.3. These surfaces should be deformations of the examples Mk of Costa 
(k = 2) and H o ff man-Meeks [35,36] (k > 3), given in Theorem 3.2, which 
have two catenoid ends and a middle flat end. There will be, for each genus, 
a one parameter family of such deformations. We begin by locating the zeros 
and poles of g = 0 o N, the stereographic projection of the Gauss map. We 
will then show that the conformal types of the examples are quite restricted. 

Assume we have such a surface S for some fixed k > 2. Recall from The- 
orem 2.2 that the conformal type of S is that of a compact Riemann surface 
punctured in three points (one for each end). Each of these ends is fixed by 
each of the reflections. Thus the closure of the fixed-point set of each reflec- 
tive isometry contains all the puncture points. We express this by saying that: 
“Each of the k symmetry planes passes through each of the three punctures.” 

Because the surface is properly embedded, it divides R3 into two regions. 
The vertical line of intersection of the symmetry planes may be taken to be the 
zs-axis. The symmetry planes make equal angles of n/k, otherwise the surface 
would have more symmetry planes by Schwarz reflection. The top and bottom 
ends must be catenoid-type. (This follows from Proposition 2.5. See also the 
discussion after Theorem 2.4.) Since these ends have the same limit-normals 
(because there are an odd number of ends and their normals must alternate 
between (O,O, fl) and (O,O, -l)), it follows that, for 2s > 0 sufficiently large, 
the xs-axis is in one component of R3 - S, and in the other component for 
2s < 0, sufficiently negative. Thus the xs-axis passes through the surface an 
odd number of times. 

We will show that it passes through exactly once. The reflections in vertical 
planes generate a cyclic rotation group of symmetries, of order k, about the 
xs-axis. Because S is embedded, at any point p of intersection of S and the 
xa-axis, S must have a vertical normal vector. The order of the zero or pole of 
g at p is one less than the number of curves in S n T,M. If S has a rotational 
symmetry of order k, this means that the zero or pole has order at least k - 1. 
On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 2.2 or Proposition 2.4 that 

degreeg=genusS+2=k+l. (4.1) 

If there is more than one axis point, then the top-most and the bottom-most 
points have the same orientation as the catenoid ends. Orient S so that go N 
has zeros at these points. Then the number of zeros of g is at least 2(k- 1) +2, 
which is strictly greater than k + 1 for k 2 2. This contradicts (4.1). Hence 
there is a unique axial point where g has a zero of order at least k - 1. But 
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since g has a zero at each of the extreme catenoid ends, this makes k + 1 zeros. 
We can conclude from (4.1) that the axial point is a zero of g of order exactly 
k - 1, and there are no other zeros. 

We can now locate the poles of g. If the middle end is flat, then at the level 
of the end, say x3 = c, the plane (23 = c} must intersect S in 2kj divergent 
curves, j > 1. Using this, we can easily show that g has a pole of order kj + 1. 
By (4.1) we can conclude that j = 1 and that there are no other poles. 

On the other hand, if the middle end is of catenoid-type, the Gauss map 
has a simple pole there, leaving k more poles to be found at finite points of 
S. The planes of symmetry divide S into 2k symmetric pieces. If a pole of the 
Gauss map is found in the interior of one of these regions, there must be at 
least 2k of them. This is a clear contradiction. The sole remaining possibility 
is to have the poles occurring in the symmetry planes, one on every other of 
the 2k halfplanes. 

We will now make a sketch of the portion of S in a wedge between suc- 
cessive halfplanes. Each symmetry line from the saddle must diverge to an 
end with the same normal as at the saddle, i.e. the top or the bottom end. 
Because the order of the Gauss map at the saddle is k + 1, adjacent curvature 
lines must diverge to diferent ends. 

The picture suggests that this piece of surface is simply connected. Clearly 
this surface piece cannot have positive genus, else S would have genus in excess 
of 2k, a contradiction. 

To show it is simply connected, we will compute its Euler characteristic. 
By (4.1), its total curvature is -4r(k + 1)/2k. By taking a sufficiently large 
piece of the surface we see that each end contributes n + r/k to the total 
curvature of the boundary. The first term comes from two right angles at 
vertices, while the second term comes from the fact that the surface is asymp- 
totic to a catenoid (or plane) and we are seeing a r/k-arc of a circle, which 
has essentially no normal curvature. All the other boundaries are geodesics. 
Adding in a contribution of n - r/k at the single axis point, we have from the 
Gauss-Bonnet formula 

277~ = /KdA + [k, + 2 vertex angles 
J J I 

-4r(k + 1) 
2k 

+0+3(rr+;)+(*-;) 

=27r. 

Thus the Euler characteristic of the piece of S in the wedge is 1 and it is simply- 
connected. We will now show that the sketch is qualitatively correct. There is 
but one component of the boundary and if we start at the top catenoid end, 
(considered now in the compactification as a vertex), neither edge emanating 
from this vertex can go to the bottom catenoid end. This is because the surface 
is embedded and the top and bottom ends have the same orientation. Hence 
one edge runs from the top end to the middle end, while the other runs to the 
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Fig. 4.1. Successive wedges of S 

axis point. After a Euclidean motion, we may assume that if the middle end 
is a catenoid end, then its logarthmic growth is positive, i. e. it goes up. Thus 
the two edges emanating from the top catenoid end must look qualitatively 
like Figure 4.1. 

4.1 Hidden Conformal Symmetries 

We wish to determine the underlying conformal structure of the surfaces 
described above. In the previous section, we established that the compactifi- 
cation of the example of genus k - 1, k > 2, assumed to have k vertical planes 
of symmetry, can be decomposed into 2k geodesic 4-gons, all of whose vertex 
angles equal n/k. All the 4-gons have the same vertices. The Riemann surface 
must be chosen to have conformal involutions corresponding to the reflections. 
If we choose a metric of constant curvature, these conformal involutions are 
isometries. In the constant curvature model our surface is made up of congru- 
ent geodesic 4-gons with all angles equal to r/k (rectangles in the case k = 2, 
hyperbolic 4-gons when k > 2) and with common vertices. For such 4-gons 
we need to prove a standard fact from hyperbolic geometry. This will allow 
us to determine the Riemann surface structure explicitly. 

In the case k = 2 of genus one, a Euclidean rectangle has two reflective sym- 
metry lines and, conformally, there is a one-parameter family of rectangles. For 
the case k > 2 we will need the same information from hyperbolic geometry 
about o-quadrangles. By an a-quadrangle we mean a quadrilateral in the 
hyperbolic plane, all of whose interior angles are equal to a. 

Proposition 4.1. For every cr E (0, ;) there exists a l-parameter of CC- 
quadrangles. Every o-quadrangle has all the symmetries of a Euclidean rect- 
angle and, for each (Y, there is a unique a-square, i. e. an a-quadrangle with all 
the symmetries of a square. (In particular its sides all have the same length.) 

Euclidean Plane 0 < y < rd2 Hyperbolic plane 0 < y < a < n/2 

Fig. 4.2. Euclidean rectangles and hyperbolic a-quadrangles 

Proposition 4.1 implies that the underlying Riemann surfaces of the min- 
imal surfaces of interest to us have conformal symmetries that are not given 
by isometries of the minimal surfaces. This is important enough to prove. 

Proof of Proposition 4.1. In the Euclidean plane we can parametrize the 
conformal family of rectangles by the angle y E (0, ;) between the diagonal 
and an edge. For a given y, take a triangle with angles y, f and 5 - y, and 
rotate it about the midpoint of the edge opposite the right angle. The two 
triangles together give the rectangle associated to y. In the hyperbolic plane: 
For any angles (LI, ,0, y, the condition Q + ,L3 + y < 7r is necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of a triangle with these three angles, and, such a triangle 
is unique up to hyperbolic isometries. Given (Y E (0, $), for any y E (0, u), 
let /3 := cy - y and consider the Q, p, y-triangle. Rotate this triangle about 
the midpoint of the edge opposite o; the two triangles together form an a- 
quadrangle. For each fixed cy, different values of y E (0, CX) give conformally 
different o-quadrangles because the cy, /3, y-triangles are different. 

Next, we wish to show that any o-quadrangle has the symmetries of a 
rectangle. Take any edge, ei, of the a-quadrangle, and let cr be the geodesic 
that is the perpendicular bisector of el. Reflection in 0 maps el into itself and 
interchanges the geodesics that extend the edges, ee, ez, adjacent to ei. If the 
edge ea opposite ei is symmetric with respect to cr, we are done. If not, eg 
and its a-reflection Za intersect cr and meet the geodesic extensions of eo and 
ez at an angle equal to Q. This produces two triangles with a common vertex 
at eg n & E g and the same angle 4 > 0 there, whose other two angles are ~1: 
and 7r - cy, a contradiction since the angle sum is 7r + 4 > X. Hence Za = ea 
and the o-quadrangle has the required symmetry. 

We wish to show that every o-quadrangle lies in the family constructed 
above. (Note that our proof that an o-quadrangle has reflectional symme- 
tries did not assume that the quadrangle was in this family.) Given an cy- 
quadrangle, the two symmetry geodesics cross at a point, which we will refer 
to as the center. Observe that 180” rotation about the center is a symmetry 
of the a-quadrangle; it is the composition of the two reflective symmetries. 
The geodesic join from any vertex to the center extends by this rotation to 
a diagonal of the a-quadrangle with the center as its midpoint. The diagonal 
divides the a-quadrangle into two CX, y, a - y-triangles for some y E (0, cy). 
Hence any a-quadrilateral lies in the family we constructed. 
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If our o-quadrangle was constructed as above with y = o/2, note that the 
diagonal produced from the edge of the Q, a/2, o/2 triangle (used to construct 
it) bisects the angles at its endpoints. It follows that reflection in this diagonal 
is a symmetry of this special o-quadrangle. This is the a-square. 0 

In the next section, we will build Riemann surfaces of genus k - 1 from 
2k congruent n/k-quadrangles. Like rectangular tori, they form noncompact 
l-parameter families. 

4.2 The Birdcage Model 

From the previous two sections we can conclude that the conformal struc- 
ture of our minimal surface of genus k - 1 is given by 8k quadrilaterals in 
hyperbolic (Euclidean) space when k > 2 (k = 2), with three right angles, one 
angle of r/k, and edges appropriately identified. In this section, which strictly 
speaking is not necessary for the next sections, we introduce an embedded sur- 
face in S-space that realizes the conformal symmetries of our minimal surfaces 
in a geometrically evident manner. It has the same conformal type and will 
make the assembly of the surface out of quadrilaterals very clear. 

Start with k symmetrically placed half-meridians on the unit sphere, k > 2. 
Let S = ,571, be a tubular neighborhood of these curves in R3. The thickness, 
E > 0, of the tubes will correspond to a conformal parameter. The k symmetry 
planes of the meridians and the equatorial plane slice S into 4k geodesic 4- 
gons. Each 4-gon has two vertices on the polar axis with angle r/k and two 
vertices on the equator with angle 7r/2. For each quadrilateral we have from 
Gauss-Bonnet that 

OI 

s 27r(k - 1) 
KdA=2n- 2 ; + k 

[() 
, 

/ 
KdA=rr-2T(;-1) =-R+?!, 

k (4.2) 

which implies that the total curvature of S is -(4k - 8)7r = 27r(2 - 2(k - 1)). 
This verifies that the genus of S is k-l, which is evident from its construction. 
Note that the reflectional symmetries in the meridian planes generate a k-fold 
rotational symmetry, and this symmetry fixes the four polar points. 

The birdcage surface has the additional isometry of reflection in the equa- 
torial plane. There is another conformal automorphism, which amounts to 
inversion through the sphere of radius v’m. These two additional auto- 
morphisms restricted to the geodesic 4-gons produce the automorphisms cor- 
responding to the symmetries of a Euclidean rectangle. In general, the com- 
position of the equatorial reflection with the other conformal automorphism 
is an orientation-preserving conformal involution, the hyperelliptic involution. 
The quotient of the birdcage by this involution is a sphere; in the next section 

t 

.’ 

Fig. 4.3. The birdcage model, k = 3, and the fundamental 4-gon 

the quotient map is constructed by means of the Riemann Mapping Theorem 
(using a choice of identification of S2 with C U co), and called the function 
u. When the genus is greater than 1, the branch points of u are the so-called 
Weierstrass points of the surface. 

Remark 4.1. The most symmetric of these Riemann surfaces are also 
the conformal models for one series of Lawson’s minimal surfaces in S3 
([47]). They can be found by extending Plateau solutions, since the symmetry- 
diagonals of the quadrilaterals, the ones from the r/k-angles, are great-circle 
arcs of length ~12 in S3. 

The birdcage model serves as a convenient visualization of the decompo- 
sition of the Riemann surface into 8k 4-gons. We will now work directly with 
the hyperbolic (or Euclidean when k = 2) 4-gons having three right angles and 
one angle of n/k. Note that each of the 4-gons with all angles equal to r/k, 
decomposes into four 4-gons, each having three right angles and one angle rr/k 
at one of the polar points. 
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Fig. 4.4. The birdcage decomposition The decomposition of the birdcage surface 
into hyperbolic polygons. Illustration for the case k = 3. 

Upper left: The birdcage with one basic 4-gon darkened. This 4-gon has three right 
angles and one angle of r/k at an axis point. 
Upper right: Four basic 4-gons darkened. Each one has an angle n-/k at a different 

axis point. Taken together, they form a quadrilateral all of whose angles equal n/k. 
Lower left: The birdcage decomposed into 2k r/k quadrilaterals. 
Lower right: The birdcage decomposed into 4 right 2k-gons, each centered at an axis 
point 

In the next section we construct functions on the surface using this de- 
composition and the Riemann Mapping Theorem. This will allow us to make 
the transition from this hyperbolic picture to an algebraic description of our 
surfaces. 

0 \ I / 

Fig. 4.5. The conformal mapping used to define U. The illustration here is for k = 3. 
The dotted vertex is the branch point of U. Its image is determined by the mapping, 
and is not assigned in advance 

4.3 Meromorphic Functions Constructed 
by Conformal Mappings 

Notice that each axis point is the center of a 2k-gon, all of whose angles 
are right angles. These 2k-gons are made up of 2k of the 4-gons with three 
right angles, the vertex with angle r/k lying at the polar point. Consider one 
of these small 4-gons. 

We map the quadrilateral into the sector 0 5 0 5 T/k on the unit disk 
considered as the closed hemisphere of S2 by taking the central vertex with 
angle r/k into 0, its adjacent vertices to 1 and eirlk. This determines the 
image of the opposite vertex, which is a point on the unit circle. We will 
denote its value by elielk, 0 < o < 7r/2. We will call this map u and extend 
it to S by Schwarz reflection. Note that at the midpoint of each of the four 
2k-gons, ‘IL has a simple pole or a simple zero, and u maps each of the four 
2k-gons onto a hemisphere. Thus, u is a degree-2 meromorphic function and 
we may think of S as a branched covering of S2 with 2k simple branch points 
and branch values ei(2afj?r)lk. 

In particular, S is hlJperelliptic. In the case k = 2, u is clearly a degree-2 
elliptic function. (In this case it follows directly from the construction of S 
that S is a rectangular torus.) 

We observe that the symmetric construction of u allows us to choose cr such 
that 7r/4 < cy 5 7r/2. Given a choice of cx between 0 and n/4, simply choose as 
fundamental domain an adjacent quadrilateral and adjust u by multiplication 
by eriik. 

4.3.1 The Function T and Its Relationship to u 

Fix the same quadrilateral on which u is defined as in the previous section. 
We map this domain onto a quarter-disk, specifying that the vertex opposite 
the r/k-vertex goes to the origin and the other two n/2-vertices are mapped 
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-e*’ p(T)* 

Fig. 4.6 

to the unit circle. This determines the mapping up to a rotation in C, i. e. up to 
a unitary multiplicative factor. We rotate so that the n/k-vertex is mapped to 
-1. We call this mapping T and we label (as in the diagram above) the other 
two vertices -e@ and -ie8, where the first one is in the upper half-plane. 

We will show that, in fact, p = CY, where a is the angle defined by the 
mapping u. To do this we will construct, from T and u, the same conformal 
map to the lower semi-disk. First of all (T)2 maps our quadrilateral to a 
semi-disk, which we rotate by -e2@ so that -e-@ -+ -1, -iewifl + +l, 
of course 0 -+ 0, and -1 --+ -e2@. In particular, -e22p(T)2 takes the r/k- 
vertex to -e+2ip. Turning now to u, note that uk maps the quadrangle to the 
upper semi-disk. Composition of uk with the linear fractional transformation 

V(C) = &$& not only takes the upper semi-disk to the lower semi-disk, but 

also has the property that v(u”) = -e2ifl(T)2 on the three vertices opposite 
the r/k-vertex. Thus I = -e2ifl(T)2 everywhere, in particular at the 
r/k-vertex itself; i. e. 

Since o and p were both chosen in the range (0, $), cx = /3 and 

uk _ e2ia 

1 -Uke2icv = 
-e2iu(T)2. 

The above equation actually should be considered as the relation between 
the coordinate maps T and IL, and is in fact an equation for our surface. 
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4.4 The Function z and the Equation 
for the Riemann Surface in Terms of z and u 

We prefer to modify T by a Mobius transformation so that: its zeros and 
poles are more closely related to what we will need in the Weierstrass represen- 
tation; and it is related to u by an equation with real coefficients. Accordingly 
let M(c) = ‘(‘+l) 1c and define 

z=MoT. 

Note that T = s and that M takes -1 to 0, 0 to i and 1 to oo. Since T 
takes on the values -l,O, -iepi”, -epicu at the vertices of the fundamental 
4-gon, we know that z takes on the values 0 and i at two of the vertices. A 
calculation shows that .z takes on the value cot(2 + 5) at the vertex where T 
takes on the value -ie-ia.6 

We note that z extends to the 2k-gon with a zero of order k at the midpoint, 
and covers the hemisphere k/2 times. Extending to the rest of S by Schwarz 
reflection produces a function of degree k whose zeros and poles (all of order 
k) occur at the special polar points. We chose the branch values of u in order 
to relate u to z in a particularly simple way. We actually have this relationship 
already because we know that 

uk _ e2ia 

1 _ uke2ia = 

Manipulation of this expression will yield (4.3) below. We prefer to derive 
(4.3) by matching the zeros and poles of z and u. Consider 2: = --z + z-l. 
From the identity 

cotcr - tanc-u = 2cot2a 

and the values of z and u given in the previous diagrams, we can easily deter- 
mine the values of the functions z-l - Z, and uPk at vertices. Notice that the 
poles and zeros of 2 +cot (Y - tan (Y match those of u-’ and (cot a + tan o)uPk 
equals 2 at the points where u-’ = fl. Hence 

6 Let M(C) = w. Since M(P) = i * = _ ,,$~~~-;,~‘,;,, = z 
z;;f:,” - 

- cot o/2, it follows that 

M(-e-““) = ~(e~+“) _ )--COt(t-:):-tan%, 

> 
=-cot(-;-;)=COt(;+;). 
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-k 
u 

Fig. 4.7. The functions z and u 

This produces an equation for the surface S, which we write in two equiv- 
alent ways: 

z-l - z = (x + x-l)ck - (x - xc’) 

z-‘(z - X)(Z + x-l) = -(x + xml)uek , where II: = cot cx. 
(4.3) 

Here, x may be considered a conformal parameter for our family of Riemann 
surfaces, 0 < II: 5 1. 

Differentiate this equation to get 

(z + z-1)y = k(x + x-l)U-k$ 

Fig. 4.8. When Ic = 2, the Riemann surface is a rectangular torus. The fundamental 
domain constitutes 1/16th of the surface. Values of u are indicated on the surface. 
The mapping is specified by fixing the values - 0, 1, and i at three vertices. It is 
branched at the fourth vertex; - its value is det.ermined by the mapping, which is 
in turn determined by the proportions of the rectangle 

w is a lath root of unity. At points where z # 0, 03, poles of u are branch points 
of z, with branch values z = cot cr or --2-l = - tan cy. 

Remark 4.2. In Section 3, we wrote the above equations in a different and, 
for historical reasons, more familiar form. Multiply both sides of (4.3) by zk 
and define w: = z/u. Then we may write (4.3) as 

z k 
0 

- 
U 

= Wk = -x-‘z”-l(z - x) (z + x-1) x=(x+x-l), (4.4 

and x, 0 < x 5 1, parametrizes our family of Riemann surfaces. In case k = 2, 
we have 

w2 = -x-lz(z - x) (z + x-l), x>l (4.5) 

and we recognize the equation of a rectangular torus. The function z is thus 
seen to be a geometrically normalized form of the Weierstrass p-function: 
z = cl(g - cz), where c2 is such that z has a double zero at the center of one 

of the 4 gons. 
We also note that on the Riemann surfaces (4.4) one can define data for 

Chen-Gackstatter-type surfaces (see Section 2.2) with higher symmety using 

= p. u-k, 

dh = i(z + z-l - 2):. 

(See Karcher [43].) Th’ 2s construction has been extended by Thayer [71]. 

We now observe that branch points of u occur at points where z = &si, as we 
know by construction. By construction or by calculation from Equation (4.3) 
we can conclude that the branch values of u are of the form e’2ia/kw, where 
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4.5 The Weierstrass Data 

We now determine the Weierstrass data for our minimal surface of genus 
k - 1, k 2 2, with three vertical catenoid ends and k symmetrically placed 
vertical planes of reflective symmetry. We know that the underlying Riemann 
surface will be S, as presented in Equation (4.3) or (4.4). Note that we have 
a l-parameter family depending on 7r/4 < Q < 1r/2 (or equivalently 2-l = 
tana > 1). > 

In terms of our decomposition of S, we will look at the region between two 
adjacent symmetry halfplanes. This corresponds to four basic quadrilaterals 
joined together to form a n/k-quadrangle with vertices consisting of the polar 
points of the birdcage where the vertex angle is n/k. The top and bottom ends 
are located at points where u = 00. The middle end is placed where z = 00, 
which is where u = 0. 

We will specify the Gauss map here by noticing that the values of g must be 
0 or cc at the ends. (See Figure 4.9 and Table 4.1) Since there is no branching 
of the Gauss map at a catenoid end, these are simple zeros and poles. By 
contrast, at the saddle we must have at least k curves of intersection with the 
horizontal tangent plane, which implies that the branching of g at the saddle 
has order at least k - 1. Orient the surface so that g = 0 at the saddle. We 
know that the degree of g must be equal to k + 1, and since g = 0 at two other 
catenoid ends, we can conclude that g has a zero of order k - 1 at the saddle. 
Referring to Table 4.1, we note that 

u-5 
g1:= ~ 

mz+l (4.6) 

has the correct zero/pole structure at the saddle and the ends, while having a 
simple pole at an edge-point in between. Here, m is a free parameter, placing 
the finite vertical normal at the points where z = -m-l. Placement of the 
vertical normal as it is in the picture requires us to choose -co < (-m-l) < 
-l/x, or 

O<m<x=cota. (4.7) 
Otherwise, the finite vertical normal would be positioned elsewhere. Fixing m 
determines the Gauss map up to a real multiplicative factor. (Multiplying by 
a unitary complex number produces a rotation of the surface.) 

9 = PSl p>o. (4.8) 

We are now in a position to determine the complex differential dh of the 
height function. It must have a simple pole at each catenoid end, a simple zero 
at the (simple) finite pole of g and a zero of order k - 1 at the saddle. Direct 

dz 
calculation of the zeros and poles of -, uk and mz + 1 is straightforward. 

(See Figure 4.9.) We may conclude that 

dh = cu’(mz + l)e, 
2 (4.9) 
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Finite vertical point . . . . 

K--T\ Saddle Bottom end 

Fig. 4.9. The portion of the surface in a wedge and its corresponding r/k-gon 

where c is a nonzero complex multiplicative constant. We wish to show that 
this constant must be chosen to be real. First of all we note that the curves on 
the boundary of the fundamental quadrilateral correspond to planar geodesics 
(in vertical planes) along which the Gauss map must take values in a meridian 

dg . circle. Thus - is real on the tangent vectors of these curves. On the other 

hand, the quagdratic differential associated with the second fundamental form 
of a minimal surface is given as in (2.12) by 

.dh(V) . ) (4.10) 
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Table 4.1 

Vertical Points 

dulu co co cc cc - 

mz+1 0” - - - 
z-tz-’ 

0 

Since these planar geodesics are also principal curves, we must have 

.dh(V) real along these edges. (See 2.14.) But this implies that dh is real along 
these edges. From our definitions of u and Z, it follows that z and du/u are 
real along these curves. Hence from (4.9), it follows that c is real. We rescale 
so that this constant is equal to one. Using (4.3) we may write: 

dh=u”(mz+l)$ = 
-(x + x-‘)(mz + 1)dz 

(z - x)(x +x-l) 
(4.11) 

We will use both expressions for dh. 

Summary. We summarize what we have achieved. 
The Riemann surface and Weierstrass data are as in (4.4), (4.6)-(4.8), 

(4.11): 

(x + x-l)u-k = t-1 - z + (x - x-l) = -z-‘(z - X)(Z + x-l), 5 = cot a, 
r/4 I o < 7r/2, minus the points (2,~) = (2, oo), (-x-‘,oo)(oo,O). The end 
at (oo,O) is the middle end. 

u-l,2 
9 = ml = Pmz+l P > 0, Olm<x; 

dh = u”(mz + 1): = 
-(x + x-l)(mz + 1)dz 

(4.12) 

(2 - x)(2 +x-l) 

This data will produce in the Weierstrass Representation 
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s 

P 
x(p) = (xl,%%)(p) = Re @, 

PO 

Cp = 
( 

;(g-l - g), ;(g-’ + g), 1 dh, 
) 

a (possibly multivalued) minimal immersion into R3. From the development 
in Sections 4.1 to 4.5, it is clear that if the surfaces Mk,, of Theorem 3.3 
(also described at the beginning of Section 4) exist, they must have a Weier- 
strass Representation in the form above, for appropriate choices of constants 
k, x, m and p. All Weierstrass data of the above form produce the symme- 
try of the surfaces that we require. To see this, first note that the conformal 
automorphisms 

f(z, u): = (F, a) 

T(2, u): = (2, EU) E=e 
-q 

fix pe: = (0,O) and the ends (x, oo), (-x-l, co) and (co,O). We choose to 
integrate from this pe in the expression for X(p), and observe that we may 
write 

x1 -ix2(p) =Jp:g-‘dh-p 

x3(p) = Re 
s 

P 
dh. 

Since f*(dh) = dh and T*(dh) = dh, it irevident that 23(7(p)) = xa(f(p)) = 
x3(p). Because f *g = ij and r*g = Eg, it follows that 

21 - ixz(f(p)) = 21 - ix2(p) = xl + ix:z(p) 

x1 - kz2(+$)) = $3(x1 - ixz(p)) = 1 I j < k. 

Thus f induces reflection in the (21, x3)-plane, while ri induces rotation by 
2nj/k about the vertical axis. (We could have used the Schwarz Reflection 
Principle to prove that f induces a reflection.) 

4.6 The Logarithmic Growth Rates 

We proceed to determine the logarithmic growth rates of the catenoid 
ends. From Proposition 2.5(vi), we know that this growth rate is equal to 
minus the residue of dh at the end. At the bottom end, where z = x, and at 
the top end, where z = -x-l, dz is regular, while at the middle end, where 
2 = 00, dz/z has a simple pole with residue -1. From (4.12) we can read off 
the residue of dh at z = x and z = -x-l: 

Residue(dh),,, = -(x + x:-‘)(mx + 1) 
x+x-l 

= -(mx + 1) 

Residue(dh),,-,-l = -(x+x-l)(-mx-l+l) = 
(-x-l - x) 

m I 1, 
(4.13) 

X 
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Top end (z = -x-I) 
log. growth rate = Finite vertical point (z = -m-~) 

Middle end (z = #)) 
log. growth rate = 
(x+x-+I 

Bottom end (z = x) 
log. ,qrowth rate = 

Saddle (z = 0) 

Fig. 4.10. Logarithmic growth rates at the ends 

Because the residues must sum to zero (and dh has poles only at the three 
ends) we get for the middle end 

Residue(dh),=, = m(z + Y’) . 

We could also compute this directly by rewriting the expression for dh in 
(4.12) in terms of z and expressing it in terms of 2-l. 

dh = (x - x-‘)(m + z-‘) dz-’ 
z-2 + (x -x-1)2-1 - 1 z-1. 

The logarithmic growth rates are the negatives of these residues: With m E 
[0, Z) arbitrary, we have -(mz+ 1) < 0 < m(z+z-l). However, the “middle” 
end can grow faster than the “top” end, in which case the surface would not 
be embedded. To avoid this we have the growth rate condition 

m(a: + Z-‘) < -mx-l + 1. (4.14) 

4.7 The Period and Embeddedness Problems 
for the Surfaces &lk,, 

We must show that the surfaces n/r), in Theorem 3.3 are in fact well 
defined by the mapping X: Z + R3 in the Weierstrass representation, (2.6) 
and (2.7) on the Riemann surface C given by (4.12). That is, according to 
(2.8), we must show that 

Period,(@) = Re ~@=Re~(h,42.43) =G (4.15) 

for all closed curves y on the punctured Riemann surface. These formulae 
are restated in the summary at the end of Section 4.5, where we proved that 
the immersions must have the required Euclidean symmetry. The built-in 
symmetry of the mapping is crucial. Consider a fundamental quadrilateral as 
in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.11, we label the saddle by S and the top, middle and 
bottom ends by T, A4 and B, respectively. Opposite sides of the quadrilateral 

are mapped into parallel vertical planes by X = Re 
s 

@. We require that these 

planes coincide. After a rotation, we can assume that the curve X(e) lies in 
the x2 = 0 plane. For X(a) to lie in the same plane, we need only check 
that 

Re &=O, 
! 71 

(4.16) 

where y is the sym=try line oshe quadrilateral between edges ST and BM. 
The curves X(SB) and X(TM) lie in planes parallel to the plane 52 cos r/k 

= xi sinr/k. They lie in the same plane if and only if 

Re 
f 

($2 cos n/k - $1 sin n/k) = 0. 
72 

(4.17) 

Notice that the symmetry forces Re I $3 = 0 for every closed curve o on 

the punctured Riemann surface; we get gz conditions from the third differen- 
tial. 

There is no geometric reason why the second period condition (4.17) should 
be more complicated than the first. In fact it is sufficient to look in detail at 
the first condition (4.16) and, at the end, handle the second condition by a 
parameter substitution. To see this, consider the following expressions for 41 
and $2. 

2p& = (g;l - p2gl)dh = ( (+)2 - p2u-‘) u”d.z u 

2p& = i(g;l + p2gl)dh = i ( (‘+;“)” +,+l) ukdZ. u (4’18) 

If we substi&rte, in the expression for $2, G = ezrlkulL, 2 = --z and Gi = -m 
and define 42 = &(G, Z, 6, p), we have 42 = 42 cos r/k - $1 sin r/k. Thus the 
second period condition (4.17) can be written in the form 

Re 4220. (4.17’) 

Now note that ;ii and 2 satisfy the same Riemann surface equation as u and 
z, provided we substitute % = l/x for x: 
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Ql(m, a) = P~C&), 
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: i 

Top end 
T 

Middle end 
M 

Saddle Bottom end 
s B 

Fig. 4.11. The period problem 

(Z+ JI-I)~-” = 

( 1 

II: + k (-qu-” = -(z-l - 2) - (x - x-1) 

= (z-l - Lq + (2 - E-l). 

Notice that ?Z = 2-l = tano = cot(G), where Cr = 7r/2 - cy. Since we will 
explicitly express (4.16) in terms of m and Q, we will be able to express (4.17) 
by the substitution m + 6 = -m and (Y -+ Cu = 7r/2 - (Y. Using (4.18) we 
may express (4.16) and (4.17) in terms of the integrals 

Qj = Qj(m,a):= 1, (F)2uk+1dz, 

c, = C,(a): = 
s 

uk-‘d.z, 
Y3 

j = 1,2; namely, 

Qz(~, 6) = p2C2@) 6=-m, GET-a. 
(4.19) 

2 

For each cr, we want to find (p, m) satisfying these conditions, which express 
the period problem. Note that Qj is quadratic in m, while, Cj depends on 
Q: only. Each condition in (4.19) determines p2 = p2(m,a), and it is easy to 
check that p2 > 0. The two conditions agree if and only if 

Ql Cm, ~1 G (~1 

Q2 (fi, 4 
= - (Compatibility condition for m = m(a)). 

C2 65) 
(4.20) 

Our strategy is to reduce this condition to a linear equation in (m - m-l), 
whose obvious solvability shows that, for each Q, we can find m(a), p(a) solv- 
ing the period problem (4.19). We then need to show that the logarithmic 
growth rates are correctly ordered. That is, the growth rate at the middle 
end (the one corresponding to the puncture (z, u) = (co, 0)) lies between the 
growth rate at the other two ends. From (4.13) and (4.14), this is equivalent 
to 

2tancr+cota=22-1+z<m-1 (Growth rate condition for m = m(a)). 
(4.21) 

Proposition 4.2. Fix k > 2. For every n/4 < LY < 7r/2, there exists a 
unique non-negative m(a) < cot a that satisfies the compatibility condition 
(4.20). Moreover m(a) satisfies the growth condition (4.21) and is a continu- 
ous function of cr. 

We will give a complete proof of this Proposition in the case k > 2. For 
the torus case, k = 2, the arguments are a bit more difficult. (See [30].) As 
indicated above, existence of the surfaces Mk,, in Theorem 3.3 follows from 
Proposition 4.2. When Q = f, m(a) = m(2) = 0, and the middle end is 
flat; these are the surfaces Mk,r of Theorem 3.3, which correspond to the 
surfaces &fk of Theorem 3.2. These surfaces &fk are embedded. Thus each 
Mk,, lies in a continuous family of examples whose first member is embedded. 
The embeddedness of the surfaces in the M k,+ is a consequence of the growth 
condition (4.21) and the following result from [30]. 

Proposition 4.3. Suppose ht: N + R3, 0 < t 5 A is a continuous one- 
parameter family of complete minimal surfaces of finite total curvature. Sup- 
pose that for all t, the ends of h,(N) = N t are all vertical, and that ho is an 
embedding but hA is not. Let T = sup{t]h t is an embedding.) Then hT is an 
embedding if T < A, and if one orders the ends by height, there are at least 
two ends with the same logarithmic growth. 
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4.8 The Details of the Solution of the Period Problem, 
I. Simplification of the Integrals 

Recall from (4.3) (or (4.12)) that the Riemann surface equation is 

*-I - z = (CE + Z-l)u-k - (x - x-l). (4.22) 

Differentiation gives us a relation between the differentials dz and du: 

(2-l + z); = k(z + ,-l)u-kd”. 
u 

(4.23) 

Two differential forms have the same periods, or are homologous, w N q, if 
they differ by the differential of a function: w = q+ df. For example: 

gldh = u”-‘dz N -(k - l).zuk-2du.. 

This gives us explicit integral expressions for Ci and C2 defined in the previous 
section. 

Lemma 4.1 

Cl = Re 
J 

igldh 
71 

= ;(k - 1)(x + x-‘) /a J 
0 

cos2q+-cos2ncos((1-&$)dq5 

C, = ;(k - 1)(x+x-‘) Ia ,/ 
0 

cos2+cos2&cos((1-;)$)d$ 

Proof. The path yi is symmetric with respect to a branch point of u; 
therefore u has the same values at opposite points and du changes sign at the 
branch point. Moreover z has the value i at this point and is symmetric under 
180” rotation, i. e. its values at opposite points are z, -l/z. Hence 

J 2gldh = 
71 

-(k - 1) 1. (z + z-‘)u’-‘$ . 

follows: We can eliminate 2 + 2-l as 

Recall 5 = cot (Y. Hence (z - x-~)(x + z-l)-’ = cos 2cr; with this 

z+l/z 2 ( > ~ =u-k+k+U-k-2COS24. 
2+ l/a: 

(4.24) 

Furthermore, along the path yi we can take u as coordinate function on the 
Riemann surface; since u is unitary along yi we have 

u = ei4, uk + u -k = 2 cos kq$ 0<+ 

du/u = idq5. 

We insert this and (4.24) in the last integral and get 

2a/k 

Re J igldh = (k-1)(x+x-l) 
71 Jd 0 

lcosk+2cos2ncos((;-+)d$. 

We substitute t = k4 and use cos 2a = 2 cos2 a - 1 to derive the expression 
for Ci in the lemma. Using the symmetric treatment discussed above, we get 
C2 if we replace a by G: = ; - a. 0 

Now we turn to Qi(m). We have at first 

L&z 
91 

so that ST1 g1 Ldh is given in terms of three different period integrals on the 
Riemann surface. We have to reduce these integrals to the two in the previous 
lemma and to two others before we can discuss them. First, multiply the 
differential relation (4.23) by uk+e to get 

u’+l(l + z-2)d.z = k(z + z+)zf . $ Le;o;ol 0. 

In particular, 

?-uk+l& 
22 

- -u ‘+ldz. 

Hence we achieved a first reduction to two integrals per path: 

Idh- 
91 

We deal with u”+ldz N -(k + 1) u’“+‘zdu/u as before by using the symmetry 
along yi: 

J 2u”+‘dz = - (k+l)u”+’ 
71 J 71 

Again (z + l/z) is eliminated using (4.24) to get almost the same integral as 
in the lemma: 

2Re J iu”+‘dz = 
71 

~~,,,~~J=J 

0 
cos+co&~cos((1+$+4. 

(4.25) 
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The remaining integral s u “+‘dz/z can be rewritten as a linear combination 
of the integrals we already have. We multiply the differential relation (4.23) 
to get 

1 

( > 
z+- u k+ldz 

2 
= k(z + &)zdu 

and we multiply the surface equation (4.22) to get 

(; - z)u k+ldz = (z + &)udz + (x-’ - z)u”+‘dz. 

Before we add these two equations, we use udz - -zdu. Then 

%‘+‘dz N (k - l)(a + z-‘)zdu + (x-’ - z)u’“+‘dz. 
2 

The second differential on the right has been handled in (4.25). The remaining 
one is treated with path-symmetry as before: 

and (z + l/z) is eliminated with (4.24). We obtain 

2Re 
I Y 

izdu = -$(x+x-‘) 
I 

Ly &os2 q5 - cos2 a cos((-1 + 2/lc)d)d$. 
0 

(4.26) 
This reduction to the same integral as in the lemma allows us to finish the 
period discussion. (That this should happen seemed at first an undeserved 
piece of good luck. On reflection, it is simple to see why this happens, at least 
in the case of genus one: If one has two differential forms without residues and 
with linearly independent periods- as is the case in the situation at hand- then 
the periods of any differential form without residues are linear combinations 
of the periods of the first two.) First shorten the notation by defining 

’ ET(Y): = 
I 

Jcos2 q3 - cos2 y . cos( (1 F 2/k)4)d4, 
0 

c: = ;(x +x-l). 

(4.27) 

In these terms the lemma says 

C,=c.(Ic-l).E-(cu), C,=c.(Ic-l).E-(6). 

The simplifications concentrated in (4.25), (4.26) deal with all the terms in 

to give 
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Ql(m): = Rell -iE 

= c. [(l - m2)(~ + l)E+(o) + (cot a: - tana) . rn. (Ic + l)E+(a) 

+(cota+tancr).m.(Ic-l)E-(a)]. 

The substitution (Y + 6: = rr/2 - (Y, m -+ ii?: = -m gives 

Qa(m) =c. [(l -m2)(k+1)E+(G)+ (cota-tana).m. (Ic+ l)E+(G) 

- (cotcr+ tana) .rn. (Ic - l)E-(G)] 

The compatibility condition (4.20) is now fractional linear in M: = 6 - m 
and of the form 

M+a+b.q q 
M+a-b.c=q’ 

namely: 

(A -m)+(cota-t ancr)+(cota.+tancu)~~&& = E- (al/E+ (a) 

(A-m)+(cota-t an(y1) - (cot a + tana)z .% E- (4/E+(G) 

This simplifies to E+(G) E+(a) 
--- E- (q E-(a) = ucot o!+tan a) 

(4.28) 

4.9 The Details of the Solution of the Period Problem, 
II. The Monotonicity Lemma 

We will prove the following 

Lemma 4.2 (The Monotonicity Lemma). F&r k > 2. The function y  --+ 

H is strictly decreasing on (0, ;), with 

The integrals E*(y) are defined in (4.27). 

Before presenting the proof, we will show how the Lemma is used to prove 
Proposition 4.2. Recall from Section 4.3 that the Riemann surfaces determined 
by the conformal parameter a, with CE > 7r/4, are obtained from those with 
a < r/4 by exchanging generators. The choice of cr > 7r/4 was made to be 
compatible with the location of the point where the normal is vertical (i.e. 

, 
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where z = -m-l) on the planar geodesic symmetry curve between the end- 
punctures at the points where z = --z-l = - tana and z = co. To see this, 
let (u > 7r/4. Then the Monotonicity Lemma implies 

With this, it is clear that (4.28) is always solvable for m-l - m and that (for 
a > 7r/4) 

-1 m - m>(k-l)(cotcr+tano)+(tana-cota)>O (4.29) 

m-l-tana+(cota-m)>(k-l)(cota+tana)>O. 

This shows that M: = m-l - m > 0, that m = -T + 1/l + y < l/m, 

and that m < cot a. Therefore the positive solution m = m(o) of (4.28) 
(which is our compatibility condition (4.20)), puts the vertical normal on the 
symmetry line defined by -oo < z < -tan Q = -x-l, that runs between the 
punctures at z = - tan Q and z = co. Thus we have established the first part 
of Proposition 4.2 for any k 2 2. For k > 2, the inequality (4.29) has as an 
immediate consequence the inequality 

m-l > 2tanafcota = 2x-l fx, 

which is the growth rate condition (4.21). This concludes the proof of Propo- 
sition 4.2, when k > 2. 

Remark 4.3. The case k = 2, the genus=1 case, turned out to be more 
dificult for us than the higher genus cases. In addition to the Monotonicity 
Lemma, we proved, for k = 2: 

E+Fu) E+(a) < 2 sin2 a. -- 
E-(&) E-(a) - 3 

If we insert this in the compatibility condition (4.28), and use the identity 
sin-’ Q: = cot2 cy + 1, we get, instead of (4.29), 

m-l 
cota+tancr 

-m> 
sine2 o 

-cota:+tanai 

= cot3 cy + tan a[cot2 Q + 21 

=cot30+cota+2tana 

>2tana+cota=2x-1+x, 

which implies the growth rate condition (4.21) in the case k = 2. 

4.9.1 Proof of the Monotonicity Lemma 

To establish the claim 
I  

it is equivalent to prove 

I.- (a) . (E- (7) - E+ (7)) - Jf- (7) . (E- (a) - E+(Q)) L 0 (4.30) 

and sufficient to prove 

E-(0!). (E- - E+)‘(a) - E’(a). (E- - E+(c)) > 0. 

From the definition of these integrals in (4.27) we have 

(4.31) 

I?(a) = sinacosa a 
SJ 

1 

0 co9 c#l - CO82 a 
co~((+++P 

and using COS(Q - p) - cos(cr + /3) = 2 sincwsinp we have 

(I?- - E+)(a) = Ia dcos2 4 - cos2 a .2 sin 4. sin 
0 

d4, 

(E- - E+)‘(a) = sin o cos o 

Now we define decreasing functions fr , gr and increasing functions f2, g2 with 
choices of constants ci > 0 such that sool gi($)d$ = 1: 

0 5 f1(4): = J co32 $4 - COG CY 

O~gl(q5):=cl~cos ((1 - a) 0) (decreasing) 

0 5 fx(c$): = l/~cos2 4 - CO82 CX 

O<gz($):=c2.2sin4.sin (increasing) . 

With this notation (4.31) is equivalent to 

I” fi . gl@ ’ I” fi gs@ L I” fl . gad$. 6” f2 . gld4 

and this inequality is implied by 

J 
a 

fl . (91 - g&Q 2 0, Oi -f2 . (gl - g2)@ > 0, 
0 J 0 

Since 91 - 92 is decreasing, with s,*(gl - 92) = 0, there exists a 4’ 6 (0, a) 
such that 
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Therefore 

J a O1 fl(4)kIl - g2)(4)@ 2 
s 

fl(4*)(91 - ga)($)& = 0 
0 0 

J 
a 

-.fd~kQ - gz)($kv > 
0 J “-fi(4*)(91-92) =o. 

0 0 

5. The Structure of the Space of Examples 

We begin this section by giving a list of the constructions to date of com- 
plete, embedded minimal surfaces with finite total curvature. None of these 
examples have been as completely analyzed as those of Theorem 3.3. For 
some, a complete existence proof independent of computation has yet to be 
found. For others there are existence proofs that amount to computing, with 
error estimates, the degree of the period map. All of these examples have the 
property that they are part of deformation families of surfaces, which begin 
with all but two of the ends flat and continue through surfaces all of whose 
ends are catenoidal. Most of the families, in contrast to the surfaces iVlk,, of 
Theorem 3.3 eventually contain surfaces that are not embedded because the 
growth rates of the ends change their order and a lower end overtakes a higher 
one. 

(1) Four ended examples with Ic 2 2 vertical planes of symmetry, one hori- 
zontal plane of symmetry, genus 2(k - l), two flat ends and two catenoid 
ends [74]. (See Figure 5.1.) 

(2) A one parameter family deforming the surfaces above through surfaces 
with four catenoid ends. Eventually these surfaces cease to be embedded. 
[73,4,74,75]. 

(3) The surfaces in 2) with symmetric tunnels through their waist planes 
[73,4]. These surfaces have Ic > 2 vertical planes of symmetry and genus 
3(rC - 1). The begins with a surface with two flat ends and moves through 
surfaces with all four ends catenoidal. Eventually the surfaces are not 
embedded. (See Figure 5.2.) 

(4) Five ended examples. [5]. (See Figure 5.3.) 

These examples have in common the fact that they were discovered first 
with the help of insights guided by and guiding computation. The software 
MESH, developed by James T. Hoffman et al. ([8,41]) together with various 

Fig. 5.1. Four-ended embedded minimal surfaces of genus 2k, k > 0 

Fig. 5.2. Four-ended embedded minimal surfaces. Left: The surface described in 3) 
with k = 1. Right: Deformation of the four-ended surface on the left, now with all 
ends catenoidal. The surface is no longer embedded 

numerical routines for killing periods (finding simultaneous zeros of several 
real-valued functions of several variables) has been crucial to this research. 
This was also the case for the three-ended examples of Theorem 3.3. One 
has to produce Weierstrass data by methods analogous to those presented in 
Section 4.1-4.4. The main obstacle to constructing more complex examples 
with methods like those in Section 4 is the difficulty in killing the periods. 
Even numerically, for n large, finding the simultaneous zero of n functions 
on a domain in R” is time-consuming and unstable for functions (the periods 
given by Weierstrass integrals) that themselves are approximated by numerical 
integration. 

The state of knowledge at present is rather poor. It is not known whether 
these surfaces can be perturbed further to reduce their symmetry. There is at 
present no general implicit-function-theorem-type result for the period map- 
ping. Some important theoretical progress has been made by Wohlgemuth 
[74,75]. The existence of certain of these surfaces (the most symmetric ones 
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Fig. 5.3. Five-ended embedded minimal surface of genus 3, discovered by Boix and 
Wohlgemuth. See (4) in the list above 

with flat ends) can be proved by theoretical means involving finding desingu- 
larizing limits of unstable solutions to the Plateau Problem. (See, for example 
[34].) However, while this is done for the surfaces of Theorem 3.2, this proce- 
dure has never produced an example not previously discovered by the method 
outlined above. 

5.1 The Space of Complete, Embedded Minimal Surfaces 
of Finite Total Curvature 

Let M be the space of complete, embedded minimal surfaces of finite total 
curvature, normalized so that all the ends have vertical normals and so that 
the maximum absolute value of the Gauss curvature is equal to one and occurs 
at the origin. (Note that the plane is not in M.) 

Definition 5.1. The subspace Mi,j c M, i 2 0, j 2 2, consists of all sur- 
faces in M of genus i with j ends. We define 
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M;,, = U Mi,j . 
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We consider two elements of M to be the same if they differ by a Eu- 
clidean motion. From (2.21) it follows that the total curvature of an example 
in Mij is equal to -47r(l- (i + j)). This means that the subspace of M with 
total curvature at least -47~2 is a union of a finite number of ME,,. In this 
terminology, we may restate some of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.4 as follows: 

(i) Mz,, consists of one surface, the catenoid [51]; 
(ii) ME 2 , consists of one surface, the catenoid [67]; 
(iii) Ml,3 consists of the surfaces A42,+ in Theorem 3.3, which is naturally a 

half-open interval [l, co) [16]. 

Note from this last item that the spaces Mij are not necessarily compact. 
However it can be shown that in M, which we consider with the compact- 
open topology, every divergent sequence of surfaces Mk,, has a subsequence 
that converges to the catenoid [30]. Thus while M 1,~ is not compact, M;,3 is 
naturally a closed interval and is compact. (Its end points are Costa’s surface 
and the catenoid.) The following result generalizes this fact. 

Theorem 5.1 [(30)]. M;,T is compact. Specifically, every sequence of sur- 
faces in MG k possesses a subsequence that converges smoothly on compact 

subsets of R3 to a surface in MG,k. 

This theorem is of limited utility because at the present time it is not 
known, in any general fashion, which of the spaces Mi)j are empty and which 
are not. 

5.2 Some Questions and Conjectures 

One could imagine that the Costa example is constructed in the following 
heuristic manner. Take a catenoid and intersect it by its waist plane. Remove a 
tubular neighborhood of the intersection circle and smoothly join up the four 
boundary circles by a genus one minimal surface. The higher-genus examples 
Mk, k > 3 can be thought of as improved approximations. 

Theorem 5.2 ([38]). 

(i) As normalized in Theorem 3.2, the surfaces Mk, k > 2, possess a sub- 
sequence that converges as k + 00 to the union of the plane and the 
catenoid. The convergence is smooth away from the intersection circle. 

(ii) Considered as surfaces in M (i. e., normalized so that the maximum value 
of K is equal to 1 and occurs at the origin), the sequence {Mk} possesses 
a subsequence that converges to Scherk’s singly-periodic surface. 
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Fig. 5.4. One of a family of complete minimal surfaces of genus zero with two 
parallel, embedded catenoid ends and one embedded flat end, at which the Gauss 
map has an order-two branch point. The surface is not embedded because the flat 
end is not parallel to the catenoid ends 

It has been conjectured by Hoffman and R/leeks that for a complete, em- 
bedded, nonplanar minimal surface of finite total curvature, 

k>r-2, (5.1) 

where k is the genus and T is the number of ends. Theorem 3.1, Statements 2 
and 3, results of Lopez-Ros and of Schoen, can be interpreted as saying that 
equality holds in (5.1) when either k = 0 or T = 2. The examples of Theo- 
rems 3.2 and 3.3, as well as all other known examples satisfy this inequality. 
Inequality 5.1 may be stated as a conjecture 

Conjecture 5.1. 
Mlc,r is empty if k < r - 2 

The heuristic idea behind the conjecture is that to increase the number 
of ends (r) by adding a flat end and then looking for a Costa style surface 
like the surface Mk, which is nearby and embedded, forces the genus (k) to 
increase. Related to this conjecture is the question of whether the order of 
the Gauss map at a flat end of a complete, embedded minimal surface can 
be equal to two. According to Remark 2.3(iii) the order must be at least two, 
and in all known embedded examples of finite total curvature the order is at 
least three. 

(See Remark 2.8.) However, there are complete embedded periodic minimal 
surfaces with flat ends where the Gauss map has degree two. The most famous 
of these is the example of Riemann [62,63]. (See also [31], [37] and [39].) For 
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Fig. 5.5. The Horgan Surface. The surface depicted here with genus two and three 
ends probably does not exist. The periods appear to be zero, but one of them is just 
very small. Computationally, it appears that this period always has the same sign 
and is never zero, although it becomes vanishingly small. However, in the limit, the 
surface degenerates 

immersed minimal surfaces, it is possible to have such an end. Consider the 
Weierstrass data 

g(z) = p((z - r)(z + r))-’ , dh = (z2 - r”)(z” - 1)-2dz, r # 1, 

on S2 - {fl, oo}. The surface has sufficient symmetry (vertical plane of re- 
flection and one horizontal line) to make the period problem one-dimensional. 
The period problem is solvable by a residue calculation, which determines the 
choice of r(for each choice of p within a prescribed range). The ends at fl 
are catenoid ends and the end at g(z) = 00, where g(z) has a zero of order 
2, is flat. However, while all the ends are separately embedded, they are not 
parallel; the surface is complete and immersed but not embedded. 

Recall from Proposition 2.1) and Remark 2.4(i) that each embedded 
catenoid end of a complete embedded minimal surface of finite total curvature 
is asymptotic to the end of a specific vertical catenoid. There are always at 
least two such ends, according to Proposition 2.5(v) and the discussion fol- 
lowing Theorem 2.4. Each such end has an axis determined by the term of 
order c3(p-l) in (2.21) and made precise in Definition 2.7. Because all of the 
known examples can be constructed by symmetry methods like those used in 
Section 4, it follows that all of the axes of the catenoid ends of these examples 
coincide. One basic question is whether or not there exist examples whose 
catenoid ends have different axes. Such an example could have, at most, a 
symmetry group of order four, generated by a reflection through a plane con- 
taining all of the axes (if such a plane exists) and an order two rotation about 
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a horizontal line (if such a line exists). If the axes were not coplanar, only the 
rotation could exist. Such a rotation would imply that the number of catenoid 
ends was even. 

As observed in Remark 2.8, if there are three catenoid ends then their axes 
are coplanar and the end whose axis is in the middle has logarithmic growth 
with sign opposite that of the other two. 

It is known that any intrinsic isometry of a complete embedded minimal 
surface of finite total curvature in R3 must extend to a symmetry of that 
surface; that is an isometry of R3 that leaves the surface invariant [13,36]. 
If the surface is not embedded, this is not necessarily the case. The Enneper 
surface and its generalizations g(z) = z”,dh = g(z)dz,z E C, have intrinsic 
isometric rotations z --+ uz, ]u] = 1, but only k of them extend to symmetries 
of the surface. (See Remark 2.3(ii)). 

An even more basic problem concerns the question of whether or not there 
exists a complete embedded minimal surface with no symmetries except the 
identity. That all the known examples have significant symmetry groups is an 
artifact of their construction and says nothing about the general situation. 
It would be extremely surprising if the hypotheses of finite total curvature 
together with embeddedness implied the existence of a nontrivial symmetry. 

A related question concerns the surfaces &fk,, in Theorem 3.3. Costa’s 
Theorem 3.1.5 states that for the genus-one examples (k = 2) 

M1,3 = (442,x IO < x 5 l}. (5.2) 

It would be very interesting to know to what extent this is true for higher 
genus: 

M/z,3 L {Mk+l,z 1 0 < z < 1). (5.3) 

It is not even known if this is true with the added hypothesis that the symme- 
try group be of order at least 2(k + l), as is the case for the surfaces Mk+l,Z. 
Costa’s proof of (5.2) uses the full force of elliptic function theory, and hence is 
restricted to genus one. A geometric proof of (5.2) would be extremely useful 
to have, in order to begin to understand what happens in the higher-genus, 
three-ended case. 

6. Finite Total Curvature 
Versus Finite Topology 

A surface has finite topology provided it is homeomorphic to a compact 
Riemann surface from which a finite number of points have been removed. As 
a consequence of Theorem 2.2, we know that a complete immersed minimal 
surface whose total curvature is finite must have finite topology. In fact, it 
is conformal to a punctured compact Riemann surface. In this section, we 

will discuss to what extent finite topology implies finite total curvature for 
complete properly embedded minimal surfaces. 

The helicoid is a complete, embedded, simply-connected (genus zero and 
one end) minimal surface. Because it is periodic and not flat, its total curvature 
is infinite. This simple classical example shows that finite topology does not 
imply finite total curvature. Osserman has posed the question of whether or 
not the helicoid is the only nonplanar, complete, embedded, minimal surface 
of genus-zero with one end. According to Theorem 3.1 there is no such surface 
of finite total curvature of any genus. One could ask, more generally, if there 
are any complete embedded minimal surfaces of finite topology and one end, 
besides the plane and the helicoid. For example, does there exist such a surface 
that is morphologically the helicoid with a finite number of handles? (We have 
recently shown that the answer is yes. See Section 6.3.) 

An end of a complete surface of finite topology is necessarily annular. That 
is, it is homeomorphic to a punctured disk. If it is conformal to a punctured 
disk and the total curvature is infinite, then the Gauss map must have an 
essential singularity. All known embedded annular ends are asymptotic to the 
end of a helicoid. No embedded end is known that is conformal to an annulus 
0 5 121 <7-2. 

6.1 Complete, Properly-Immersed, Minimal Surfaces 
with More Than One End 

Under the assumption that the surface has more than one end, much more 
is known. 

Theorem 6.1 (Hoffman and Meeks [35]). Let M be a complete properly 
embedded minimal surface in R3 with more than one topological end. Then at 
most two of the annular ends have infinite total curvature. 

Corollary 6.1 ([35]). Let M be a complete embedded minimal surface in R3 
with finite topology. Then all except two of the ends have finite total curvature 
and are asymptotic to planes or catenoids, all with parallel limit normals. 

This Corollary was strengthened by Fang and Meeks who proved 

Theorem 6.2 (Fang and Meeks [21]). Let M be a properly embedded min- 
imal surface in R3 with two annular ends that have infinite total curvature. 
Then these ends lie in disjoint closed halfspaces and all other annular ends 
are flat ends parallel to the boundary of the halfspaces. 

Corollary 6.2. Suppose M is a complete properly embedded minimal sur- 
face of finite topology. If M does not have finite total curvature, then there 
are three possibilities: 

(i) M has a catenoid end and exactly one end with infinite total curvature 
that lies in a halfspace; 
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(ii) M has exactly one end (of infinite total curvature) and this end does not 
lie in a halfspace; 

(iii) M has tu~o ends of infinite total curvature that lie in disjoint closed halfs- 
paces, and a finite number of flat ends in the slab between these halfspaces. 
There are no catenoid ends. 

In particular a complete properly embedded minimal surface of finite topol- 
ogy with more than one end can never have an end asymptotic to a helicoid 
end (because such an end never lies in a halfspace). 

6.2 Complete Embedded Minimal Surfaces 
of Finite Topology and More Than One End 

What sorts of infinite total curvature ends can appear on a complete em- 
bedded minimal surface with finite topology? Nitsche considered ends that 
were fibred by embedded Jordan curves in parallel planes. These are called 
Nitsche ends by Meeks and Rosenberg 1531. For concreteness we assume that 
such an end A lies in the halfspace (2s 2 0) with boundary a simple closed 
curve in 23 = 0, and that (2s = t} n A is a simple nonempty closed curve, for 
all t > 0. Nitsche proved 

Proposition 6.1 ([57]). A Nitsche end, all of whose level curves are star 
shaped, is a catenoidal end. 

In particular, it has finite total curvature. A Nitsche end necessarily has 
the conformal type of a punctured disk. Certainly, we may assume that the 
end is conformally {z 10 5 a < ]z] < 1). The height function h(z) = x3(z) 
is harmonic and so is essentially determined by its boundary values. Suppose 
(Y > 0. Then h = 0 on 1.~1 = 1 and, h = co on ]z( = CX. Since ]ci In ]z] ] is 
also harmonic, and ]ci In ]z] ] lies below h on the boundary of Q < ]z] 5 1, it 
follows that 

h(z) > cl In IzI Q < 121 < 1 

for any real negative cl. This means h(z) E +co on the interior of the annulus, 
which is a contradiction. Hence we can take the disk to be (~10 < z < l}, 
and h(z) = cl In] ] z , cl < 0. Thus dh is determined, and using the Weier- 
strass representation (2.6), (2.7), we can determine the end completely by 
the knowledge of its Gauss map. For the Nitsche end to have infinite total 
curvature, g must have an essential singularity. Thus finding a non-catenoidal 
Nitsche end is equivalent to finding an analytic function on the punctured 
unit disk with an essential singularity at the origin for which (2.6) (2.7) pro- 
vide a well-defined embedding. Toubiana and Rosenberg have given exam- 
ples that are well-defined but not embedded [66]. We also remark that on 
C,g(z) = exp(F(z)), and dh = d Z, where F(z) is entire, gives a complete, im- 
mersed, simply-connected minimal surface whose Gauss map has an essential 
singularity at infinity. 
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The importance of understanding Nitsche ends is underscored by the fol- 
lowing strong result of Meeks and Rosenberg. 

Theorem 6.3 ([53]). Let M b e a complete embedded minimal surface of 
finite topology and more than one end. Then any end of infinite total curvature 
is a Nitsche end. In particular M is conformal to a compact Riemann surface 
punctured in a finite number of points. 

Rosenberg conjectured that a Nitsche end must have finite total curvature 
and hence must be asymptotic to a catenoid. This is called the “generalized 
Nitsche Conjecture”. A proof of the Nitsche conjecture would imply that fi- 
nite topology and finite total curvature are equivalent for complete embedded 
minimal surfaces with at least two ends. 

6.3 Complete Embedded Minimal Surfaces of Finite 
Topology with One End 

In 1992-93, Hoffman, Karcher and Wei [32,33] constructed a complete 
embedded minimal surface of finite topology and infinite total curvature. 

Theorem 6.4. There exists a complete embedded minimal surface, lieI, 
of genus-one with one end that is asymptotic to the end of a helicoid. The 

Fig. 6.1. The genus one helicoid, tieI 
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surface contains two lines, one vertical and corresponding to the axis of the 
helicoid, the other horizontal crossing the axial line. Rotation about these lines 
generates the full isometrg group of 7-Iel, which is isomorphic to Zz @ Za. 

This is the first properly embedded minimal surface with infinite total 
curvature, whose quotient by symmetries does not have finite total curvature. 

7. Stability and the Index of the Gauss Map 

Recall that a minimal surface S c R3 is by definition a critical point of 
the area functional for compactly supported perturbations. Let X: C --f R3 
be a conformal parametrization of S and N: C --+ S2 its Gauss map. If D is 
a compact subdomain of E, and Xt: D + R3 is a normal variation of D with 
variation vector-field f N, f E Cr (D), th e second derivative of area is given 

by 

$ Area = 
I 

(lVf12+2Kf2)dA=:Qo(f,f), (7.1) 
D 

where K is the Gauss curvature. The second variation operator is defined to 
be 

L=:-A+2K, (7.2) 

in terms of which 

Qo(f,f) = LfLf dA. 

The sign of A is determined by our definition in (2.3). The index of L on D, 
denoted ind( D), is defined to be the dimension of the maximal subspace of 
C?(D) on which QD is negative definite. A domain X(D) c 5’ is said to be 
stable if ind(D) = 0, i.e., if (7.1) is nonnegative for all f E CT(D). 

For a non-compact minimal surface X(C) = S c R3, the index (C) is 
defined to be the supremum of ind(D) taken over all compact D c C. The 
following theorem summarizes the results of several authors relating index to 
stability. 

Theorem 7.1. Let X: C + R3 be a conformal minimal immersion of an 
orientable surface. 

(i) (Schwarz [68].) If the Gaussian image of C lies in a hemisphere, S is 
stable; 

(ii) (Barbosa and do Carmo [l].) If the area of the Gaussian image satis- 
fies A(N(E)) < 27r, then S is stable. (Here A(N(C)) is the area of the 
Gaussian image disregarding multiplicities); 

(iii) (Fischer-C olbrie and Schoen [23], do Carmo and Peng (181, Pogorelov 
[61].) If S is complete, S is stable if and only if S is a plane; 
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(iv) (Fischer-Colbrie [22], Gulliver [25], Gulliver and Lawson [as].) 

Index(C) < 00 if and only if J ]K]dA < CO. 
c 

Without going too much into detail, we will give some of the background 
to the last two parts of the theorem above. The Gauss curvature K can be 
expressed as -IVN12/2 and therefore we may write L = -(A + IVN12). 

Observe that &D(f, f) = / (IOf ~2-~VN~2f2)dA is invariant under conformal 
D 

change of metric and therefore ind(D) depends only on N. 
We may therefore define, for a meromorphic mapping @: C -+ S2, the 

index inda(D) of a compact subdomain D c C to be the number of negative 
eigenvalues of L4 = -(A + lV$12), with Dirichlet boundary conditions on D. 
By definition, ind(D) = indN (D). In particular if : is a compact Riemann 
surface and @ a meromorphic function on E:, 

index(@): = inde(:) (7.3) 

is an integer invariant of @: Z -+ S2. 
For a complete immersed minimal surface S c R3, the condition of finite 

total curvature is equivalent to the conditions that the underlying Riemann 
surface C is a compact Riemann surface c with a finite number of points 
removed, and that the Gauss map N extends to a meromorphic function on 
: (See Theorem 2.2). Thus for any compact subdomain D c C, 

s 

ind(D) = indN(D) < index(N), 

In particular the condition of finite total curvature implies that 

/  ‘ 

i 

index(C) = sup{ind(D) I D C C, D compact} 

is finite. This is the easier implication of part (iii) of Theorem 7.1. In fact 
: , 

.i 

these two indices are equal: 

Proposition 7.1 ([22]). Let X: C + R3 be a complete immersed minimal 
surface of finite total curvature. Let N: C -+ S2 be its Gauss map. Then 
ind(C) = index(N). 

As a consequence of this Proposition, statement (iii) of Theorem 7.1 follows 
from the fact that the index of any nonconstant meromorphic function @: : + 
S2 is nonzero. 

Remark 7.1. Let ds$ be the metric produced by pulling back the standard 
metric on S2 by the Gauss map N: C + 5’. If ds2 denotes the metric induced 
byX:C+R3, we have ds2 - ’ VN)‘ds’ = -Kds’. This metric is regular, N - 21 
away from the isolated zeros of K, and has constant curvature 1. The volume 
of: in this metric is therefore 4~ degree (@). Because the Dirichlet integrand 
IVf ]‘dA is invariant under conformal change of metric 
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where of and dx are computed in the metric dsk. 
The associated differential operator is x = -(A+2). Eigenfunctions of -2 

can be defined by the standard variational procedure [54, 721. The spectrum of 
-nis discrete, infinite and nonnegative and we may think of index (@) as the 

number of eigenvalues of -5 that are strictly less than two. 

It is natural to try to compute the index of stability of the minimal surfaces 
mentioned in this survey. We have seen that this is equivalent to computing 
the index of their extended Gauss maps. For the simplest case of the id_entity 
map from S2 to itself, the index is just the number of eigenvalues of A = A 
(the spherical Laplacian) less than two. Since the first nonzero eigenvalue is 
equal to 2 and X0 = 0 is a simple eigenvalue, it follows from Remark 7.1 above 
that index(ld) = 1. 

Proposition 7.2. The index of stability of Enneper’s surface and the 
catenoid is equal to one. 

This follows immediately from the fact that the extended Gauss map 
of these genus-zero surfaces is a conformal diffeomorphism to the sphere. 
Osserman [58,59] proved that the catenoid and Enneper’s surface were the 
only complete minimal surfaces with this property. It is natural to ask whether 
or not index one characterizes these surfaces among all complete minimal sur- 
faces of finite total curvature. The following result of Montiel-Ros ([54]) can 
be used to resolve this question. 

Theorem 7.2. Suppose Qi: C + S2 is a nonconstant holomorphic map of 
degreed defined on a compact Riemann surface of genus k. 

(i) If k = 0, index(@) = 1 _ d = 1. 
(ii) If k = 1, index(@) > 2. 
(iii) If k > 2 then, for a generic conformal structure, index(@) 2 2. 
(iv) I f  index(@) = 1, d < 1+ [$$I. 

Statements (i) and (“) n are straightforward. Statements (iii) and (iv) follow 
from more general results in [54] ( see Corollary 8 and Theorem 6) and the 
Brill-Noether Theorem. 

NOW suppose that S is a complete minimal surface whose index of stability 
is equal to 1. From (2.9), we have for the Gauss map N of a complete minimal 
surface X: C --f R3 of genus k 

d = degree(N) 2 k + 1. 

Combined with statement (iv) of Theorem 7.2, this implies k < 1. Then 
statements (i) and (ii) imply that k = 0 and d = 1. As noted above, the 
catenoid and Enneper’s surface are the only possibilities. Thus we have 

Corollary 7.1 (Corollary 9 of [54,50]. A complete minimal surface with 
stability index equal to one must be the catenoid or Enneper’s surface. 

Remark 7.2. Montiel and Ros conjectured that it was possible to have a 
hyperelliptic Riemann surface whose two-fold covering map to S2 had index 
equal to one, provided the branch values were suficiently well distributed. This 
was proved by Souam [69]. 

Theorem 7.3. Given E > 0, choose P = {PI . . .p,,} c S2 such that the 
open E-disks about the pi are disjoint, but maximal in the sense that their 
complement does not contain an E-disk. Suppose C is a hyperelliptic Riemann 
surface and 4: C + S2 a two-fold covering of S2 whose branch values are 
precisely P. Then if E > 0 is small enough, index(@) = 1. 

The following results allow us to compute the index of stability of the 
Meeks-Jorge n-noids, the Chen-Gackstatter surface and its generalizations to 
higher symmetry (see Remark 4.2). 

Proposition 7.3 (Montiel and Ros [54]). Suppose 4: C --+ S2 is a degree 
d > 1 holomorphic map. If all the branch values of C$ lie on a great circle 

index(@) = 2d - 1. (7.4) 

Choe [12], proved a weaker version of this proposition. 

Theorem 7.4 ([54]). The index of stability of: 

(i) the n-noid is 2n - 3; 
(ii) the Chen-Gackstatter surface is 3. 

Proof. From Section 2.2 we know that the Gauss map of the Chen- 
Gackstatter surface has degree d = 2, and all of its branch values are real. 
The n-noid n > 2 can be produced with the Weierstrass data C = S2, 

g zz 2-1 

dh = (zn + z-~ + 2)z-‘dz 

(When n = 2 we have the catenoid.) In both cases we can apply Proposi- 
tion 7.3. 0 

The equivalence of finite total curvature and finite index suggests that 
there should be an explicit relationship between d, the degree of the Gauss 
map, and the index of stability. Tysk [72] was the first to show that the index 
could be estimated by the degree: 

Index(N) 

degree(N) 
< c where c N 7.68. 

Choe [12] conjectured that a weakened version of (7.4) was true in general for 
all complete minimal surfaces 1M of finite total curvature -47rd: 
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Conjecture 7.1. 
index(M) 5 2d - 1 (7.5) 

The conjectured inequality (7.5) cannot be replaced in general by an equal- 
ity. Nayatani (private communication) has pointed out to us that an example 
written down by Kusner [44], Rosenberg-Toubiana [64,65], R. Bryant [6,7] 
with 4 flat ends, genus 0, and Gauss map of degree d = 3, gives strict in- 
equality. On any surface the support function u = X . N satisfies Lu = 0, 
where L is defined in (7.2), and because the ends are flat, u is bounded. Using 
this fact, it can be shown that the index of this surface is 4. Since d = 3, 
index = 4 < 5 = 2d - 1. 

Nayatani [55] computed the index of the Costa surface, M2 of Theorem 3.2. 
This was done by computing the index of its Gauss map, which is the deriva- 
tive of the Weierstrass p-function, geometrically normalized, on the square 
torus. The geometric normalization does not change the index. 

He subsequently improved that result: 

Theorem 7.5 (Nayatani [56]). Let MI, be the Hoffman-Meeks surface of 
genus k - 1, described in Theorem 3.2. For 2 5 k < 38, 

index(Mk) = 2k + 1. 

The Gauss map of Mk has degree k + 1, so equality holds in (7.5) for these 
surfaces. For genus 0 surfaces Montiel and Ros [54] and Ejiri and Kotani [20] 
independently proved the following result. 

Theorem 7.6. Formula (7.4) holds for a generic complete, genus zero, min- 
imal surface of total curvature -4rd. In general, index(M) < 2d - 1 for such 
a surface. 

This result, holds even for branched minimal surfaces and involves an anal- 
ysis of bounded Jacobi fields. 

We end this chapter with a discussion of the work of Choe [12] about the 
vision number of a minimal surface with respect to a vector field V on R3. 
For a vector field V on S c R3, Choe defines the horizon of V to be 

H(S,V)={sES~VET,S}, 

and the vision number. to be 

w(S, V) = # components of S - H(S, V) . 

Suppose V is a variation vector field associated with a family of parallel trans- 
lations, or rotations about a line. (Both are Killing vector fields on R3). Con- 
sider the restriction of such a vector field to S, and let V be its projection onto 
the normal bundle of S. Then c is a Jacobi field. That is, c.N is in the kernel 
of L = -A + 2K. The same holds for the position vector field V,(p) = p - po, 
for any fixed origin po E R3. This can be used to show that any connected 
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subset of S - H(S, V) is stable, for any one of these vector fields V. Choe uses 
this to prove 

Theorem 7.7. Let S c R3 be a complete minimal surface of finite to- 
tal curvature -4nd. Let VT, VR denote the Killing vector fields generated by 
translation and rotation, respectively. Then 

(i) Index(S) > v(S, VT) - 1; 
(ii) d 2 w(S, VT)/~; 

If all the ends are parallel 

(iii) Index(S) > w(S, VR) - 1; 

If all the ends are embedded and parallel 
(iv) d 2 v(S, VR)/2. 

From statement (iii) of the above theorem we can get a lower bound for 
the index of the surfaces Mk of Theorem 3.2. Observe that the same is true 
for the Mk,, of Section 4. These surfaces have genus k - 1, parallel embed- 
ded ends and k vertical planes of reflective symmetry, which intersect in a 
vertical line, L, orthogonal to the ends, and which divide the surface into 2k 
regions. Their Gauss maps have degree d = k + 1. If V’ is the Killing field 
generated by rotation about L, then it is clear that H(Mk,,, VR) contains the 
intersection of Mk,, with each plane of symmetry. Hence 21(Mk,a, VR) 2 2k. 
By Theorem 7.7(ii) we have 

Corollary 7.2. The index of stability of the surfaces Mk = Mk,o and Mk+ 
satisfies 

Index(Mk,,) 2 2k - 1 = 2(genus Mk,,) + 1. (7.6) 

Remark 7.3. The symmety of the surfaces Mk,, imply that v(Mk,a, VR) 
is an integer multiple of 2k. But by statement (iv) of Theorem 7.7, 2(k+ 1) = 
2d L u(Mk+,v~). Hence v(Mk,,, VR) = 2k. Thus this particular argument 
cannot be improved to give a better lower bound. As we know from Theo- 
rem 7.5, index(Mk) = 2k + 1,2 < k 5 38, so this estimate is not sharp in this 
range. 
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Introduction 

In 1915, S. Bernstein proved that there is no nonflat minimal surface in 
R3 which is described as the graph of a C2-function on the total plane R2 
([9]). This result was improved by many researchers in the field of differential 
geometry. E. Heinz studied nonflat minimal surfaces in R3 which are the graph 
of functions on discs AR := {(z, y); x2 +y2 < R2} and showed that there exists 
a constant C > 0 such that ]K(O)] 5 C/R2 for the Gaussian curvature K(0) 
at the origin ([43]). After some related results were given by E. Hopf ([45]), 
J. C. C. Nitsche ([52]) an d so on, in 1961 R. Osserman proved that the Gauss 
map of a nonflat complete regular minimal surface in R3 cannot omit a set 
of positive logarithmic capacity in the Riemann sphere ([56]) and, in 1981 F. 
Xavier showed that the Gauss map of such a surface can omit at most six 
values. Moreover, in 1988 the author gave the best possible version of this, 
which asserts that the number of exceptional values of the Gauss map of a 
complete nonflat regular minimal surface is at most four. Recently, several 
related results were given by X. MO and R. Osserman ([49]), S. J. Kao ([48]) 
and M. Ru ([SO]). 

These properties of the Gauss map of minimal surfaces are closely related to 
value-distribution-theoretic properties of meromorphic functions on the com- 
plex plane C. Bernstein’s theorem is related to Liouville’s theorem for entire 
functions, Heinz’s theorem is something like the classical Landau’s theorem, 
Osserman’s theorem resembles the Casorati-Weierstrass theorem and the au- 
thor’s result is very similar to the classical Picard theorem for meromorphic 
functions on C. These classical theorems for meromorphic functions on C were 
systematically investigated in more precise form by R. Nevanlinna, who gave 
the first and second main theorems and the defect relation. Recently, the 
author obtained analogous results for the Gauss map of complete minimal 
surfaces, which we call the modified defect relation ([33], [34], [35]). 

In this exposition, we first give a survey of Nevanlinna theory for holo- 
morphic curves in P”(C) defined on an open Riemann surface with parabolic 
exhaustion, which was given by L. Ahlfors ([2]) and H. and J. Weyl ([SS]), 
and secondly present some recent results concerning the analogous value- 
distribution-theoretic properties of the Gauss map of complete minimal sur- 
faces in R” defined on a Riemann surface with parabolic exhaustion, mainly 
with finite total curvature. We describe also Nevanlinna theory for minimal 
surfaces itself, which was developed by E. F. Beckenbach and his collabora- 
tors in [6], [5] and [4]. In the last chapter, we survey recent results on global 
properties of the Gauss map of complete minimal surfaces in R” with infinite 
total curvature. 

II. Nevanlinna Theory and Minimal Surfaces 

Chapter I 
Nevanlinna Theory for Holomorphic Curves 
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51. Some Basic Formulas on a Riemann Surface 

We first recall some basic properties of currents on a Riemann surface M. 
We denote by V, the space of all C” differentiable forms cp of degree r on M 
whose supports Supp(cp) := {a E M; p(a) # 0) are compact and by Vp,q the 
space of all cp E Vr+q of type (p, q) for nonnegative integers r, p, q, where we 
set Vr := (0) and Vp,q := (0) if r < 0, p < 0 or q < 0. We say that a sequence 
{cpn} in V, converges to cp in 27, if there exists a compact set including all 
Supp(cp,) and, for each local expression 

P = c ‘pp~qw,~, 
p+q=r p+q=r 

in terms of nowhere zero (p, q)-forms w~,~, all sequences of partial derivatives 
of &+I converge uniformly to those of cp P,q. By definition, a current T of degree 
r is a C-linear map of V2-,. into C such that lim,,, T(cp,) = T(p) for every 
sequence {cp,} converging to cp in V,. 

A current T is called a (p, q)-current if T(v) = 0 for all cp E V)T,s with 
CT, s) # (1 -P, 1 - d E very current T of degree r is uniquely represented as 
the sum of (p, q)-currents with p, q > 0 and r = p + q. For a C” (p, q)-form fl 
on M we can define a (p,q)-current [0] by [Q](p) = sM RAP (‘p E Z&r-,). 
Similarly, associated with each locally integrable function u on M, the (O,O)- 
current [u] is defined by [U](V) = snn ucp (‘p E Vr,r). They are simply denoted 
by R and u respectively if we have no confusion. 

In this exposition, we mean by a divisor on M a map u : M + R whose 
support has no accumulation points in M. For a point a0 E M we define 
the divisor vaO as va,(ae) = 1 and ~~,(a) = 0 for any other point a E M. 
For the case where M is compact, every divisor v on M is represented as 
u = Ci v(aih, with finitely many points ai’s. Classically, a divisor on a 
compact Riemann surface is defined as a Z-linear combination of finitely many 
points in M, which may be rephrased as an integer-valued divisor in this 
exposition. Associated with each divisor v the (1, l)-current [v] is defined by 

[4((P) = ILEM 4aMa) (‘P E VO,O). 

We say that a (1, l)-current T is real if T(p) = T(p) (‘p E Ve,e) and that a 
real current T is nonnegative if T(p) 2 0 for all nonnegative cp E VO,O. For a 
nonnegative (1, l)-current T, we define the integral of T over a domain D by 

J T := sup{T(cp);cp E V such that 0 5 ‘p I 1 and Supp(cp) c D} (I +oo). 
D 

We can also define the integral of the difference T := Tl-T2 of two nonnegative 
(1, 1)-currents and that of the sum T := Tl + iT2 of two real (1, l)-currents 
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bySDT:=SDTl-SDT 2 and J, T := SD TI + i J, Tz respectively in the case 
where they have meanings. We have J,,[Q] = J, 0 for every integrable C” 
(1, 1)-form 0. We define the order of a divisor v by 

ord(v) := lM[u] = Lv(.z) (I +co) 

in the case v > 0 and by ord(v) := ord(v+) - ord(v-) in the case ord (v+) < 
+oo or ord (v-) < +oo, where V+ := max(v,O) and V- := (-v)+ . 

Let T be an r-current on M. The differential of T is defined by setting 
dT(cp) = (-l)‘-lT(dq) for every cp E Di-,. For a (p, q)-current T the (p + 
1, q)-current dT and the (p, q + 1)-current 8T are defined by 

dT(cp) = (-l)“+“-‘T@(p) , aT(p) = (-l)“+“-‘T@(p) (‘p E Dr-,-,) , 

respectively. For an r-current T = $r=p+q Tp,q we define dT := $r=p+q aT,,,, 
aT := 6&=p+q aT,,,. Then, dT = (a + d)T. We also define 

d”T := - - --&a - d)T. 

As is easily shown by Stokes theorem, we have d[f2] = [dR],d[R] 
= [an], a[Q] = [ati] for every differential form R. 

Take a l-current T on a Riemann surface M and a relatively compact 
subdomain D of M with smooth boundary. If T is equal to a C” one form on 
some neighborhood of dD, we have the following Stokes’ theorem for currents: 

LdT=S,DT. (1.1) 

To see this, we write T = [v] +T’ with a C” one form 7 and a current T’ which 
vanishes on a neighborhood of dD. We know that (1.1) holds for T = [n], and 
we have 

s,dTk=L pdT’ = T’(dq) = 0 = 
I 

T’ 
8D 

for every cp E Do with cp = 1 on a neighborhood of Supp(T’). 
Consider a nonzero complex-valued function u on a domain D possibly 

with isolated singularities. We call u a function with admissible singularities 
on D if u is of class C” outside a discrete set E such that, for each a E D, 
we can write 

Iu(z)I = Iz - al”“u*(2) (1.2) 

on a neighborhood U of a in terms of a holomorphic local coordinate z = z+iy, 
where (T, E R and u* is a nonnegative continuous function such that, for 
v := logu’, 

dd”v is locally integrable. 

The number era in (1.2) is obviously unique. We define the divisor u, of such 

, 
a function u by VU(a) := ga (a E D) for the number era appearing in (1.2). 

For example, if a function u has a local expression 

Iu(27)I = Iz - alga u’(z) fi Ilog(lgj(~)l~j(~))lT3 
j=l 

in a neighborhood U of each a E M, where rj < 0(1 < j 5 q < +co), 
era E R, gj are nonzero holomorphic functions and u* and vj are some positive 
C” functions on U, then u has admissible singularities. One of the simplest 
examples of such functions is a nonzero meromorphic function f on M, for 
which uf(a) is nothing but the order of f at a. 

By a meromorphic s-form, where s E Z, we mean a form w which is locally 
represented as w = w,dz? with a meromorphic function w, such that w, = 
WC (dC/dz)” on the common domains of all holomorphic local coordinates z and 
<. We simply call a meromorphic l-form a meromorphic form. For a nonzero 
meromorphic s-form w we define the divisor V, of w by vW(a) := vu,(a) 
(a E M) for a local expression w = w,d2. By a pseudo-metric on M we mean 
a conformal metric ds2 possibly with isolated singularities which has a local 
expression ds 2 = X2 dz12 in terms of a nonnegative function X, with admissible ZI 
singularities, where X, = Xcldc/dz( for two holomorphic local coordinates z 
and <. We define the divisor of a pseudo-metric ds2 by Uds := VA, for local 
expressions ds2 = Xzldzl 2. We say that a pseudo-metric ds2 is continuous if 
V& 2 0 everywhere. 

For a function with admissible singularities, we can prove the following: 

Proposition 1.4. dd”[log IuI”] = [vu] + [dd” log Iu]“]. 

Proof. For each ‘p E Do, let {al,. . . ,ak} := Supp(cp) n {a; vu(a) # 
0 or u(a) = 0). We write ]zL] = ],~i]~“(~~) u%(z~) with a function ud satisfying 
the condition (1.3) on a neighborhood Ui of each ai, where zi is a holomor- 
phic local coordinate on Ui with Zi(ai) = 0. Choose some E > 0 such that 
Di(E) := {a; ]Zi(a)] < E} C Do C Ui (1 < i < Ic), and Do n Do = 8 
(i # j). Since dp A d”$ = d$ A dCp (cp, II, E Vo), we have 

: 

log lu12ddctp = d(log lu12dcp - pd” log 1~1”) + cpdd” log 11~1~ 

outside {al,. . . , ok}. By using Stokes theorem, we get 

I log]u12ddcp = lim 
I 

log lu12ddcp 
M E-o M-U,Di(&) 

= lim 
I ‘-’ a(M-(u,Di(~))) 

(log lu12dcp - cpdC log 1~1~) + .Ir, pddc log lu12 

=-lime/ E-0 i=l aD,cEj(log b12d% - cpd”log b12) + Wclog 1421(~)~ 
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+ s log u,rddcp - cpdd” log ]u; I2 . 
R(E) 

Here, the last term of the right hand side of this identity tends to zero as 
E 4 0. On the other hand, the first term equals 

which tends to -v,(a,)cp(ai) as E -+ 0. This gives the desired identity 

s, log ]u12ddcq = C v,(a)cp(a) + s, cpdd”[log ]u12] (P E ‘Do). 
CIEM 

Proposition 1.4 gives the following Poincare-Lelong formula. 

Corollary 1.5. dd”[log ]g]“] = [Q] f or a 11 meromorphic functions g($ 0). 

In fact, we have [ddclogu2] = 0 for u := 19). 

Corollary 1.6. IfM is compact, ord(v,) = 0 for every nonzero meromorphic 
function g on M. 

In fact, as a result of Corollary 1.5 and (l.l), we have 

ord(v,) = JM[vg] = JMddc[Wg121 = ~Mdcbgld21 =O 

Corollary 1.7. IfM is compact, then ord(v,,) = ord (vu,) for all nonzero 
meromorphic forms WI and w2 on M. 

In fact, we have ord(v,,) - ord(v,,) = ord(v,) = 0 for a well-defined 
meromorphic function g := wi/wz on M. 

Now, we recall the following two basic facts: 

Theorem 1.8. For an arbitrary Riemann surface A4 there exists at least one 
nonconstant meromorphic function on M. Moreover, if M is not compact, 
for evey integer-valued divisor v on M there exists a nonzero meromorphic 
function g on M such that ua = u. 

For the proof, e.g., refer to [21, $16 and 5261. 
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Theorem 1.9 (Riemann-Hurwitz formula). Let g : A? + M be a finite 
covering surface of a compact Riemunn surface M and let d and V be the 
number of_ sheets and the total number of ramification indices respectively. 
Then, x(M) = d x(M) - V, where x(M) d enotes the Euler characteristic of 

1 M 
I  

For the proof, e.g., refer to [21, p. 1401. 

Let D be a relatively compact subdomain of a Riemann surface M with 
real analytic smooth boundary and let w be a nonzero meromorphic one- 
form on D. We say that w is purely imaginary on dD if it has a continuous 
extension to D satisfying the conditions Re w = 0 and V, = 0 on dD. If M 
is compact, we may say that every nonzero meromorphic one-form on M is 
purely imaginary on dM(= 8). If dD has at least two connected components, 
then we can construct a holomorphic form which is purely imaginary on dD. 
In fact, as a solution of Dirichlet problem (e.g., [21, Theorem 22.171) there is 
a nonconstant continuous function h on D which is harmonic and a constant 
on each connected component of dD. As is easily seen, w: = dh is holomorphic 
and purely imaginary on dD. 

Theorem 1.10. Let D be a relatively compact domain in a Riemann surface 
M with real analytic smooth boundary and w a nonzero meromorphic form 
on D which is purely imaginay on 6’D. Then, ord (v,]D) = -x(D). In 
particular, if M is compact, ord(v,) = -x(M) for every nonzero meromorphic 
formw on M. 

To prove this, we consider first the case where M is compact and D = M. 
Take a nonconstant meromorphic function g : M + P’(C) by the help of 
Theorem 1.8. Obviously, the branching order of g at a equals vds (u) if a $ 
E, := g-‘(oo) and vdg(u) - 2v,(u) if a E E,. Therefore, we get 

V = ord(Vds) - 2 c v~(u) = ord(vd,) + 2d, 
LZEE, 

where d is the number of sheets of g : M + P’(C). Corollary 1.7 and Theorem 
1.9 yield that ord (vu) = ord (vdg) = V-2d = -x(M) because x(P’(C)) = 2. 
For a general D we construct the double l? of D, namely, the welding of the 
domain D and the conjugate of the surface-D along dD(cf., [3, p. 1191). Then 
D is a compact Riemann surface with x(D) = 2x(o) and the meromorphic 
form w extends to a meromorphic form G on fi,. Since 2 ord(v,) = ord(vG), 
we have ord(v,) = -x(D). 

Proposition 1.11. Let D be a relatively compact domain in M with real an- 
alytic smooth bounday, w a meromorphic form which is purely imaginay on 
dD and ds2 a pseudo-metric on a neighborhood of D which has no singularities 
on dD. Then, for a function X with ds2 = X2]w]2, 

x(D) - ] 
8D 

d” log X2 = - / [dd” log X2] - Ord(vdslD). 
D 
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For, since [vds] = [VA] + [v~], Proposition 1.4, (1.1) and Theorem 1.10 yield 

s 
[dd” log X”] = / dd”[log X2] - / [Q] = / d” log X2 - ord(z/d+,) - x(D) . 

D D D aD 

Here, we recall the classical Gauss-Bonnet formula. Let D be a relatively 
compact domain on a Riemann surface M with smooth boundary and ds2 
a metric on an open neighborhood of 0. By K, K and Qds2 we denote the 
geodesic curvature form of the curve y := dD, the Gaussian curvature and 
the area form of ds2 respectively. The classical Gauss-Bonnet formula asserts 
that 

By the use of Proposition 1.11, we can prove the following version of the 
above Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 

Theorem 1.12. Let D be a relatively compact domain in M with real ana- 
lytic smooth bounday and ds2 a pseudo-metric on a neighborhood of D which 
has no singularities on dD. Then, 

x(~) _ & s,, K = & s, K.f&,z - od (UdslD) . (1.13) 

Proof. We write ds2 = Xzld.z12 in terms of a holomorphic local coordinate 
z. Then, the Gaussian curvature is locally given by K := -(l/xz)AlogX, 
outside the singularities of ds2, so that K&,2 = -2rrddc log X2. On the other 
hand, on a sufficiently small neighborhood of each a E aD, if we write ds2 = 
Xfldc12 with a holomorphic local coordinate c with Re(C) =const on dD, the 
geodesic curvature form is given by R = 27rdc log XT (cf., [68, pp. 27-281). 

Consider first the case that D is an open disk in C with center a and 
v& E 0. As a holomorphic local coordinate c with Re < = const on dD 
we take a branch of log(z - a) locally, where a is the center of D. Since 
A, = X,jdz/d<I = X,lz - al, we have 

I d” log Xp = 
s 

d” log X; + 
aD aD s 

dcloglz-a12 = 
aD s 

dd” log X; + 1 
D 

This gives (1.13) for this particular case, because x(D) = 1. For the general 
domain D we may assume that dD is not connected, because, otherwise, con- 
sider the domain D’ obtained by removing one or two sufficiently small closed 
disks from D and add the formulas (1.13) applied for D’ and for the removed 
disks. We choose a meromorphic form w on D which is purely imaginary on 
8D. For each a E 8D take a holomorphic local coordinate [ around a such 
that Re < =const on dD and ldC12 = ]w12. We have K = 2rrdc log X2 for a func- 
tion X with ds2 = X2 ]w12. The formula (1.13) is a direct result of Proposition 
1.11. 
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$2. The First Main Theorem for Holomorphic Curves 

Let M be an open Riemann surface. By an exhaustion r of M we mean 
that r is a continuous map of M into [0, +oo) which is proper, namely, whose 
inverse image of every compact set is compact. For an exhaustion r of M 
we set M, := {z;r(z) < r} and MS,, := Mr - MS. We call r a parabolic 
exhaustion of M if it is an exhaustion of M satisfying the condition that r2 is 
of class C” on M and that dd” log r E 0 on an open neighborhood of MS,+oo 
for some fixed s > 0 and ddcr $ 0. For example, the function T(Z) := ]z I 
(z E C) 1s a p b 1’ ara o rc exhaustion of C, where we may take s = 0. If an open 
Riemann surface M is of finite type, namely, biholomorphic with a compact 
Riemann surface M with finitely many points al, . . . , al, removed, then M 
has a parabolic exhaustion. In fact, as a parabolic exhaustion we can take a 
C” function r on M which equals l/ ].zi ( on some neighborhood of each ai, 
where .zi is a holomorphic local coordinate with zi(ai) = 0. It is known that 
an open Riemann surface M has a parabolic exhaustion if and only if M is of 
type OG, namely, there is no nonconstant negative subharmonic function on 
M (cf., [64, Theorem 10.121). 

Let M be an open Riemann surface on which a fixed parabolic exhaustion 
r is defined. We note that on MS,+oo 

rddcr = r2ddc log r + dr A dCr = dr A dCr = li3+?z12(J-1/ 2rr)dz A dz > 0. 

Moreover, since logr is harmonic, dr vanishes only on a discrete subset of 
M s,+co. For each r > s set C = JaM, d” logr2. By Stokes’ theorem, C is 
independent of r and C = (2/r) JaM dCr, which is positive because dCr means 
the outwards normal derivative of [and so dCr > 0 on aMY. We assume that 
C = 1 in the following after replacing r by ra for a suitable a > 0. 

Let u be a divisor on M. We choose and fix some s > 0 such that aM3 is 
smooth. We define the counting function of u by 

T 
N(r, u) := 

SC 
’ z~Mt 

u(z)$. 

Proposition 2.1. Let u be a function with admissible singularities on M. 
Then, for r > s > 0, 

lT f J,. &f[log Iu12] = 1’ ; s, [dd” 1% Id”] + N(r, Vu) 
2 =- J r aM, 

log Iuld% - 2 J s aM, 
log (uld?. (2.2) 

The first identity is due to Proposition 1.4. To see the second, we first 
use (1.1) to see J,, dd”[log juj2] = saM, d” log ]u12 for the case where aM, is 
smoothandu hasnosingularityondMt. SincedlogrAdClog]u]2 = dlog]u]2/\ 
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d” log r = d(log Iu12AdC logr), if u has no singularities on n/r,,,,, (s 5 ri < rz), 
we have 

1; G s,. dd”[log I4”l = l:’ ; (s,, t d”log M2) 

=s dlogrAdClog]u]2 = log /u12dc log r 
M VI s-2 

2 

=-J “-2 aM,, 

log Iuld% - ?- 
s r1 aM,, 

log Iuld%. 

This remains valid for all rr = s and rz = r because both sides are continuous 
in rr, r2 and Mr,, can be represented as the finite union of sets IL&-~,~~ on the 
interior of which u has no singularities. 

Remark 2.3. The first term of the right hand side of (2.2) is the mean 
value of log ]uJ on the set dMr with respect to the density d” log r2. For the 
particular case A4 = C and r(.z) = I ] .z we have (2/7)d% = (1/27r)dB on aMT 
if we use the polar coordinate z = reiO. 

As a direct result of Proposition 2.1, we have the following Jensen’s formula: 

Corollary 2.4. For evey nonzero meromorphic function g on M we have 

N(r, ug) = 2 
s r aM, 

log lgld”T - 2 
s s aM, 

log Igld?. 

Now, we consider a holomorphic curve f : M + P”(C), namely, a non- 
constant holomorphic map of M into P”(C). We denote by the notation 
(IV), or (we : wi : ... : w,) the point in P”(C) associated with a vec- 
tor W := (we,. . .,w,) in Cn+l - { 0). For a domain D c M, we call 
F := (fo,fi,... , fn) a reduced representation of f on D if fc, fi, . . . , fn are 
holomorphic functions on D without common zeros such that f(z) = (F(z)) 
for every z E D. Consider a hyperplane H := {(IV); (A, W) = 0} in P”(C) 
with f(M) g H, where A E Cn+’ - (0) and (A, IV) denotes the hermitian 
product of vectors A and W. For each a E M, f has a reduced represen- 
tation F on some neighborhood of a. Since another reduced representation 
of f is represented as a scalar product of F by a nowhere vanishing holo- 
morphic function on the common domain of definition, the divisor V<A,F> is 
well-defined on the totality of M; it is denoted by ~(f, H), or f*([H]), and 
called the pull-back of the hyperplane H considered as a divisor. We note here 
the following: 

(2.5) Evey holomorphic curve f in P”(C) defined on an open (i.e., non- 
compact) Riemann surface M has a reduced representation on M. 

This is proved by the use of Theorem 1.8(cf., [39, Proposition 2.1.51). 
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A holomorphic curve f : M -+ P”(C) is said to be nondegenerate if 
f(M) g H for any hyperplane H in P”(C). If we take a reduced repre- 
sentation F = (fo, . . , fn) on some domain, f is nondegenerate if and only if 
fo, . . , fn are linearly independent over C. This is equivalent to the condition 
that the Wronskian W(f0,. . . , fn) of fo, . . . , fn does not vanish identically on 
the domain of a holomorphic local coordinate. 

We now recall some basic facts concerning the Grassmannian manifold 
Cn+’ for each 0 5 k 5 n. A vector A in Ak+’ Cnfl - (0) is called a de- 
composable k-vector if it is written as A = A0 A . . . A Ak with k + 1 vectors 
Ai E Cn+‘. To each P E G(n, k), take a basis {Ao, . . . , &} of P and con- 
sider a decomposable vector A := A0 A . . . A &. If we choose another basis 
(A0 ,..., &}ofP,thenAsA.. . A & is a nonzero scalar multiple of A. There- 
fore, Q(P) := rk(A) E PN”(C) depends only on P, where Nk = (E,‘:) - 1 

and TiTI, is the canonical projection of CNk+’ - (0) onto PNk (C). As is easily 
seen, the map @ : G(n, k) + PNk(C) is injective. This is called the Plucker 
imbedding of G(n, k) into PNk(C). In the following, G(n, k) is identified with 
@(G(n, k)) c PNk (C). 

Take a nondegenerate holomorphic curve f : M + P;(C) with a reduced 
representation F = (fo, . . , fn) on the domain D of a holomorphic local 
coordinate z. For 0 5 k < n - 1 we consider the holomorphic map 

k+l 
Fk s (Fk), := F(O) A F(l) A.. A F(“) : D + A cn+l ) 

where F(l) := (f,$“’ , . . , f:?). For another reduced representation G of f, 
we can write G = hF with a holomorphic function h without zeros, so that 
we have Gk = h ‘+‘Fk On the other hand, for another holomorphic local 
coordinate <, we have ‘(Fk)c = (Fk)z(dz/d<)k(k+1)/2 (cf., [39, Proposition 
2.1.61). Take a nonzero holomorphic function g with us = vlFkl and define the 
map fk := rk. (Fk/g) into G(n, k). Th e map f” is well-defined on M because 
it does not depend on a choice of a reduced representation, a holomorphic local 
coordinate < or a holomorphic function g. We call the map f” : M -+ G(n, k) 
the k-th derived curve of f; the f” are called the associated curves of f in 
[66]. The 0-th derived curve of f is nothing but the original map f itself. 

The (normalized) Fubini-Study metric form on PNk(C) is defined as the 
form wk such that xi(wk) = dd” log IW12 f or h omogeneous coordinates (IV) on 
PNk(C). The pull-backs of Wk are given by Rfk E (f”)*(wk) := [dd” log IFkI”]. 
For convenience’ sake, we set ] F-1 I zz 1, and so flnfk E 0 for k = - 1. We can 
prove the following: 

Proposition 2.6. fifk = 
IF/x-1 121Fk+1 I2 

IFk14 

ddclz12 (0 < k < n). 

For the proof, refer to e.g. [39, Proposition 2.2.111. 
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Now, we define the order function of the k-th derived curve f” by 

T?(r) := ’ dt J J s t Mt 
Rfk . 

and set TV := T!(r). Let H := {(IV); (A, W) = 0} be a hyperplane in 
PNk (C), where A is a unit vector in C Nk+l. Taking a reduced representation 
F = (fc, . . , fn) and setting Fk := F(O) A . . . A F(“) locally, we define the 
divisor v(f”, H) := v<A,F~> - ~1~~1, which we may call the pull-back of H 
via f Ic considered as a divisor. We define the (m-truncated) counting function 
of H for fk by Nj(r, H) lml := N(r,min(v(f”, H),m)), where m is a posi- 

tive integer or foe. For particular cases, we set NF(r, H) := NF(r, H)[+“l, 

N~(T, H)Iml := Nfo(r, H)[“I and Nf(r, H) := Nf(r, H)[+“1. We define also the 
proximity function of H for f” by 

rnT(r, H) := 2 J r aM, log$(f’, H)d% - 2 J s aM, 
log Nf", H)d"~ > 

where $(f”, H) := IFkI/I(A, Fk)I. F or b revity, we set mf(r, H) := mof(r, H). 
The first main theorem in Nevanlinna theory is stated as follows: 

Theorem 2.7. Let f : M + P”(C) be a nondegenerate holomorphic map 
and f” :MAPNk(C)(O<k< ) ‘t d n 2 s erived curves. Then, for every 
hyperplane H in PNk(C), 

T;(r) = Nj(r, H) + mT(r, H) . 

To see this, take a nonzero holomorphic function h with vh = ~1~~1. Then, 
f” has a reduced representation Fk/h locally and v(f’, H) = V<A,Fk>/h. By 
applying Proposition 2.1 to u := $(f”, H) we have the desired conclusion 

T;(r) = ’ dt J J p&T 
s t Mt ddclog jhl2 

=Nj(r,H)+mr(r,H). 

We explain here a type of Crofton’s formula for holomorphic curves. We 
first consider a holomorphic curve f in P”(C) defined on a compact Riemann 
surface M. For an arbitrarily chosen hyperplane HA := {(IV); (A, W) = 0) 
with f(A4) g H A, we define the degree off by deg (f) := ord v(f, HA). It does 
not depend on the choice of a hyperplane HA. For, if f(M) g HA U HB for 
nonzero vectors A and B, then ord(v(f, HA)) - ord(v(f, HB)) = ord(v,) = 0 
for cp := (A, F)/(B,F). We have 

dedf) = J MJZf (2.8) 

(cf., [I5, P. 1431) since deg(f) -s, 0, = -s, ddc[log$(f, H)2] = 0 by (1.1). 
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Go back to the case of a holomorphic curve defined on an open Riemann 
surface with a parabolic exhaustion 7. The set of all hyperplanes in P”(C) is 
considered as the dual of P”(C), which may be identified with P”(C) itself. We 
denote by dV the volume form associated with the normalized Fubini-Study 
metric form on P”(C). We can show the following: 

Theorem 2.9. For every nondegenerate holomorphic map f : M + P”(C), 

Tf (4 = J N(r, H)dV 
HEP”(C) 

To see this, set HA := {IV; (A, IV) = 0} and consider the function 
u(A)(z) := I(A,F(z))J/IF(z)l for each unit vector A E Cnfl - {0}, where 
F is a reduced representation of f. By Proposition 2.1 we have 

N.f(r, HA) - Tf(r) = 1’ $ JM dd”bg bq.+12] 
2 T =- 
r J ZEaM, 

1% [u(A) (Z)ldcT - ; J 1% b(A) (Z)ldc7 
ZEaM, 

Consider each term of these identities as a function in (A) and integrate 
it with respect to dV. Since the volume of the total space P”(C) with re- 
spect to dV is 1, the left hand side becomes JHtrn(Cj N(r, H)dV - Tf(r). 
On the other hand, the right hand side vanishes. In fact, the function G(z) = 
.f(A)cPn(C) u(A)(Z)dV in z is aconstant because .f~a~tpn~c~ lodI(A WlllXl)dV 
does not depend on the choice of a vector X E P”(C), and therefore 

J 2 - J (A)>eP”(C) r zEaM, 
log jz+&)ld%dV = ; J G(z)d% 

ZEaM, 

by Fubini’s theorem, which does not depend on r 

$3. The Second Main Theorem for Holomorphic Curves 

We recall first the notion of the stationary index for a nonconstant holomor- 
phic map of a Riemann surface M into an n-dimensional complex manifold I$. 
For a point a E M, taking holomorphic local coordinates ui, . . , u, around 
f(u) and writing f = (fi,. . . , fn) with holomorphic functions fi’s around a, 
we define the stationary index of f at a by sf(a) = min(vdfl (a), . . , PDF, (a)), 
where we set vdj,(a) := +oc if fi is a constant. For a holomorphic curve 
f in P”(C) defined on a Riemann surface M, if we write 0, = u2ddCJz12 
with a function u on the domain of each holomorphic local coordinate Z, 
we have sf(a) = vu(a) by Proposition 2.6, and for the derived curves 
fk : M + PNk(C) of f we have sfk(a) = uUk(a), where uk is the function 
with tinfk = uzddclz12. 
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Let D be a subdomain of M with real analytic smooth boundary and w a 
meromorphic form on D which is purely imaginary on dD. Take the function 
hk such that 0 fk = hi-w Aa and assume that Vhk = 0 on dD. According 
to Propositions 1.11 and 2.6, we have the following: 

xm - s d” log hi + ord(sfklD) = - 
aD J ,P,*-11 + ++l - S,[++‘l 

(3.1) 
By the help of (2.8), this yields the following Pliicker’s formula: 

Theorem 3.2. If M is compact, then 

ord (sfk) + deg(fk-‘) - 2deg (f”) + deg (f”+‘) + x(M) = 0. 

We can give also an analogous Pliicker’s formula for holomorphic curves 
in a hermitian manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. For the 
details, refer to [67]. 

Now, we consider a holomorphic curve f in P”(C) defined on an open 
Riemann surface M with a parabolic exhaustion I-. We define the functions 

E(r) := J r x(M,)$ ) &(r) := N(r, Sf") s 
and, taking a C” form w on A4 such that w = dlogr on M-MS, we set u := 
GWAW. Then, w is a holomorphic form on M-as which is purely imaginary 
on each aMs,,. except possibly for countably many r, because d(dlog~) = 0 
and Rew = r- ’ RedT = (l/7)& = 0 on aMa,,. 

Theorem 3.3. Take the function hk with fifk = h:v. Then, for r > s, 

E(r) + Sk(r) + T!-‘(r) - 2Tj(r) + Tfk+l(r) 

2 =- J log hkdcr - ! 
r aM, J s i?M, 

log hkdcr . 

To see this, we add the identities obtained by applying Theorem 1.12 to 
the pseudo-metric associated with 0, on MS and on MY,,, and integrate each 
term of the obtained identity multiplied by l/t from s to r to see 

T dt 
E(r) + Sk(r) - s t J J dClog hi = -(Tk-l(r) - 2Tk(r) + Tk+l(r)) . 

a& 

Then, we obtain Theorem 3.3 because Proposition 2.1 gives 

’ dt J-J s t aMt 
dClogh; = .‘; J J dd” [log h;] 

Mt 
2 =-J log hkdcr - 2 
r aM, J log hkdcr 

s aM, 

For each locally summable nonnegative function h on M we define 
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Th(r) := T dt J J s t Mt 

hv. 

We have the following: 

Proposition 3.4. For a locally summable nonnegative function h on M there 
are positive constants Co and Cl such that 

2 - J r aM, 
log hdcT 5 Co log Th(r) + Cl 

for each r except in a set with finite logarithmic measure. 

The proof is similar to that of [39, Proposition 3.2.41. 
Set T(r) := rnaxg<k<,-1 T!(r) and let CYT(~) denote a function in t such 

that c+(r) < ClogT(r) (r $ E) f or some C > 0 and a set E with finite 
logarithmic measure. By Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4, we have 

E(r) + Sk(r) + T’-‘(r) - 2T$(r) + T!+‘(r) = czT(r) . 

Similarly to [39, Corollary 3.2.111, we can show the following: 

(3.5) 

Proposition 3.6. For a set E with finite logarithmic measure, 

T;(r) L W-E(r)) + O@(r)) (r$ZE,O<k,!<n). 

To state the second main theorem, we review some results in linear algebra 
which were given by E. I. Nochka in [53](cf., [13]). Let N 2 n and q 2 N + 1. 
We consider q hyperplanes Hj := {(IV); (Aj, W) = 0} (1 I j < q) in P”(C), 
where Aj E Cn+’ - (0). Following W. Chen ([13]), we say that HI,. . . , H4 (or 
&...,A,) are in N-subgeneral position if Hi, n Hi, n. . n Hi, = 0 for every 
15 io < ... < iN < q, where q > 2N - n + 1. By definition, {Hj; 1 I j < q} 
are in general position if and only if they are in n-subgeneral position. E. I. 
Nochka showed the following: 

Theorem 3.7. Let Hj(1 5 j 5 q) be hyperplanes in P”(C) located in N- 
subgeneral position which are associated with vectors Aj E Cn+’ - (0). Then 
there exist constants w(l), . . , w(q) and 8 such that 

(i) 0 < w(j) < 0 < 1 (1 I j 5 4), 

(ii) ~w(j) = e(s - 2N + n - 1) + n + 1, 
j=l 

(iii) 
n+l n+l 

<e<---- 
2N-n+l- Nfl’ 

(iv) if R c Q := {1,2,...,q} and 0 < #R 5 N + 1, then cjGRw(j) is 
not larger than the dimension of the vector subspace of Cn+’ generated by 
{A,; j E R}. 
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In the following, we call constants w(j)(l < j < q) and 8 with the properties 
(i) N (iv) Nochka weights and a Nochka constant for the Hj’s respectively. 
For HI,..., H4 in general position, we can take w(l) = . . . = w(q) = t3 = 1. 

Now, we shall state the second main theorem for holomorphic curves in 
P”(C), which was first proved by H. Cartan ([ll]) for the case M = C and 
N = n and generalized by H. and J. Weyl ([66]) and L. V. Ahlfors ([a]) to 
an arbitrary M with a parabolic exhaustion and by E. I. Nochka ([53]) to 
arbitrary N (2 n). 

Theorem 3.8. Let f be a nondegenerate holomorphic curve in P”(C) 
defined on an open Riemann surface with a parabolic exhaustion r. Take 
hyperplanes HI,. . . , H4 in P”(C) located in N-subgeneral position and let 
w(j)( 1 5 j < q) and 8 be Nochka weights and a Nochka constant for them, 
where q > 2N - n + 1. Then, for every E > 0 there is a set E with finite 
logarithmic measure such that, for all r # E, 

O(q - 2N + n - l)Tf(r) 
4 

i ~w(W.dr, Hj) In1 + 0(-E(r)) + O(logr) + O(logTf(r)). 
j=l 

We give a sketch of the outline of the proof of Theorem 3.8 in a weaker 
form where O(logTf(r)) is replaced by o(Tf(r)). We first give the following: 

Definition 3.9. Let f : M + P”(C) be a holomorphic curve and H a 
hyperplane with f(M) g H. F or each a E M choosing a reduced represen- 
tation F = (fo,... ,fn) on a neighborhood of a and a unit vector A with 

H = i(W); (4 W = 01, we define the k-th contact function of f for H by 

where Fk V A denotes the interior product of Fk and A as in [39]. It is easily 
seen that cpk(H) is globally well-defined on the totality of M. 

For these contact functions, we can prove the following so-called “Sum to 
Product estimate” (cf., [39, Theorem 2.5.31): 

Theorem 3.10. Let HI, . . . , Hq be hyperplanes in P”(C) located in N- 
subgeneral position and let w(j) (1 < j 2 q) and 0 be Nochka weights and a 
Nochka constant for these hyperplanes. For every E > 0 there exist constants 
a > 1 and C > 0 such that 

n;Z,’ lF/c12E 
ddc log nlsjsq,Olkln-l lw2”‘j’(alvk(Hj)) 

2 ‘Fo’2e(q-21v+n-1)‘F~‘2 n(n+l) 
1c 

I’I~,1V’(Hj)12 II::,’ log2(alw-(Hj)))“(j) 
ddc)zj2 
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For the proof of Theorem 3.8, we use the form w := dlogr and v := flwr\ 
W. Taking a nonzero function gk with uSk = viFkl locally, we consider the 
function +k such that (Fk/gk( \d,~(“(“~~)/~ = I,!J~\w\~(~+~)/~. For an arbitrary 
given E > 0, set 

and define the function h* by dd” log h2 = h*v. Then, by Theorem 3.10 

h* > &4/n(n+l) (3.11) 

for some C > 0. We apply the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 
to the (1, l)-form h4/n(nf1)y to see 

,(,: ‘)E(r) + N(r, V~L) + lV $ / [dd” log h2] 
Mt 

2 
ZZ- 

s 
log hd”r - 2 

r 0M, J log hd%- . (3.12) 
s 8M, 

On the other hand, by the use of [39, Lemma 3.2.131 we can prove 

N(r, vi) = N(r, u 1~~1) -~wWCf,Hj) 2 -kN.f(r,Hj)[“l. 
j=l j=l 

Using the identity [dd” log ]lCfn]‘] = [dd” log IF(Hj) I”] = 0, we have 

’ dt J J s t M,,t 

[dd” log h2] 

= qq - 2N + n - I&(T) + P’ (r) - E 
( 

nc J’ 4 .I,,, [cw log i$k,2,) . 
k=O ’ 

Here, we may replace the last term by --E(~~~~ Tfk(r)) and the right hand 
side of (3.12) can be estimated from above by 

n(n + 1) 2 

4 GM, 
J log h*dcr + O(1) < 0 (logT’“* (r)) + O(1) 

except on a set with finite logarithmic measure by the use of (3.11) and Propo- 
sition 3.4. Since O(logTh*(r)) - Th*( r is bounded from above, we easily ) 
obtain 

B(q - 2N + n - l)Tf(r) < ew(j)Nf(r, Hj)[“] +0(-E(r)) + eTf(r) (3.13) 
j=l 

with the help of Proposition 3.6. 
on the domain of each holomorphic local coordinate Z. 
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$4. The Defect Relation and Its Applications 

In this section, we present some applications of the main theorems for 
holomorphic curves in P”(C) which are related to the subjects presented in 
the following chapters. Let f be a holomorphic curve in P”(C) defined on 
an open Riemann surface with a parabolic exhaustion I-. We note first the 
following: 

Proposition 4.1. The order function Tf(r) is increasing and convex with 
respect to log r on [s, +w), and tends to cw as r + +CW. 

To see the first assertion, consider the function h with fif = hd logr A 
d” log r and observe the identities 

To see the latter, take some to > s with K := s,,,, 0, > 0. We then have 

’ dt Tf (r1 2 t I s to Mb 
Gf>Klog%-co (asr-+m). 

We say that f is transcendental if lim,,+, Tf(r)/ logr = +oo. As in the 
proof of [39, Proposition 3.3.31, we can prove the following: 

Proposition 4.2. If M is of finite type, then the following four conditions 
are equivalent. 

cannot be extended to a holomorphic curve defined on a compactifi- 
catEn k 

(ii) There is a hyperplane H in P”(C) with f(A4) $Z H such that f-‘(H) 
contains infinitely many points. 

(iii) There is some hyperplane H in P”(C) with f(M) g H such that 
lim,,+, Nf(r, H)/logr = +co. 

(iv) f is transcendental. 

Let H be a hyperplane in P”(C) and m a positive integer or +oo. We define 
the defect (truncated by m) of H for f by 

6,(H)[m] := 1 - limsup 
Nf (r, H)Lm] 

r++CC Tf (r) 
(4.3) 

For convenience’ sake, we set Sf (H) lml = 0 for a hyperplane H with f (Ad) & H 
and Sf(H) := Sf(H)[“l. 

The following proposition gives some geometric meanings of the defect. 

Proposition 4.4. (i) 0 < 6f(H)[m] 5 1 for every m. 
(ii) 1. f(M) f~ H = 0, or if #f -l(H) < +cc for the particular case where 

f is transcendental, then 61 (H) = 1. 
(iii) If v(f, H) > m on f-‘(H) f or some m > n, then 6f(H) > 1 - n/m. 
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The assertions (i) and (ii) are easy results of Theorem 2.7 and (4.3). On 
the other hand, if v(f, H) > m on f-‘(H), we have 

min(vf(r, H),n) 5 nmin(vf(r, H), 1) 5 ;vf(r, H), 

and so 1 - Nf(r, H)[“]/Tf(r) > 1 - (n/m)Nf(r, H)/Tf(r), which gives (iii). 

Proposition 4.5. Let f be a nondegenerate holomorphic curve in P”(C) 
defined on a Riemann surface M with a parabolic exhaustion. Then, for almost 
all hyperplanes H in P”(C), Sf(H) = 0 and so f(M) f? H # 0. 

For, by Theorem 2.9, we have 05 s HEP(C) 
6j (H)dV 5 ;@ninf 

s 
HEP n (c) (1 - Nf(r, H)/Tf(r)) dV = 0. 

Now, we give the defect relation for a holomorphic curve in P”(C). 

Theorem 4.6. Let M be a Riemann surface of finite type, f : M -+ P”(C) 
a nondegenerate transcendental holomorphic curve and Hj (1 5 j 5 q) hyper- 
planes located in N-subgeneral position with Nochka weights w(j). Then, 

Q 

~w(j)Gf(H~)[“] 5 n + 1. 
j=l 

Proof. For every E > 0, by (3.13) and Theorems 3.7, (ii) we have 4 
c (J( WJ 1 _ Nr(r, Hj>[“] 
j=l Tf (r) > 

= e(q - 2N + n - 1) + n + 1 - cw(j) 
Nf(r H.)[“) 

j=1 

T;(r; 

< n + 1 + E + 0(--E(r)) + O(lodrTf(r)))) 

Tf (r> 

for all r except on a set with finite logarithmic measure. Taking lower limits 
of both sides of this inequality and letting E tend to zero, we easily conclude 
Theorem 4.6 because -x(Mr) is bounded and so liminf,,+, -E(r)/Tf(r) = 
O(log r/Tf (r)) = 0. 

In the same situation as in Theorem 4.6, we have always 

k6f(Hj)in) < 2N - n + 1 (4.7) 
3=1 

(cf., [39, Corollary 3.3.91). 

Corollary 4.8. Let f be a transcendental holomorphic curve in PN(C) de- 
fined on an open Riemann surface of finite type such that the image off is not 
included in any projective linear subspace of dimension less than n. If there 
are hyperplanes HI,. . . , HP located in general position and positive integers 
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ml,...,m, larger than n such that ~(f, Hj) 2 rnj (1 2 j < q) on f-l(Hj) 
excluding a compact set, then 

q-k) <2N-nfl(12N). 
j=l 

To see this, consider the smallest projective linear subspace of P”(C) in- 
cluding f(H), which we denote by P”(C). By assumption, m 2 n and f is 
considered as a nondegenerate holomorphic map into P”(C) and, moreover, 
the intersections of P”(C) with Hj are in N-subgeneral position in P”(C). 
These show that Corollary 4.8 is an immediate consequence of (4.7). 

In Corollary 4.8, if f(M) n Hj = 0, we may take rnj := +oo. Therefore, a 
transcendental holomorphic curve in P”(C) defined on a Riemann surface of 
finite type can omit at most 2N hyperplanes in general position. 

For the particular case where A4 = C, we can show the following general- 
ization of Picard’s theorem. 

Theorem 4.9. Every holomorphic curve f in P”(C) defined on C can omit 
at most 2n hyperplanes in P”(C) located in general position. For the particular 
case where f is nondegenerate, it can omit at most n-l-1 hyperplanes in general 
position. 

We need only prove this for the case f is not transcendental because of 
Corollary 4.8. In this case, f can be extended to a holomorphic map into 
P”(C) defined on P’(C) = C U {cc} by Proposition 4.2. This means that we 
can take a reduced representation F = (fc, . . , fn) on C with polynomials fi’s. 
If f(C) n H = 0 for a hyperplane H = {(IV); (A, IV) = 0}, then cp := (A, F) 
is a holomorphic function which has no zero on C, which is necessarily a con- 
stant. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 4.9 is reduced to some easy algebraic 
considerations. 

From Theorem 4.9 we can conclude the following classical Borel’s theorem 

([W 
Theorem 4.10 (1221). Let fl, fi, . . . , f, be nowhere vanishing holomorphic 

functions on a domain in C and assume that cl fl + . + cp f, = 0 for some 
nonZero constants c3. Consider the partition 

{1,2,. . . ,p}=I1U...U& 

such that i and j are in the same class Ie if and only if fi/fj is a constant. 
Then, CiEIp cifi z 0 for any e. 

For the proof, refer to [39, pp. 115-1161. 
For a nondegenerate holomorphic curve f in P”(C), the derived curves 

f” are also holomorphic curves in the higher dimensional projective space 
Plvk (C). Although they are not necessarily nondegenerate, we can prove the 
following analogue of Theorem 4.6( [66], [17] and [39, $3.61). 
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Theorem 4.11. Let f be a nondegenerate transcendental holomorphic curve 
in P”(C) d fi d e ne on an open Riemann surface of finite type and f k (1 < k 5 
n - 1) its derived curves in PNk (C). Take q decomposable vectors Al, . . , A, 
in CNk+’ and consider the hyperplanes HJ- := {(W); (Aj, W) = O}. If they are 
located in general position, then 

k Sfk (H,)[“(“-“11 5 (; 1 ;) 
j=l 

We present here another application of Nevanlinna theory. In [50], R. 
Nevanlinna showed that two nonconstant meromorphic functions ‘p and $ 
on C coincide with each other if (p-‘(aj) = +-‘(aj) for five distinct values 
al,..., (~5. Related to this result is the following uniqueness theorem that can 
be proved by the use of Theorem 4.10. 

Theorem 4.12. Let f and g be holomorphic curves in P”(C) dejlned on 
C at least one of which is nondegenerate. If there are 3n + 2 hyperplanes 
HI,..., Hsn+2 located in general position such that f(C) $l Hj, g(C) g Hj 
and ~(f, Hj) = y(g, Hj) for j = 1,. . . ,3n + 2, then f = g. 

For the proof, see the original paper [23]. 
We can also prove the following: 

Theorem 4.13. Let f and g be holomorphic curves in P”(C) defined on 
C. Assume that at least one of them is algebraically nondegenerate, namely, 
the image is not contained in any proper algebraic subset of P”(C). If there 
are 2n + 3 hyperplanes HI, . . . , Hzn+3 located in general position such that 

f(C) $Z Hjt g(C) g Hj and V(f, Hj) = v(g, H3) (1 < j < 2n+3), then f = g. 

For the proof, see the original papers [24] and [25]. 
For other results relating to the uniqueness problems of holomorphic curves, 

refer to [26] N [28]. 

Chapter 2 
Minimal Surfaces of Parabolic Type 

$5. Minimal Surfaces and Their Gauss Maps 

We begin with recalling some basic notions concerning a surface x : M + 
Rm, where M is a connected, oriented real 2-dimensional differentiable man- 
ifold and x is a differentiable map of M into R”. We say that a surface 
x : M + R” is regular if x is an immersion, namely, of rank two everywhere. 
For each a E M we denote by T,(M) and Na(M) the tangent plane and 
the normal space of M at a respectively. The first fundamental form is given 
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by ds= = Cllz,j<:!gii duiduj with gij = (&/&,,&/&L,) in terms of lo- 

cal coordinates UT, uz, and for each N E N,(M) the second fundamental 
form in the normal direction N is given by do2 = C15i,j12 bijduiduj with 
bij = (N,dx2/du~duj). Take a vector N E N,(M). For each nonzero vector 
T E T,(M) we choose a regular curve y : 2 = y(s) in A4 with arc-length 
parameter s such that y(O) = a and (dy/ds)(O) = T, and define the nor- 
mal curvature of M in the direction T with respect to the normal vector N 
by IN := (d2y/ds2, N), which depends only on N and T. By an elemen- 
tary calculation, we can show that lk~(T)l is the reciprocal of the radius of 
curvature for the curve which is the intersection of the surface M and the 
plane containing N and T. By definition, the mean curvature H,(M) of M 
for the direction N at a is the mean of the maximum and the minimum of 
the quantities IN for all unit vectors T E T,(M). We can show that 

Ha(N) = 
m&n - 2gnh2 + gzh 

G711g22 - ST,, 
(5.1) 

(4 [53, P. 131). 
A regular surface M in R” is called a minimal surface if H,(N) = 0 for all 

a E M and N E N,(M). To explain a geometric meaning of minimal surfaces, 
take a subdomain D of M with smooth boundary and a normal vector field 
N on a neighborhood of D which vanishes on dD. Consider the surfaces 

Dt : x = xt := x(ul, u2) + tN(uI, u2) ((~7~2) E D) 

for a sufficiently small t and denote by A(D,) the area of Dt. Then 

2 where ads2 := Jmg22 - g12 duldu2 is the area form of M(cf., [58, p. 221). It 
follows that a regular surface M is minimal if and only if (d/dt)A(Dt) 1 t=O = 0 
for all subdomains D with smooth boundary and normal vector fields N van- 
ishing on dD. Therefore, we may say that a surface M is minimal if and only 
if for all local perturbations of M to the normal directions the area function 
takes a critical value at M. 

A system of local coordinates u, u on an open set U in M is called isothermal 
coordinates on U if we can write ds 2 = X2(du2 + dv2) with some positive 
C” function X on U. Local coordinates u, v on a surface x : M -+ R” are 
isothermal coordinates if and only if grr = g22, gr2 = g2r = 0, or 

(5.3) 

Theorem 5.4. Every regular surface M is covered by the domains of isother- 
mal local coordinates. 

I 

I 

/ 
, 

/ 1 
i ’ 

/ 

, 
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For the proof, refer to e.g. [14]. A simple proof of Theorem 5.4 is known 
for the particular case where M is a minimal surface in R”. For the details, 
refer to [58, pp. 31-321. 

Consider two systems of positively oriented isothermal local coordinates 
(x, y) and (u, w) on an oriented surface M with a metric ds2. Then, we can 
easily show that w := u + &iv is a holomorphic function in z := x + fly 
on the common domain of definition. According to this fact and Theorem 
5.4, every regular surface x = (XI,. . . , x,) : M + R” can be considered as a 
Riemann surface by associating a holomorphic local coordinate z := u+ &iv 
with each system of positively oriented isothermal local coordinates (u, u). Set 
w .- dxi E (d/dz)xidz (1 < i < m). Then the metric ds2 is given by z .- 

ds2 = 2(IwJ2 + ... + Iw,12). 

Proposition 5.5. For a regular surface x : M 4 R”, take a system of 
isothermal local coordinates (u, v) such that the induced metric is represented 
as ds2 = X2(du2 + dv2). Then, 

(i) (Ax,X) = 0 for each X E T,(M), 
(ii) (Ax, N) = 2X2H,(N) for each N E N,(M), 

d2 di ’ 
where A denotes the Laplacian A := d~2 + w. 

In fact, by (5.3) we have 

and, similarly, (Ax,~x/&I) = 0, which gives (i). On the other hand, by (5.1) 

H (N) = bll(N) + b22(N) cAx, N) a 2x2 = ~ 2x2 (N E N,(M)), 

because grr = g22 = X2 and gr2 = 0, which gives (ii). 
According to Proposition 5.5, we can easily show the following: 

Theorem 5.6. Let x := (xl,. . . , x,) : M -+R” be a regular surface in R”, 
which is considered as a Riemann surface with a conformal metric. Then, M 
is minimal if and only if each xi is a harmonic function on M. 

Corollary 5.7. There is no compact regular minimal surface in R”. 

In fact, for a compact regular minimal surface x = (xl,. . . , x,) : M + R” 
each component xi takes its maximum value at a point in M. By the maximum 
principle, xi is a constant and so x can not be an immersion. 

We next explain the Gauss map of a regular surface x : M + R”. Consider 
the set 17 of all oriented 2-planes in R” containing the origin. For each P E IT, 
taking a positively oriented basis {X, Y} of P such that IX] = ]Y], (X, Y) = 0 
and setting @p(P) := (X - &iY) E P”-‘(C) we define the map Q, : 17 + 
P”-‘(C). This is well-defined, because an arbitrary positive basis {x, ?} of 
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P with 1x1 = ]Y], (2, Y) = 0 satisfies the identity X - a? = reie(X - 
J=iY) for some r > 0 and 0 E R. Since 

(X-J-IY, x-J-iY)=(x,x)-2~(x,Y)-(Y,Y)=O 

for the above (X, Y), @(17) is included in the quadric 

Qme2(C) := {(wl : . . . . w,);w; +-.+wk =O}(c Pm-l(C)). 

Moreover, as is easily shown, the map @ : II --+ Qm-2 is bijective and therefore 
we may identify 17 with Qm-z(C). 

Let z = (xi, ~2, ... ,x,) : M --+ R” be a regular surface in R”. The 
Gauss map of M is defined as the map of M into Qm-z(C) which maps each 
a E M to @(T,(M)), h w ere each oriented tangent plane T,(M) is regarded 
as an element in 17 after the parallel translation which maps a to the origin. 
The Gauss map defined above is equal to the conjugate of the usually defined 
Gauss map. The reason why we adopt the above definition is to simplify the 
description of function-theoretic properties of minimal surfaces. 

For a system of positively oriented isothermal local coordinates (u, w), if we 
take the vectors X = dx/du and Y = dx/dv, X and Y satisfy the condition 
1x1 = IYl, (X, Y) = 0 by (5.3) and so the Gauss map of M is locally given by 

G zz (X - J--ry) = 2 : 2 : . . . : 
dX 
-$ 

> 

, 

where z = u + &iv. We may write G = (wi : . . . : w,) with globally defined 
holomorphic forms wi (1 < i < m). 

We have the following criterion for minimal surfaces. 

Proposition 5.8. A surface x : M -+ R m is minimal if and only if the Gauss 
map G : M + P”-‘(C) is holomorphic. 

In fact, if M is minimal, then Z’wi = (1/4)Axidz A dz = 0 and SO each wi 

is holomorphic, whence G is holomorphic. For the proof of the converse, refer 
to [44, Theorem 1.11. 

We say that a holomorphic form w on a Riemann surface M has no real 
period if Re s7 w = 0 for every closed piecewise smooth continuous curve y 
in M. If w has no real period, then X(Z) = Re &, w depends only on 20 and 

z for each piecewise smooth continuous curve r&, in M joining zo and z and 
so Z(Z) is a well-defined function on M. For new constructions of minimal 
surfaces, the following theorem is useful. 

Theorem 5.9. Let M be an open Riemann surface and Wi (1 < i < m) 
holomorphic forms on M which have no common zero and no real periods and 
satisfy the identity CT=“=, ff = 0 for local expressions wi = fi(z)dz. Then, for 

an arbitrary fixed zo E M the surface x = (xl,. . . , x,) : M + R” defined by 
the functions xi = 2Re sz”, wi is a regular minimal surface in R” whose Gauss 
map is given by G = (~1 : . . . : w,) : M -+ Qm-z(C). 

In fact, for the local expressions wi = fidz with a holomorphic local coor- 
dinate z = u + flu, we have (8/6’Z)xi = fi and the condition CL”=, f,” = 0 
is equivalent to (5.3). Therefore, the metric is conformal. Since wi are holo- 
morphic and have no common zero, M is a regular minimal surface. 

Let M be a Riemann surface with a conformal metric ds2 with local expres- 
sions ds2 = Xz]dz12. By definition, the Gaussian curvature of M is given by 
K = KdSz := - (l/xz)A, log X,. For a regular minimal surface x : M + R” 
we have XT = 2Cj”i lfj12, where fj := dxj/dz. Therefore, the Gaussian 
curvature is locally given by 

&s 2 = ~&loglF, = 

where IFI = (lf112 + ... + lfml ) 2 iI2 By definition, a surface with a metric . 
is flat if and only if the Gaussian curvature vanishes identically. A regular 
minimal surface M in R” is flat if and only if G is a constant, or M lies in a 
plane. 

We now consider the particular case m = 3. In R3, to each oriented plane 
there corresponds a unique positive unit normal vector N E S2, where S2 
denotes the unit sphere in R3. On the other hand, S2 is bijectively mapped 
onto the extended complex plane C = CU{co} by the stereographic projection 
w. Instead of the above-mentioned Gauss map, we may study the map G 
whose value at a is the positively oriented unit normal vector Nr, E S2 of M 
at a. We call the map G : M + S2, or occasionally g := w . G : M -+ C, 
the classical Gauss map of M in the following. It can be shown that the 
classical Gauss map g is represented as g = fs/(fi-flfi) with the functions 
fi := dxi/dz([58]). A s a result of Proposition 5.8, a regular surface M in R3 
is minimal if and only if the classical Gauss map g is a meromorphic function 
on M. 

We explain here the Enneper-Weierstrass representation theorem. 

Theorem 5.10. Let x = (xl, x2, x3) : M + R3 be a nonfiat regular minimal 
surface in R3 and g the classical Gauss map of M. Then, in terms of the 
holomorphic form w := 8x1 - fl3x2, 

XI = Re I ‘(1 - g2)w -t const. 
JZO 

52 = Re fl 
.I 

‘(I + g2)w + const. (5.11) 
20 

J 
f 

x3 = Re2 gw + const. 
zo 

and the metric is given by 

ds2 = (1 + ]g]2)2]w]2. (5.12) 

Moreover, w has a zero of order 21c when and only when g has a pole of order 
k. 
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Conversely, we have the following: 

Theorem 5.13. Let M be an open Riemann surface, w a nonzero holomor- 
phic form and g a nonconstant meromorphic function on M. Assume that w 
has a zero of order 2k when and only when g has a pole of order k and that 
the holomorphic forms 

1 - g2 
w1 := -w d-0 + g2) 

2 ) w2:= 2 fJJ> w3 := gw 

have no real periods. Then, for the functions 

s 

z 
xi := Re wi (l<i<3) 

the surface z = (xl,22, ~3) : M + R3 is a regular minimal surface in R3 
whose classical Gauss map is given by the map g. 

For the proofs of Theorems 5.10 and 5.13, refer to [58, p. 641. 

$6. Minimal Surfaces with Finite Total Curvature 

Let x = (Q,...,x,) : M 4 R” be a regular minimal surface in R” 
and ds2 the metric on M induced from R”. By definition, the Ricci cur- 
vature of M is given by Kds21(2dS2, where KdS2 and finds2 denote the Gaus- 
sian curvature and the area form of M respectively. For each local expression 
ds2 = X21dzj2 in terms of a holomorphic local coordinate .z, the Ricci curvature 
equals -27rdd” log X2. For convenience’ sake of description, we call -dd” log X2 
itself the Ricci curvature of M and denote it by Ric [ds2]. As mentioned pre- 
viously, Ric [ds2] < 0 everywhere. We define the total curvature of M by 
C(M) := J, Ric[ds2] (2 -oo). 

Consider the forms wi := dzi (1 5 i 5 m). As explained in $5, these are 
holomorphic and the Gauss map G of M is given by G = (~1 : .. . : w,) : 
M -+ P”-‘(C). M inimal surfaces with finite total curvature are characterized 
as follows: 

Theorem 6.1. Let x : M + R” be a nonflat complete minimal surface in 
R”, which is considered as a Riemann surface with conformal metric. Then, 
the following conditions are equivalent. 

(i) M has finite total curvature. 
(ii) M b.h 1 as a o omorphic with a compact Riemann surface ii% with finitely 

many points removed and each wi (1 5 i 5 m) extends to i6l as a meromorphic 
form. 
_ (iii) M b ‘h 1 as 2 o omorphic with an open subset of a compact Riemann surface 

M and the Gauss map G : M + Pm-l (C) extends to a holomorphic map of 
M into Pm-l(C). 
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For the proof, we need the following result which was given by A. Huber 
in [46] and afterwards improved by S. S. Chern and R. Osserman in [16]. 

Theorem 6.2. If an open Riemann surface M has a complete metric dp2 
such that s, max(-K~p2,0)L’~p2 < +co, then M is a Riemann surface of 
finite type. 

We use also the following: 

Lemma 6.3. Let h be a nowhere zero holomorphic function on A* := {z; 0 -c 
IzI < 1) and consider the metric ds2 := Jh12/dz12. If every piecewise smooth 
continuous curve in A* converging to the origin has infinite length, then h 
has at most a pole at the origin. 

This is a restatement of [58, Lemma 9.61. 
We now give the proof of Theorem 6.1. Assume that M has finite total 

curvature. By Theorem 6.2 M is biholomorphic with a compact Riemann 
surface h?l with points al, . . . , ak removed. The induced metric ds2 is written 
a~ ds2 = CL”=, lfij21w12 f or a nowhere vanishing holomorphic form w and holo- 
morphic functions fi with dxi = fiw. This implies that - Ric[ds2] coincides 
with the pull-back & of the Fubini-Study metric form on P”-‘(C) via G. 
Take a parabolic exhaustion I-. We may rewrite the order function of G as 

TG(r) = 
T dt J I s -r Mt 

- Ric[ds2] . 

By the assumption, sM fiG < +oo, so that lim,,,TG(r)/logr < +CXX We 
can apply here Proposition 4.2 to show that G has a removable singularity 
at each at. Now, for each ae we take a neighborhood Ue := {ze; lzel < 1) of 
at, where ze is a holomorphic local coordinate with ze(ae) = 0, and consider 
holomorphic functions gi (1 5 i 5 m) on Ue - (0) such that dxi = gidze. 
Here, by changing indices i’s if necessary we assume that g1 has no zero on 
Ue - {0} and each gi/gl has a holomorphic extension to Ue, so that they are 
bounded near the origin. Therefore, we can find a positive constant C such 
that 

ds2 = 21g112 ($ lki”) Idze12 I Clg1121dze12 

We now apply Lemma 6.3 to show that g1 has at most a pole at the origin. 
This proves that each dxi extends to &I as a meromorphic form. Thus, we 
have (ii). It is obvious that (ii) implies (iii). On the other hand, under the 
assumption (iii), we can conclude (i) because 

0 > C(M) = 
s 

Ric[ds2] > - J f&>-W 
M iI% 

For a complete regular minimal surface with finite total curvature in Rm, 
a compact Riemann surface &l satisfying conditions (ii) of Theorem 6.1 is 
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unique up to a biholomorphic isomorphism. We call the surface M the com- 
pactification of M and an open connected neighborhood of each point ae in 
M - M, or occasionally ae itself, an end of M. 

Letx:M+R” be a nonflat complete regular minimal surface with finite 
total curvature in R” and let M be the compactification of M with M - M = 
{al.. . , ak}. As a result of Theorem 6.1 the forms wi := (d/dz)xidz (1 < 
i 5 m) and the metric d.? on M extends to meromorphic forms Wi and a 
pseudo-metric on M respectively. We can also extend the divisor vds of ds2 
to M by setting v& := min(v&, . . . , VG,). 

Definition 6.4. For each end ae we define the multiplicity of M at ae by 
Ie := -(vds(ae) + 1). 

Proposition 6.5 ([16, Lemma 21). Each multiplicity Ie is a positive integer. 

Proof. For each fixed C (1 5 e < Ic), set Vi := v;ti(ae) (1 < i < m). Taking 
a holomorphic local coordinate z with z(ae) = 0, we write wi = Iz12vih21dz12 
with a positive C” function h. Our purpose is to show that rnini<igm Vi 5 -2. 
On the contrary, we assume that vi > -1 for all i. Expand the functions 
fi := dzi/az (1 5 i < m) as fi(.Z) = Cn>-i c~.z~, we then have - 

xi(z) - xi(zo) = 2Re (I: fi(z)dz) = 2 Re(ci, log .z) + 2 Re 2 +lc+l. ” 
n=O n + l 

Here, cii is the residue of wi at at. Since wi has no real period, c\, are real. 
On the other hand, 

o = fi” +. . . + fi = @-I)~ + ;; + (‘““lJ2 + k + F d,zn 
2 n=O 

for some d, E C(n 2 -1). It follows that CL”=,(c<i)” = 0, so that cl, = 0 
(1 Ii i: m). Th is is impossible because M is complete. Thus Proposition 6.5 
is proved. 

For the multiplicities of ends, we can show the following: 

Proposition 6.6. Let {DV; v = 1,2,. . .} be a sequence of simply connected 
open neighborhoods of an end ae such that they have real analytic smooth 
boundary and nT=“=, D, = {at}. Then, 

le = - lim 1 
J y-00 2n ao, Kds > 

where && denotes the geodesic curvature of dD,. 

Proof. Taking a holomorphic local coordinate z on a neighborhood of ae 
with z(ae) = 0, we consider discs & := {z; 1.~1 < S,} such that D, > & and 
limV~oo 6, = 0. Then, by (1.13) we have 
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the right hand side of which tends to zero as u tends to cc because M has 
finite total curvature. Therefore, we have only to show that 

le = - lim 1 
J v-00 2r a*, 

Kds . 

By definition, we can write ds2 = IzI-~(~~+~) v(z)ldz12 for some positive func- 
tion U(Z). As in the proof of Theorem 1.12, we have 

1 

g t3A, J Kds = x(&J - (Ie + 1) J d” log 1.~1~ + J d” log U(Z) , 
dA” 8A” 

which tends to -It. 

Related to this is the following theorem given by L. P. Jorge and W. H. 
Meeks III in [47, Theorem 11. 

Theorem 6.7. Let x : M --f R3 be a complete regular surface in R3 which 
is diffeomorphic to a compact oriented surface A?l with finitely many points 
al, a2,. . . , ak removed. Suppose that the Gauss map of M is continuously ex- 
tended to M. For each r > 0, set X, = (l/r)M n 52, where Sz denotes the 
sphere of radius r in R3. Then 

(i) The map x : M + R3 is proper. 
(ii) For suficiently large r, X,. consists of k immersed closed curves 

r;>... ,$ on S2 which are associated with ends of M. 
(iii) Each (7:) (1 5 e < Ic) converges to a geodesic with multiplicity 

me(> 1) on S2 as r tends to infinity. 

By Theorem 6.1, this result can be applied to complete regular minimal 
surfaces with finite total curvature in R3, and we have similar results for 
complete regular minimal surfaces in Rm ([47, Theorem 21). For a complete 
regular minimal surface M in R3 with ends al, . . , ak, it is easily shown 
that the multiplicities le as in Definition 6.4 coincide with the number me in 
Theorem 6.7, (iii). We state here the following geometric formula for the total 
curvature given in [47, §4]. 

Theorem 6.8. If a complete regular minimal surface M in R” with finite 
total curvature C(M) has k ends with multiplicities Ie( 1 5 .! 5 k), then 

C(M) = x(M) - &It. 
e=i 

Proof. For each end ae choose a holomorphic local coordinate ze with 
ze(ae) = 0 and set 0s := M - U:=:=, @ for sufficiently small 6 > 0, where 
Ai := {ze; ]ze] < 6). By applying (1.13) to the domain Dg, we obtain 
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As 6 -+ 0, we have the desired results by the use of Proposition 6.6. 

Combining Theorem 6.8 with Proposition 6.5, we have the following: 

Corollary 6.9 ([16, Theorem 21). For a complete regular minimal surface 
M in R” with finite total curvature and its compactijication A?l, it holds that 

C(M) I X(M) - #(a - M). 

Moreover, by the full use of these results we can prove the following theo- 
rems concerning the value distribution of the Gauss map of complete minimal 
surfaces in R” which have finite total curvature. 

Theorem 6.10. The Gauss map of a nonflat complete regular minimal sur- 
face in R” with finite total curvature cannot omit m(m + 1)/2 hyperplanes H 
in P”-‘(C) with f(M) g H w ac are located in general position. h’ h 

This was proved for the case where the Gauss map G is nondegenerate by 
S. S. Chern and R. Osserman ([lS]) and generalized to the above-mentioned 
case by M. Ru ([Sl]). For details, refer to the original papers or [39, Theorem 
5.2.101. 

For the particular case of m = 3, we have the more precise result for the 
classical Gauss map as follows: 

Theorem 6.11. Let x : A4 i R3 be a nonflat complete minimal surface 
immersed in R3 with finite total curvature. Then, the classical Gauss map of 
M can omit at most three distinct points. 

For the proof, refer to the original paper [57] or [39, Theorem 5.2.11. 

The catenoid provides an example of (normalized) total curvature -2 whose 
classical Gauss map omits two values. It is still an open problem to determine 
whether there exists a nonflat complete regular minimal surface in R3 with 
finite total curvature whose classical Gauss map omits three distinct values 
or not. 

The followings are some necessary conditions for the classical Gauss map 
of complete minimal surfaces with finite total curvature in R3 to omit three 
distinct values. Let M be a nonflat complete minimal surface in R3 with 
finite total curvature whose Gauss map g omits three values. Let y, k and 
C(M) be the genus of the compactification, the number of the ends and the 
total curvature of M, respectively. In [57] R. Osserman showed that y 2 1 and 
C(M) < -4, and in [65] A. Weitsman and F. Xavier proved that C(M) < -6. 
Recently, Y. Fang improved this to C(M) < -8 ([19]). 

Related to these subjects are some results for minimal surfaces defined on 
the complex plane C which are given by P. Hall. Consider a minimal surface 
x : C --f Rm and let F = (fi,... , fm) be a reduced representation of the 
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Gauss map G : C + P”-‘(C) of x. A direction u = (~1, . . , v,) E R” is 
called a normal to A4 at a E M if it is orthogonal to T,(M), or equivalently 
Cz”=, qfi(a) = 0. P. Hall gave the following: 

Theorem 6.12. If the normals to a minimal surface x : C + R” omit m 
directions in general position, then x : C -+ R” has a holomorphic factor, 
namely, there is an orthogonal decomposition R” = R2 $ Rmm2 such that the 
projection of x into the first factor is holomorphic or antiholomorphic with 
respect to an orthogonal complex structure on R2. 

For a particular case m = 4, Theorem 6.12 implies the following: 

Corollary 6.13. If the normals to a minimal surface x : C + R4 omit 
four directions in general position, then x is holomorphic in some orthogonal 
complex structure. Moreover, if they omit jive directions in general position, 
then x is planar. 

Moreover, he proved the following: 

Theorem 6.14. Let x : C + R” be a regular minimal surface such that the 
normals of x omit n+ k(k > 0) directions in general position. Denote by d and 
a the dimension of the linear subspace of P”-‘(C) generated by the image of 
the Gauss map of x and the dimension of the a&e subspace of R” generated 
by the image of x respectively. Then, 

l,d<e, d+3La<min(n-kd,2d+2). 

The proofs of these results are given by the use of Theorem 4.10. For other 
results and the details, refer to the papers [41] and [42]. 

$7. Nevanlinna Theory 
for Minimal Surfaces of Parabolic Type 

In this section, we explain some of the results given by E. F. Beckenbach 
and his collaborators concerning Nevanlinna theory for minimal surfaces. They 
developed their theory for ‘meromorphic minimal surfaces’. Roughly speaking, 
these are minimal surfaces in R” defined on the complex plane which have 
at worst pole-like singularities. In our context, we state another version of his 
theory for regular minimal surfaces in R” defined on a Riemann surface of 
parabolic type. 

Let x = (xi,. . , x,) : M + R” be a regular minimal surface and regard 
M as a Riemann surface with conformal metric. We first note the following: 

Proposition 7.1. For each c E R”, h,(z) := Ix(z) - cl is a function with 
admissible singularities on M. 
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Proof. If x(u) # c, h,(z) is obviously of class C” near a. In a neighborhood 
of a point a with x(u) = c, choosing a holomorphic local coordinate z = 
u + &iv = a + rez6, we can expand as 

x(u, w) = c + 2 r”(dl, cos kg + ek sin Ice) , 
k=l 

where dk, ek E R”, dl # 0 or el # 0, because each component of x is harmonic. 
Since u, v are isothermal coordinates, we have (5.3) and so 

Hence IdI1 = jell # 0, (d 1, el) = 0. Then, we can write 

Ix(z) - cl2 = I.2 - upL*(z) 

with some function u*(z) = ld112 + O(lz - ~1). We can easily check that u* 
satisfies the condition (1.3) and so u, has an admissible singularity at a. 

Take a holomorphic local coordinate < = u + &iv and set ds2 = X21d<12. 
Then, X = lxUl = Ix,1 and the vectors 

XU el := - , 
x 

e2 := cv 
x (7.2) 

give an orthonormal basis of the tangent plane of M, where x, and x, denote 
the partial derivatives of x with respect to u and u respectively. 

Proposition 7.3 ([6]). For each c E R”, 

Aloglx-cl2 = 
4X2(/x - cl2 - (x - c, e1)2 - (x - c, e2)2) > o. 

Ix - cl4 
- 

In fact, by the use of harmonicity of each xi we have 

Alog Ix - cl2 = 
2((lx$ + lx,12)lx - cl2 - 2(x - c, x,)2 - 2(x - c, x,)2) 

Ix - cl4 

= ~~x,~~(~x - cl2 - (x - c,e1)2 - (x - c, e2)2) 
lx - cl4 

On the other hand, if we take vectors ei (3 < i < m) such that el, e2,. . . , e, 
give an orthonormal basis of Rm, we have Proposition 7.3 because 

IX - Cl2 - (X - c, el)’ - (X - c, e2)2 = 2(X - C, ei)2 2 0. 
i=3 

By the same calculations as the above, we obtain also 

Alog(l + 1~1~) = 
4X2(1 + 1x12 - (x, e1)2 - (2, e2)2) > 4X2 

0 + l42)2 - (1+ 142)2 . (7.4) 
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As a result of Proposition 7.3, the function log lx--cl is always subharmonic 
on M. E. F. Beckenbach and T. Rad6 proved the following related result: 

Theorem 7.5. Let x : M + R3 be a regular surface in R3 defined by a 
conformal immersion of a domain in C. It is a minimal surface if and only if 
log lx - cl is subharmonic for every point c E R3. 

For the proof, see [7]. 
Now, we regard the space R” as a subspace of Rm+’ by identifying a point 

(Cl,... , c,) E R” with the point (cl, . . , c,, 0) E Rm+‘. Consider the one 
point compactification R” := R” U {IX} and the stereographic projection 
w : 5’” -+ R”, namely, the map which maps N := (0,. . . ,O, 1) to cc and 
each C(# N) E 5’” to the point c E R” such that C, c apd N are collinear. 
For each c := (cl,. . . , cm), d := (dl, . . , d,) E R” we denote a half of the 
distance between w-‘(c) and a- l(d) by Ic,dl. By elementary calculations, 
we have 

Ic - 4 
ICJdl := JiqTdqq& l) 

and Ic,coI := l/d-. 
We give the following analogue to [39, Lemma 1.4.81. 

Proposition 7.6. For each E > 0 there exists a constant So depending only 
on E such that, for every c E R” and 6 > 150, 

A log log(S/;z, cl2) > 
1 1 

1 + (cl2 Ix, cl2 log2(S/lx, cl”) 
-E 

> 
Alog(l+ 1x1”). 

Proof. For some S > e set cp := - loglog(b/(x, cl”), We easily obtain 

Acp = A log Ix - cl2 - A lo& + 1~1~) 

l%(~/lX~C12) 
(x, 4 (x - c, xu) 

2 

+4 1+1212- ( > ( 

(x,x,) 

Ix - cl2 +l+ls12- 

(x - G&l) 2 

lx - cl2 

hs2(~/lx, cl21 
> . 

We can rewrite this as 

+ log2(~/lx, Cl”) 
A log lx - cl2 + A log(1 + 1x1”) 
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Take 6s with 60 > e and l/log Se + l/log’ 60 < E. Then, for every 6 2 Sc the 
first term is nonnegative and the second term is not larger than --&A log(1 + 
IxI”). Substitute xi = ( z, ei) and xi - ci = (x - c,ei) into the third term. 
Using (7.2), Proposition 7.3 and (7.4), we obtain the desired conclusion 

Ap + sAlog(1 + 1x1”) 

41XU12 
z log2(S/1x, c12) 

1+ 1x12 + CE”=,(% - Ci)2 - 2(xf + x; - c1x1 - c2x2) 

(1 + ~x~2)~z - cl2 

41xu12 1 + 1212 - XT - x; + cf + c; + CZ”=,(Xi - Ci)” 

= log2(S/Jx, cl”) (1 + ~x~2)~x - cl2 

1 

z log2(S/j2, cl2) 

(l+ )x12)A10g(l + 1~1~) 
lx - cl2 

= i& 12, cl2 log~(6,1x, cl2) 
A log(1 + 1x1”) . 

Take mutually distinct points cl, . . , cg E R” and set L := mini<j Ici, cj 1. 

(7.7) For every w E R”, 
L 

we have Iw, CiI 2 - for all i but at most one. 
2 

In fact, if there are two distinct i and j such that )w,ci) < L/2, then we 
have an absurd conclusion L < Ici,cjj 5 IQ, WI + lw,cjl < L. 

We can give also the following analogue to Theorem 3.10. 

Proposition 7.8. Let cl, . . . , cq be mutually distinct points in R”. For an 
arbitrary given E > 0 take some 60 with 1/ log2 Sa + l/ log 60 < e/q. Then there 
is a positive constant C > 0 depending only on cl, . . . , cq such that 

A log 

Proof. By Proposition 7.6, we can find a positive constant C such that 

A log (1+ lx12Y = EA log(1 + IX/~) + 5 A log 
1 

l-g, lOd~O/lX~ CA”) j=l 
lod~o/lx, Cj12) 

1 

j=l (2,cj(2log2(~0/(2,cj(2) 

For an arbitrary fixed point aa E M we change the indices of cj’s so that 

Mao), ~11 5 Ix(a0), ~21 I . . . 5 Ix(a01, cql . 

Then, for j 2 2, we have Ix,cjI 2 L/2 by (7.7) and so Ix, ~~~~log~(6c/Ix,c~~~) 
is bounded from below by a positive constant depending only on L. Therefore, 
we can easily find a positive constant C’ such that 

4 

c 
1 

j=l lx, Cj12 lw2(~o/l~c1 Cjl”) 
1 1 

L l~,~~12~~~2~~o/I~,~~12~ - jzl l~c,~~l~~~~2(~o/l~,~j12)~ 
> cj?I 

This gives Proposition 7.8. 

Corollary 7.9. In the same situation as in Proposition 7.8, for each E > 0 
there exist positive constants 6 and C such that 

A log (1+ lx12Y 
I-& l%(~/lX, 4”) 12, cj12 log&z. cjls) . 

This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 7.8 and (7.4). 
Now, we consider a regular minimal surface x = (xl,. . . , z,) : M + 

R” and assume that the surface M, considered as a Riemann surface with 
conformal metric, has a parabolic exhaustion r. We regard M as a surface 
immersed in R”. We define the hyperspherical proximity function for M by 

m’(r;c, M) := 2 
J r L3M, 

log &fT - t aM, log &dCr 
J 

for c E i%?. For the particular case c = co, we see 

m”(r; m, M) := 2 
J r aM, 

log(l+ Ix12)1’2dcr - 3 
J 

log(l+ lx12)1’2dc+ 0) aM 
s 

We also define the counting function and the visibility function by 

W-i c, M) := N(r, q,,,~) , 

H(r;c, M) := ’ dt 
J J s -r Mt 

dd” log Ix - cl2 

respectively and set N(r; co, M) E H(r; 00, M) 3 0. 
Moreover, we define the hyperspherical affinity of c by 

A’(r; c, M) := m”(r; c, M) + N(r; c, M) + H(r; c, M) 

and the order function of M by 

(c E R”) 

T”(r, M) := A(r; W, M) 
( 

= m”(r; W, M) = ’ dt 
J J s t Mt 

dd” log(1 + 1~1~) 
1 

. 

By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we can show that 
T’(r, M) is increasing and convex with respect to logr and tends to 00 as 
r + 00. 
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The first main theorem for minimal surfaces given by E. F. Beckenbach and 
T. A. Cootz is stated as follows: 

Theorem 7.10 ([5], [B]). T”(r; M) = A(r; c, M) for all c E R”. 

Proof. Apply Proposition 2.1 to the function u := l/lx, c] to see 

’ dt s-s s t Mt 
dd” log( 1 + ]x12) 

= 6’ f / ddc[log 1x - cl21 + f s,, log Iuld% - f s,, 1% luldcT 
Mt T s 

= H(r; c, M) + N(r; c, M) + mO(r; c, M) . 

Thus we obtain Theorem 7.10. 
As is stated earlier, we identify the extended euclidean space Rm with the 

unit sphere S” in Rmfl by stereographic projection and denote by dV the 
standard volume form on S” normalized so that the volume of S” is 1. By 
the same method as in the proof of Proposition 2.9 we can prove 

TO(r, M) = 
s 

N(r; c, M)dV + 
s 

H(r; c, M)dV. 
CES= CEP 

Now, we give the second main theorem for minimal surfaces. 

Theorem 7.11 ([5], [B], [40]). Let M be a regular minimal surface in R” 
which has a parabolic exhaustion r. For mutually distinct points cl,. . , cq E 
Rm and a positive number E there is a set EC with SE, dplp < +W such that 

2 m”(r; cj, M) + TG(r) i (2 + E)T'(r, M) - E(r) + O(1) (7.12) 
j=l 

forallr$!E,. 

Proof. As in $3, we consider the form w := dlogr on M, which is holomor- 
phic on M - MS and is purely imaginary on each smooth aM,. Consider the 
functions gi with dxi = giw (1 5 i < m), which are meromorphic on MS,,. Set 
]G] := (1g112+...+1g,12)1/2. Thends2 = 2]G]2]~]2 andso vlGl+‘/U = vds = 0. 
For a given E > 0 take some 6 > 0 such that the inequality in Corollary 7.9 
holds, and set h := (1 + ]x]“)~/“/n~,i log(S/]cj,x]2). Consider the function 
h” with admissible singularities such that dd” log h = h*zaw A W. As a 
consequence of Corollary 7.9 we get 

I+ 
h* > c(l + lxl2)(2+“)/2 rgl lx, Cjl 

for some C > 0. By the monotonicity of the integral, we have 

2 - 
s r aM,. 

log h*d% + O(1) 

22 
s r t?M, 

log /G/d? + 2 
s 

log hdcT 
r aM, 

- (2 + E); s,, 
T 

log( I+ lx12)1’2dcT + 2 ; J,, log hdCT 
j=l ' 3 

for every r > s. On the other hand, as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 we obtain 

TG(r) + E(r) = 1’ f lMt WC log PI”1 + N(r, VJGJ) 

2 =- 
s ?- aM, 

log /G/d% - 2 
s s aM, 

log IGld%. 

It follows that 

TG(r) + E(r) - (2 + &)T’(r, M) + 2 m’(r; cj, M) f E 1, log hd”r 
j=l 7- 

12 
I r t3M, 

log h*d% + 0( 1) 

We apply Proposition 3.4 to find some constant C > 0 such that 

2 - 
r s 

logh*dCT I ClogTh* (r) + o(l) aM 
T 

for all r except in a set E, with s, E (l/p)dp < 00. Then, we have 

log Th* (r) = log 
T dt 

s s s t Mt 
ddc log h < log 

(s 
2 log hdcT + const . 
r i?M, 

On the other hand, O(log((2/r) JaM, log hd’?)) - (2/r) saM, loghd+ is 
bounded from above. Therefore, 

TG(r) -k E(r) $ em’(r;cj,hf) 
j=l 

s 
log h*d% - 2 

J’ 
log hdcT + (2 + c)T'(r, M) + O(1) 

:j~~[~~~log~dc~~ -~~~loghdc~+(2+~)T’o(r,M)+O(l) 

L (2 + e)T’(r, M) + O(1) 

for all r except in a set with finite logarithmic measure. This gives Theorem 
7.11. 
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Now, we define the defect of c for M by 

S(c, M) := liminf 
m”(r; c, M) 

T-+OO TO(r, M) (’ ‘)’ 

Moreover, we consider the quantities 

m(M) := liminf TG (r) f(M) := liminf -E(r) 
~-00 T”(r, M) ’ T-CC T”(r, M) 

We have the following defect relation defect relation for minimal surfaces: 

Theorem 7.13. Let M be a regular minimal surface which have a parabolic 
m exhaustion. Then, for arbitrarily given distinct points cl, . . . , cq in R , 

2 6(cj, M) + p(M) I 2 + E(M). 
j=l 

Proof. Divide each term of (7.12) by T”(r, M) and take the limit as r and 
E tend to +oc and 0 respectively. We then have the desired conclusion. 

Chapter 3 
Value Distribution of the Gauss Map 

of Minimal Surfaces 

$8. Some Global Properties of Minimal Surfaces in R3 

In 1915, S. Bernstein showed that a minimal surface in R3 which is de- 
scribed as the graph of a differentiable function on the total plane R2 is 
necessarily a plane ([9]). Thirty-seven years later, E. Heinz gave the following 
estimate of the Gaussian curvature of minimal surfaces ([43]): 

Theorem 8.1. Let M be a minimal surface in R3 which is described as the 
graph of a C2 function z := z(x, y) on a disk AR := {(x, y); x2 + y2 < R2} in 
the (x, y)-plane. Then, for the Gaussian curvature K(0) of M at the origin, 

W(O)1 5 g 

If a minimal surface M in R3 is described as the graph of a function on 
R2, we can replace AR in Theorem 8.1 by an arbitrary disc in R2 and so the 
curvature vanishes identically, so that Theorem 8.1 is an improvement of the 
classical Bernstein theorem. Following this, E. Hopf showed that, in the same 
situation as in Theorem 8.1, 
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]K(O)] < .c2(l,: ‘2) 

for some constant C > 0, where < := l/ 
J--= 

1 + z2 + z2 ([45]). Moreover, J. C. 

C. Nitsche obtained the better estimate ]K(O)] 5 49/(4R2) ([52]). 
Later, R. Osserman gave some generalizations of Theorem 8.1 to minimal 

surfaces which need not be the graph of a function ([54]-[57]). To state some 
of them, we consider the distance d(a) from each point a in a regular minimal 
surface M in R3 to its boundary, namely, the infimum of the lengths of dif- 
ferentiable curves y : z = y(t) (0 < t < 1) in M with y(O) = a such that, for 
every compact subset K of M, there is some to with y(t) @ K (to I t < 1). 
In the case where M is described as the graph of a C2 function on An we see 
easily d(0) 2 R. 

Theorem 8.2 ([54]). Let M be a regular minimal surface in R3 such that, 
for some fixed nonzero vector ua and a number 00 > 0, all normals to M make 
angles of at least 00 with vo. Then, 

1 2 cos(fIo/2) 
IK(P)I”~ I - 

d(p) sin3(80/2) 
(P E M) ’ 

As is easily seen, this implies that the Gauss map of a nonflat complete 
regular minimal surface in R3 cannot omit a nonempty open set. The Gauss 
map of a minimal surface which is written as the graph of a function on R2 
always omit the set which corresponds to the lower half of the unit sphere, 
which shows that Theorem 8.2 is an improvement of Theorem 8.1. 

In relation to these, R. Osserman proved also the following fact in [56]: 

Theorem 8.3. Let x : M + R3 be a nonfiat complete regular minimal sur- 
face and g : M --+ P’(C) the classical Gauss map of M. Then the complement 
of g(M) in P’(C) is of logarithmic capacity zero, namely, locally included in 
a set E which is written as E = {z;v(z) = -a} for a subharmonic function 

‘u($ -m). 
For minimal surfaces in R” (m > 3), he showed the following: 

Theorem 8.4 ([57]). Let M be a minimal surface in R” and let a E M. 
Suppose that all normals to points of M make angles of at least 80 > 0 with 
some fixed direction. Then, 

IKK(a)I 5 
16(m - 1) 

sin4 e. ’ 

In 1981, F. Xavier gave the following improvement of Theorem 8.3 by the 
use of a result of [70], which is an analogue to Theorem 6.11 on the case of 
minimal surfaces of finite total curvature. 
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Theorem 8.5. The Gauss map of a nonfEat complete regular minimal sur- 
face in R3 can omit at most six points in P1 (C). 

Afterwards, the author gave some generalizations of Theorem 8.5 to the 
Gauss map of complete minimal surfaces in R” in [29], [30] and [31]. In 1988, 
R. S. Earp and H. Rosenberg proved that, for a complete minimal surface M, 
if M is of finite topological type and not a plane, then the classical Gauss map 
g of M assumes every value infinitely many often, with the possible exception 
of six values, or else M has finite total curvature and g omits at most three 
values. Moreover, in the same year, the author obtained the following precision 
of Theorem 8.5: 

Theorem 8.6 ([32]). Th e number of exceptional values of the Gauss map of 
a nonflat complete regular minimal surface in R3 is at most four. 

The number four in Theorem 8.6 is the best-possible. The most famous 
example of a complete minimal surfaces in R3 whose Gauss map omits exactly 
four values is the classical Scherk surface, namely, the surface defined as 

M : z=logcosx-logcosy, (X,Y) E IJ he, 
Ic+e=even 

where Dk$ := {(x, y); 12 - Icn] < n/2, ]y - 1~1 < n/2} for integers k, e. Fur- 
thermore, for arbitrarily given at most four points in P’(C) we can construct 
a nonflat complete regular minimal surface whose Gauss map omits exactly 
these values(cf., [58, Theorem 8.31). 

Here, we shall describe the outline of the proof of Theorem 8.6. We first 
recall the notation introduced in $7. For two distinct values cx and p E c we 
set 

if cr # co and p # 00, and ]a,/3 := ]p,cy] = l/J- if p = 00. AS 
noted ealier, if we take vi, 212 E S2 with (Y = a(vi) and /I = w(uz), we have 
]a, PI is a half of the chordal distance between wi and 212, where a denotes 
the stereographic projection of S2 onto c. 

Lemma 8.7 (cf., [39, Lemma 1.4.81). Let g be a meromorphic function on 
AR := {z; IzI < R} w tc h’ h omits a value a E c. For given p > 0 there is some 
60 such that, for 6 2 So, 

4g’12 
A log log(s/fg, cq) 2 (1 + (g]2)2 

1 

]g, Q]2 log2(S/]g, #) - p > . 
(8.8) 

Proof. Set cp := ]g, (~1~. By elementary calculations, we have 

89 2 
I I 

lg’l2 
= (‘p - v2) (1 + lg(2)2’ 

lg’12 - 
a.z 

& lodl + lg12> = (1 + lg12)2 . 

This implies that, for every S > 0, 

I 
;A log 

1 

lod~lcp) = 

_ & hdl + lg12) 

lod~lcp) 

, If we take SO with log-2(60/(p) + log-l(Sc/(p) < p, we obtain (8.8). 

Proposition 8.9. Let g be a nonzero meromorphic function on AR which 
omit q distinct values cy1, . . , a+. If q > 2, there exist some positive constants 
6 and C such that 

19’1 q R 
mlgpl ~g,cxj~log;6,jg,aj,‘) IcR2 - 1.~1~ ’ 

(8.10) 

Proof. We take some 6 satisfying (8.8) for all given aj’s and p := (q - 2)/q 
and denote the left hand side of (8.10) by v. We may write 

?J2 = 

(1 + lg12)q-21g’12 l-&(1 + bj12) 

I-I;,, lg - c# log2(6/]g,aj]z) . 

According to Lemma 8.7, we have 

q-2 -- 
4 

For each fixed z E AR, we easily see /g(z), CY.~[ L mink<l Iak, al//2 for all j 
but at most one jo. Therefore, we can find a positive constant C such that 

4g’12 1 

A log w  L (1+ lg1212 lg, “jo 12 log2(6/lg, ck!j, 12) 

lg’12 fr 1 

L %+ lg12j2 j=l Jg,aj1210g2(S/lg,cuj12) 
= cv2. 

Proposition 8.9 is a result of the following Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma. 

Lemma 8.11 ([l]). If a C2 f uric ton v on AR satisfies the condition A log v 2 t’ 
C2v2 for some positive constant C, then 

2 R 
‘(‘) ’ CR2 _ 142 
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As a consequence of Proposition 8.9, we have the following: 

(8.12) Under th e same assumption as in Proposition 8.9, for each positive 
n with n < (q - 2)/q there is some constant C > 0 such that 

19’1 1 R 

1 + 1912 I-I,“=, 19, a&” - < ‘R2 - 142 ’ 

In fact, since the function log(&?)/~Q (1 < z < -too) is bounded, each 
factor log(S/]g,aj]‘) in (8.10) can be replaced by ]g,aj12” after a suitable 
change of the constant C. 

Theorem 8.6 is proved by contradiction. Suppose that the classical Gauss 
map g of a nonflat complete minimal surface M in R3 omits q distinct values 
Ql,...,Qq, where q = 5. For our purpose, we may assume that crq =CC 
and, moreover, that M is biholomorphic with the unit disc because M can 
be replaced by its universal covering surface and Theorem 8.6 is obvious in 
the case M = C by the small Picard theorem. Taking some positive 77 with 
q - 6 < qn < q - 4 and setting r := 2/(q - 2 - qn), we define a new metric 

on the set M’ := {z;gL(z) # 0}, where g: = (d/dz)g and fi is the function 
with ds2 = ]fZ]2(1 + (g)2)2)dZ)2. T a k e a point a E M’. Since da2 is flat on M’, 
there is an isometry Qi satisfying @(O) = a from a disc AR with the standard 
metric onto an open neighborhood of a in M’ with the metric da2. We take 
the largest such R. For brevity, we denote the function g . @ on AR by g in 
the followings. According to (8.12), we have 

(8.14) 

Then, there is some point we with (we] = R such that, for the line segment 
r : w = two (0 5 t < I), y := Q(r) tends to the boundary of M’ as t ---f 1. 
Suppose that y tends to a point aa E M - M’. Taking a holomorphic local 
coordinate (‘ with <(ac) = 0 in a neighborhood U of ac, we can write da2 = 

7/(1-T)wld<(2 with some positive C” function w. Since 7/(1 - r) > 1, we 

for some C’ > 0, which contradicts (8.14). A similar argument shows that 
-y(tn) + ae is impossible for any sequence t, -+ 1. Therefore, y diverges 
outside any compact subset of M as t + 1. 

On the other hand, since da2 = ld.z12, we obtain by (8.13) 

i 

7 

If21 = ,g;lE ((1 jyJ” 1-v . 
j=l ) 1 

(8.15) 

1 
i 

c log2 + 
Iww2 5 d(p)7 (PEM) (8.19) 

By the use of (8.12) we have 

d(p) 5 ids = L@*ds = Llfz@+ /g12)ldzl 

ldzl 

for some C” > 0, which contradicts the assumption that M is complete. We 
have Theorem 8.6. 

In [49], X. MO and R. Osserman improved Theorem 8.6 as follows: 

Theorem 8.16. Let M be a nonflat complete regular minimal surface with 
infinite total curvature in R”. Then, for the classical Gauss map g of M there 
are at most four distinct points (Y E P’(C) such that g-l(o) is finite. 

Combining this with Theorem 6.11, they gave also the following: 

Corollary 8.17. Let M be a nonflat complete minimal surface. If the clas- 
sical Gauss map of M omits four distinct values, then it talces all other values 
infinitely many times. 

In [48], S. J. Kao generalized Corollary 8.17 to the case where M is a 
complete minimal surface in R3 with annular ends. He showed that the Gauss 
map of an end of a complete minimal surface in R3 that is conformally an 
annulus {z]l/r < ]z] < r}(r > 0) must assume every value infinitely often, 
with the possible exception of at most four values. 

Recently, the author gave the following estimate for the Gaussian curvature 
of a minimal surface in R3([36]). 

Theorem 8.18. Let M be a regular minimal surface x : M -+ R3 whose clas- 
sical Gauss map omits q distinct values or,. . . , oq. Set L := rnini<j ]oi, oj]. 
If q > 4, then there exists a universal constant C such that 
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Theorem 8.6 is a particular case of Theorem 8.18. In fact, if M is complete, 
then we may set d(p) - oo in Theorem 8.18, so that K(p) = 0, or A4 is a 

plane. Theorem 8.18 can be proved in the following more precise form ([36]): 

Theorem 8.20. Let cc : M -+ R3 be a regular minimal surface and g its 
classical Gauss map. Suppose that there are distinct values or, . . , a4 and 
positive integers ml, . . , m4 such that v~-~, (2) 2 rnj on g-l(crj) for each j 
and 

y:$ l--J& >4. 
( > 

(8.21) 

j=l 3 

Then, (8.19) holds for some C > 0 not depending on any data M, “j’s or 
mj ‘s. 

The proof of Theorem 8.20 is accomplished by more precise observations 
of constants appearing in the proof of Theorem 8.6. We omit the details. 

In Theorem 8.20, if the Gauss map g omits a value crj, we may set rnj := 
+co in (8.21) and, if g omits all values aj(l 5 j < q), (8.21) means q > 4, 
which is the case of Theorem 8.18. 

Here, we note that the exponent 3 of L in the denominator on the right 
hand side of (8.19) is in a sense the best-possible. In fact, for every E > 0, we 
can construct a family of minimal surfaces in R3 such that there is no positive 
constant C satisfying the condition 

W(P)V2 I -&A (8.22) 

To see this, for each R(> 1) we consider Enneper’s surface M whose domain 
of definition is restricted to AR := {z; 1.~1 < R}, namely, the surface defined 
as in Theorem 5.13 by using the function g(z) = z and the form w = dz 
on the disc AR. Take five values ~1 := R, cx2 := GR, a3 := -R, ix4 := 

-aR, a5 := 0;) in c, which are omitted by the classical Gauss map g of 
M and the quantities of (8.19) are given by d(0) = R + R3/3, JK(0)11/2 = 
2]g’(O))/(]f(O)](l + ]g(O)(“)) = 2 and L = l/d-. Therefore, we obtain 

2(R + ;R3) 
IK(o)11'2d(o)L3-E = (I+ ~2)(3-')/2 ' 

which converges to +oo as R -+ +co. This shows that there is no constant 
C > 0 not depending on each minimal surface satisfying (8.22). 

Now, we give another type of value-distribution-theoretic property of the 
Gauss map of complete minimal surfaces in R3. As is stated in $4, two non- 
constant meromorphic functions on C coincide with each other if they have 
the same inverse images for five distinct values. The author gave the following 
analogue to this unicity theorem. 

Theorem 8.23 ([37]). Let M and &l be two complete nonflat regular min- 
imal surfaces and assume that there is a sense preserving isometry @ of M 
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onto M. If there are seven distinct values ~1,. . , ~7 such that g-l((wj) = 
(ij . @jP1(cxJ) (1 5 j < 7) for the classical Gauss map g of M and ij of i@, 
then g = ij. @. 

Moreover, he showed that, under the same assumption as in Theorem 8.23, 
if both of M and M have finite total curvature, then the number seven in 
Theorem 8.23 can be replaced by six. We have also an analogous unicity 
theorem for complete minimal surfaces in R” (m 2 4). For the details, refer 
to [38]. 

The number seven in Theorem 8.23 is the best-possible. To see this, take a 
number (Y with LY # 0, fl and consider the function g(z) = z and the form w := 
dz/(.z(z - a)(~ - 1)) on th e universal covering surface M of C - (0, cq l/a}. 
By using them, we construct a regular minimal surface M-in R3 by the use of 
Theorem 5.13. Moreover, we construct another minimal surface 2 : ti -+ R3 
in the same manner by the use of the meromorphic function i(z) = l/z and 
the above w. Then, we can easily check that &? is isometric with M. For the 
classical Gauss maps g and 3 we have g $ 9 and g-‘(aj) = g-‘(oj) for six 
values cri := O,(Y~ := oo,cys := a, ~4 := l/a,a4 := 1, a5 := -1. This shows 
that the number seven in Theorem 8.23 cannot be replaced by six. 

59. Modified Defect Relations 
for Holomorphic Curves in P”(C) 

Let M be an open Riemann surface with a continuous pseudo-metric ds2 
and let flr,& be two (1, 1)-currents on an open set U in M. By 0, -+ 02, 
we mean that there are a divisor u and a bounded continuous real-valued 
function k with admissible singularities on U such that V(Z) > c on Supp(~) 
and 

RI + [v] = 02 + dd”[log jk12] 

on U. The notation 6’1 + 02, or fin2 t 01, means 0, + 02 for some c > 0. 
We can easily show the following: 

(9.1) (i) If c > d and 6’1 -+ 02, then fi’, <d 65. 
(ii) If f21 -+ 02 and 02 -xc f’23 for some c > 0, then 0, + 03. 
(iii) If 01 < 6’2, then a& + 0 + a02 + R for every a > 0 and R. 

Let f be a holomorphic map of an open Riemann surface M into P”(C) 
and consider a hyperplane H := {(IV); (W, A) = 0) in P”(C) with f(M) g H, 
where A is a unit vector in Cnfl. As in $2, taking a reduced representation 
f = (fo : ... : fiz) on M and setting F := (fo, . . . , fn), we consider the divisor 
~(f, H) = ~(A,JT) and, for a positive integer m or m = co, the m-truncated 
pull-back f * (H)Im] := [min(Y(f, H), m)] of H considered as a current. 
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Definition 9.2. We define the modified defect of H for f by 

Df(H) := 1 - inf{r] 2 0; f*(~)l”l 4 v[Q,] outside a compact set in M} , 

where Rf is the pull-back of the normalized Fubini-Study metric on P”(C). 

We note here that the constant 71 := 1 satisfies the condition f*(H)lnl 4 
q[Qnf] on M. For, if we take a nonzero holomorphic function g with vs = 
f*(H)l”l and set u := ](A,F)]/]g] and k := ](A,F)(/]F((< l), then we have 

f*(H)l”l + ddc[logu2] = ddclog(F]2 + ddc[logk2] 

and dd” [log u2] = [vu]. 
For convenience’s sake, we set Df(H) = 0 if f(M) C H. 
The modified defect has the following properties (cf., Proposition 4.4): 

Proposition 9.3. (i) 0 5 Df(H) 5 1. 
(ii) If there exists a compact set K and a bounded nonzero holomorphic 

function g on M - K such that V~ > min(v(f, H), n) on M - K, or in par- 
ticular, if #f-l(H) < co, then Df(H) = 1. 

(iii) If there are some m > n and a compact set K such that u(f, H)(a) 2 
m for every a E f-l(H) - K, then Df(H) > 1 - n/m. 

The assertion (i) is obvious. Take g as in (ii) and set k := ]g], which is 
a bounded continuous function with admissible singularities. For v := u - 
min(v(f, H),n) and 77 := 0, we have v > 1 on Supp (v) and f*(H) d + 
[v] = ~0~ + dd”[log k2] on M - K, which gives (ii). Next, consider k := 

(JF(H)J/]FJ)n’m. We then have 

f*(H)[nl + [;u(f, H) - min(u(f, H), n)] = ;ddc log (Fl2 + dd”[log k2] 

on M - K. Since ~(f, H) > m on f-l(H) - K, we have (n/m)v(f, H) 2 n 2 
min(v(f, H),n) on f-l(H) - K and therefore f*(H)l”l 4 (n/m) Qf, which 
proves (iii). 

We now discuss the relation between the classical defects and the modified 
defects for a particular case. Consider the case where f is nondegenerate and 
M contains an open set G such that there is a biholomorphic map @ of a 
not relatively compact neighborhood D of M - G onto a neighborhood of 
A s,+m := {z; s 5 ]z( < +co} with @(dG) = {z; (z( = s) (s > 0). Consider a 
G” map f : C + P”(C) such that f. @ = f on D. We can define the order 
function Tf(r), the counting function Nf(r, H) of a hyperplane H in the same 
manner as in 92, disregarding the quantities which arise from the integrals 
over A,. Then, as in Proposition 4.2 we can show that f” has an essential 
singularity at 00 if and only if lim,,, T!(r)/ log r = +co(cf., [39, Chapter 
31). In this case, the defect Sf(H) defined by (4.3) depends only on the map 
f and H, and Theorem 4.6 remains true for these defects. 
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Theorem 9.4. If f has an essential singularity at W, then Df (H) < 
sJ(Hp. 

To see this, consider an arbitrary number q such that 

f*(H)lnl + [v] = ~0~ + dd”[log k2] 

outside a compact set K for a divisor Y 2 0 and a bounded nonnegative 
continuous function k with admissible singularities on M. We may assume 
that 0 < k < 1 and A,,, fl K = 0. Since f*(H)/“] 5 ddc[log(k(F]‘1)2], we get 

Ni(r, H)l”l = bF : 
s s 

f *(H)l”l 
&,t 

’ dt 
Irl - s s ‘dt 

s t Aax, 
ddc[log IF]“] + s t 

s s 
dd” log k2 

A,,, 

I 77 Tf(r) + O(log r> 
by the use of Proposition 2.1. This implies that 

Nf(r, H)lnl 

q(r) 

Since lim,,, log r/Tf(r) = 0, as r + +oc we have 1 - v 5 hf(~)l’“l. There- 
fore, we obtain Theorem 9.4, because q tends to 1 - Df(H). 

Let M be an open Riemann surface of finite type and f : M -+ P”(C) a 
nondegenerate holomorphic map. Assume that f is transcendental, namely, 
f has no holomorphic extension to a compactification A?. By Theorems 4.6 
and 9.4, for finitely many arbitrary hyperplanes Hj’s in general position with 
Nochka weights w(j)‘s, we see 

c w(.Wf(Hj) I n + 1. 

Now, consider an open Riemann surface with a continuous pseudo-metric 
ds2 and a holomorphic map f = (f’, . . , f ‘) of M into the so-called Osgood 
space P nl%...nL (C) := pn1 (C) x . . . x PnL (C). We say that f is nondegenerate 
if each component f e : M + Pne (C) of f is nondegenerate. A nondegenerate 
holomorphic map f = (f’, . . , f ‘) : M -+ Pnln*...nL (C) is said to satisfy the 
condition (C),,...,, for nonnegative constants pi,. . . , pi if 

- Ric[ds2] 4 pi& + . + pLRL 

holds outside a compact set in M, where tit denotes the pull-back of the 
Fubini-Study metric form on P”c (C) via f !. 

We now give the following modified defect relation for holomorphic curves 
in pnl...nr. (C). 
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Theorem 9.6. Let M be an open Riemann surface with a complete con- 
tinuous pseudo-metric ds2 and f = (f’, . . . , fL) : M 4 Pnl...n~ (C) a non- 
degenerate holomorphic map satisfying the condition (C),,...,, Assume that 
M is not. of finite type or else that some fe(l < e 5 L) is transcendental. 
For each ! take hyperplanes HeI,. . . , He4, in P”‘(C) located in Ne-subgeneral 
position and choose Nochka weights we(l), . . . ,we(qe) for these hyperplanes, 
where qe > 2Ne - ne + 1. Set De := x7X1 we(j)Dfe(Hej). If De > ne + 1 for 
all e. then L ne(ne + 1) c Pe > 1 

2 
e=i 

De-ne-1- ’ 

The proof is given by the full use of the following theorem. For the details, 
see [39, 54.41. 

Theorem 9.7 ([35, Theorem 4.61). Let M be an open Riemann surface with 
a complete continuous pseudo-metric ds2, and dr2 a continuous pseudo-metric 
on M whose curvature is strictly negative outside a compact set K. If there 
exists some p with 0 < p < 1 such that 

-Ric[ds2] +l--p p(-Ric[dT2]) 

on M - K, then M is of finite type. 

We describe here some consequences of Theorem 9.6. Consider a nondegen- 
erate holomorphic map f into P”(C) defined on an open Riemann surface M 
with a complete continuous pseudo-metric ds2. We define the order of f by 

of := inf{p > 0; - Ric[ds2] + p 0, outside a compact set in M} . 

As a particular case with L = 1 of Theorem 9.6, we have the following: 

Corollary 9.8. Assume that M is not of finite type or else that f is tran- 
scendental. Then, for arbitramJ hyperplanes Hj in N-subgeneral position with 
Nochka weights w(j) (1 5 j < q), 

kw(j)Dr(Hj) 5 n + 1 + ‘jn(I + 1) . 
j=l 

Corollary 9.9. Under the same assumption as in Corollary 9.8, we have 

2 Df(H,) 2 2N - n + 1 + pfn(2N2p n + ‘) 
j=l 

for arbitrary hyperplanes HI, . . . , H4 in P”(C) located in N-subgeneral posi- 
tion. 
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In particular, if the given hyperplanes Hj are in general position, then 

2 Do 5 n + i + pyn(l + ‘) . (9.10) 
j=l 

This is easily seen from Corollary 9.8 by using Theorem 3.7(cf., [39, p. 1581). 
It is an interesting problem to get a good generalization of Corollary 9.9 to 

the case of holomorphic maps of a complete Kahler manifold M into PN (C). 
In the particular case where the universal covering of M is biholomorphic 
with a ball in C”, the author obtained a weaker type of estimate, say non- 
integrated defect relation, which is analogous to (9.10). For the details, see 

WI. 

§lO. The Gauss Map of Complete Minimal Surfaces 

We can apply the modified defect relations given in the previous section 
to the study of the Gauss map of complete minimal surfaces in R” possibly 
with branch points, where we mean by a minimal surface with branch points a 
nonconstant differentiable map x = (xl,. . . , x,) of an open Riemann surface 
M into R” such that each xi is harmonic and (5.3) holds for each holomorphic 
local coordinate .Z = u + &iv. We consider the holomorphic forms wi := dxi. 
Set S := {a; v,~ (u) > 0 for all i}, which has no accumulation points in M. 
Points in S are called branch points of M. As is seen from Theorem 5.9, 
x : M - S -+ R” is a regular minimal surface in R”. In this section, mini- 
mal surfaces will mean minimal surfaces with branch points unless specified 
otherwise. We consider the continuous pseudo-metric 

ds2 := 2(Iw112 + . + 1w3,12) (10.1) 

and the divisor vds = min{v,% ; 1 5 i < m}. Take a nonzero holomorphic 
form wo on M with uwo = vds and the function gi with wi = giW0. Then 
gi(l 2 i < m) are holomorphic and have no common zero. We can define the 
holomorphic map (? := (91 : . . . : gm) : M -+ Pm-l(C), which gives the Gauss 
map of the regular minimal surface M - Se We define the Gauss map of M 
by the map 6. 

We define the branching order of M by 

P& := inf{p 2 0; [V&l + p tic outside a compact set in M} , 

where we set ,ods = +cc if there is no p with the above property. Obviously, 
ifx:M+Rm has only finitely many branch points, or in particular, if x is 
an immersion, then P& = 0. 

Theorem 10.2. Let x : M + R” 
G : M + P”-‘(C) the 

be a complete minimal surface and 
G auss map of M. Consider the smallest projective 

linear subspace P”(C) of P”-‘(C) which includes G(M). Take q hyperplanes 
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HI,..., Hq in P “-l(C) located in general position. If M has infinite total 
curvature, then 

-pw(.i)n& 5 n + 1 + (pds + yn + l) , 
j=l 

where w(j) are Nochka weights for the hyperplanes I!Ij := Hj n Pn(C)(l < 
j < q) in P”(C) located in (m - l)-subgeneral position. 

To see this, we represent the pseudo-metric ds2 as ds2 = 2 CE”=, 1gi121wo(2 
with the above-mentioned form wc and holomorphic functions gi. We then 
have 

- Ric[ds2] = 0~ + [V&l , (10.3) 

where flG = dd” log( ]gil2 + . . . + ]gm12) is the pull-back of the Fubini-Study 
metric form on P”-‘(C) via th e G auss map G. After a suitable unitary trans- 
formation, G may be regarded as a nondegenerate holomorphic map of A4 into 
P”(C) and the pull-back of the Fubini-Study metric form on P”-‘(C) coin- 
cides with that on P”(C). Take an arbitrary p > 0 such that [v&l + p 0~ 
on A4 outside a compact set K. By (10.3) we have - Ric[ds2] < (p + l)L’n~ 
on A4 - K. Taking the infimum of the right hand side for various p, we get 
PG 5 p& + 1. Theorem 10.2 is now an immediate consequence of Corollary 
9.8. 

Corollary 10.4. Let z : M + R” be a complete nonflat minimal surface 
with infinite total curvature and G : M --) P”-‘(C) the Gauss map of M. 
Assume that G(M) as not included in any projective linear subspace of di- 
mension less than n. Then, for arbitrary hyperplanes HI,. . . , H4 in P”-‘(C) 
located in general position, 

k &,(&) < zrn _ n - 1 + (pds + l)n(;m - n - ‘) . 
j=l 

(10.5) 

This is a direct result of Corollary 9.9 because we have PG 5 p& + 1. 

Corollary 10.6. Let M be a nonflat complete regular minimal surface in 
R” with infinite total curvature and let G be the Gauss map of M. Then, for 
arbitrary hyperplanes HI,. . , H4 in P”-‘(C) located in general position, 

kIk(Hj) < m(m2+ ‘) . 
j=l 

In fact, we can apply Corollary 10.4 for some n with 1 2 n 5 m - 1. Since 
pds = 0 in this case, we have 

~Dc(H,)<2m-n-Itn(2mIn-1) 5 m(m2+1). 
j=l 
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Combining this with Theorem 6.10, we have the following: 

Corollary 10.7. The Gauss map of a nonflat complete regular minimal sur- 
face in R” can omit at most m(m + 1)/2 hyperplanes in Pm-l(C) located in 
general position. 

We can show that, for an arbitrary odd number m, the number m(m+ 1)/2 
of Corollary 10.7 is the best-possible; namely, there exist complete minimal 
surfaces in R” whose Gauss maps are non-degenerate and omit m(m + 1)/2 
hyperplanes in general position. Refer to [39, $5.51 for concrete examples of 
complete minimal surfaces with these properties. 

Now, we consider a nonconstant holomorphic map w = (wi, wz, . . . , w,) 
of an open Riemann surface M into C”. By associating a point (~1, ~1,. . . , 
x,, ym) with (21 + ayi, . . . , IC, + &-lyl,) E C”, the holomorphic curve 
w is identified with the surface w = (~1, ~1,. . . ,x,, ym) : M + R2” in R2m, 
which is a minimal surface because xi’s and yi’s are harmonic and satisfies the 
condition (5.3). Since fi = (a/&)x:, = &i(d/dz)yi by the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations, the Gauss map of M is given by G = (fi : --J-if, : . .. : fm : 
--&if,) and so G(M) is included in the (m - l)-dimensional projective 
linear subspace { (ur : wr : . . . : u, : v,);ui = --flwi (1 I: i < m)}, which 
we denote by P”-‘(C). In particular, if M is not included in any proper 
affine subspace of C”, G is nondegenerate as a map into P”-‘(C). As an 
easy consequence of Theorem 10.2, we get the following: 

Corollary 10.8 ([34, Theorem 2.101). Let w : M + C” be a complete regular 
holomorphic curve in Cm not included in any afine hyperplane and let G : 
M + P”-‘(C) be th e a b ove-mentioned Gauss map of M. I f  M is not of finite 
type or else if G is transcendental, then 

2 DG(Hj) 5 m $ (pds + l)zm(m - ‘) 

j=l 

for arbitrary hyperplanes HI, . . . , H4 in P”-‘(C) in general position. 

Now, we consider the classical Gauss map g of a nonflat minimal surface 
x = (x1,x2,x3) : M + R3 possibly with branch points. As in Theorem 
5.10, setting Wi := dxi (i = 1,2,3) and w := wr - flwz, we have ds2 = 
(1+ lg12)21w12. T a k e a reduced representation (gi, gz) of g. Then, we can write 
ds2 = (Id2 + lg212)21wo12 with a meromorphic form wa := (l/gg)w. Since ds2 
is continuous and ]gr I2 + ]gz12 has no zero, we has no pole and vWO = udsr so 
that - Ric[ds2] = [v&l + 2flg 3 (p + 2)L$ whenever [v&l + ~0,. This yields 
pg 5 Pds + 2. 

The map g is nondegenerate if and only if M is no&at, or equivalently M 
is not a plane. On the other hand, when the set of all hyperplanes in Pi(C) is 
identified with P1(C) itself, with each cx := (a0 : al) E P’(C) corresponding 
to the hyperplane H := {(wg : wr);aiwe - aewr = 0} in P’(C), mutually 
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distinct points in P’(C) are associated with hyperplanes in general position. 
Therefore, Corollary 9.9 implies the following result. 

Theorem 10.9. Let x : M + R3 be a complete minimal surface with infinite 
total curvature and let g : M + P’(C) be the classical Gauss map. Then, for 
arbitrary distinct points ~1,. . , cyq in P’(C), 

&(nJ <4+PdS. (10.10) 
j=l 

Here, we note that Theorem 10.9 can be applied to give another proof 
of Theorem 8.16. In relation to Theorem 10.9, we can give an example of a 
minimal surface with infinite total curvature, for which the branching order is 
equal to two and equality holds for the modified defect relation (10.10). For 
the details, see the original paper [35, $61. 

We next consider a complete regular minimal surface x = (xi, x2,23, ~4) : 
M + R4. The Gauss map G of M is a map into &z(C). We shall inquire into 
the structure of &z(C). We define the map $1 : Q2(C) - E -+ P’(C) by 

q!y(w) := (WI - flw2 : w3 + flw4) ) w=(w1:...:w4)~Q2(C)-E, 

where E := {(WI : . . : ~4) E Qz(C), ~wr--JITiw~=ws+J=iw4=O}.For 
each u := (ui : . . . : ~4) E Qz(C), we have 

‘$1(u) = ((ul - flu2)(u3 - ,i=4) : u; + ui) 

= ((ul - ,,%2)(u3 - ,,7214) : -(uy + u;)) 

= (u3 - flu4 : -(?A1 + &iu2)) 

except for the case where these have no meanings. For w := (wi : w2 : 
w3 : ~4) E E, since w1 + flw2 # 0 or wa - flw4 # 0, the value 
lhp:u+w $1 (u) exists in P’(C), by which we define $1 (w). Similarly, for 
each w := (wi : w2 : ws : ~4) E Q2 (C) we define 

$2(w) = 
(wl - ,/7w2 : -w3 + \/---Tw4) w # E’ 

lb@Ef,u+w ‘$2(u) otherwise. 

where E’ := {wi - &iw2 = w3 - J?iw4 = 0). By using these maps, we 
define the map !P := ($i,g2) : Qz(C) -+ P1 (C) x P1 (C). If we consider the 
map !P* : P1 (C) x P1 (C) + Q2 (C) defined by 

!P’((z : w), (u : v)) := (zu+ WV : J=i(zu - WV) : wu - zv : -J-?(wu + zv)) , 

we can easily check that !P* !P and !P. @* are both identity maps. Therefore, 
9 is bijective and so the quadric Q2(C) is biholomorphic with P’(C) x P’(C). 
For a more precise description, refer to [44, $21. 

As in the case of surfaces in R3, regarding M as a Riemann surface with 
a conformal metric and taking a holomorphic local coordinate z, we set wi = 
dxi (i = 1,2,3,4) and define the map 

9 = (91,92) := (( w1- J--zw2 : w3 + aw4), (WI - flw2 : -w3 + &iw4)). 

Instead of the Gauss map G : M 
P’(C) x P’(C), h’ h 

-+ Q2 (C) we consider the map g : M -+ 
w ic we call the classical Gauss map of M in the following. 

Now, we describe some results concerning on the value distributions of the 
classical Gauss map g of a complete nonflat regular minimal surface M in R4. 
In the followings, gi and g2 denote the first and second components of the 
map g : M + P’(C) x P’(C) respectively. 

In [44] D. A. Hoffman and R. Osserman showed the following: 

Theorem 10.11. Assume that M has finite total curvature. If both g1 and 
g2 omit four values, or if one of them is a constant and the other omits three 
values, then M is a plane. 

The author gave the following analogous result without the assumption of 
finiteness of total curvature. 

Theorem 10.12 ([32]). (i) A ssume that g1 and g2 are both nonconstant and 
omit ql and q2 values respectively. If q1 > 2, q2 > 2, then 

1 1 
-+- 
41 - 2 

>l 
92-2 - 

(ii) If either g1 or ga, say 92, is a constant, then g1 can omit at most three 
values. 

Afterwards, this was improved by X. MO and R. Osserman as follows: 

Theorem 10.13 ([49]). If both g1 and g2 are nonconstant and omit four 
values, then both of them must take on every other value infinitely often. If 
one of them is a constant and the other is not a constant and omits three 
values, it takes on every other value infinitely often. 

They also showed by examples that both parts of this theorem are the 
best-possible. For details, refer to the original paper. 

As an application of Theorem 9.6, we can give the following modified defect 
relation, which implies Theorem 10.13. 

Theorem 10.14 ([39, Theorem 5.4.91). Let x : M ---f R4 be a complete 
regular minimal surface in R4 with infinite total curvature and let g = (gl,g2) : 
M + P’(C) x P’(C) be the classical Gauss map of M. Take arbitrary mutually 
distinct cyl, . . . , (1y4, and mutually distinct PI,. . . , &, in C. 

(i) If gl and-g2 are both -nonconstant and 7pz& Da, (cyi) > 2 and 
C$ Dg,(Pj) > 2, then 

1 

c::, D,, (ai) - 2 + C;:, Da; (&) - 2 ’ ’ ’ 

(ii) If g2 is a constant, then CgL, D,, (aj) 5 3. 
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To see this, take reduced representations (gku, gkr) of gk (Ic = 1,2) and set 
h := (fr - nf2)/(grcg2o), where fi := (a/az)~i. Then we have 

fi - J--r.f, = hog20 , fi + J-if2 = -hmgzl, 

f3 + v-51 = hgao , f3 - J-“i.fd = -bog21 

Therefore, the induced metric on M is given by 

ds2 = (If1 - d7f212 + If1 + flf212 + If3 - Qh12 

+ If3 + d’%12)ld42 

= lh12bo12 + h12)(lg2012 + lg2d2)ld.d2. 

Here, h is a nowhere zero holomorphic function. Consider the situation in (i). 
Then, the maps gr and g2 of M into P1 (C) are both nondegenerate. Moreover, 
in view of the above representation of ds2, g satisfies the condition (C)r r. We 
can apply Theorem 9.6 to assert (i). I f  g2 is a constant, then psi 5 1. The 
assertion (ii) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9.6 for the case L = 1. 
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III. Boundary Value Problems 
for Minimal Surfaces 

Stefan Hildebrandt 

The aim of this survey is to describe some basic results on boundary value 
problems for minimal surfaces X: R + R3 in three-dimensional Euclidean 
space. We are essentially concerned with questions of existence, regularity 
and geometric estimates for solutions of such problems. The material to be 
presented is divided as follows. 
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Chapter 1 
Area and Minimal Surfaces 

In this introductory chapter we discuss some geometric ideas connected 
with the notion of minimal surfaces. First we derive various forms of the 
first variation SA(X,Y) of the area functional A(X), and we note that the 
critical points X of A(X) are exactly the surfaces of vanishing mean curvature. 
Secondly we prove that the free boundary condition connected with the area 
functional is the condition of orthogonality. 

In Section 2 we show that each nonparametric minimal surface X can be 
transformed to a conformal immersion 2 by means of a real analytic diffeo- 
morphism, and this new parameter representation 2 is the real part of an 
isotropic and holomorphic curve @ : 0* ---) C3. Thereby we in particular 
obtain that each nonparametric minimal surface is real analytic. 

Combining these results with the uniformization theorem we see that every 
minimal surface in Iw3, i.e. every C2-immersion of mean curvature zero, can 
be transformed by means of a suitable parameter transformation to another 
surface representation which is a conformal and harmonic mapping. This leads 
us to the notion of a generalized minimal surface which may have isolated 
branch points as singularities. For such surfaces we prove some representation 
formulae which play an important role in the explicit construction of specific 
examples of minimal surfaces. 

1.1 The First Variation of Area. Minimal Surfaces 

Let X : ?? + Iw3 be a C2%mmersion of a smoothly bounded domain 0 of 
Iw2 into Iw3, the three-dimensional Euclidean space, with the scalar product 
a. b and the length Ial = fi, lb/ = v&& of vectors a, b E Iw3. We write 

X(‘L1, IJ) = (X’b, WI, X2(% VI, X3(% VI) 

where w = (u, v) E n denotes the parameter points in 32 and X”(IL, w) are 
the components of X(u, u). The two partial derivatives of X with respect to 
u and u are X, and X,,, and VX = (X,, Xv) is the gradient of X with 

lVX12 = I&l2 + IX,j2. 
Sometimes it is convenient to write u1 and u2 instead of u and v; then the 
partial derivative X ULL” of X with respect to ua is abbreviated by X,,, and the 
second derivative XUaUo is abbreviated by X,,o, etc. 

Let gap = X,, .X,p be the coeficients of the first fundamental fawn of X, 
and g = det(g,p). We often use the Gauss notation 

E = lXu12, F=X,-x,, G=Ixv)2: 

, 
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i.e. 

and 

E = 911 , 3 = Q12 = Q21 , G = Q22, 

w=&=&=3=Ix,Ax,I 

where X, AX, denotes the exterior product of X, and X,. Then the surface 
normal or Gauss map of X is the map N : ?? + S2 c lR3 into the 2-sphere 
S2 = {a E lR3 :I a I= 1) given by 

N=;x,nx, 
Let b,p = N. X,,B = -N,, .X,0 = -N,p .X,, be the coefficients of the second 
fundamental form of X and b = det(b,p). We write also L = bll, M = bl2 = 
b21, N = b22. Moreover (gap) denotes the inverse of the matrix (gap), and bt 
stands for 

bc = b,,g’@ 

(summation convention: summation with respect to repeated Greek (or Latin) 
indices from 1 to 2 (or 3, respectively)). 

Then the mean curvature H of X is given by 

H= LG+N&-2M3 
2(EG-3q = 2 

1 baBg”+ (b: + b;), 

and the Gauss curvature K of X is defined by 

K=-M2=b - = det(e). 
EG-32 g 

We can represent X,,p by means of the Gauss equations as 

X ,ag = r&X,, +bad’ 

where 

r& = g7=rao~, raLq3 = 2 ao, +g 0 + SPu,a - sas,o) 

are the Christoffel symbols of second and first kind respectively. They are 
accompanied by the Weingarten equations 

N,, = -@kp , bp, = gBrbay . 

The area element dA of X is given by dA = Wdudv, and thus the area of the 
surface X is defined by 

A(X) = 
I 

IX, A X,ldudw = 
s 

dA. (1) 
R X 

Now we consider a one-parameter family 2 : ?? x ( --EO, ~0) + R3, EO > 0, of 
surfaces 

qw, E) = X(w) + &Y(W) + &ZR(W, &) ) IR(w, E)J 5 const , 

such that Z and dZ/ds are of class C’. Then we have 

Z(w, 0) = X(w), g (w,O) = Y(w). 

We can write 

Y(w) = ,~%)x,p (w) + A(w)N(w) 

with functions #, v2, X E Cl@). Then 

z,a = x,, +E b&&p +@X,,p +A,, N + AN,,] + ERR,= . 

By virtue of Gauss’s and Weingarten’s equations we obtain 

&a = X,, +E [6X,, +v,N] + E~R,~ 

with 
cz = 77y,cy +r&@ - bapgPrX, ~a = bapqP + A,, . 

Indicating by . . . the terms of second and higher order in E, we find 

l.zL12(-G12 - (.& . ,)2 = w2 + 2EW2(Ci + g, + . . . 

Since 

bapgaP = 2H 

we infer that 

whence 

S: + E: = & [(rl’W)u + (v2W)v] - 2 HA 

~~~~.G~=W+E[(~~W)~.+(~~W)~-~HWX]+... . 

Thus we obtain 

Proposition 1. The first variation 

(2) 

of the functional A(X) at X in direction of Y = qaX,, +XN is given by 

bA(X, Y) = J [(+I% + (v2W), - 2 H WX]dudv, n (4 
, and an integration by parts yields 
i 

SA(X,Y) = -2 
s 

XHW dudv + 
R J W($dw - q2du). 

OR (4’) 
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The boundary integral in (4’) vanishes if Y E Ci(6’, R3), i.e. if Y has 
compact support in 0, and thus the fundamental theorem of the calculus of 
variations yields 

Proposition 2. The first variation 6A(X, Y) of the area functional A at X 
vanishes for all Y E Ci (Q, lR3) if and only if the mean curvature H of X is 
identically zero. 

This motivates the following 

Definition. A (?-immersion X : R + Iw3 of a parameter domain R c lR2 
is called a minimal surface if its mean curvature function H satisfies H = 0. 

Let [a, b, c] := det(a, b, c) = a.(b~c) be the volume product of three vectors 
a, b, c E lK3. Then, for Y = q”X,, + XN we can write 

xw = [Y, XL, &I 

and 
W(v2du - $dv) = [Y, N, dX] 

Therefore formula (4’) can be written as 

-6A(X, Y) = 2 
s 

H[Y, X,, X,]dudv + 
s 

[K N, dX1. (5) 
R af2 

Let s be the arc-length parameter along the boundary X Id0 = dX of the 
surface X, t = dX/ds the tangent and n = N A t the side normal of X along 
its boundary. Then (5) becomes 

-6A(X, Y) = 2 
s 

(Y . N)HdA + 
J’ 

(Y . n)ds (6) 
X ax 

If H = 0, i.e. if X is a minimal surface, we have in particular 

6A(X, Y) = - 
s 

(Y . n)ds. 
ax 

Hence if Y is perpendicular to the side normal n along dX and H = 0, we 
have SA(X,Y) = 0. Conversely, if SA(X,Y) = 0 for all vector fields Y E 
C1 (??, JR3) which are tangential to a given two-dimensional manifold S in R3 
along dX, then H = 0 and n is perpendicular to S along 8X. This leads 
us to another necessary condition for surfaces X E C2(n, lR3) which make 
the area functional A stationary with respect to all variations Z(., E) = X + 
EY + s2R(., E) of X such that Z(W, E) for w E dR lies on a two-dimensional 
manifold S c lK3 (which is often called a supporting manifold or simply a 
support surface). 

Proposition 3. Let X : D -+ IR3 be a C2-immersion with boundary values 
Xlan on a smooth support surface S c JR3. Then we have 
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6A(X, Y) := $A(Z(-, E))I,=~ = 0 

for all smooth variations Z(., E) = X + EY + O(E~), 1 E I< E, << 1, such that 
Z(w, E) E S for all (w,E) E dG x (-eo, E,) if and only if X is a minimal 
surface which meets S orthogonally at its boundary. 

In a situation as described in Proposition 3 we say that X is a stationay 
surface with a free boundary on the support surface S. 

1.2 Conformal Representation of Minimal Surfaces 

Suppose that X : R + R3 is a surface in nonparametric form, that is, X 
is described as a graph of a function z : ?? + IR where R is a domain in lR2. 
Such a surface is given in the form 

X(x:, Y) = (T Y, 45, Y)) i 2,yc n. 

A straightforward computation shows that 

and 
2W3H = (1 + z;)z,, - ~z,z~.z,~ + (1 + &zyy =: T(z). 

Hence H = 0 is equivalent to T(z) = 0, i.e. to 

(1 + +zz - 2z,zyz,y + (1 + .&, = 0. (1) 

This equation is the so-called minimal surface equation, and graphs of a 
function .z E C”(??) is a minimal surface if and only if z satisfies this equation. 
Because of 

div(Vz/W) = T/W3 (2) 

we see that (1) is equivalent to 

which is the Euler equation of the “nonparametric area functional” 

A(X) = R dmdzdy =: A(z) 
s 

Thus, as to be expected, the nonparametric surface X(x, y) = (z, y, ~(2, y)) 
is a minimal surface, i.e. a critical point of A(X) if and only if z is a critical 
point of d(z), i.e. a solution of the minimal surface equation (1). 
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Consider an arbitrary nonparametric surface X(x, y) = (z, y, .z(x, y)), (2, y) 
E 0, with z E C2(G’). The surface normal N(z,y) of X(x, y) is given by 
N = (F, ~0 with 

<=-2,/w, v=-z,/w, <-l/W 

where W = 
d 

1 + z2 + 2:. A straightforward computation shows that the 

exterior differential of the vector-valued one-form 

is given by 

da=2Hz,dxAdy, dp=2Hz,dxAdy, dy=-2HdxAdy 

where H is the mean curvature of X; therefore 

d(N A dX) = -2HWNdx A dy . (5) 

It follows that the l-form N A dX is closed if and only if X is a minimal 
surface, and we obtain 

Proposition 1. A nonparametric surface X(x, y) = (x, y, z(x, y)) defined by 
means of a function z E C2(L’) on a simply connected domain 0 of IR2 is a 
minimal surface if and only if the associated l-form N A dX is exact, i.e. if 
and only if there is a mapping X* E C2(L’, R3) such that 

-dX’=NAdX. (6) 

If we write X’ = (a, b,c) and N A dX = (cx,p, y), equation (6) is equivalent 
to 

-da=a, -db=,B, -dc=y. (6’) 

Let us apply this result to a nonparametric minimal surface X(x, y) = 
(x, y, z(x,y)) where z E C”(0) is defined on an open convex set R of Iw2. 
Then we obtain that there is a function a E C”(n) such that da = --a, i.e. 

da=&[zrtydx+(l+z~)dy], W=dm. (7) 

Consider the mapping ‘p : 6’ + Iw2 defined by cp(x, y) = (x,a(x, y)), i.e. by 
the pair of equations 

u=x, 21 = 4x, Y) 

Since aY = (1 + z,“)/W > 0 and KS’ is convex, the mapping cp is one-to-one, 
and its Jacobian J = aY is positive on 62. Hence cp is a C2-diffeomorphism of 
6’ onto some domain R* of R2. Its inverse $J : 52* + 0 of class C2 is given by 

x = u, y = f(u,v) 

with some function f E C2(Q*), and we have 
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because of D$(u,v) = [@(x, y)]-l. On account of (7) it follows that 

fU = -zzzy/(l + z;, , fv = W/(1 + z,“, . (8) 

Transforming X(x, y) to the new parameter representation Z’(u, w) by 2 := 
X o $, that is, 

Z(u, u) = (u, f (u, v), g(u, v)) with g(u, v) := z(u, f (u, v)) 

we obtain by a short computation 

l&L12 = IZv12, Z,~.z, =o, (9) 
and ]2U]2 = W2/(1 + zi) > 0. Thus u, w are conformal parameters for the 
representation Z, and so Z = X o w is a conformally represented minimal 
surface which is equivalent to the nonparametric minimal surface X. 

Now we use the equations -db = ,B, -de = y, which state that 

db = -W [(l + z;)dx + z,z,dy] , dc = h [-z,dx + z,dy] . (10) 

Introducing the surface Z* : 0* -+ lB3 by 

Z’(w) := (~,f*(u,~),!7*(u,~)), 

f*(u>v) := b(u,f(u,v)) > g*(u,v) := c(u,f(u,v)) 

we infer from (8) and (10) that 

fU = f,* 7 fU = -f,’ , Qu = s,: 3 sv = -9: 7 (11) 

which is equivalent to the vectorial Cauchy-Riemann equations 

z, = z; , z, = -z; . (12) 
Thus f + i f* and g + i g* are holomorphic functions of the complex variable 
w = u + i w in R*, if we now interpret R* as a domain in the complex plane @. 
Hence the diffeomorphisms 11, and cp are real analytic, and therefore X = Zocp 
is real analytic. Thus we have proved: 

Theorem 1. Every solution z E C2(L?) of the minimal surface equation (1) 
is real analytic. 

Furthermore the above discussion yields the following result. 

Theorem 2. Let X(x, y) = (x, y,z(x, y)) b e a nonparametric minimal sur- 
face of class C2(R, lR3) defined on a convex domain 0 of R2. Then there 
is a real analytic diffeomorphism cp : 0 --+ R* of Sz onto some simply 
connected domain a* with a real analytic inverse w : L’* + Q such that 
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Z(u,v) := X($I(U,V)) satisfies th e conformality relations (9) and is the real 
part of a holomorphic curve 

@p(w) = Z(u, v) + iZ*(u, v) , w=u+ivER* (13) 

in (c3 which is isotropic, i.e. 

@‘(w).@‘(w)=0, I= f. (14 

If the diffeomorphism cp : (x, y) ++ (u,v) is chosen as u = x,v = u(x, y) 
where a(x, y) is a solution of (‘I’), then X* := 2’ o cp is related to X by the 
formula dX* = -N A dX where N is the surface normal of X. 

Remark. Note that (14) follows from (9) and (12) because of 

Q’(w) . Q’(w) = 12,12 - l&l2 - 2i 2, . 2, . 

1.3 Definition of Generalized Minimal Surfaces. 
Representation Formulae 

By a celebrated theorem of Lichtenstein every C2@-immersion X : 6’ + 
R3, 0 < a < 1, of a domain 0 c R2 is equivalent to a conformal immersion 
2 : n* + &P, i.e. there is a C2@-diffeomorphism r : 0* + 0 such that 
Z = X 0 r satisfies 

l&l2 = l.GJ12, z,~z,=o. 

For minimal surfaces it is much easier to prove that they are equivalent to con- 
formal surface representations since we can apply Theorem 2 of the preceding 
section. In fact, any minimal immersion is locally equivalent to a nonparamet- 
ric surface, i.e. to a minimal graph above one of the three coordinate planes of 
R3, and therefore it is locally equivalent to a conformal immersion. Then the 
uniformization theorem implies that X is globally equivalent to a conformal 
immersion, i.e. we have 

Theorem 1. Any C2-immersion X : R --+ Iw3 of vanishing mean curvature, 
i.e. any minimal surface, is equivalent to an immersed surface represented by 
conformal parameters. 

For this reason we consider in the sequel only C2-surfaces X : R + R3 
satisfying the conformality relations 

l&l2 = lXu12, x,.x, =o. (1) 
We first note the following result. 

Theorem 2. If X E C2(f2, R3) as a conformal immersion with the mean 
curvature function H(u, v), then 

AX = 2HX, AX, 

where A denotes the ordinary Laplacian, i.e. AX = X,, + X,,. 

Proof. Equations (1) mean & = G, F = 0, and therefore 

,=C+N 
28 ’ 

Since 
C = (XmN) , N = (X,,, N) 

we then obtain 
AX.N=2&H. 
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(2) 

On the other hand, by differentiating (1) with respect to u and v we obtain 
four equations from which we can infer that AX is perpendicular to both X, 
and X,, and since E = IX,AX,( on account of(l), we also have X,r\X, = EN. 
Therefore (2) is a consequence of (3). 

Corollary. A conformal immersion X E C2(Q, Iw3) is a minimal surface if 
and only if AX = 0, i.e. if and only if the mapping X : 0 + Iw3 is harmonic. 

This leads us to the following 

Definition. A locally nonconstant mapping X : 0 + Iw3 of class C2 of 
an open set 6’ c Iw2 is called a “generalized minimal surface”, or simply 
a “minimal surface”, if it satisfies the conformality relations (1) as well as 
AX = 0. (Note that we allow for points w = (u, v) where W vanishes). 

Here we usually assume that R is a connected open set in IK2, i.e. a domain 
in Iw2. For the purposes of differential geometry it is necessay to consider even 
minimal surfaces X : M + Iw3 which are defined on Riemann surfaces M as 
parameter domains; but we want to confine ourselves to planar domains M 
as parameter domains, since many of the results presented in this article can 
easily be carried over to the general situation. 

Consider now a minimal surface X : G + R3 defined on a simply connected 
domain 0 of lK2(R2 will be identified with Q. Then we define the adjoint 
surface X* : 6’ + R3 to X as a solution to the Cauchy-Riemann equations 

x, = x,+ , x, = -x; . (4) 
From 

AX=O, lXu12=IXv12, x,.x,=0 

and (4) we infer that also 

AX* =O, lXJ2 = IXv’12, x; .x; =o, 

and clearly X’ is nonconstant. Thus the adjoint X* to X is a minimal surface. 
Then 

f(w) := X(u, v) + iX*(u, v) , w = u + iv E R , (5) 
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is a holomorphic mapping f : 52 + C3 which can be viewed as a holomorphic 
curve in C3. Its complex derivative f’ = df /dw is given by 

whence 

f’=x,+ix;=x,-ix, (6) 

f’ . f’ = IX,12 - IX,12 - 2i x, . x, . 

Thus the conformality relations (1) yield the isotropy condition 

f’ f’ = 0 . (7) 

Let 8, and 8, be the operators d/du and d/au, and denote by &, = 
d/dw, & = a/&ii the Wirtinger operators 

a, = ;(au - i&)) &= &+ia,). 

Then AX = 0 and (1) are equivalent to 

x,,=o (8) 

and 
x,.x,=0 (9) 

respectively. We also note that 

w = lXu12 = g7X12 = ;lft12 = 21x,12 (10) 

Thus the zeros of W in R are the zeros off’, and of X,. These zeros are called 
branch points of X; they are clearly isolated in G since X is nonconstant. 
Branch points are the only geometric singularities of “generalized” minimal 
surfaces X : R -+ Iw3, and X is a minimal immersion if and only if it has no 
branch points. 

Let us investigate the asymptotic behaviour of a minimal surface X : 6’ + Iw3 
in the neighbourhood of a branch point wg E 0. Locally we have X(w) = 
Ref(w) where f is a holomorphic and isotropic curve f : BR(WO) 4 C3 
where BR(WO) denotes the disk BR(WO) = {w E Cc :I w - wg I< R}. Since wg 
is a branch point, we have f’(wo) = 0. As X(w) is nonconstant, there is an 
integer m 2 1 such that fcrc) (wg) = 0 for 1 5 k < m, but fern+‘) (wg) # 0. 
Taylor’s expansion yields 

f’(w) = ~f~“+“(wo)(w - way + . . m! 

Set X0 := X(wo) and 

A = f(~ - i/3) := &f(mtl)(wo), B := &A. 

f’(w) = X,(w) - iXv(w) = 2X,(w) 

that 
Xw(w) = A(w - w,,)~ + O(l w - wo Im+‘) as w--+wo (11) 

and 
X(w) = X0 + Re{B(w - WC,) m+l + O(l w - wo 1”+2)} (12) 

The conformality relation X, . X, = 0 implies that the vector A E C3 - (0) 
satisfies A. A = 0, and therefore the two vectors cy, /3 E Iw3 fulfil IcyI2 = IpI2 
and cy . /3 = 0, and A # 0 yields lcrl = IpI > 0. Then we infer from (11) that 

Xu(w)AXv(w) = (CrAp) 1 w-w0 )2m +O(l w-w0 12m+1) m w -+ wo, (13) 

and we conclude that the surface normal N(w) tends to a limit NO as w + wo; 
in fact, 

lim N(w) = & =: NO. 
IJ’W~ 

(14) 

If we rotate the axes of the coordinate system in Iw3 such that el := QY/IQI, 
e2 := ,0/lpi, e3 := NO point in the directions of the new coordinate axes, we 
obtain for X(w) = (X’(w), X”(w), X3(w)) the normal form 

X’(w) + ix”(w) = X,l + iX,Z + a(w - w~)~+l+ O(l w - wo lmf2), 

X3(w) = x0” + O(l w - wo lm+2) (15) 

where X0 = (X,‘, Xi, X,“) and a = lal/(m+l). This shows that X(w) behaves 
in the neighbourhood of the branch point wg like a branch point of m-th order 
of a Riemann surface. Therefore we denote the integer m associated with wwg 
as the order of the branch point wg. 

By stereographic projection of S2 on @? = Cc U {oo} one can prove that 
N(w) is actually real analytic, and then a straightforward computation yields 
that 

--AN = NIVN12 (16) 

as well as 
lN,12 = lN,12, N, N, = 0 (17) 

on 0. However the above reasoning is rather useful as it can be used to 
discuss the asymptotic behaviour of minimal surfaces at boundary branch 
points where one cannot apply Taylor’s expansion but only a weaker kind of 
asymptotic expansion due to Hartman and Wintner. 

Let us briefly touch on one of the celebrated Weierstras-Enneper repre- 
sentation formulas suggested by (5) and (7). We indicate a global approach 
that was pointed out by Osserman. 

First we infer from (5) and (7) that every holomorphic map @ : 0 -+ C3, 
Q c @, with @. @ = 0 and Q(w) f 0 defines a minimal surface X : Q + Iw3 
by means of the formula 

Then we conclude from 
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if we E Q,Xc E Iw3, and 0 is simply connected. Suppose now that @ = 
(@I, @z,@s). Then we write the equation Q, .@ = 0 as SpT +@i + @i = 0, which 
is equivalent to 

(@I - i&)(@l + i@2) + CD; = 0. 

Suppose now that @r - i@z $0. Then we consider the functions 

,u=@l--i&, u=@3/p. 

(19) 

By (19) we have pir + i& = -pu2, and therefore 

(20) 

A close inspection of these formulas yields: 

Lemma. If p is holomorphic and v meromorphic in L’,p(w) $ 0, and 
1-1 has a zero of order 2 2n where v has a pole of order n, then the triple 
@ = (@I, @2, @3) defined by (20) is holomorphic and satisfies @ . @ = 0 and 
G(w) $ 0. Conversely each holomorphic triple Qi : 0 + c3, satisfying @.Pj = 0 
and Q(w) $ 0 can be written in the form (20) if and only if @I - i@a $ 0. 

This leads to 

Theorem 3 (Enneper-Weierstrass representation formula). For every non- 
planar minimal surface X(w) on a simply connected domain 0 in @ there is a 
holomorphic function ,LL and a meromorphic function v in L’ with p $ 0, v $ 0 
such that pv2 is holomorphic and 

X(w) = X0 + Re 
I 

w@KM> w,wo E 0, (21) 
WI 

where @ is given by (20) and Xo = X(wo). 
Conversely, two functions 1-1, Y as above define by (21) a minimal surface 

X : 0 --t lR3 provided that R is simply connected. 

If we in particular choose 

@p(w) = ((1 - w2)F(w), i(1 + w2)F(w), 2wF(w)) (22) 

where F(w) $ 0 is holomorphic in 0, then (21) defines a minimal surface 
X : 0 -+ Iw3 with the Gauss map 

N(w) = 
1+ uz + Y2 

(2u, 2v, u2 + II2 - 1) ) w=u+iv, (23) 

and the line element 

ds2 = &(w)(du2 + dw2), E(w) = ]F(w)12(1 + u2 + u2)2 (24) 
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whose Gauss curvature in 6” = {w E R : F(w) # 0) is given by 
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K(w) = -4 1 F(w) l--2 (1+ 1 w I”)-” (25) 

The coefficients C, M,N of the second fundamental form satisfy L + N = 0 
and can be obtained from the holomorphic function l(w) = L(w) - iM (w) = 
-2F(w). The branch points of X are the zeros of F(w). Let dw = du + 
idv. Then the directions (du, dv) of the asymptotic lines are characterized by 
ReF(w)(dw)2 = 0, while ImF(w)(dw)2 = 0 d escribes the lines of curvature. 

Chapter 2 
Boundary Value Problems for Minimal Surfaces 

In the first two sections we treat the simplest problem of this kind, which 
is known as Plateau’s problem. This is the question to span a closed simple 
curve by a disk-type minimal surface of least area. The third section shows 
how the approach to Plateau’s problem can be modified in order to treat 
also partially free problems. In addition, we briefly discuss some other bound- 
ary value problems, and in the last section we add some remarks concerning 
uniqueness and nonuniqueness of solutions to such problems. 

In his treatise Statique experimentale et the’ore’tique des liquides soumis aux 
seules forces mole’culaires from 1873, Plateau described a multitude of exper- 
iments connected with the phenomenon of capillarity. Among other things, 
Plateau noted that every contour consisting of a single closed wire, what- 
ever its geometric form, bounds at least one soap film. Now the mathematical 
model of a thin wire is a closed Jordan curve of finite length. Moreover, the 
mathematical objects modelling soap films are two-dimensional surfaces in W3. 
To every such surface, the phenomenological theory of capillarity attaches a 
potential energy that is proportional to its surface area. Hence, by Johann 
Bernoulli’s principle of virtual work, soap films in stable equilibrium corre- 
spond to surfaces of minimal area. 

Turning this argument around, it stands to reason that every rectifiable 
closed Jordan curve bounds at least one surface of least area and that all pos- 
sible solutions to Plateau’s problem can be realized by soap film experiments. 

However, as R. Courant [la] has remarked, empirical evidence can never 
establish mathematical existence - nor can the mathematician’s demand for 
existence be dismissed by the physicist as useless rigor. Only a mathematical 
existence proof can ensure that the mathematical description of a physical 
phenomenon is meaningful. 

The mathematical question that we have above denoted as Plateau’s prob- 
lem was a great challenge to mathematicians, and its solution turned out to 
be a formidable task. During the nineteenth century, Plateau’s problem was 
solved for many special contours r, but a sufficiently general solution was 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. I 

Fig. 3 

only obtained in 1930 by J. Douglas [lO,ll] and simultaneously by T. Rado 
[5,6]. A considerable simplification of their methods was found by R. Courant 
[1,2] and, independently, by L. Tonelli [l]. In the Sections 1 and 2 we want to 
describe the Courant-Tonelli approach to Plateau’s problem. 

Recall that regular surfaces of least area are minimal surfaces, that is, their 
mean curvature vanishes throughout. Thus we can formulate a somewhat more 
general version of Plateau’s problem: Given a closed rectifiable Jordan curve 
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r, find a minimal surface spanned by r. Then the least area problem for r 
is more stringent than the Plateau problem: the first question deals with the 
(absolute or relative) minimizers of area, whereas the second is concerned with 
the stationary points of the area functional. 

Note that for a fixed boundary contour r the solutions to Plateau’s problem 
are by no means uniquely determined. Moreover, there may exist solutions of 
different genus within the same boundary curve, and there may exist both 
orientable and non-orientable minimal surfaces within the same boundary 
frame. This is illustrated by the minimal surfaces depicted in Fig. 2. 

Even if we fix the topological type of the solutions to Plateau’s problem, 
the unique solvability is, in general, not ensured. For instance, Figs. 1 and 3 
depict some boundary configurations which can span several minimal surfaces 

1 
of the topological type of the disk. 

2.1 Plateau’s Problem 

2 

1 

If one tries to formulate and to solve Plateau’s problem, cumbersome dif- 
ficulties turn up. Among other problems one has to face the fact that there 
exist mathematical solutions to Plateau’s problem which cannot be realized 
in experiment by soap films. This is, of course, to be expected for stationary 
solutions which are not minimizing, because they correspond to unstable soap 
films, and these will be destroyed by tiniest perturbations of the soap lamellae 
caused by, say, a slight shaking of the boundary frame or by a breath of air. 

However it can also happen that (mathematical) solutions of Plateau’s 
problem have branch points, and that they have self-intersections. Both phe- 
nomena are physically unrealistic as can be demonstrated by experiments. 

Solutions of Plateau’s problem, which are absolute minimizers of area, can- 
not have interior branch points according to a result of Osserman-Gulliver-Alt. 
The proof of this result is rather difficult and lengthy; thus it cannot be proved 
here. Instead we refer to the original papers by Osserman [7], Gulliver [l], Alt 
[1,2], and to a recent diploma-thesis by D. Wienholtz [l]. Tromba [lo] has 
found a comparatively simple argument showing that generically minimizers 
are free of interior branch points. 

Unfortunately no similarly satisfactory result is known about the absence 
of self-intersections. In fact it may happen (cf. Almgren-Thurston [l]) that 
(mathematical) solutions to the “strict” Plateau problem, i.e. minimizers of 
area among all disk-type surfaces spanning a prescribed closed Jordan curve r, 
can have self-intersections, even if r is unknotted. In other words, minimizers 
are immersions but they might not be embeddings. One of the few known 
positive results is the following: 

I f  r is a closed Jordan curve that lies on a convex surface, then r bounds 
a minimal surface without self-intersections. 
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We shall use the classical approach which consists in minimizing area among 
surfaces given as mappings from a two-dimensional parameter domain into Iw3, 
this way fixing the topological type of the admissible surfaces. However, as 
we have already seen, it is by no means clear what the topological type of 
the surface of least area in a given configuration r will be. In fact, there may 
be rectifiable boundaries for which the area minimizing solution of Plateau’s 
problem is of infinite genus. An example for this phenomenon is depicted in 
Fig. 4. 

. . . 
- 

Fig. 4 

Let us now restrict ourselves to surfaces X E C’(??, Iw3) which are para- 
metrized on the closure of the unit disk B = {w E @. : IwI < l}, and which 
map the circle dB topologically onto a prescribed closed Jordan curve r in 
Iw3. Such a surface is said to be a solution of Plateau’s problem for r if its 
restriction to B is a minimal surface. Since minimal surfaces are the critical 
points of the area functional 

AB(X) = 
s 

IX, A X,Idudv, (1) 
B 

one is tempted to look for solutions of Plateau’s problem by minimizing 
AB(X) in the class of all surfaces X E C’(B, Iw3) mapping dB homeomorphi- 
tally onto r. 

But this method does not work very well in the “classical context” of sur- 
faces since the area functional AB(X) is rather degenerate. For instance it 
remains invariant with respect to all self-mappings of B which are diffeomor- 
phisms. Moreover it does not change if one attaches “hairs” to a surface X. 
In order to avoid these difficulties, one uses an artifice similar to that ap- 
plied in studying geodesics where one replaces the length functional by the 
l-dimensional Dirichlet integral. This idea is based on the fact that the criti- 
cal points of the l-dimensional Dirichlet integral are also critical points of the 
length functional which are parametrized proportionally to the arc length, 
and vice versa. An analogous relation holds between the stationary surfaces 
of the two-dimensional Dirichlet integral 

(2) 
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and the area functional AB(X). This can be seen as follows: For arbitrary 
vectors p, 4 E Iw3, we have 

9 :  

, 
and therefore 

(3) 

The equality sign in (3) holds if and only if plq and Ipl = (41. Suppose now 
that X E C’(B,IR3) has a finite Dirichlet integral DB(X). Then we obtain 
the inequality 

AB(X)< DB(X), (4 

and the equality sign is satisfied if and only if the conformality relations 

IXu~2=IXv~2r x,.x,=0 

are fulfilled on B. In other words, area functional and Dirichlet integral coin- 
cide on the conformally parametrized surfaces X, and, in general, the Dirichlet 
integral furnishes a majorant for the area functional. 

Moreover, every smooth regular surface X : B --) Iw3 can, by Lichtenstein’s 
theorem, be reparametrized by a regular change of parameters r : B + B 
such that Y := X 0 r satisfies the conformality relations 

IK12 = IY,12, Y, . Y, = 0 ) 

and we obtain 
D,(Y) = A,(Y) = AB(X). 

This observation makes it plausible that, within a class C of surfaces which is 
invariant with respect to parameter changes, minimizers of DB(X) will also 
be minimizers of AB(X), and more generally, that stationary points of DB(X) 
will be stationary points of AB(X). 

Certainly the class C defined by Plateau’s boundary condition X : dB + P 
has this invariance property. Thus we are led to the idea to minimize Dirich- 
let’s integral instead of the area functional since this way we would equally 
well obtain a minimizer for AB(X). 

Let us now work out this idea. We set B = {w E C : Iw( < 1) and 
C = dB = {w E @ : IwI = 1). Recall that a closed Jordan curve in Iw3 is a 
subset of Iw3 which is homeomorphic to dB, i.e. which is the topological image 
of s. 

Definition 1. Given a closed Jordan curve P in IK3, we say that X : B + R3 
is a solution of Plateau’s problem for the boundary contour P (or: a minimal 
surface spanning P) if it fulfils the following three conditions: 

(i) X E Co@, Iw3) n C2(B, R3); 
(ii) The surface X satisfies 
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nx=o, IXu12 = K12, X,.X,=0 in B; (5) 

(iii) The restriction X], of X to the boundary C of the parameter domain B 
is a homeomorphism of C onto r. 

If it is necessary to be more precise, we shall denote a minimal surface X 
described by this definition as a disk-type solution of Plateau’s problem for 
the contour P, or as a minimal disk spanning P. 

Condition (iii) is often expressed by saying that Xlc is a continuous, strictly 
monotonic mapping of C onto r. 

Clearly this condition is not closed with respect to uniform convergence on 
C since uniform limits of strictly monotonic functions can be merely weakly 
monotonic, that is, they may have arcs of constancy on C. To be precise, we 
give the following 

Definition 2. Suppose that P is a closed Jordan curve in IR3, and let cp : 
C --f P be a homeomorphism from C onto P. Then a continuous mapping $ : 
C -+ P of C onto P is said to be weakly monotonic if there is a nondecreasing 
continuous function r : [0,27r] 4 IR with r(O) = O,r(2rr) = 27r such that 

$)(eie) = v(ew3 ) for 0<8<2r. 

In other words, 1c, is weakly monotonic if the image points $(w) traverse 
r in a constant direction when w moves along C in a constant direction. 
The image points may “stand still” but never move backwards if w moves 
monotonically on C, and $( w moves once around r if w travels once around ) 
C. 

One sees at once that the following holds true: 

Lemma 1. Let {&} b e a sequence of weakly monotonic, continuous map- 
pings of C onto a closed Jordan curve r, and suppose that the mappings ?+!I, 
converge uniformly on C to some mapping 11, : C -+ lR3. Then T+!J is a weakly 
monotonic continuous mapping of C onto r. 

Now we want to set up the variational problem that will lead us to a solution 
of Plateau’s problem. First we define the class C(P) of admissible functions. 
We will choose C(r) as a subset of the Sobolev space Hi(B, IK3), consisting of 
measurable functions X : B + Iw3 such that X,X,, X, are square integrable 
on B. (Here X, and X, denote the weak derivatives of X with respect to the 
variables u and u.) Recall that every function X E Hi (B, Iw3) has a 9race” 
Xlc on the boundary C = dB which is of class &(C, rW3). 

Definition 3. Given a closed Jordan curve P in iR3, a mapping X : B -+ W3 
is said to be of class C(r) if X E Hi(B,IR3), and if its trace Xlc can be 
represented by a weakly monotonic, continuous mapping + : C + r of C 
onto P (i.e., every La(C)-representative of X]c coincides with $ except for 
a subset of zero l-dimensional Hausdorff measure). 
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Now we define the variational problem P(r) associated with Plateau’s 
problem for the curve r as the following task: 

Minimize Dirichlet’s integral D(X), defined by (2), in the class C(P). 

In other words, setting 

e(r) := inf{D(X) : X E C(r)}, (6) 
we are to find a surface X E C(r) such that D(X) = e(r) is satisfied. 

In order to solve the minimum problem P(r), we have to find a minimizing 
sequence {X,} whose boundary values X,(C contain a subsequence which is 
uniformly convergent on C. The selection of such a minimizing sequence will 
be achieved by the following artifice: 

Fix three distinct points wi, wz, ws on C and three distinct points 
Qi, Qs, Qs on I’, and consider those mappings X E C(r) which satisfy the 
three-point condition 

X(wk)=Qk, k=1,2,3. 

The set of such mappings X will be denoted by C*(r). Set 

(7) 

We clearly have 

e*(r) := inf{D(X) : X E C*(r)}. 

e(r) 5 e*(r). 

(8) 

Moreover, if X E C(r), then there exist three distinct points (1, (2, <s on C 
such that 

X(b) = Qk, k = I,2,3. 

Let 0 be a conformal selfmapping of B that maps wi, ~2,203 onto (1, &, (3. 
Then the mapping Y := X o c is of class C*(r) and satisfies D(Y) = D(X), 
because of the conformal invariance of the Dirichlet integral. Hence we even 
obtain 

e(r) = e*(r). (9) 

Consequently, any solution X of the restricted minimum problem 

P*(r) : “Minimize D(X) in the class C*(r)” (10) 

is also a solution of the original minimum problem P(r). Hence we shall try to 
solve P*(r) instead of P(r), in this way obtaining a convenient compactness 
property of the boundary values of any minimizing sequence, as we shall see. 

Before we can start with our minimizing process, one final difficulty remains 
to be solved. Since P*(r) would not have a solution if C*(r) were empty, let 
us now study under which circumstances C*(r) is certainly nonempty. 

Let cp : C + r be a homeomorphism representing r, and let 

‘p(eie) = $ + F{AmcosnO+ B,sinnB} 
n=l 
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be its Fourier expansion, A,, B, E R3, which is convergent in &( [0,27r], Iw3). 
We can assume that ‘p satisfies the prescribed three-point condition, i.e. 

(~(wd=Q~, h=1,2,3. 

Let p, 8 be polar coordinates about the origin of the w-plane, that is, w = peie, 
and set 

X(w) := $ +gp”(A,cosnB+B,,sinnB). 
n=l 

This mapping is harmonic and assumes the boundary values cp, and a straight- 
forward computation yields that 

D(X) = ; F n(,ArJ2 + I&J2). 
n=l 

Consequently the map X : B --+ W3 belongs to the class Hi (B, R3) if and only 
if co 

c n(IM2 + I&12) < 0~). (11) 
n=l 

If this is true, then C*(r) is nonempty. 
Condition (11) is satisfied if and only if 4(e) := ‘p(.@) has “half a deriva- 

tive” which is square integrable. This is for instance the case if cp is Lipschitz 
continuous, and thus we conclude that C(r) and C*(r) are nonempty if r is 
rectifiable. 

2.2 Existence of Solutions to Plateau’s Problem 

We want to prove the following basic existence theorems due to J. Douglas 
and T. Rad6; our reasoning follows the proofs of R. Courant and L. Tonelli. 

Theorem 1. If C(F) is nonempty, then the minimum problem P(r) has at 
least one solution which is continuous on B and harmonic in B. In particular, 
P(r) has such a solution for every rectifiable curve I. 

The crucial argument in the proof of Theorem 1 is based on the 

Courant-Lebesgue Lemma. Suppose that X is of class C”(B,Iw3) n 
C1(B,IW3) and satisfies D(X) < M for some M with 0 < M < co. Then, 
for every zo E C and for each 6 E (0, l), there exists a number p E (6, d) 
such that the distance of the images X(z), X(Z’) of the two intersection points 
.z and z’ of C with the circle dB,(za) can be estimated by 

I X(z) -X(4 I 5 { S}li2 . (1) 
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In conjunction with the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, the Courant-Lebesgue 
lemma furnishes a compactness result for the boundary values XI,, of ev- 
ery family of functions X E c(r) with bounded Dirichlet integrals D(X). 
To prove this lemma,we set B := {w : I w I< l},C := dB, Sr(zo) := 
B n Br(zo), C&(zo) := B I- aB,(zo), Br(za) := {w : 1 w - zo I< r}. 

Lemma 1. Let X E IIi(B,IW3), Z(r,e) = X(za + reiB) and p(r) := 

J::;A’ I Za(r,8) I2 de, where {zo + reis : e,(r) 5 8 < e,(r)} describes the 

arc C,(zo) for za E B, i.e. 0 5 e,(r) 5 e,(r) 5 27r. Let Z be a measur- 
able subset of (0,l) such that 0 < Szdr/r < m and s=p(r)/r < M < 00. 
Then the set 1~ := {p E Z : p(p) s, dr/r < M} has a positive l-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure C’(ZM) > 0, and for almost all p E TM and all 8,8’ with 
&(p) 5 0 5 8’ 5 B2(p) we obtain 

JO’ 1 .qp, e) 1 de 5 (M/ S, $) ‘I2 1 e - 8’ 11/2 . 
e 

Proof. For p E TM and &(p) 5 0 L 8’ 5 02(p) we obtain 

J 
8’ 

i.w~d4 6 

and ,C1(Z~) > 0 is an c 

(2) 

B’ 
5 (s 

112 
de i .zd~,e) 12 de ) 1 e - 8’ Ill2 

8 

pvious consequence of our assumptions. 0 

Lemma 2. Every X E I&!(B, Iw3) possesses a representative Z(r, 0) of 
X(zo + rei*), zo E C, which is absolutely continuous with respect to 0 for 
a.a. r E (0,2) and which has the following property: 

For every S E (0, R2), 0 < R < 1, there is a measurable subset 3 of the 
interval (6, &) with C’(J) > 0 such that 

J 
0’ 

i z(P,~) - z(P,Q') 11 1 G(P, e) i de 5 ~(6, R) i 8 - 8’ 11’2 (3) 
8 

holds for a.a. p E J and &(p) 5 0 5 8’ < B2(p), where 

& D(X, S&o)) 
112 

1 
and D(X, Q) := Da(X). 

Proof. Let p(r) be defined as in Lemma 1. Then we obtain 

J ?- P(P) 
0 PdP’ lYJR:;;r 1 

I z,h 0) 12 +$ I zdp, 0) 7) PdedP 

= 2D(X, S&o)). 

(4 
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For M := 2D(X, SR(.Q)) and 3 = (S, &), we infer from Lemma 1 that there 
is some p with 6 < p < & 5 R such that 

I” 1 Ze(p,O) 1 d6’ 2 {M/i& $),, ,6 - 0’11’2 

w 
= 4qX,SR(ZO)) & p - e’p2 

= 77(6, R)je - e’1112, 
and from 

we infer that 
I 

8’ 
.a 0’) - Z(P, 0) = z8 (P, we 

8 

8’ i Z(P, 0’) - .w, 0) 15 J 1 z&, e) 1 de 5 rl(e, R)le - e’11/2. 0 
8 

The Courant-Lebesgue lemma is now an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 2. 

Let Qi, Qs, Qa be three distinct points on the Jordan curve P and wi, ~2, ws 
three distinct points on C = dB. Denote by C*(P) the set of surfaces X E C(P) 
satisfying the S-point condition 

X(m) = Q/c, k = 1,2,3. (5) 

Since P is the topological image of C, there exists a number X(E) > 0 for every 
E > 0 such that the following holds true: Any pair of points P, Q E r with 

0 <I P - Q I< X(E) (f-2 

decomposes r into two arcs r, (P, Q) and rz(P, Q) such that 

diamPi(P,Q) < E (7) 

holds. Hence, if 0 < E < EO := n$ I Qj - Qk 1, then I’l(P, Q) can contain at 

most one of the points Qj appearing in the three-point condition (5). 
Let now X be an arbitrary element of C*(P) satisfying the assumptions 

of the Courant-Lebesgue lemma, and let 60 be a fixed number with 2& < 
y& Iwj - wkl. For E E (0, ~0) we choose a 6 = 6(c) > 0 such that S < Se and 

(IrrM,log y2 < X(E). 

Consider an arbitrary point zc on C, and let p E (6, a) be some number such 
that the images P := X(Z), Q := X(2’) of the two intersection points Z, Z’ of 
C and aB,(zo) satisfy 

Then I P - Q I< X(E), whence 

diam Pi (P, Q) < E 

holds on account of (7). Because of E < EO the arc Pi (P, Q) contains at most 
one of the points Qj. On the other hand, since X E C*(P), we infer from (5), 
6 < Se and 2& < yr: I wj - wk I that X(C n Bp(zo)) contains at most one 

of the points Qj; thus it coincides with r,(P, Q). Consequently we have 

IX(w) - X(w’)l < & for all w, w’ E C n B,(zo) , 

which implies 

IX(w) - XWI <E forall w,w’EC with Iw-w’I<S/2. (8) 

Now we choose a sequence {X,} of mappings X, E C*(P) such that D(X,) --+ 
e*(P) as n --+ 00. We can assume that X, E C”(B,lR3) n C2(B,IW3) and 
nX,=OinBforn=1,2,..., because otherwise we could replace X, by the 
solution 2, of the boundary value problem 

AZ,=0 in B, 2,=X, on C 

which is continuous on ?? and of class C2 n Hi (B, lR3). It is well known that 
this problem has exactly one solution. This solution minimizes D(X) among 
all X E Hi(B, lR3) with X-X, E f?a(B, R3). Consequently, D(Zn) 5 D(Xn), 
and by construction we have 2, E C*(P) whence e*(P) I D(&). Thus we 
obtain 

and therefore 

e*(r) 5 D(G) 5 D(X,) + e*(r), 

/nbnD(Z,) = e*(r). 

Hence we have found a minimizing sequence {Zn} for P*(r) consisting of 
harmonic mappings 2, which are continuous on B. 

We now claim that the boundary values Xnlc of the terms of any minimiz- 
ing sequence {Xn} for P*(r) are equicontinuous on C. Since D(Xn) tends 
to e*(P) there is a number M > 0 such that D(Xn) < M for all n E N. 
Therefore we can apply (8) to X = X,, n E N, and in conjunction with 
Xn(C) = P we infer by means of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem that {X,lc} con- 
tains a subsequence converging uniformly on C to some cp E C”(C, lR3), and 
by renumbering we can achieve that 

+nrn $5 I L(W) - V(U)) I = 0. 

It follows that cp is a weakly monotonic mapping of C onto P. Since the 
functions X, are continuous on B and harmonic in B, it follows that X, tends 
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to some function X, uniformly on B, which is continuous on B, harmonic in 
B, satisfies (5), and has the boundary values cp. Consequently, X is of class 
C*(r), and therefore e*(r) < D(X). M oreover, a classical result for harmonic 
functions implies that grad X, tends to grad X as n + co, uniformly on every 
B’ CC B, whence lim DB,(X~) = DB,(X) and therefore lim inf DB(X~) 2 

TX-00 n-cc 
DB,(X) if B’ CC B. 

Thus we finally obtain 

e*(r) = $mirnD(Xn) L D(X) 2 e*(r), 

i.e. D(X) = e*(r). Therefore X E C*(r) is a minimizer of Dirichlet’s integral 
in the class C*(r), and since e(r) = e*(r), the mapping X is also a minimizer 
of Dirichlet’s integral within C(r). 0 

Theorem 1 states that D(X) has at least one minimizer, and this minimizer 
is harmonic. By a standard argument (Weyl’s lemma) one easily infers that, 
in fact, every solution of P(r) is a harmonic mapping, i.e. we have 

Theorem 2. Every minimizer X of the Dirichlet integral within the class 
C(r) is continuous in B and harmonic in B. 

The same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1 yields 

Theorem 3. Let {m} be a sequence of closed Jordan curves in IK3 which 
converge in the sense of Fre’chet to some closed Jordan curve r (notation: 
r. -+ r as n + w), and let {X,} b e a sequence of mappings X, E qr,) 
with unijormly bounded Dirichlet integral, i.e., 

w&d 5 M, r&EN. 

Then their boundary values (Pi := Xnlc are equicontinuous if they satisfy a 
uniform three-point condition 

cpn(q> = Qs”) , j = 1,2,3, 

with some points wj E C and Qy’ E r,, j = 1,2,3, such that lim Qp’ = QJ 
71’00 

holds, where &I, Q2, Qs denote three diflerent points on the limit curve r. If 
moreover, the mappings X, are continuous on i? and harmonic in B, then 
we can extract a subsequence {Xn,} that converges unijormly on ?? to some 
mapping X E C(r) which is continuous on B and harmonic in B. 

If {Xn} is a sequence of minimal surfaces X, E C(m) where r, are rec- 
tifiable Jordan curves with L(r,) (= length of &) < 1 for all n E N, then 
we have D(X,) < 1’/4~ because of the isoperimetric inequality for minimal 
surfaces (see Section 4.2). Thus we obtain 

Theorem 4. Let r, r,, r,, . . . be closed Jordan curves in IR3 with r, ---f r 
as n + M, L(r,) I 1, and iFW e(m) = e(r). Furthermore, let X, E C(m) 
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be a sequence ojsolutions for P(r,) whose boundary values (Pi = Xnlc satisjy 
a unijorm three-point condition such as in Theorem 3. Then we can extract 
a subsequence {XnP} which converges uniformly on B to some solution X of 
P(r) as p --f W, and D(XnP) + D(X). 

Now we want to prove that any solution X of the minimum problem P(r) 
satisfies the conformality relations 

I&J2 = lX12 > x,.x, =o. 

To this end, we exploit the minimum property of X by changing the inde- 
pendent variables u, v in the direction of an arbitrarily prescribed vector field 
A(% v> = Mu, v>, 4% v>> on B. Such variations of X will be called inner 
variations. 

In order to make this variational technique precise, we start with an arbi- 
trary vector field X = (p, u) on B which is of class C1 (B, R’). Without restric- 
tion we can assume that X is defined on all of Iw2 and is of class C1 (Iw’, Iw2). 
With X we associate some l-parameter family of mappings rE : Iw2 -+ lw2 which 
satisfies 

TV = 7(w,E) = w - d(w) + O(E) as E + 0, 

w = (u,v). For instance, we could take am = w - EX(W). The function 
~(w,E) is of class C1 on Iw2 x Iw. Choose some open set Bo with B CC Bo. 
Then it is easy to see that rE : Bo -+ TV furnishes a C’-diffeomorphism 
of Bo onto its image TV provided that 1 E I< EO for some sufficiently small 
EO > 0, because am is just a perturbation of the identity map TO(W) = w. 

Clearly the inverse mappings gE = TEE exist on a common domain of 
definition L? satisfying BE* CC 6? CC Bo, where we have set B: = rE(B). We 
write w = TV = T(W,E) and w = a,(w) = ~(w,E). The function o(w, E) is 
of class Cl on L’ x (--EO, ~0) and satisfies both 

o(w, E) = w+EX(W)+O(E) and T((T(w, E)) = w for all (w, E) E G’x (-co, ~0). 
’ 

‘. 
f Restricting the region of definition of 7E = T(.,E) and oE = a(.,~) to ?? and - 

8; . 
R, respectively, the mapping rE is a diffeomorphism of B onto B,*, with the 

i :, Inverse uE, and we have in particular 

B;=B, u(w,O) = w, $~(W,E)lE=O = X(w) for w E B 

and 

g det Dr., 1 = -(pL, + u,) = - div A. 
E=O 

Consider now an arbitrary X E C’(B,Iw3) and form the family of mappings 
2, :=Xoue, gE : e + B. For an arbitrary integral F(X) of the kind 

FB(X) = F(X, B) := 
I 

F(X, X,, X,)dudv 
B 

(9) 
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with a Cl-Lagrangian F(x, p, q) we define the first inner variation of 3~ at 
X in direction of X = (p, V) as 

83B(X,x) := -$3(x ’ 0:)~ ’ E=O (10) 

It turns out that 

a3B(x, A) = 
I 

[Fp(. . .) (&&u + &&I) 

+BF,(...)(X+~+X,~~)-F(...)(~u+v,)]dudv (11) 

where the arguments (. . .) of F, Fr, Fq are to be taken as (X,X,, XV). 
For the Dirichlet integral D(X) = i sB(IXU12 + IX,12)d~dv and any X = 

(p, V) E C1 (B, rW2), the first inner variation ao(X, A) is given by 

mqx, A) = 
I 

[c&u - z4J) + b(pv + U,)]dUdV) 
B 

where 
a := IX,12 - IXv12 ) b := 2x,. x, . 

In case of the generalized Dirichlet integral 

E(X) = 1 
s 2 B 

gik(X){XiX; + X;X;}dudv 

and for any X = (p, V) E Cl@?, rW2), we obtain 

with 

2%(X, A) = 
I 

[(u(pu - 24) + b(/& + u,)]dudv 
B 

a := gik(X)XtX; - gi~(x)x~x,“) b := 2g&(x)xzx; 

Now we can prove 

Theorem 5. If X E Hi (B, IR3) satisfies 

aD(X, A) = 0 for all X E Cl (77, lR2) , 

then X fuljils the conformality relations 

IX,12 = IXv12, x, .x, = 0. 

Conversely if X E Hi(B, R”) satisfies (18), then (17) holds true. 

(12) 

(13) 

04 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Proof. Choose arbitrary functions p, u E CT(B) and determine functions 
h, k E C”(B) with 

Ah=p, Ak=oonB, h=O, k=OondB. 
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Then the functions 1-1 := h, + k, , v := -h, + k, are of class C”(B) and 
satisfy pL, - u, = p , pL, + V, = 0. We infer from (12), (13), (17) that 

I 
(up + ba)dudv = 0 for all p, cr E C,-(B) 

B 

whence a = 0 and b = 0 a.e. on B. The converse can be seen in a similar 
way. q 

- 
Consider the inner variations uE : BZ + B as above. Since B and B: are 

diffeomorphic, there is a conformal map ~~ : B + B,* of B onto BE+, on account 
of Riemann’s mapping theorem, and by a classical result of Caratheodory one - 
can extend 6, to a homeomorphism of ?? onto B,. Let 2, := X o rE and 
YE := 2, o K.,. Since Dirichlet’s integral is invariant with respect to conformal 
maps, we have 

D(K, B) = DC&, BE+) 

If X is a solution of P(r), it follows X E C(r) and D(X) < D(Y,) whence 
D(X, B) < D(Z,, BE) for 1 E I<< 1, and therefore ao(X,A) = 0 for all 
X E C1 (B, Iw2). By virtue of Theorem 5 we arrive at 

Theorem 6. Every solution X of P(T) is of class Co@, R3) n C2 (B, R3) 
and satisfies AX = 0 and (18), i.e. every solution X of P(r) is a minimal 
surface. 

Theorem 7. Every minimal surface X of class C(F) yields a topological 
mapping of C onto r. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that Xlc is one-to-one. Suppose that this were 
not true. Since X~C is weakly monotonic, we could then find an arc CO = 
{eie : 191 < 8 < 02) which is mapped onto a single point P E IR3: 

X(eie) = P for all 19 E (&,02) . 

By Schwarz’s reflection principle we could extend X(w) as a harmonic map- 
ping across C. Differentiating (25) in the tangential direction, we would then 
obtain 

$X(eis) = 0 

and, applying the conformality relations, it would follow that grad X vanishes 
identically on C. This would imply grad X G 0 on B, or X(w) E P, a 
contradiction to X E C(r). 0 

From Theorems 1 , 6 and 7 we infer the following 

Main Theorem. Let I’ be a closed Jordan curve in IR3 and suppose that 
C(r) is nonempty. Then the minimum problem P(r): “D(X) + min in the 
class C(r)” has at least one solution. Every solution X of P(r) is continuous 
in B, harmonic in B, satisfies the conformality relations (18) in B, and maps 
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C topologically onto I. In particular, every closed rectifiable curve I in R3 
bounds at least one minimal surface of the type of the disk. 

So far we have proved that every closed rectifiable curve r in R3 bounds 
at least one minimal surface X of class C(r), and this solution of the Plateau 
problem has been obtained by minimization of the Dirichlet integral among 
all (disk-type) surfaces of class C(r). Since any minimizer X is automatically 
continuous on B, the solution of Plateau’s problem can as well be achieved 
by minimizing D(X) within the class 

c(r) := c(r) n CO(B, R3). 

Although every minimizer X satisfies 

D(X) = A(X), 

it is by no means clear that a minimizer of the Dirichlet integral in c(r) also 
minimizes the area functional among all surfaces in c(r). For this we need to 
know that 

a(r) = e(r) ) (19) 

where ai(r) and i?(r) denote the infimum of A(X) and D(X) respectively, 
among all X E c(r). However, the inequality 

A(X) 5 D(X) 

only implies that 
a(r) < e(r). 

In fact, the proof of the equality sign requires a nontrivial result on global 
conformal mappings which we will not supply in these notes. We shall only 
quote a basic result due to Morrey, from which we can derive the equation (19). 
Roughly speaking, this result says that one can introduce “nearly conformal” 
parameters on every reasonable surface X. 

Lemma on &-Conformal Mappings. Let X be of class Co@, R3) n 
Hi (B, W3). Then, for every E > 0, there exists a homeomorphism rE of B 

onto itself which is of class Hi on B and satisfies both 

and 

z, := x o TV E Co@, R3) n Hi(B, R3) 

D(Z,) I A(X) + E. 

(For a proof, we refer to Morrey [l], pp. 141-143, and [3], pp. 814-815). 
In order to prove (19), let X be an arbitrary surface of c(r). Then, by 

Morrey’s lemma, we can find homeomorphisms T, of B onto itself such that 
Z, := X o T, E c(r) and O(Zn) 5 A(X,) + l/n. Since Z(T) < D(Zn), it 
follows that e(r) 5 A(X), whence E’(r) 5 iz(r) and (19) is proved; therefore 
A(X) = D(X). We thus obtain 

, 
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Theorem 8. Every solution X E C(r) of the minimum problem P(P) is a 
surface of least area in c(r) n C"(B,IR3). 

Historical remarlcs, references to the literature, and further results. 

Solutions of Plateau’s problem for specific boundaries, mainly of polygo- 
nal type, were already given by H. A. Schwarz, Riemann and Weierstrass. An 
extensive presentation of this work can be found in Darboux’s LeCons [l]. 
The first general existence proof for the nonparametric Plateau problem was 
given by Haar [l] in 1927. An attempt to solve Plateau’s problem for general 
unknotted and piecewise smooth Jordan curves is due to Garnier (1928, cf. 
[a]). General and convincing proofs of Plateau’s problem were published in- 
dependently and nearly simultaneously by J. Douglas [lo]., [II] and T. Rado 
[5],[6] about 1930. 

Douglas based his approach on the so-called Douglas functional 

with t(Q) := X(eie) = X(cos0,sin@, X : B + IR3,B = {w E @ :I w I< l}, 
which for harmonic mappings X : B + R3 coincides with the Dirichlet inte- 
gral. This way the Plateau problem is reduced to a one-dimensional question, 
and thus it seems to be easier to handle. On the other hand Dirichlet’s integral 
appears to be a more natural tool which lends itself easily to interesting gen- 
eralizations such as free boundary problems or Plateau’s problem for surfaces 
of prescribed mean curvature. 

Rado’s method is much closer to the one used in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, which 
was invented independently by Courant [l] and Tonelli [l] in 1936; important 
ideas of their proofs are due to Rado. 

Detailed presentations of results on Plateau’s problem and related questions 
can be found in the survey of Rad6 [9], the monographs of Courant [12], 
Nitsche [18], Dierkes/Hildebrandt/Kiister/Wohlrab [l], Jost [la] and in the 
notes of Struwe [4]. 

Concerning the existence of unstable minimal surfaces in a prescribed con- 
tour we first mention the work Shiffman, Morse-Tompkins and in particular 
Courant. A detailed presentation is given in Courant [12]. The work of Shiff- 
man and Courant was further developed and extended by E. Heinz [4&g] and 
Sauvigny [l-4]. By now a kind of Morse theory for minimal surfaces has been 
developed; we shall only mention some results which apply to the setting of 
Sections 2.1 and 2.2, while we do not refer to numerous important results 
obtained in the context of geometric measure theory. Important initial steps 
in this direction were the results [l-4] of Bijhme and the work of Bohme- 
Tomi [l] and Tromba [1,2]. Of particular importance is the so-called index 
theorem of Bijhme-Tromba [2] for 7r]m : M + d, 7r being the projection map 
r : N + A, M the set of minimal surfaces viewed as a stratified subset in 
the bundle N = D x A where V consists of Sobolev representations of S1 
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which are of degree one, and A consists of Sobolev representations of smooth 
simple curves. This result, for instance, shows that the number of solutions 
bounded by a closed simple curve is generically finite, although there might 
be irregular Jordan curves (with at least one “very singular” point) bounding 
infinitely many minimal surfaces of the type of the disk. Generalizations of 
the index theorem to minimal surfaces of higher topological type were devel- 
oped by Schiiffler [3], Schiiffler-Tomi, and Thiel; recently a very general index 
theorem was established by Tomi and Tromba [5]. Various Morse-theoretic 
results were found by Tromba [5-8, lo], Struwe [2,3], and Jost-Struwe [l]. 

How many minimal surfaces can be spanned in a given closed Jordan curve? 
The answer to this question is in general not known, not even if we fix the 
topological type of the solutions of Plateau’s problem. As we have consid- 
ered only disk-type minimal surfaces, we want to consider the more modest 
question of: 

How many minimal surfaces of the type of the disk are bounded by a given 
closed Jordan curve I? 

The situation would be simple if we could prove that r bounds only one 
disk-type minimal surface X E C(r) (up to reparametrizations X o T of X 
by conformal selfmappings r : B + B of the parameter domain B; such 
reparametrizations would not be counted as different from X and could be 
excluded by fixing a three-point condition for the surfaces X E C(r) which 
are prospective solutions). 

However, examples (cf. Figures 1 and 3) warn us not to expect uniqueness 
for disk-type solutions of Plateau’s problem. Thus we may ask whether ad- 
ditional geometric conditions for r are known which ensure this uniqueness. 
Essentially, two results are known: 

Theorem of Rad6 [4,8]. If r has a one-to-one parallel projection onto a 
planar convex curve y, then r bounds at most one disk-type minimal surface. 

The same result holds true if r admits a one-to-one central projection 
onto a planar convex curve y. Nitsche [18], cf. @401 and 586, has proved 
that Rado’s theorem remains true if one allows “vertical” segments for r 
which are mapped to simple points on y. However, the proof of this fact is not 
merely a simple generalization of Rado’s reasoning, but needs a new argument 
furnished by Nitsche. 

Theorem of Nitsche [16]. If I is real analytic and has a total curvature 
less than HIT, then I bounds only one disk-type minimal surface. 

For polygonal r of total curvature less than 47r, this result was earlier 
conjectured by R. Schneider [2] whose sketch of a proof contained some of the 
ideas used in Nitsche’s proof. 

In general, however, nothing is known about the number of solutions of 
Plateau’s problem which are of class C(r). Actually, the situation seems to 
be rather unpromising on account of the following result due to BGhme [5]: 
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For each positive integer N and for each E > 0, there exists a real analytic 
Jordan curve I in JR3 with total curvature less than 4n + E which bounds at 
least N minimal surfaces of class C(r), i.e., of the type of the disk. 

In 1965, Nitsche [4] raised the question whether every “sufficiently regular” 
say, real analytic) Jordan curve bounds at most finitely many minimal sur- 
faces of the type of the disk. So far, the answer to this outstanding problem 
is unknown, but there is a striking partial result due to Tomi [3,5]: There 
are only finitely many disk-type solutions of Plateau’s problem which are ab- 
solute minimizers of the area functional in C(r), provided that I is a regular 
real-analytic Jordan curve. Nitsche [21,22] pointed out that every suficiently 
regular Jordan curve of total curvature less than or equal to 6~ bounds at most 
finitely many minimal surfaces of the type of the disk.Other finiteness results 
are due to Beeson [3-51. 

In certain cases one can view the changes of minimal surfaces in terms of 
their boundaries as a bifurcation problem. This was carried out in papers by 
Nitsche [6], Ruchert [I], Beeson and Tromba [l], and finally Biich [l]. 

It was a long-standing question whether the area-minimizing solution of 
Plateau’s problem obtained by Douglas and Rad6 is a regular surface, that is, 
an immersion. This was eventually confirmed in a series of papers by Osser- 
man [7], Gulliver [I], Ah [1,2], and Gulliver-Osserman-Royden [l] . The break- 
through was achieved by Osserman [7] who, by an ingenious idea, was able to 
rule out the existence of true branch points for minimizers. A “true branch 
point” of a minimal surface X : B + R3 is characterized by the fact that 
there are several geometrically different sheets of the surface lying over the 
tangent plane at we. These sheets intersect transversally along smooth curves 
in R3 emanating from X(wc). A “false (interior) branch point” is a singular 
point ws E B which has a neighbourhood U in B such that X(U) turns out 
to be (the trace of) an embedded surface. In other words, false branch points 
cannot be detected by looking at the image of a minimal surface; they are 
just the result of a “false parametrization”. 

Osserman’s reasoning did not rule out the existence of false branch points 
for a Douglas-Rad6 solution. This second part of the regularity proof was, 
more or less simultaneously, achieved by Gulliver and Alt in the papers cited 
above. Another treatment can be found in the paper of Gulliver-Osserman- 
Royden. It is still an open problem whether there can be branch points at 
the boundary dB; however, Gulliver and Lesley [l] were able to prove that 
the Douglas-Rad6 solution is free of boundary branch points if r is a regular, 
real-analytic Jordan curve. (See D. Wienholtz [2] for new results.) Thus we 
now have the following sharpened version of the 

Fundamental Existence Theorem. Every closed rectifiable Jordan curve I 
in R3 bounds an area minimizing surface X : B --+ IR3 of the type of the disk, 
and all solutions of this type are regular surfaces, i.e. they are free of branch 
points wa E B. If P is regular and real analytic, then they have no branch 
points on dB, either. 
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The quite intricate arguments leading to the nonexistence of true interior 
branch points for area-minimizing solutions of Plateau’s problem were recently 
inspected and completed by D. Wienholtz [l] m a carefully written diploma- 
thesis. 

A minimal surface without branch points is an immersion, but it might still 
not be an embedding. However, self-intersecting minimal surfaces can never 
appear as soap films, according to the experiments of Plateau. In fact stable 
soap films either appear as surfaces of higher topological type (thereby avoid- 
ing selfintersections which necessarily have to appear for disk-type surfaces 
bounded by a knotted curve), or they arrange themselves as “systems” of 
minimal surfaces with the characteristic 120° angles at their common liquid 
edges. If we want to find embedded minimizers, we have therefore to restrict 
ourselves to unknotted Jordan curves as boundaries, or to allow a higher 
topological type for the parameter domain. In the first direction we have the 
following result proved in a sequence of papers by Gulliver-Spruck [l], Tomi- 
Tromba [l], Almgren-Simon [l], and Meeks-Yau [3]: Let K be a strictly convex 
body in lR3 whose boundary dK is of class C2, and suppose that I is a closed 
rectifiable Jordan curve contained in 8K. Then there exists an embedded min- 
imal surface of the type of the disk which is bounded by I. 

The optimal result is due to Meeks-Yau who proved that any disk-type 
minimizer is embedded. Moreover they showed in [4] that K can be replaced by 
a compact region in lR3 whose boundary is C2-smooth and has a nonnegative 
mean curvature with respect to the inward normal. Then any minimizing disk- 
type surface in r with its boundary on dK has to be embedded. In addition 
they connected the problem of embeddedness with the uniqueness question. 

In the other direction we have the following fundamental result by Hardt 
and Simon [l]: Each closed Jordan curve I c IR3 of class C1+ bounds at least 
one embedded orientable minimal surface. 

Note that here nothing is said about the topological type of the minimal 
surface in question. 

2.3 The Partially Free Boundary Problem, 
and Other Boundary Value Problems 

Let us see how the method of Section 2.2 is to be modified in order to treat 
another boundary value problem for minimal surfaces, the so-called semi-free 
or partially free problem. 

Consider a boundary configuration < r, S > consisting of a closed set S 
in R3 (e.g., a smooth surface S with or without boundary, see Fig. 5), and a 
Jordan arc r, the endpoints PI and P2 of which lie on S, PI # P2, while all 
other points of r are disjoint from S. 

Let us denote the arcs of dB lying in the half-planes {Im w > 0} and 
{Im w < 0} by C and 1 respectively. The class C(r, S) of admissible surfaces 
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Fig. 5 

for the semi-free problem is the set of all maps X E Hj (B, ti3) whose &-traces 
on C and I satisfy 

(i) X(w) E S for ‘FIi - almost all w E 1; 
(ii) X]c maps C continuously and in a weakly monotonic way onto r such 

that X(1) = PI and X(-l) = Pz. 

The corresponding variational problem P(r, S) reads: 

D(X) t min in the class C(r, S) . 

Again, as in the study of the Plateau problem, it is desirable to introduce a 
three-point-condition. Since we have already fixed the images of two boundary 
points, the image of only one more point needs to be prescribed: Let P3 
be some point of I’ different from PI and Pz, and let C*(r, S) denote the 
class of all those surfaces X E C(r, S) mapping i = J-1 E C to P3. The 
corresponding variational problem P* (r, S) then requires: 

D(X) -+ min in C*(r, S) . 

Then, corresponding to the Main Theorem of the previous section, we can 
formulate the following result. 

Theorem 1. If C(r,S) as nonempty, then there is a solution of ?(I’, S). 
Each solution X of P(I’, S) 2s a minimal surface of class C”(BUC’,IR3) for 
every closed arc C’ contained in the interior of C. 

(Note that C(r,S) is nonempty if r is rectifiable and PI, P2 can be con- 
nected by a rectifiable arc on S). 

Proof. Let {Xn} be a minimizing sequence for P(r, S); we can assume that 
X, E C*(r,S),n E N. Then 

Jim D(X,) = e(r, S) = e*(r, S) 

where e(r,S) and e*(r,S) are the infima of D(X) on C(r,S) and C*(r,S) 
respectively. Then D(Xn) I const, and a suitable variant of Poincare’s in- 
equality together with 2% ]Xn(w)] 5 const yields 
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Hence (by renumbering), we can assume that {Xn} converges weakly to some 
X E Hi(B,lR3). Since Dirichlet’s integral is lower semicontinuous with re- 
spect to weak convergence in Hi(B,R3), we have lirrigf D(Xn) > D(X), and 

therefore 
D(X) I e(r,S) . (1) 

Exploiting the Courant-Lebesgue lemma of Section 2.2 one can prove that 
C*(r, S) is closed with respect to weak convergence of sequences in Hi(B, R3), 
and thus we obtain X E C*(r, S) whence D(X) > e(r, S). In conjunction with 
(1) we arrive at D(X) = e(r,S), and so X is a solution of P(r, S). Weyl’s 
lemma shows that X is harmonic, and the minimum property of X leads to 

ao(X, X) = 0 for all X E Cl@, R”) , 

for any solution X of P(r,S) whence ]X,12 = ]XV12 and X, . X, = 0 on 
account of Theorem 5 of Section 2.2. The continuity of X in B U int C follows 
from a well known result for harmonic functions. cl 

Remark 1. For the semi-free problems we often choose the parameter do- 
main B as a semidisk {w : ]w( < l,Imw > 0}, I := {u E lR : ]u] < l}, and 
C=dB-I. 

Free boundary value problems for minimal surfaces were first solved by H.A. 
Schwarz. He considered boundary configurations consisting of finitely many 
planar surfaces and straight arcs, so-called Schwarzian chains. By means of 
reflection principles solutions of such problems can be used to generate peri- 
odic minimal surfaces. General free boundary problems were first studied by 
Courant [6]; his results are presented in some detail in Courant’s monograph 
[12] and in Dierkes/Hildebrandt/Kiister/Wohlrab [I], chapter 5, as well as in 
Nitsche [18]. We have seen that for partially free problems, containing also 
prescribed arcs as part of the boundary configuration, solutions can be found 
by a minimizing procedure based on the Courant-Lebesgue lemma. If, how- 
ever, the boundary configuration is “completely free”, minimizing sequences 
might shrink to a point, and one is left with nothing. It is Courant’s merit to 
have seen how one can establish the existence of nontrivial minimizers if the 
support surfaces S of the free boundary contain closed loops which cannot 
be contracted to a point within S. Still more difficult is the case when S is a 
topological sphere, say, the boundary of a compact convex body. Then there 
exist no nontrivial minimal surfaces bounded by S which minimize area; in- 
stead, one can only hope for stationary solutions within S which are to be 
constructed by minimax-methods. However, this idea cannot easily be real- 
ized since the Palais-Smale condition is not satisfied, and certain approxi- 
mation procedures are needed to make the method valid. The first result in 
this direction was found by Struwe [I] (cf. also Imbusch [l]); special cases 
were earlier treated by Schwarz, and by B. Smyth [I]. Embedded stationary 
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solutions within a closed convex surface S of class C4 were first proved to exist 
by Griiter and Jost [l]. The existence of several stationary embedded solutions 
within S was established in the penetrating papers [4,5,8,10] by Jost. 

Here we must refrain from presenting any more details on minimal surfaces 
with free boundaries. We only want to define what we mean by a stationary 
surface within a given boundary configuration. For simplicity we explain the 
matter for a configuration < r, S > such as considered in the beginning of this 
section. We assume that S is a smooth surface in lR3 with a smooth boundary 
dS, which could be empty. Let the class C(r, S) of admissible surfaces within 
< r, S > be defined as before. Finally let r be a smooth arc with its endpoints 
PI, P2 on S. 

Definition 1. A stationary minimal surface in < r, S > is an element 
XEC(I’,S) h’h’ w zc 2s a minimal surface of class C1(BUI,R3)fC2(B,IR3),I = 
dB n {Imw < 0) =free boundary, and along 11 := {w E I : X(w) E int S}, 
the normal derivative dX/du with respect to the exterior normal u to dB is 
perpendicular to S. For any w E I2 := I - II = {w E I : X(w) E 8s) and 
every interior tangent vector V to S at X(w) we have V. g(w) > 0. 

Note that the free boundary condition means that X is perpendicular to S 
along X]I if the support surface S has no boundary. 

It turns out that this definition is equivalent to the following one, provided 
that X is not too badly behaved at its boundary. 

Definition 2. An element X E C(I’,S) as called a critical (or stationary) 
point of Dirichlet’s integral in the class C(I’, S) if 

lim l{O(XE) - D(X)} 2 0 
E--r+0 & 

holds for all ‘admissible variations” X,, ]E] < ~0, of X. A family {XE}ls~,EO 
of surfaces X, E qr, S) as said to be an admissible variation of X, if it is 
one of the following two types. 

Type I (inner variations): X, = X o gE where {oE}lal<Eo,~o > 0, is a 
differentiable family of diffeomorphisms u, : ??F + B which are defined as 
inverse mappings of the diffeomorphisms rE : B -+ ??: defined by 

T&W) = w - &X(W) ) x E C’(lR2, R2). 

Type II (outer variations): X, = X + e4(., E) for all E E (0, ~0) and some 
eo > 0, where the following holds: 

(LY) theD”hlt. t arac e an egrals of the mappings 4(., E) are uniformly bounded, i.e., 
D(c#J(., E)) I const for all E E (0, ~0); 

(0) the functions +(,, E) converge pointwise a.e. in B to some function 
4. E Hi n L,(B,R3). 
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Concerning the equivalence of these two definitions we have the following 
result: 

Assume that S and 85’ are of class Cr and that r is rectifiable. Then 
every stationary minimal surface in (r, S) is a stationary point of Dirichlet’s 
integral in C(r, S). If S and dS are of class C4, then also the converse holds 
true, that is, every stationary point of Dirichlet’s integral in C(T, S) furnishes 
a stationary minimal surface in (r, S). 

This result is certainly not optimal, and it would be worthwhile to inves- 
tigate what are the weakest assumptions on r and S such that Definitions 1 
and 2 are equivalent. 

In a similar way one can define stationary surfaces within other free bound- 
ary configurations and show the equivalence of the definitions corresponding 
to Definitions 1 and 2. 

Of particular interest is the generalized Plateau problem (or Douglas prob- 
lem), and the so-called thread problem. In the first case the boundary consists 
of several disjoint closed Jordan curves. Here the conformal type of the pa- 
rameter domain of any solution is not a priori determined but must be found 
together with the solution. In the second problem some parts of the boundary 
are freely movable arcs of fixed length, and thus the problem can be considered 
as a generalization of the isoperimetric problem. 

Concerning the generalized Plateau problem we refer to Courant [12], 
Nitsche [18], Jost [la], and Dierkes/Hildebrandt/Kiister/Wohlrab [l], and to 
the references to the literature quoted in these texts. In DHKW, vol. II, chap- 
ter 10 one also finds a presentation of the thread problem which was first 
solved by H. W. Alt [3]. The generalized Plateau problem was first attacked 
by Douglas, Courant, and Shiffman. Modern existence proofs were given by 
Tromba, Tomi-Tromba, and Jost. The recent survey by Struwe [7] provides a 
brief, but very clear report on the generalized Plateau problem, on the struc- 
ture of the set of solutions and on Morse and index theory. A very instructive 
report on the construction of embedded minimal surfaces bounded by given 
boundary configuration is given in the survey of Jost [9]. Methods of geometric 
measure theory are of fundamental importance in this context. 
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Chapter 3 
Boundary Regularity and Geometric Estimates 

for Minimal Surfaces 

In the setting of our article, regularity questions for minimal surfaces are 
essentially questions of boundary regularity which consist of two problems: 
(i) Does a minimal surface X : B --+ IR3 assume smooth boundary values in 
a smooth way, provided that its boundary lies on a smooth boundary con- 
figuration? (ii) What are the “geometric” singularities of a minimal surface? 
Concerning question (i) we prove that, under certain precautions, the an- 
swer is “yes”. In Section 3.2 we present the pertinent results for solutions of 
Plateau’s problem, and in Section 3.3 the boundary behaviour of solutions to 
free boundary problems is sketched. 

The only geometric singularities of minimal surfaces in the interior are 
branch points. It will be shown in Section 3.4 that the same holds true at the 
boundary. This follows from an asymptotic expansion, first noted by E. Heinz, 
which is obtained by a technique due to Hartman and Wintner. By means of 
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the number of branch points in the interior and 
on the boundary of the parameter domain B can be estimated from above 
in geometric terms of the boundary configuration which the minimal surface 
is spanning (see Section 3.5). The results on boundary regularity obtained 
in this way enable us to establish various geometric estimates for minimal 
surfaces such as isoperimetric inequalities and length estimates of the free 
traces. Together with “enclosure theorems”, derived e.g. from the maximum 
principle, such kinds of estimates furnish a certain rough picture of a minimal 
surface spanning a pre-assigned boundary and lead to various compactness 
results for minimal surfaces. We prove a selection of such geometric estimates 
in Section 3.5. 

3.1 Solutions of Differential Inequalities 

In this section we sketch some auxiliary results, due to Heinz, which are use- 
ful for studying the boundary behaviour of minimal surfaces. Detailed proofs 
can be found in DHKW [l], Sections 7.1 and 7.2, or in Heinz’s original papers. 

We consider solutions X E C2(0, RN) of 

a = const , (1) 

which can equivalently be written as 

Let ]X]e,n = sup0 IX(w)]. Then we have 

(1’) 
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Lemma 1. Let X E C2(L?,IWN) be a solution of (1) in the open set 6’ of 
Iw2 which satisfies 1 X lo,05 M. Then we obtain 

A1Xl2 > 2(1 - uM)IVX[~ (2) 

in 0. In particular, if aM < 1, then 1 X I2 is subharmonic in R 

Proof. Follows immediately from the identity 

A1X12 = 2lVX12 + 2x. AX. ‘“d 

Lemma 2. Suppose that X E C”(B~(wo), rWN) n C2(B~(wo), rWN) satisfies 
(1) in BR(wo). Assume also that IX(w)1 5 M for w E BR(WO) and aM < 1 
are satisfied. Then for any p E (0, R) we have 

and 

277M 
o) I VX I2 dudv I 1 ~ 

log f 1 - aM W&W,,) I X(w) - X(wo> I (4) 

s 

47rM2 
I VX I2 dudw I 1 ~. B ( 

PW 
o) 

log% 1- aM (5) 

Proof. One represents Z(W) := IX(w)j2 by means of Green’s function, uses 
/Z(W) - Al <2MIX(w) - X(wo)l, and applies (2). 0 

Proposition 1. There is a continuous function K(t), 0 5 t < 1, with the 
following property: For any solution X E C2(B~(wo), RN) of the differential 
inequality (1) in By satisfying 

IX(w)I L A4 for w E BR(WO) 

for some constant M with aM < 1, the estimates 

M 
IVX(WO)I 5 4aM)x 

(6) 

(7) 

and 

hold true. 

4aw lVX(wo)l L ~ R ,EEPo) IX(w) - X(wo)l 

Proof. Fix any R’ E (0, R), and consider the nonnegative function 

f(w) := (R’ - Iw - woI)lVX(w)I 

on Bn,(we) which vanishes on dB~,(wo). Then there is some point wr E 
BRA, where f(w) assumes its maximum K, i.e., 

f(wl) = K := max{f(w) : w E Bar} . 
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Set r = Iw - wrl for w E Bit and p := R’ - Iwr - weI. Clearly, we have 
0 < p < R’. For any 8 E (0,l) we can represent X, by 

1 
-L(w) = - 

.rrpW s J3,S(Wl) 

X,dudv- & ( I)(u-+$j+~du~v 

00 w 

and an analogous formula holds for Xv(wr). By means of Schwarz’s inequality 
we infer that 

I VX(wd 15 kpe 

Applying Lemma 2, (5) to p0 and p instead of p and R, we also obtain 

Taking I AX 

s B 
PO w 

( 1) I VX I2 dudv 5 9. 
e 

I 5 a I VX I2 into account, we arrive at 

Note that IVX(wr)l = K/p, and that for r = Jw - wll < pb’ we infer that 
(VX(w)I I K/(1 - 0)p for all w E B,,B(w~). Therefore 

a 

5-i s 
B ( 1)11VX[2dudvS aeK2 

&,@W r (1 - vp 

whence 
K< @ a0K2 

8 (log ;) 1/2 +(1- 

Set 

49 := (1 :eej27 ____ p(e) := d+ 
e (log +> 1/2 

Then we have 
aK2-K+p>O, 

and we infer that there is a number 00 = eo(a,M) E (0,l) such that 
4a(e)p(e) < 3/4 if 0 < 0 i do, i.e. Jl - 4a(e)p(@ 2 l/2. We conclude 
that either (i) K 5 m-(e), or (ii) K 2 m+(B) for every 0 E (O,e,), where 
m*(e) = [l * Jl - 4c$S)/3(f3)]/2a(e). Furthermore, m- and m+ are contin- 
uous on (O,&] and satisfy m- < m+ as well as m+(e) + w for 6’ --+ +O. 
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Therefore (ii) is excluded for 8 close to zero, and a continuity argument yields 
K < m-(00). We also note that m-(0,) 5 (4/3)/3(&). Consequently 

K I ;P(eo) = 
4&F 

112 
:= c* (a, M) . 

3eo i0g & 
( > 

Because of 

R’ I VX(wo) I = f(wo) I f(w) = K I ~*(a, M) 

we arrive at 

]VX(we)] I c*(a,M)/R’ for any R’ E (0, R) 

whence 
IVX(wo)l I c*(u,WIR. (7*) 

This estimate is close to (7). We now introduce the function I := c*(t, 1). A 
close inspection of the previous computations shows that r;(t) can be assumed 
to be an increasing continuous function on the interval (0,l). 

In order to prove (7) we assume that M > 0 because this inequality trivially 
holds true if M = 0. Then Z(w) := M-lx(w) satisfies both 12(w)] 5 1 and 

(AZ]<UM]VZ]~. 

Applying the estimate (7*) to 2, we arrive at 

I VZ(wo) I< K.(uM)/R. 

Multiplying this inequality by M, we obtain (7). 
Estimate (8) is now an easy consequence of (7). To see this we introduce 

the quantity 

m := sup{]X(w) - X(wc)] : w E By} . 

If m = 0 or m = co, the estimate (8) is true for trivial reasons. If M 5 
m < co, (8) follows directly from (7). If 0 < m < M, we introduce 2 := 
m-l[X - X(we)] and obtain as before 

lVz(w~)l L: 4am)lR I &.(aM)/R, 

and this implies (8). q 

Corollary 1. Suppose that X E C2(B~(wa),IWN) is a solution of (1) in 
By satisfying 

IX(w)1 I M for w E BR(WO) 

and for some constant M with UM < 1. Then we have 

1 VX(w) ]< r(uM)F for all w E BR-~(wo) , O<p<R. (9) 
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Proposition 2. Let X E c’(B~(wo), IWN) n C2(B~(wa), IWN) be a solution 
of the differential inequality (1) in BR(wo), and suppose that IX(w) ] 5 M 
holds for all w E By and for some number M with 2uM < 1. Moreover, 

set x(w) :=] X(w) 12, and let H E C”(??~(we),RWN) n C2(B~(wo),IWN) and 
h E C”(B~(wa))ftC2(B~(wa)) be th e solutions of the boundary value problems 

AH = 0 in BR(wo), H = X on dB~(wo), (10) 

Ah = 0 in BR(wo), h = x on dBR(wo). (11) 

Then for any w E By and w* E dB~(wa) we have the inequality 

I x(w)-x(w*) Ii 2(1 -;uM) 1 h(w)-h(w*) 1 +;12t% 1 H(w)-H(w*) 1 * 

(12) 

Proof. Relations (1) and (2) imply 

1 AX ]< uAz/2(1- uM) 

We infer that for any constant E E RN, ] E ]= 1, the function 

z(w) := 2c1 luj,,f) k(W) - h(w)1 + [H(w) - x(w)] . E 

vanishes on dB~(wo) and satisfies AZ > 0. Then the maximum principle 
yields 

[H -X] . E < 2(1 auM) [h - Z] for all E with ] E ] = 1 

whence 

IH-XI i 2(1 -auM)Ih -$I 

Since ]H] < M, we infer 

h-x 5 2M[]H] - IX]] + h - ]Hl2 

and then (13) leads to 

IH-XI< 2(1 -;&) ch - lH12) On Bdwd ’ 

(13) 

For w* E dB~(wo) we have 

lX(w*)12 = x(w*) = IH( = h(w*), 

and therefore 

IX(w) - X(w*)l 5 IX(w) - H(w)/ + lH(w) - H(w*)l 
a 

’ 2(1 - 2uM) (h(w) - IHW12) + W(w) - H(w*)l . 

(14) 
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h(w) - IH( = h(w) - h(w*) + IH( - IH( 

I Ih(w) - h(w*)l + 2MIH(w) - H(w*)l ) 

we may now conclude that (12) holds for any w E By and for any w* E 

aBR(WO). 0 

Remark 1. Note that the differential inequality (1) remains invariant with 
respect to conformal transformations of the parameter domain. Thus we can 
carry over Proposition 2 from BR(we) to any bounded domain R in Q1 which 
is of the conformal type of the disk and has a closed Jordan curve as its 
boundary. 

Proposition 3. For any a 2 0, R > 0, M > 0, and k > 0 with 2aM < 1, 
there is a number c = c(a, R, M, k) > 0 having the following property: Let 
X E C”(BR(wo),&!N) n C2(BR(wa),IWN) be a solution of (1) in BR(wO) 
satisfying IX(w)1 I M f or all w E BR(wo). Suppose also that the boundary 
values X(p) := X(wa +Re@) are of class C2(Iw) and satisfy IA!‘( < k for 
all cp E R. Then we have 

IVX(w)I 5 c(a, R, M, k) for all w E BR(WO) (15) 

Proof. It suffices to treat the case we = 0 and R = 1; that is, we consider 
the parameter domain B = Bl(0). Let w = reie,O < r < 1, be an arbitrary 
point of B. By formula (8) of Proposition 1 we have 

IVX(w)l L $+ sup{IX(w’) - X(w)1 : w’ E B1-r(w)}. (16) 

Moreover, for w, w’ E B and w* E dB it follows from Proposition 2 that 

IX(w) - X(w’)l I IX(w) - x(w*)l + IX(w’) - X(w’)l 

’ 2(1 -U2aM) {b(w) - h(w*)l + lhb’) - h(w*)IJ 

+ (l-aM) 1 _ 2aM W(w) - H(w’)l + Ivw’) - H(w*)ll (17) 

holds true where H and h are harmonic in B and have the boundary values 
X and x := [Xl2 respectively on dB. Moreover, we have IVHl 5 ck whence 

IH(w) - H(w*)l + IH(w’) - H(w*)l 5 3ck(l - r) (18) 

for w = reie, W* = eio, w’ E B1--T(~). 
The boundary values I of x(wc + rei+‘) satisfy 

IfI 5 ~[Az”]~ + 2Mk 

It is not difficult to see that IA”1 < 27rk, whence 
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I$‘1 < 8x2k2 + 2Mk. 

Prom this one can deduce that 

IVh(w)I < c*(l+ k”) for all w E B 

whence 

Ih(wl) - h(wz)l 5 c*(l + k2)Iw1 - 2~21 for all wi, w2 E B 

and consequently 

[h(w) - h(w*)l + jh(w’) - h(w*)( 5 3c*(l+ k2)(1 - r) 

for w = reiO, w+ = eio, w’ E By+.. 
Combining (17), (18) and (19), we arrive at 

IX(w) - X(w’)l 5 c(a, M, k)(l - r) for w = reiO, 0 < r < 1 

and w’ E BI-r(w), 

and this implies 

I VX(w) I< c(a, M, k) for all w E B, 

taking (16) into account. 
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19) 

0 

Theorem 1. Suppose that the assumptions o.f Proposition 3 are satis.fied. 
Then X is of class C1”(BR(wa), IWN) for all- p E -(O, 1) and we have the 
following estimate for the Holder seminorm of VX: 

(20) 

The proof follows from Proposition 3 in conjunction with a well-known 
potential-theoretic reasoning. 0 

The most important result for the following section is 

Theorem 2. For wa E dB, we introduce the set S,(WO) := B n B,(wa). 
Assume that, for some p E (0, l), X E C”(??s,(wo), RN) n C2(S,(we), RN) is a 
solution of the differential inequality (1) in S,,(wo) that vanishes on Z’,(we)n 
dB. Then we obtain X E C’+(??S,~(~e),RN) for evey p E (0,l) and every 
P’ E (07P). 

Proof. It suffices to show that for any w* = eis E dS,(we) n dB there is 
a S > 0 such that X E C1+(??&(w*),RN), w h ere s&(20*) denotes the circular 
two-gon B n Bs(w*). We may also assume that a > 0. 

Thus, having fixed an arbitrary w+ = eie E dB n aS,(wo), we first choose 
an E > 0 such that &(w*) C S,(we) holds and that 

~UPW(W)l : w  E S3E(W*)) L &. 
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Then the mapping 

Z(w) := 4aX(w), w E s,(w*)) 

satisfies the inequalities 

121 5 1 and iA21 5 t]VZj2 

in SsE(w*). We now consider the functions H(w) and h(w) which are harmonic 
in ,!&(w*) and have the boundary values X and [Xl2 respectively on as,,. 
As h and H vanish on the circular arc 

c := dB n as3E(w*), 

we can extend h and H to harmonic functions in BsE(w*) by a reflection in 
C, applying Schwarz’s reflection principle. Hence there is a number C(E) such 
that 

IVH(w)I + lOh( < C(E) for all w E BzE(w*) 

whence 

IH(wl) - H(w2)j + Ih(wl) - h(w2)l 5 c(E)~w~ - ~21 for all ~1, w2 E B2i(yiij 

Fixsomew=rei’PES,(w*).ThenwehaveIwl=r>1-Eand,forIw-w’l< 
1 -T, we have (w’- w*l < Iw’-WI + Iw - w*l < E+E = 2&, and consequently 

&--T(w) c S2c(w*) c S3dw*) c S&o). 

By Proposition 2 and the subsequent Remark 1 we obtain for Q := SsE(w*), w’ 
E 6’ and eiv E dB n a?&,(~*) that 

IZ(w’)l = lZ(w’) - Z(eip)I 5 alh(w’) - h(eiP)I + ilH(w’) - H(e@)I. 

In connection with (21) we infer for any w’ E BI-~(w) that 

IZ(w’)I 2 $(E)~w’ - eivl < $(E)(l -r) < 4c(E)(l -r). 

In other words, we have 

sup{lZ(w’)l : w’ E B1--T(~)} 2 4c(&)(l - r) 

for any w E $(w*) with I w I= T. 
Moreover, we infer from Proposition 1, (8) that 

Since X = &Z, we conclude that 

I VX Io,E+*)< const, and (AX(o,,E,,*, 5 const . 

Now we choose a cut-off function q E Cr(rW2) with q(w) = 1 for w E 
Bs(w*),S := 5, and with q(w) = 0 for I w - w* I> $E. Then the mapping 
Y := 7X on S,(w*) satisfies 

and therefore 
1 Au(w) IL const for all w E S,(w*) (22) 

Y(w) = 0 on a&(~*) (23) 

Y(w) = 0 for all w E S,(w*) with !E < (w - w*l < E. (24) 

Consider a conformal mapping r of the unit disk B onto the two-gon 
SE(w*). We can extend r to a homeomorphism of ?? onto sE(w*), and it can 
be assumed that C = fl are mapped onto the two vertices of the two-gon. 
By the reflection principle the mapping ~(1) is holomorphic on B - {-l, l}. 
Then it follows from (22) and (24) that the mapping Y*(c) := Y(T(<)) is of 
class Co@, RN) n C2(B, RN) and satisfies 

1 Au*(<) I< const for all < E B . 

Moreover, we infer from (23) that 

Y*(c)=0 forall CEdB. 

Then, by a well-known potential-theoretic reasoning, we obtain that Y* E 
C1+(B,lRN) for any h E (0,l). It follows that Y E C1+(SE(w*),lRN), and 
therefore X E C1+(s6(w*), RN) since Y(w) = X for all w E S,(w*),S = 5. 

0 

lVZ(w)l 5 z sup{/ Z(w’) I: w’ E BI--T(w)} 

for any w E S,(w*) with ( w (= T. This implies 

lVZ(w)I 5 C*(E) for all w E $(w*). 

3.2 Boundary Regularity of Solutions to Plateau’s Problem 

Here we investigate the boundary behaviour of minimal surfaces bounded 
by smooth arcs. As all results are of a local nature, it suffices to formulate 
them on simply connected parameter domains B, say, for surfaces X : B --+ R3 
where B = {w E Q1 : [WI < 1). Our main result is 

Theorem 1. Consider a minimal surface X : B + R3 of class C”(B U 
y, R3) n C2(B, lR3) which maps an open subarc y of dB onto an open Jordan 
arc r of R3 which is a regular curve of class Cm+ for some integer m 2 1 
and some p E (0,l). Then X is of class Cm+‘(B~y, IK3). Moreover, if r is a 
regular real analytic Jordan arc, then X can be extended as a minimal surface 
across y. 
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We only prove here the result under the assumption that r E Crn,fi with 
m > 2,~ E (0,l). The case r E C ‘+ has been handled by Nitsche [7,11] and 
[18, Kap. V, 2.11, Kinderlehrer [l], and Warschawski [6]. 

Our method to prove Theorem 1 is due to E. Heinz [3]. As it also covers the 
boundary behaviour of surfaces of prescribed mean curvature, we shall prove 
the following more general result. 

Theorem 2. Let X E C”(B U y, lR3) n C2(B, R3) be a solution of the equa- 
tions 

AX = 2H(X)X, AX, (1) 

lXu12 = IX,12, x, . x, = 0 (2) 

in B which maps an open subarc y = {eie : e1 < 0 < &} of dB into some 
closed regular Jordan arc I’ of Iw3, i.e. X(w) E r for all w E y. Then the 
following holds: 

(i) If ‘H(w) := H(X(w)) is of class L,(B) and if r E C2, then we obtain 
that X E C1+(B U y, R3) for any p E (0,l). 

(ii) 1f H is of class Co+ on Iw3, and if r E C2+,0 < ,LL < 1, then X(w) is 
of class C2+(B u y,LR3). 

Proof. (i) It suffices to show that for any we E y there is some S > 0 such 
that X E C1+(~~(wc),IR3),0 < p < 1, provided that ‘,rf(w) := H(X(w)) is 
of class L,(B) and that r E C2. Here So denotes as usual the two-gon 
B n B&o). 

Thus we fix some we E y. By a suitable motion in lR3 we may assume that 
X(we) = 0 and that r has a vertical tangent at 0. Then r can be represented 
in a neighbourhood of 0 by 

32 = gl(t) ) x2 = g2(t), x3 = t, ItI < 2to ) 

where the functions gl(t) and g2(t) are of class C2 and satisfy 

Sk(O) = 0, Sk(O) = 0, k = 1,2. 

Moreover, we can assume that wc = 1 and y = {w E dB : Iw - I] < Re} 
for some &J E (0,l). We set X(w) = (X’(w), X2(w),X3(w)). For sufficiently 
small to > 0 and R E (0, Ro] we obtain 

Ijl’(t)l” + lti2(t)12 5 l/8 if ItI < to, 1X3(w)] < to for w E s,(l) 

We introduce the auxiliary map Y(w) = (Y1(w),Y2(w)) by 

Y”(w) := X”(w) - gk(X3(w)), w E &(l) , k = 1,2. 

Clearly Y is continuous on ??R( 1) and of class C2 in SR( 1)) and Y(w) = 0 on 
dB n as,(l). From (1) and 

AY” = AX” - bk(X3)AX3 - ijk(X3) 1 VX3 12, k = 1,2, 

we infer that 
]AY]IQ]VX]~ 

holds for some constant LY > 0. Since 

XL = Y,” + cj”(x”)x; ) 

we have 

Ix~I’+Ix~/2~2lY~~~+2~Y~/2+~,x,,~, 

and X, . X, = 0 yields 

1m2 5 Ix:12+Ixy2; 

then we arrive at I VX 12< 8 ] VY I2 whence 

I AY 15 80 I VY I2 on SE(~), (3) 

and we already know that 

Y =0 on dBndS~(1). (4 

By Theorem 2 of Section 3.1 we obtain Y E C’+(S,(l), lR2) for any E E (0, R) 
and p E (0,l). 

Setting p” := i”/q , q := I+ I # I2 + I a2 12, we obtain 

making use once more of the relation X, . X, = 0. Since the right-hand 
side of (5) is continuous on S,(l), we see that [. . .] and therefore also X, is 
continuous, i.e. X E C’(??E(1),IR3) for any E E (0, R). If w = reipp, we have 

wX, = i(rXT - ix,), WY, = i(rYT - iY,). 

Let us multiply (5) by w2 with w E aSc(l) n dB. Because of (4) and the 
bounds ]bk12 < l/8, the right-hand side of the resulting equation is real and 
nonpositive, and we conclude that 

x,” + kpk(x3)Y: = 0 on y’ := a&(l) n dB. 
k=l 

Thus 
I AX3 I + I VX3 I < const on S,(l), X,” E C”+(y’) 

Let y(w) = n(w)X3(w), w E S,(l), with a suitable cut-off function 7 around 
w = 1. Then yr E C”+(y’). A reflection argument in conjunction with the 
Korn-Privalov theorem leads to y E C’+(Ss(l)) whence X3 E C’+(S6(1)) 
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for 0 < 6 < e/2, and therefore X E C’>p(s,(l), R3) for any p E (0,l). Thus 
part (i) of Theorem 2 is proved. 

(ii) The further proof is routine. One has alternatingly to consider the two 
problems (with a suitable Q): 

and 

Al’ = Q in SR(~) , Y = 0 on dB n S&l) 

AX3 = 2H(X)(XtX,2 -X:X;) in so 

x,” = - kpk(x3)Y: on dB n Sn(1). 
k=l 0 

Finally, we state Lewy’s regularity theorem. 

Theorem 3. Let X E C’(BUI, R3) nC”( B, Iw3) be a minimal surface urhich 
maps I into a real-analytic and regular Jordan arc r in Iw3. Then X can be 
extended analytically across I as a minimal surface. 

Proof. Let X*(w) b e an adjoint minimal surface to X(w) which is assumed 
to satisfy AX = 0 and (2) in B, and let 

f(w) = X(w) + ix*(w) = W(w), f2(wL f3(w)) 

be the holomorphic curve in C3 with X = Re f and X* = Im f satisfying 

f’(w) . f’(w) = 0. 

We can assume that B is the semi-disk {w E Cc : [WI < 1,Imw > 0}, and that 
I is the interval {u E Iw : -1 < u < l} on the real axis. 

By Theorem 2 we know already that X E C2(B U I, rW3) holds true. We 
have to show that for any uo E I there is some 6 > 0 such that f(w) can 
be extended as a holomorphic curve from So := B n By to By. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that uo = 0. Set Bb := Bs(O) and 
Sa = S&(O) = B n Bg. As in the proof of Theorem 2 we can arrange for the 
following: 

X’(O) = X2(O) = X3(O) = 0, i.e., X(0) = 0. 

In the neighbourhood of the origin 0 we can r represent in the form 

xl=gl(t), x2=g2(t), x3=t, t E 12Ro 

where 16 := {t E R :I t I< 6}, and g1 (t) and g2(t) are real analytic functions 
on Iz&,, Ro > 0. Hence, choosing Ro sufficiently small, we can assume that 
g’(C) and g2(0 are holomorphic functions of < E E&R,,; hence 

g(C) := (dK)J2K)> Cl T k-1 < 2Ro 

is a holomorphic curve on &R~. In addition, we may assume that 

and 

gl(0) = g2(0) = Ly(O) = cj2(0) = 0 

2 1 I 5 for ICI < %I 

are satisfied, and that 

lf3W 1 < Ro holds for w E SR 

where R is a sufficiently small positive number. 
Consider now the holomorphic function 

qw <) .= g’(C) . f’(w) 
3 . 

g’(1) . g’(C) 

of (w, <) E SR x BRA, and note that F is of class C1 on SR x ~~~ (of course, 
differentiability in the second statement is real differentiability). 

We claim that the differential equation 

x:(u) = F(u, x”(u)) for ‘u. E IR (6) 

holds true. In fact, the boundary condition X(1) c r together with the above 
normalization implies that 

hence 

x(u) = g(x3(u)) for U E In, 

&(u) = g’(x3(u))xz(u) for U E 1,. 

(7) 

(8) 

Therefore Xz (u) = 0 for some 2~ E 1, yields X,(u) = 0, and (2) gives 
X,(u) = 0 or Xc(u) = 0 and consequently f’(u) = 0; therefore we also 
have F(zl, X3(u)) = 0, and (6) is trivially satisfied. Thus we may now assume 
that X:(u) # 0. Because of (8) and (2), we obtain on 1~: 

X,“g’(X3) . f’ = g’(X3)Xi . f’ = x, . f’ 

= X, . (X, + ix:) = (X,12 - ix,. X, = IX,j2 

= g/(X3) . g’(x3)(xz)2 

whence 

x;(u) = g’(X3) . f’ 

g’(X3) . g’(X3) 
(u) = F(u, x”b4 > 

and (6) is verified. Thus c(u) = X3( ) . u is a solution of the integral equation 

C(u) = l” Fb, C(u))&. (9) 

It can easily be shown that there is some constant M > 0 such that 

IF(w> (‘1 - F(w, <‘)I I MIC - <‘I 
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holds for all w E 3~ and c, c’ E BRA. Then it follows from a standard fixed 
point argument that there is a number 6 E (0, R) such that the integral 
equation 

w z(w) = 
s 

JYw, 4W))dU 1 w E 36 ) 
0 

has exactly one solution z(w), w E 36, in the Banach space d(??6) of functions 
z : ??a -+ Q1 which are holomorphic in Ss and continuous on $6. (As usual, 
the proof of this fact can easily be carried out by Picard’s iteration method.) 
Similarly one sees that the real integral equation (9) has (for u E 76) exactly 
one solution <(u),u E 76, whence we obtain c(u) = X3(u) and C(u) = Z(U) 
for 1 u I< S, that is, 

z(u) = X3(u) for u E 16. 

Consequently Z(W) is real-valued on Is, and by Schwarz’s reflection principle 
we can extend Z(W) to a holomorphic function in Bg. 

Now we consider the mapping 4 : 36 --+ (c3, defined by 

4(w) := f(w) - d4w)) 7 

which is continuous on 36, holomorphic in SJ, and purely imaginary on I,, 
since we have 

qqu) = f(u) - g(z(u)) = X(u) + ix*(u) - X(u) = ix*(u) 

on account of (7). Applying the reflection principle once again, we can extend 
4(w) to a holomorphic function on Bs, and therefore also 

f(w) = 4(w) + d4w)) 

is extended to a holomorphic mapping on Bg. 0 

Historical Remarks and References to the Literature 

The first results concerning the boundary behaviour of minimal surfaces are 
the reflection principles of Schwarz. They guarantee that a minimal surface 
can be extended analytically (as a minimal surface) across any straight part 
ro of its boundary by reflection in TO, or across any part of its boundary 
where the surface meets some plane Eo perpendicularly by reflection in Eo. 

Another early result, based on a celebrated theorem by F. and M. Riesz 
from 1916, is Tsuji’s theorem, stating that any minimal surface X of class 
Hi(B,R3) has boundary values of class Ht(dB,IW”) if s,, ldX/ < 00 (see 
Tsuji [l]). 

Theorem 3 is Lewy’s celebrated regularity theorem from 1951. Lewy did 
not use Tsuji’s result nor any other intermediate result like Theorem 1, as 
such results were unknown at that time ; cf. Lewy [2]. 

Preliminary results in direction of Theorem 1 were derived by Hildebrandt 
[l] in 1966, th ere b y proving that every r E Cm,@, m > 4, p E (0,l) bounds 
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at least one minimal surface X of class Cm+@, Iw3). In 1968, Hildebrandt [3] 
proved Theorem 1 for m > 4. Briefly thereafter, Heinz and Tomi [l] succeeded 
in establishing the result under the hypothesis m > 3, and both Nitsche [7] and 
Kinderlehrer [l] provided the final result for m > 1. Warschawski [6] verified 
that X has Dini-continuous first derivatives on ??, if the first derivatives of r 
with respect to arc length are Dini continuous; cf. also Lesley [l]. 

The method used in proving Theorem 2 and thereby Theorem 1 (for m 2 2) 
is due to Heinz [2]. 

3.3 Boundary Regularity of Minimal Surfaces 
at Free Boundaries 

The study of the boundary behaviour of minimal surfaces at free bound- 
aries is somewhat more involved, and so we shall only state some of the major 
results, without proving them. There are several new phenomena which com- 
plicate the study of minimal surfaces with a free boundary. Firstly, Courant 
pointed out that there might be smooth (noncompact) support surfaces 
S bounding stationary minimal surfaces whose trace is discontinuous (see 
DHKW [l], ~01.2, pp. 43~45). This phenomenon can, however, be excluded 
(at least for minimizers of the area) if we assume that S suffices a chord-arc 
condition, i.e. a kind of Lipschitz condition. We, in fact, have the following 
result: 

(i) Suppose that X minimizes Dirichlet’s integral in the class C(r, S). As- 
sume also that the support surface S satisfies a chord-arc condition. Then X 
is of class C’+(B U I, IR3) for some p E (0,l). 

Presently it is not known whether an analogous result holds for stationary 
minimal surfaces within a configuration whose support surfaces merely sat- 
isfy a chord-arc condition. However for smooth support surfaces one obtains 
satisfactory results, as we have 

(ii) Let S be an admissible support surface of class C2, and suppose that 
X is a stationary point of Dirichlet’s integral in the class C(I’, S). Then there 
is some (Y E (0,l) such that X E C’@(B U I, R3). 

It turns out that for non-minimizing stationary surfaces one can in gen- 
eral not derive a priori estimates depending only on geometric data of their 
boundary configurations. Thus it is not surprising that one has to choose a 
completely different method to treat non-minimizers. In fact, the approach is 
indirect and will be based on monotonicity formulas. 

One of the main results is 

(iii) Let S be an admissible support surface with dS = 8 which is of class 
C”lfl, m > 3,p E (0,l). Th en any stationary point X of Dirichlet’s integral 
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in C(I, S) is of class Cm>P(B U I,Iw3). If S is real analytic then X is real 
analytic on B U I and can be continued analytically across I. 

The analyticity result in (iii) is most easily proved by a method due to H. 
Lewy [l]. It is closely related to the proof of Theorem 3 in Section 3.2. 

For support surfaces S with nonempty boundary, one can prove: 

(iv) If S is an admissible support surface of class C4 with dS E C4, and 
if X is a stationary point of Dirichlet’s integral in C(I, S), then X is of class 
C~I~/~(B u I, !R3). 

One can show that the Holder exponent p = l/2 for VX is, in general, 
best possible, as one can infer from specific examples. 

For a detailed discussion of the results (i)-( iv we refer the reader to Chap- ) 
ter 7 in DHKW [l], vol. 2. There one also finds a brief historical account (pp. 
130-132). 

It might be useful to give a precise definition of the chord-arc condition 
used in the result (i). 

Definition. A set S in IK3 is said to fulfil a chord-arc condition with con- 
stants M and 6, M > 1 and 6 > 0, if it is closed and if any two points P and 
Q of S with a distance IP - &I 1 ess than or equal to 6 can be connected in S 
by a rectifiable arc I* whose length L(I*) satisfies 

L(r*) < MIP - &I. 

It is also of great interest to determine the topological and analytical nature 
of the set of coincidence (“touching set”) of a minimal surface subject to 
an obstacle constraint. In this regard the most penetrating result is due to 
Kinderlehrer [6] (cf. also [S]). 

3.4 Asymptotic Expansions of Minimal Surfaces 
at Boundary Branch Points 

We have seen that a minimal surface X : B + Iw3 can be extended analyt- 
ically and as a minimal surface across those parts of dB which are mapped 
by X into an analytic arc or which correspond to a free trace on an analytic 
support surface. At a branch point of such a part of dB, the minimal surface 
X, therefore, possesses an asymptotic expansion as described in Section 1.3. 
In this section we want to state an analogous expansion of X at boundary 
branch points, assuming merely that r or S are of some appropriate class C”. 
Using an asymptotic expansion due to Hartman-Wintner (as modified by E. 
Heinz), we obtain 

Theorem 1. Let S be an admissible support surface of class C3 and X be a 
stationary point of Dirichlet’s integral in the class C(r, S). Assume also that 

we E I is a boundary branch point of X. Then there exists an integer v > 1 
and a vector A E c3 with A # 0 and 

such that 

A.A=O (1) 

X,(w) = A(w - wa)” + o(j w - wo I”) as w --+ we. (2) 

We call v the order of the branch point we 

From this expansion we can draw the same geometric conclusions as in 
Section 1.3. To this end we write 

A = i(o - i/3) with o, p E Iw3. 

Then it follows that 

Ia’I=IPI#o> a.p=o 

and 

X,(w) = aRe(w - ~0)~ + ,SIm(w - WO)~ + o(]w - woIv) 

Xv(w) = -oIm(w - 2~0)~ + pRe(w - WO)” + o(]w - WO]~) (3) 

as w + WO, whence 

X,(w) A Xv(w) = (cl! A P)lw - wo12v + o(lw - wo12v) as w -+ wo 

This implies that the surface normal N(w), given by 

N=I X,AX, 1-l (X,/IX,), 

tends to a limit vector No as w + wo: 

JIiIo N(w) = No =I o! A p 1-l (a A p) . 

Consequently, the Gauss map N(w) of a stationary minimal surface X(w) is 
well defined on all of B U I as a continuous mapping into S2. Therefore the 
surface X(w) has a well defined tangent plane at every boundary branch point 
on I, and thus at every point we E B u I. 

Consider now the trace curve X : I --+ Iw3 of the minimal surface X on the 
supporting surface S. In order to simplify computations, we assume without 
loss of generality that I is an interval on the real axis containing we in its 
interior. Then we can infer from (3) that 

Xu(w) = a(w -way + o(I w - wo I”) as w + wo , w,wo E I, 

and writing w = u, we = ue for w, wa E I we obtain for the unit tangent 
vector 
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the expansion 

t(u) := ~x,(u)~-lxu(u) 

a(u - uoy 
t(u) = ,Q,,U _ uo,y + 41) as u -+ ~0. 

Therefore the nonoriented tangent moves continuously through any bound- 
ary branch point ue E I. The oriented tangent t(u) is continuous if the order 
u of ue is even, but, for branch points of odd order, the direction of t(u) jumps 
by 180 degrees when u passes through ua. 

Finally, by choosing a suitable Cartesian coordinate system in R3, we obtain 
the expansion 

X(W) + iy(w) = (20 + iyo) + a(w - w~)~+l + o(lw - wOJVfl) 

z(w) = 2.0 + o(jw - W$fl) (‘3) 

as w + wc, where X(WO) = (~0, ye, zo) and a > 0; see Section 1.3. 
The same reasoning can be used for the investigation of X at a boundary 

branch point we E int C. We obtain again an expansion of the kind (2) with 
somev>1andsomeAEC3,A#0,A.A=0.AsX:C+risamonotonic 
mapping, the tangent vector 

t(p) := ~X~(e2~)~-1Xio(ei~) 

of this mapping has to be continuous, and we infer from (2) that v is even, 
provided that r is of class C2. 

The same result can be proved for minimal surfaces X E C(r) which solve 
Plateau’s problem for a closed Jordan curve r of class C2 in R3. Thus we 
obtain 

Theorem 2. Let I be a closed Jordan curve of class C2, and suppose that 
X E C(I) is a minimal surface spanning I. Then every bounday branch 
point wo E dB is of even order u = 2p, p 5 1, and we have the asymptotic 
expansion 

X&w) = A(w - w~)~” + o(lw - ~~1”“) as w + WO, 

where A E (c3, A # 0, and A . A = 0. 

For a detailed discussion we refer to DHKW [l], vol. 2, Chapters 7 and 8, 
as well to the original papers by Hartman-Wintner [l], Heinz [3], Heinz-Tomi 
[ 11, and Hildebrandt-Nitsche [ 11. 
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3.5 Geometric Estimates for Minimal Surfaces. 
The Number of Branch Points 

Often one can derive rough estimates on minimal surfaces in the form of 
enclosure theorems. In many cases these results can be viewed as a more or 
less sophisticated form of the maximum principle for harmonic functions or, 
more generally, for solutions of elliptic differential equations. The simplest 
result of this kind is the convex hull theorem which is stated as 

Theorem 1. Suppose that X : 6’ -+ IR3 is a harmonic mapping of an open, 
bounded, connected domain 0 of lR2 into IR3 which is continuous on n. Then 
X(n) is contained in the convex hull of its boundary values X(80). 

Proof. For any constant vector A in lR3, the function h := A . X is con- 
tinuous on 6’ and harmonic in R. Suppose that X(80) is contained in the 
halfspace ti = (2 E lR3 : A .Z 5 d}, d E W. Then h(w) < d for all w E 80, 
and the maximum principle implies h(w) < d for all w E n. Since any closed 
convex set is the intersection of its supporting halfspaces, the assertion is 
proved. 

Remark 1. In particular any continuous minimal surface lies in the convex 
hull of its boundary. 

Since a harmonic function assumes an interior maximum if and only if it 
is constant, the above reasoning shows that if a connected minimal surface 
X : 0 + lR3 touches the boundary dK: of a closed convex set K containing 
X(Q) at some point X(we), then either wc E an, or X is a planar surface. 

To formulate the next result we introduce the cone Ice = { (2, y, Z) E lR3 : 
x2+y2-~2~O}andthetwohalfconesIC~=ICn{z>0}andIC~=ICon{z~ 
0) intersecting at the vertex 0. 

Theorem 2. Let K = KfUK- be a cone such that K, Kf, Ic- are congruent 
to Ko, K,f,K, respectively, and suppose that X : Q -+ IR3, Q bounded, is a 
minimal surface which is continuous and satisfies X(afl) c K. Then either 
6’ is disconnected, or X(a) lies in exactly one of the two half-cones K+, K-. 

Proof. Let f (x, y, Z) = x2 + y2 - z2, and set h := f o X. Then 

Ah = VX . O2 f (X)VX + Df (X) . AX 

Since AX = 0, we find that Ah = ~(]VZ]~ + IVyI - ]V.Z]~) = 8(]x,12 + 
]yw12 - 1.~~1~). But from X, . X, = 0, we have ].z~]~ 5 ]z,12 + ]Y~]~, and 
therefore Ah > 0. We can assume that K = Ko whence we have h(w) 5 0 for 
w E 80, and thus the maximum principle implies h < 0, i.e. X(a) c K. The 
asymptotic expansion of X(w) at any we E 0 shows that X(w) cannot pass 
through the vertex of K. Therefore 6’ is disconnected, or X(Q) is contained 
in one of the half-cones K+, K-. 0 
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There are many refinements of these results. For example, Osserman and 
Schiffer [l] have proved that xc, ’ in Theorem 2 can be replaced by C$ = 
{(z, y, 2) : x2 + y2 5 (sinh2r)Z2,.z > 0 or .z < 0) where T N 1.9968 is the 
solution of the equation rsinh r = cash 7. The aperture angle of Ice is 
45O, whereas that of Co = C$ U C; is about 56.47 degrees. The Osserman- 
Schiffer cone Co is optimal in the following sense: for any larger aperture, 
there exists a part of a catenoid with boundary circles inside the two nappes 
of the corresponding cone. 

The following notation has become customary: A closed set K in Iw3 is 
said to be H-convex if for any P E dK there is a locally supporting minimal 
surface M, i.e. P E M, and K n B,(P) lies on one side of M n J3, (P) for 
0 < E << 1. If dK is a regular C2-surface then H-convexity of K means that 
the mean curvature of dK with respect to the inward normal is nonnegative. 

Then one can prove the following enclosure theorem (see e.g. (DHKW], 
vol. 1, Section 6.2, Osserman-Gulliver-Royden [l], and references to the liter- 
ature in Section 6.5, pp. 424-426). 

Theorem 3. Let K be an H-convex set in Iw3, R a bounded open set in Iw2, 
and X : R --) Iw3 a minimal surface of class Co@, Iw3) satisfying X(6’) c K 
and X(wa) E int K for some wo E 0. Then we have X(Q) c int K. 

There are numerous refinements of the maximum principle such as the 
strong ha&pace theorem (cf. Hoffman-Meeks [l]) or maximum principles at 
infinity (see e.g. Langevin-Rosenberg [l], Kuwert [2], Ripoll-Tomi [l]). 

Another kind of geometric a priori estimates for minimal surfaces are the 
so-called isoperimetric inequalities, estimating the area of a minimal surface 
by the length of its boundary. The prototype of such results is 

Theorem 4. Let X : B -+ Iw3 be a minimal surface of class Co@, Iw3), B = 
{w E @ : Jw( < l}, such that L(BX) = SC / dX I< 00. Then D(X) = A(X) 
is finite, and 

A(X) 5 &L2(8X) (1) 

The equality sign holds if and only if X represents a (simply covered) disk 

A proof of this result as well as refinements can be found in [DHKW], vol. 
1, Section 6.3. 

By means of an integration by parts one can estimate the length L(C) of 
the free trace C of a minimal surface satisfying free or partially free bound- 
ary conditions. The following result was proved in a sequence of papers by 
Hildebrandt-Nitsche [4], Kiister [l], and Dziuk [8] (see DHKW, vol. 1, Section 
6.4). To formulate the result we introduce the following notation: A surface S 
in Iw2 is said to satisfy an R-sphere condition if it is a C2-submanifold of Iw3 
which is the boundary of an open set U of Iw3 that at each of its points P can 
be touched from both sides by spheres of radius R meeting S only at P. 

Theorem 5. Let S by a smooth support surface satisfying an R-sphere con- 
dition, and I a rectifiable arc of length L(I) meeting 5’ only at its endpoints. 
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Then the length L(C) = s, ldX/ of the free trace C (given by X : I + Iw3, 
I c 6’B) of a minimal surface X : B -+ Iw3 stationary in the configuration 
< P, S > can be estimated by 

L(C) I L(r) + (2/W(X) (2) 

where D(X) is the Dirichlet integral of X. This estimate is optimal in the 
sense that in general the number 2 cannot be replaced by any smaller number. 

Finally we want to mention that the Gauss-Bonnet theorem can be used 
to estimate the number of branch points of a (generalized) minimal surface 
X : &’ --t Iw3. We just formulate one typical result; for a more comprehensive 
presentation we refer to [DHKW], vol. 2, Section 7.11. The possibility to es- 
timate the number of branch points of a solution to Plateau’s problem was 
discovered by Nitsche [2], reversing an argument due to Sasaki [l]. 

Theorem 6. Let 0 be an m-fold connected, bounded domain in c whose 
boundary consists of m closed regular disjoint curves 71, . . . TV. Secondly, let 

x E C”(72,1w3) n C2(s2,1w3) 

be a minimal surface on Q which maps the rj topologically onto closed regular 
and disjoint Jordan curves rj, 1 5 j 5 m, of class C2aa, 0 < a < 1, with the 
curvature K. Then sn /KIdA and Jan n,ldXI = Jr r;,ds are finite, and we 
have 

K,ds = 27r(2 -m) + 27r c Y(W) + rr c V(W) 
WEd WEU” 

(3) 

where ds = IdXJ is the line element of I := c I”, V(W) is the order of a 
j=l 

branch point w E CO, (T’ := R n Co, a” := dR n Co, CO is the set of brunch 
points of X in n, and kg is the geodesic curvature of P viewed as a curve 
on the surface X. In particular, 1~~1 5 K and equation (3) implies that 

2-m+ c V(W)+; c u(w) 5 kLKds. 
WE0 WEU” 

(4 
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Introduction 

The minimal surface equation (MSE) for functions u : R 4 R, fi a domain 
of lR2, can be written 

(1+ u&z - 2u,uyqmJ + (1+ 7&U,, = 0, 

or equi~$fY ~..+~~-~~+~~~2)~1(~~u~~+2u,u,~,gfU:2Lyy) = 0, where 

21 z = *,uv = 5,. nerally, for domains R c lRn and functions 
u : ti -+ IF! depending % the n variables (x1,. , ?) E 0, n 2 2, the MSE 
can be written 

where Ui = D~u = $$ and uij = DiDju. Notice that this is a quasilinear el- 
liptic equation: that is, it is linear in the second derivatives, and the coefficient 
matrix (Sij - cl;$l,z,) P ‘t’ d fi . is osl lve e mte’ depending only on the derivatives 
up to first order. The equation can alternatively be written in “divergence 
form” 

(1) 

which is readily checked using the chain rule and the fact that -J% (A 

(l+ lP12)-1’2(6ij - $$T). 

aP3 JiTj$ = 

Because of its geometric significance, the MSE has historically attracted 
perhaps more interest than any other quasilinear elliptic equation. The ge- 
ometric significance of the MSE arises from the fact that it is the Euler- 
Lagrange equation for the area functional 

d(u) = /m, 
J R 

representing the area (n-dimensional Hausdorff measure) of the graph of u. 
Thus the MSE expresses the fact that the first variation SA(u)(<) = $d(u + 
t<)lt=o vanishes for variations u + t< with (’ a smooth function of compact 
support in Q. Indeed direct computation shows that, for < E C’(0) with 
compact support, 

’ The coefficient matrix (Si, - *) has (n - 1) eigenvalues equal to 1 and the 
remaining eigenvalue equal to (1 + 10~1~)~~; the MSE is thus a “nonuniformly 
elliptic” quasilinear equation, because the ratio of the maximum and minimum 
eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix has unbounded dependence on Du. 
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where we used integration by parts to give the second identity. Thus we see 
that u E C”(Q) is a stationary point of A if and only if u satisfies the diver- 
gence form equation (l), i.e. the MSE. 

As a matter of fact, because d1T-i;;T” is locally a uniformly convex function 
ofp= (PI,...,P,) onRn, it is easily checked that d(u + t(v - u)) is a strictly 
convex function oft E IK (one just directly computes the second derivative with 
respect to t by differentiation under the integral); then since this function 
has zero first derivative at t = 0 in case u is a solution of the MSE, we 
conclude that any solution u of the MSE automatically minimizes the area 
functional d(v) uniquely among C’(Q) functions v agreeing with u outside 
a compact subset of R. With only slightly more effort it can even be shown 
(see e.g. SIrnon (198313)) that the graph G = {(z, U(X)) : z E ti} (thought of 
as an oriented embedded surface in RF+‘) actually minimizes area in 0 x lR 
relative to all oriented locally properly embedded hypersurfaces M c R x lR 
with (M\nif) n (0 x R) = 0 and M\K = G\K for some compact K c L? x R, 
regardless of the topological type of M. (In fact G minimizes area relative to 
all integer multiplicity currents T in R x R with null boundary in R x lR and 
with G = T outside a compact subset of Q x R-for the terminology here, 
we refer to Simon (1983a); however, if R is non-convex, G need not be area 
minimizing relative to comparisons which are not restricted to stay in 0 x IR, 
as shown by an example of Hardt, Lau & Lin (1987).) 

Of course solutions of the MSE are alternatively characterized by say- 
ing that the graph G (again viewed as an embedded hypersurface in IF??‘) 
has zero mean curvature, because, by a well-known geometric principle (see 
e.g. Osserman (1986), 51, 93), zero mean curvature is equivalent to stationarity 
with respect to the area functional. 

In view of the above discussion, it is clear that one can hope to gain 
insight into the qualitative and quantitative properties of solutions by us- 
ing either geometric or quasilinear PDE techniques. In the case of the 2- 
dimensional equation there is also the possibility of using complex analysis or 
quasiconformal techniques, related for example to the fact that the Gauss map 
of a 2-dimensional minimal surface is conformal. (See below for discussion of 
the Gauss map.) 

Here we begin in the 2-dimensional case, describing the main results of the 
“classical era” in the study of the MSE, which dates back at least to the work 
of Bernstein in the early part of this century. 

We then give a brief survey of the main results proved during the develop- 
ment of the higher dimensional theory (beginning in the 1960’s) and conclude 
with a discussion of more recent developments concerning entire solutions. 
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‘$1. Classical (2-Dimensional) Theory 

1.1 Local Regularity Results in 2 Dimensions 

We recall the Holder seminorms 

where a E (O,l], so that [fla;n < co is equivalent to the uniform Holder 
continuity of f with Holder exponent, Q: on 0; [fain is called the Holder 
coefficient, exponent 0, of f on 0. 

Recall that, by virtue of the classical work of Morrey (1938) and Nirenberg 
(1953) (see e.g. Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983) for a detailed discussion of this 
theory), we know that if u is a C2 solution of a 2-dimensional equation of 
the form au,, + 2bu,, + czYY = 0 with coefficient matrix uniformly bounded , 
and uniformly positive definite (that is, (a], lb], Jc] < A, at2 + 2b<v + cq2 > 
A(,$” + q2) for all (J, 77) E R2, where X, A are positive constants), then we have 
local estimates for the Holder continuity of the first derivative of u depending 
only on A, X and sup ]u(. More precisely, for each 0 E (0, l), 

(1) Rsup IDuI + R1+a[Du]a;~BR I C sup/u] , 
BBR BR 

where C > 0 depends only on 8, X and A, and where CY E (0,l) depends only 
on X, A. It is to be emphasized that the estimate here requires no continuity 
hypotheses on the coefficients a, b, c, which in practice might depend on u 
and its derivatives. No such estimate is valid in case there are more than 2 
independent variables (this is one of the main theoretical differences between 
elliptic equations in 2 and more than 2 variables), although there is a partial 
result in this direction which is adequate for the study of divergence form 
quasilinear equations; see the later discussion in $2.1. (There is also such a 
result for non-divergence form quasilinear elliptic equations with appropriate 
smoothness restrictions on the coefficients-see Ladyzhenskaya & Ural’tseva 
(1968) or Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983), Ch. 13.) 

The classical Schauder theory (Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983), Ch. 6) tells 
us furthermore that if k E (0, 1, . . .} and if we assume that the coefficients 
a, b, c satisfy c,“=, Rj max(lDjal, IDjbl, IDjcl) + Rkfa maX([Dka]a;BR(zo,Yo), 

[Dkb],;BR(zo,ya), [Dkc],;~R(zO,yO~) I A, then the Holder coefficients of all the 
derivatives of u up to order k + 2 are controlled: 

k+2 

(2) CR’ 
j=l 

Baf;fyo) IDjut + Rk+Z+U[Dk+2~la;~~R(~o,~O) I C BRyifyo) I4 > 

where C depends only on 8, cr, X, A, and k. (Here Dju means the collection 
of all partial derivatives of u of order j.) 
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Clearly the first inequality above can be applied to solutions of the MSE 
(with a(z,y) = l+u%(z, Y), b(z, Y) = -G(T Y)U,(T Y), 4~ YY) = l+ui(~ Y)), 
but the catch is that then the constant A depends on supB, IDul, so the 
inequality only holds with “fixed” C provided we already have a fixed bound 
on the sup of (Dul. Of course if we do have such a fixed bound on IDul then 
we can apply the second set of inequalities successively for k = 0, 1, . . . , in 
order to deduce that we can bound all the derivatives of all orders of u as 
in (2), even though the equation is quasilinear rather than linear. 

That is, the question of controlling the higher derivatives (as in (2)) for 
solutions of the MSE, or any quasilinear elliptic equation 

45, Y, u, uz, ~y)Kzz + 2b(z, Y/, u, uz, uybzy + 42, Y/, u, uz, uybyy = 0, 

with coefficients a, b, c smooth functions of their arguments, reduces to the 
problem of controlling sup ]u] and sup (Dul. It was therefore a problem of 
central interest to control the first derivatives of the solutions of the MSE in 
terms of sup ]u]. Such a result was first obtained by R. Finn in 1953 (Finn 
(1953), (1954)): If u is a C2 solution of the MSE in a disc BR(Q, ye) c Iw2, 
then 

(3) SUP 
BR/Z(Q>YO) 

IWT Y)I I G exp(C2R-’ BR;;rYOj 1~1) , 

where Ci, C2 are fixed constants. Subsequently, using comparison principles, 
Finn (1963) and Serrin (1963) refined the form of the result, so that we now 
know for example that if u is a positive solution of the MSE on the disc 
x2 + y2 < 1, then (Du(O)[ 5 C exp(q), and this is known to be best 
possible as far as the constant $ in the exponential is concerned. 

There are numerous important consequences of the gradient estimate (3) 
and the consequent derivative estimates (2); indeed such inequalities are 
always of fundamental importance in the study of quasilinear elliptic and 
parabolic problems. For example, the estimates immediately imply very strong 
compactness properties for the family of all solutions to the MSE: 

Theorem. If uj, j = 1,2,. . . , are solutions of the MSE on a domain 6’ C 
Iw2, and iflimsup+, supK Iuj I < 00 for each compact K c 6’, then there is 
a subsequence ujl of uj converging locally in 0 with respect to the C”-norm 
for each k to a C-(Q) solution u of the MSE. 

One can easily check that this follows directly from the derivative bounds 
(2) together with the Arzela-Ascoli Lemma. 

Gradient estimates (bounding [Dul in terms of sup Iu]) are known for 
many quasilinear elliptic equations, and there is an extensive literature on 
them beginning with the work of Bernstein in the early part of this cen- 
tury (see e.g. the general discussion in the book of Gilbarg & Trudinger 
(1983)). In particular, Finn’s 1954 paper actually showed that such a gradi- 
ent estimate is valid for any “equation of minimal surface type”; an equa- 
tion 45, Y, u, u,, uybzz + 2b(z, Y, u, uz, uy)uzy + 4~ Y, u, u,, uy)uyy = 0 
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is said to be of minimal surface type if there are positive constants X, A 
such that X C&=, gijli/J < a(: + 2bE1& + 4,” 5 A Cf,,=, gijci<J, where 

9 i’ = (Sij - *) are the coefficients of the MSE. (Finn gives an alter- 

native, but equivalent, characterization of them.) Such equations, and their 
non-homogeneous analogues, are also discussed in detail in Simon (1977b, c). 
Finn’s 1954 discussion and also the discussion in Simon (197713, c) is based 
on the fact that the Gauss map of a solution u of such an equation-i.e. the 
map v = (1+ 1Du12)-1/2(-u,, -uy , l), thought of either as a map from the 
plane into the upper hemisphere of the sphere S2 or as a map from the graph 
of u into the upper hemisphere of S2-is quasiconformal. 

1.2 Bernstein’s Theorem in 2 Dimensions 

One of the earliest theorems concerning solutions of the MSE is the fa- 
mous result of Bernstein (1916) that only the trivial affine solutions u(z, y) = 
ax + by + c (a, b, c constants) can satisfy the MSE over the entire plane R2. 
Bernstein proved this as a special consequence of his remarkable “geometric 
theorem” which states any bounded C2 function on IR2 with graph z = u(z, y) 
having non-negative Gauss curvature (i.e. with u satisfying u,,uyy -u&, < 0) 
must necessarily have Gauss curvature identically zero. In particular bounded 
solutions u E C2(lR2) of any equation of the form au,, + 2bu,, + cuyy = 0, 
where aE2 + 2b& + cv2 > t2 + q2, sup lal, lb\, ICI < DC), and where the coef- 
ficients a, b, c may depend on u and its derivatives, are necessarily constant. 
This follows because, by rotation of coordinates to diagonalize the Hessian 

matrix (z:z z,+), one can show that the solution of any such equation 

automatically satisfies u,,uYY - u&, 5 -y (~2, + 2~2, + u&) for suitable 
positive constant y (y determined by any upper bound for Ial, lb\, ICI), and so 
%zx’zLyy -u2 = 0 implies that the Hessian of u is identically zero, which implies 

ZY - 
u is affine, which of course implies that u is constant by virtue of the assumed 
boundedness of u. Bernstein was thus able to prove the stated theorem for 
C2(lR2) solutions u of the MSE, because cp = arctan u,, ‘p = arctanu, are 
bounded solutions of the equation (1 + ut)(p,, - 2u,uY(pZY + (1 + u%)‘pYv = 0. 
This last fact is rather unpleasant to check by direct calculation, but one can 
easily see it by a geometric argument: The equation for cp simply says that 
cp, thought of as a function on the graph G, is harmonic relative to the in- 
trinsic Laplacian operator on G. (See e.g. Osserman (1986) for discussion of 
this.) On the other hand the Gauss map of the graph of a solution of the 
MSE is conformal (see the discussion below), as is the stereographic projec- 
tion S of S2\{(0, 0, -1)) into R2, and hence also the composition of S and the 
isometry of S2 obtained by permuting the Znd and 3’d coordinate functions 
(i.e. the map (y1,y2,y3) H S(y1,y3,y2)) : S2\{(0, -1,O)) -+ IK2). Thus, 
with respect to suitable conformal coordinates for the graph of u, the func- 
tion -(l + IDuI~)-~/~u, + i(l + 10~1~)~ ‘I2 is holomorphic, so that arctan of 
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the ratio of the real and imaginary parts (i.e. arctanu,) is harmonic in these 
coordinates, hence harmonic on the graph of u, as required. 

Bernstein’s original proof of his general geometric theorem actually had a 
gap in the final stage of the argument (related to connectivity properties of 
open subsets of R2); an appropriate connectivity property was formulated and 
proved by E. Hopf (1950a), who then reworked Bernstein’s entire proof in Hopf 
(1950b). E. Mickle (1950) also published a revision of Bernstein’s proof. Ac- 
tually the geometric theorem (and its proof) applies to any u E C2(R2) with 
graph of non-negative Gauss curvature and with sub-linear growth; that is, 
(x2 + ~~)-l/~u(z, y) + 0 uniformly as dm -+ co. 

Although the Bernstein/Hopf proof remains the sole known method for 
proving the general geometric theorem, in more recent times many alternative 
proofs of the Bernstein theorem for solutions of the MSE were given, some of 
which are elementary applications of complex variable methods and some of 
which apply to more general equations. See for example Bers (1951), (1953), 
Finn (1954), Fleming (1962), Giusti (1984), Nitsche (1957) for various proofs. 
We here briefly describe a method of proof modified from Simon (1977b, c); 
although it is not quite the simplest proof, it has the advantage of applying 
(without significant change) to the whole class of equations of minimal surface 
type. 

The first step in the argument is the observation that there is a good bound 
on the amount of area of G = graph u inside the solid 3-dimensional ball BR 
of radius R; specifically, for each R > 0, 

lGnB,I <CR2, 

where C is a fixed constant not depending on R, and where IG n BR] means 
area of Gn BR. For the proof (valid for the graph of a solution of any equation 
of minimal surface type) we refer to Simon (1977b). Actually for the case of the 
MSE there is a particularly simple proof of this (and the analogous result in 
n-dimensions) using a “test function” argument (see e.g. Gilbarg & Trudinger 
(1983), $16.2). 

Having obtained such a bound on the area, the next step involves con- 
sideration of the Gauss map v = (1/l, u2, v3) = (1 + [Du~~)-~/~(-u,, -uy, 1) 
as follows: The Gauss map induces a linear map e : TxG 4 TxG, X = 
(z, y,u(~, y)), where TxG = the tangent space of G at X, defined by 

t(~)=Dq, TETXG, 

D, just denoting directional differentiation. One easily checks that then e is 
a symmetric map and that the eigenvalues ni, 6.2 are geometrically just the 
principal normal curvatures of the surface G at the point X = (z, y, ~(2, y)); 
see Osserman (1986) for discussion. Further, we have the identities 

det[dA = ~1~2 dA = KdA = v;‘dvl A du2 = d((1 + v3)-‘(vldv2 - vzdvl)) 

tracee = rcr + ~2 = (1 + lD~l~)-~/~((l+ u~)u,, - ~u,u~u,~ + (1 + u~)u,,) , 
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where in the first set of identities dA denotes the area form of the graph and 
where K = ni~z = det I = (1+ JDu~~)-~(u,,u~~ -u!&) is the Gauss curvature 
of the graph. This is all valid for an arbitrary graph z = U(Z, y) independent 
of whether or not u satisfies the MSE, but notice that the second identity 
gives 

u satisfies the MSE ++ ~1 + ~2 = 0 _ ~1 = -~2 

and in particular we see that u satisfies the MSE w the Gauss map of 
graph u is conformal and orientation reversing at all points where (~1, ~2) # 
(0, 0). Also, if u satisfies the MSE, we can use the first set of identities again 
to conclude 

C2dA = -2d((l + v3)-‘(vldv2 - v2dvl)), 

where C2 = ~1 + ~3 3 llel12 z C,“=, (dvj12. Now choose a non-negative C E 

C-(IF!3) with < 3 0 for 1x1 2 R and notice that (after multiplying through 
by c2), the above identity implies 

c2C2dA = -2d(~2(1+1/3)-1(YldY2-V2dV1))+4~d~A((l+~3)-1(L/ldV2-V2dV1)). 

By integration (since Stokes’ Theorem says that the first term on the right 
here integrates to zero) we obtain 

s c2c2 = 4 
s 

54 A ((1 + e)-‘(wb - wh))) 
G~BR GITBR 

n 

54 
1 
GnBR C I(1 + W1(w-h - wh))l l&l 

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on the right side we thus get 

s c2C2 5 64 
I 

ldC12. 
G~BR G~IBR 

Finally, in view of the area bound mentioned above (which tells US that IG n 
B,I I Cp2 for all p E (0, RI), we can use the “logarithmic cut-off trick” as 
follows: For R > 2, we choose 5‘ = c(lXl) to be 1 for 1x1 < a, < = 0 for 

1x1 > R, and C = w for 1x1 E (a, R). Plugging this into the above 
inequality we get 

J GnBJTi c2 ’ (log?R)’ ~ s GIl(BR\B& IxI-2 ’ 

But now 
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s Gn(BR\B~/) IW2 = x2 IG n (BR\B& I + / 
R 

GniBR,BJXl-2 - R-2) 
R 

J 
R 

= R-21G n (BR\f(,@)l + 2 
v% 

P-~IG n (B,\B~ii)l dp 

.I 

R 

i Re21GnB,I f2 
dx 

F31Gnf$h-b 

ICfClogR, 

where we used the identity 2 hg, p-” dp = IXIp2 - Rp2 and Fubini’s theorem, 

together with the area bound IG n B,I < Cp2. Hence we deduce 

s 

C 
c2 < - 

GnB& log R 

with C independent of R, and hence by letting R r co, we deduce that C = 0, 
which of course implies that G is a plane as claimed. 

We now know that there are many other quasilinear elliptic equations in 
2 independent variables which have the “Bernstein property” (that all C2 
solutions defined over all of Iw2 are necessarily affine). In particular due to 
the work of Finn (1954) and Simon (1977c) we know that any equation of 
minimal surface type has this Bernstein property. A proof of this is obtained 
by direct modification of the above argument; indeed notice that the above 
argument continues to be applicable without any essential change if instead of 
the hypothesis that u satisfies the MSE we require merely that the Gauss map 
be quasiconformal (so that C < -CK for some constant C); since the graph of 
a solution of any equation of minimal surface type satisfies such an inequality 
(see the discussion in Simon (1977c)), we thus deduce a Bernstein theorem 
for any equation of minimal surface type. For other equations in 2 variables 
having the Bernstein property we refer to Aronsson (1968) and Simon (1995). 

In view of the above non-existence of non-trivial entire solutions of the MSE 
over Iw2, it was natural to ask if there are severe restrictions on “exterior” 
solutions; that is, solutions which are C2 on Iw2\??, where R is a bounded do- 
main in Iw2. Certainly there are non-trivial examples of this type; for example 
u(z, y) = cash-‘( ,,/m) is such an example over the region dm > 1. 
(The graph of u is just the upper half of the catenoid (cash z)” = x2 + y”.) 

A definitive answer to the above question was given by Bers (1951) who 
established, using complex analysis methods, the following striking theorem: 

Theorem. Let R c Iw2 be bounded and u E C2(Iw2\Q) satisfy the MSE. 
Then Du(r, y) has a limit a E R2 as dw + co. 

Geometrically this may be reformulated to say that graphu has a non- 
vertical tangent plane at 00 in the appropriate sense. But notice that for the 
catenoid example above we have Du(z, y) + 0 as 1x1 + 00, whereas u is not 
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asymptotically linear in the precise sense that (~(5, y) - (az + by + c)I 4 0, 
because coshh’( dm) grows logarithmically as v’= + oo. Bers 
actually showed that such logarithmic growth is the worst that can happen 
(and one can check this from the theorem as stated by a simple linearization 
argument): that is, for any C2 solution of the MSE defined over all of Iw2\n, 
where ti is bounded, we always have constants a, b,c,d such that lu(x, y) - 
(ax + by + c) - dlog(dm)) + 0 as dm + co. 

The above theorem of Bers was extended to the entire class of equations 
of minimal surface type in Simon (1977c). 

1.3 Curvature Estimates in 2 Dimensions 

E. Heinz (1952) proved that 2-dimensional graphs z = u(x, y) defined 
over a disc BR(z~, yc) have well-controlled curvature away from the bound- 
ary cylinder; he in fact showed, assuming that U(Z, y) satisfies the MSE in 
a disc BR(Q, yo), the Gauss curvature K of the graph z = zl(z, y) satisfies 
IKI 2 CRp2 at the point (x0, ye, U(ICO, ye)), where C is a fixed constant. From 
the discussion in 51.2 we know that K = -f($+~z) = -iC2, so this actually 
says 

C2 < CR-2 

at the point (~0, yo, u(xo, ye)), with C a fixed constant. 
Of course if u is defined on all of Iw2, we can let R 4 00 here to deduce that 

~1, 62 = 0, so graphs. is a plane; thus we recover Bernstein’s theorem. But 
quite apart from this application to Bernstein’s theorem, the bound of Heinz 
gives important information about the nature of minimal graphs (Viz., that 
they cannot be very highly curved at a fixed distance away from the boundary 
cylinder). 

Subsequent to Heinz’ proof, various improvements were made to the esti- 
mates and proofs by Hopf (1953), Nitsche (1965), Osserman (1960)) Finn & 
Osserman (1964); in particular, the estimate was improved to include a factor 
(1+ IDu12)-l on the right (thus IKI < C(l + IDu[~)-~R-~), so that the cur- 
vature estimate improves, and the graph becomes “flatter”, as the gradient 
increases. 

Analogous curvature estimates for other variational equations of minimal 
surface type were established by Jenkins (1961a,b) and Jenkins & Serrin 
(1963). The estimates were extended in Simon (1977c) to all equations of min- 
imal surface type satisfying the appropriate Holder continuity restriction on 
the coefficients; indeed in Simon (1977c) a Holder continuity estimate for the 
unit normal of the graph is established for the entire class of equations of min- 
imal surface type. Curvature estimates for solutions of the prescribed mean 
curvature equations and other non-homogeneous equations of minimal sur- 
face type (“equations of mean curvature type”) were established by J. Spruck 
(1974) and L. Simon (1977c). 
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1.4 The Dirichlet Problem in 2 Dimensions 

The Dirichlet problem for the MSE in Iw2 is the problem (usually on a 
bounded domain R c Iw2) of finding a solution of the MSE in 0 subject to 
the constraint that the solution should attain prescribed boundary data on 
aR. This is sometimes referred to as the non-parametric Plateau problem, 
since geometrically it is the problem of finding a least area graph over fl (see 
the discussion in the introduction concerning area minimizing properties of 
solutions of the MSE) with prescribed boundary. 

Investigations of such problems in the context of general quasilinear elliptic 
equations go back to Bernstein and earlier. The first observation is that im- 
plicit function theory methods, in combination with the C2s” Schauder es- 
timates for linear elliptic equations with Holder continuous coefficients, lead 
directly to the solution of this problem in case the domain is suitably smooth 
(e.g. of class C2+ for some Q E (0,l)) an d in case the boundary data is suit- 
able smooth and suficiently small (e.g., if the prescribed boundary data ‘p 
is of class C2+ and has sufficiently small C2.cu-norm, depending on 0). Re- 
sults of this type go back to Korn (1909), and we refer to the discussion in 
e.g. Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983) for a modern treatment; if we use the Cl,” 
Schauder theory instead of C 21N Schauder theory then the same existence 
results apply with C”,” norms in place of C”,“. 

Due to the work of various mathematicians (including Korn, Bernstein, and 
Rado) in the early part of the century, it eventually became clear that one 
could expect a solution of the Dirichlet problem for the MSE on an arbitrary 
smooth domain R with arbitrary continuous boundary data if and only if the 
domain 0 is convex. For example Rado (1930) establishes the sufficiency of 
the convexity by showing that the classical solution of the parametric Plateau 
problem is actually a graph (i.e. it projects simply onto the plane, with smooth 
inverse map) if the prescribed boundary curve is the graph of a smooth func- 
tion over the boundary of the convex region R. Finn (1965) was the first to 
show that the convexity of the domain R is a necessary condition if we wish 
to solve the Dirichlet problem on R with arbitrary continuous data, and a 
simple example of Nitsche (1965b) shows that on non-convex domains with a 
“re-entrant corner” we should not expect the Dirichlet problem to be solvable 
even for boundary data having small Lipschitz norm. On the other hand work 
of G. Williams (1984) (in all dimensions) shows that if the domain is smooth 
then the Dirichlet problem is always solvable with Lipschitz boundary data 
of sufficiently small Lipschitz norm. 

By now there is a very well developed theory of quasilinear PDE, developed 
by C. B. Morrey (1938), L. Nirenberg (1953) and others in 2-dimensions and by 
Morrey, Ladyzhenskaya-Ural’tseva, De Giorgi, Nash, Moser, and many others 
in higher dimensions (see e.g. the books Ladyzhenskaya & Uralt’seva (1968), 
C. B. Morrey (1966), Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983)), which enable us to put 
these results for the MSE in a general quasilinear PDE context; see the further 
discussion in $2.4 below. 
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For general discussion of the Leray-Schauder approach for the Dirichlet 
problem of a large class of quasilinear elliptic equations in 2-variables on a 
convex domain (including the MSE as a very special case) we refer to the book 
Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983), Chapter 11. Here we must restrict ourselves to 
just a brief discussion of the method; we have chosen to include such a dis- 
cussion because it is a classic example of the importance of a-priori estimates 
(as in $1.1 above) in the study of equations like the MSE. 

We thus wish to discuss the Dirichlet problem 

au,,+2bu,,+cu,,=O in R 

u=xp on dfl, 

where cp is a given C 2+ n function and a, b, c are the coefficients 1 + UC, ( ) 
-uzuy, 1 + U: corresponding to the MSE; actually we can assume without 
additional complication that we are in the general quasilinear setting a = 
a(x, y, u, Du), b = b(x, y,u,Du), c = c(z, y,u, Du), where a = a(z, y,z,p), 
b = b(z, y, z, p), c = c(z, y, z,p) are smooth functions of (2, y, z, p) E RxRxR2 
such that at2 + 2b<q+ cq2 > 0 for (E, q) # (0,O). We begin by defining B to be 
the Banach space of C’>Q(0) functions, and we set up a family of operators 
TX : B + B by defining TX(W), for given (w, A) E Cl.” x [O,l], to be the 
solution w of the linear problem 

42, Y, w, Dw)G, + 2b(z, y, w, Dw)v,, + c(x, y, w, Dw)v,, = 0 in Q 

lJ=Xq on d5?. 

The linear Schauder theory guarantees that there is a unique such v, and that 
it actually lies in C 2+ R c C’>“(Q), so that TX is well defined. Of course (-) 
uniqueness of 21 follows just from the Hopf maximurn principle for elliptic 
partial differential equations (Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983), Ch. 3). Notice that 
in this setup, finding a solution of the Dirichlet problem with boundary data 
‘p corresponds precisely to finding a fixed point of the operator Ti , and this is 
what we now want to do. Since bounded subsets of C”,“(s) are compact in 
C’>“(??), as one checks by calculus, this shows that TX is a family of compact 
operators, and this compactness also makes it rather easy to check that TX(W) 
is continuous and cornpact as an operator from C’,a(Q) x [0, l] into C1sQ(Q). 
Thus we can apply the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorern (Leray & Schauder 
(1934); Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983), Ch. ll]), which asserts that Tl has a fixed 
point provided only that we can prove that there is a fixed constant M > 0 
such that ]]w]]n < M whenever (w, A) E B x [0, I] satisfy TX(W) = w. Notice 
that this simply amounts to proving that there is a fixed constant M > 0 such 
that 

(1) II4l cl,-(n) < M 

whenever u is a C2.” (6’) solution of one of the problems 
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45, Y, u, Dub, + 26(x, Y, u, Du)u,, + 42, Y, u, Du)u,, = 0 in fl 

IL = xp on d0 

for X E [O, 11. Here /l~llcI,a~~~ means (in the notation of $1.1) supn ]u] + 
sup, ]Dzl]+[Du],,,~. Thus the Leray-Schauder approach reduces the existence 
question to proving a bound of the form (1); bounds of the form (1) are called 
a-priori bounds because they are fixed bounds on the class of all possible 
solutions of a specified problem or group of problems, without the necessity of 
having any advance knowledge about which (if any) of such solutions actually 
exist or how they were obtained. 

The problem of checking (1) turns out, in view of the estirnates of $1.1 
above, not to be too difficult: First we observe, by virtue of the maxirnum 
principle (see e.g. Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983), Chapter 3), that any C”(Q) n 
C”(??) solution of the MSE ( or indeed of any equation au,.+2bu,,+cu,, = 0, 
with coefficient matrix uniformly bounded and uniforrnly positive definite in 
compact subsets K c Q-that is, for each compact K c Q, ]a], 161, Ic/ < AK 
and ac2 + 2b[q + cq2 > X,(t2 + v2) for some constants AK, XK > 0) we have 
sups ]u] = supan ]u], so that if u has prescribed boundary data cp then we 
have 

(2) 

That is, we can uniformly control the supremum of the absolute value of any 
solution of the Dirichlet problem. Next one observes that the gradient of u also 
satisfies a maximum principle; indeed this is again valid for solutions of the 
same general class of equations au,, + 2bu,, + CZL~~ = 0 as above. Because, di- 
viding the equation through by a, and differentiating with respect to the vari- 
able y, we find that cp = uy satisfies the equation (pr3. + (2a-1 bp, +a-lcpy)Y = 

0, at least weakly, and this is of the general form Ct,j=l Di(o+Djcp) = 0, 

where we use the alternative notation D1 = & D2 = & and where the coef- 

ficients ~11 = 1, ~12 = 0, ~21 = 2ap1b, ~~22 = a-‘c are bounded on compact 
subsets of 6) and C,,j c~ij<~J,i 2 a-lXK([t + <,“) > A,‘A,(<f + [i)) on com- 
pact subsets K c R. Thus cp = fu, must satisfy a maximum principle on 
R (since the solution of any such equation satisfies a maximum principle on 
Q). Thus we have sup, /uY / = sup 3R ]uy I for any C2 (Q) n Ci (‘32) solution of 
the equation. Since the composite of u with any orthogonal transformation 
satisfies a similar equation, the same argument shows that cos 0 u, + sin B uY 
also satisfies a maximurn principle for any /3 E R, and hence IDul satisfies a 
maximum principle as claimed. On the other hand if Q is a uniformly convex 
domain in R2 and if cp is a C’(R”) function, then we can construct, correspond- 
ing to each point (~0, ye) E 80, affine functions rrk (IL’, y) with the properties 
that 
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and such that max (ID7r+l, JDK I) < C, with C depending only on 6’ and Q, 
where Q is any upper bound for the C2 norm of cp. Such functions are called 
upper and lower linear barriers respectively. 

Now notice that u - 7rk satisfies exactly the same equation (with the same 
coefficients a, b, c) as U, and hence the same maximum principle argument 
that we used for u applies with u - 7rk to show that 

provided that u E C2(0)nC”(r(L)). Then, if u E C2(fi)nC1(z), consideration 
of the normal derivative at the point (50, yo), in light of the above inequalities, 
showst,hat IDu(zo,yo)l < max()Dn+l, IDn-1, I@(zo,yo)I);thatiswehavea 
fixed bound, depending on cp and fi, for supan IDul. By virtue of the maximum 
principle for IDul discussed above, we then conclude 

(3) suplDu1 5 c, 
75 

where C is a fixed constant determined only by (p, dR; as a matter of fact the 
argument shows we can choose C so that the inequality applies uniformly to 
solutions u E C2(n) n C’(n) h aving boundary data Xp in place of ‘p for any 
X E [0, 11. Now something rather nice happens: Since we have a fixed bound 
on sup IuI and sup I&(, depending only on R and (p, and not depending 
on U, then the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix 
are bounded above and below by fixed positive constants independent of the 
solution u (and independent of A); hence we can apply the estimates (1) of 
$1.1, thus giving the required bounds (1) for IIu(~~,~(B), as required for the 

Leray-Schauder procedure. Thus there is a C2.n(0) solution of the Dirichlet 
problem as claimed. 

Since it is a nice application of the compactness theorem of 51.1, we also 
discuss now how one can handle boundary data ‘p which is merely continuous. 
In this case one first approximates cp uniformly by smooth functions pe and 
applies the above existence to give corresponding solutions ue of the Dirichlet 
problem for the MSE with boundary data pg. By applying the compactness 
result of 51.1 above, we see that a subsequence uet converges locally in R 
with respect to the Ck norm for each Ic to a solution u of the MSE, so all 
that remains to be checked is that this u is Co on ?? and agrees with cp 
on dR. But this is easily seen as follows: Let ~1,212 be two C” (0) n C”(z) 
solutions of the MSE. Then Cf=, Di[Ai(Dve)] = 0, C = 1,2, where Ai = 

P, = q for p = (pl,pz) E IR2. But now by calculus AL(q) -Ai = 
&TGT- z 

C:=~G~(P:Q)(~~-P,), h w ere ai,(p,q) = Jo1 Aij(p+t(q-p)) dt, with Aij(p) = 
a*q5Tj$ 

apt3p.l ’ 
a positive definite matrix. We thus see that cp = v1 -v2 satisfies the 

equation Di(& Dj’p) = 0, where (Z, j = (aij(DwI, Du2)) is positive definite 
and continuous in R. Thus the maximum principle applies to fp; that is, the 
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tllff;~/rrrc~~ of any two solutions of the MSE satisfies the maximum principle, 
aud ~KWW w conclude in particular that 

so that {II,,} is Catchy in Co(~) because {cpj} is Cauchy in C’(d0). Thus uj 
converges uniformly 011 R. 

Notice that t,his comparison argument also establishes the uniqueness of 
C”(G) n CO(D) . 1 t’ ho u lous of the Dirichlet problem, because it shows that the 
difference of such solutions sa.tisfies the maximum principle. 

$2. Higher Dimensional Theory 

2.1 Local Regularity Results 

The> local regularity theory for the MSE in 2 dimensions described in $1.1 
KXS c~sst~utially completed by 1954, and naturally attempts were made to de- 
v&~p au analogous theory in higher dimensions. Before such a development 
collld bc completed, there were two main difficulties to be overcome: 

(i) There was no known analogue of the Morrey estimate (inequality (1) of 
51.1) for linear equations in more than two independent variables, and 

(ii) No int,erior gradient estimate (analogous to inequality (3) of 51.1) for 
solutions of the MSE in more than 2 independent variables was known. 

The difficulty (‘) 1 was overcome in the late 1950’s independently by De Giorgi 
(1957) and Nash (1958) who proved a result for divergence form elliptic 
equations. (Nash also discussed parabolic equations.) They in fact proved 
that if u is a weak solution on a ball BR of a divergence form equation 
CTj=, D~(u~~DJ-zI) = 0, with D u 
and laijl 5 A on B 

of class L2 and with Czj=, ai,<,& > X(c12 
R, where A, A are fixed positive constants, then ‘u is Hijlder 

continuous and there is an estimate of the form 

(1) R”[& BR,~ 5 Csup 1,~ i 
BR 

where C > 0 and o. E (0,l) are fixed constants depending only on n, X 
and A. This is adequate as a replacement in n-dimensions of the Morrey 
result 1 .l( l), because if u is a solution of the MSE, written in divergence 
form, then differentiation with respect to ze (e E { 1,. , n} arbitrary) shows 
that u = Deu satisfies the equation 

2 Di(a,jDjv) = 0, 
i,j=l 
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where aij(x) = (l+ ~Du(z)~~)-~/~(S~~ - (1 + 10~(~)12)-1~i(2)u,~(2)); i.e. the 
De Giorgi/Nash result (1) applies to each of the partial derivatives Deu and 
hence 

with C depending on upper and lower bounds for the maximum and minimium 
eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix Ui3. Thus actually (since the coefficient 

matrix depends continuously on Du) we conclude that 

with C depending only on an upper bound for (Dul in Bn (and otherwise 
not depending on R or u). Thus we get an estimate exactly of the form of 
the 2-dimensional estimate (1) of $1.1, provided only that we already have a 
bound for sup IDu\. That is, provided the difficulty (ii) above can be resolved 
positively. 

The difficulty (ii) in fact proved to be rather resilient, and it was not until 
the celebrated paper of Bombieri, De Giorgi & Miranda (1969) that a bound of 
the form of inequality (3) of $1.1 was established in n dimensions for arbitrary 
n. Thus: 

Theorem. Let u be a C2 solution of the MSE on a ball B,(xo) c IP (n 2 2 
arbitrary). Then 

where Cl, 6’2 are constants depending only on n. 

One of the key conceptual ingredients in Bombieri-De Giorgi-Miranda’s 
proof of the above theorem was the realization that at least part of the 
analysis had to be done “up on the graph” rather than down in lP; thus 
there was a rather geometric flavor in some of the analysis. For example, a 
“De Giorgi/Moser-type” iteration occurs at a crucial stage of the proof, but, 
unlike the original implementations of such techniques, it is implemented via 
a Sobolev-type inequality up on the graph, rather than down in the domain. 
By now such methods are commonplace, but the above paper represented one 
of the first times that such geometric analysis arguments were used. 

The technicalities of the proof were simplified by Trudinger (1972) (in- 
depently simplifications in the same general direction were obtained by Si- 
mon (1971) and Michael & Simon (1973)), and the results generalized to 

many other equations of minimal surface type and mean curvature type by 
Ladyzhenskaya & Ural’tseva (1970)) Simon (1971), (1976b). 

A very simple maximum principle proof of the gradient estimate (yielding 
a bound of less precise, but for most practical purposes, just as useful, form) 
was given by Korevaar (1986). See also Korevaar & Simon (1989) for a refined 
version which additionally gives global continuity estimates. 
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In the case of dimension n 2 3, the situation concerning entire and exterior 
solutions of the MSE proved far more difficult to come to grips with than in 
the 2-dimensional case. A prime question was whether or not the Bernstein 
property (that all entire solutions are affine) generalized to dimension n > 3. 

An initial result towards a solution was given by Bombieri, De Giorgi & 
Miranda (1969): 

Theorem. Suppose u E C2(Rn) is a solution of the MSE and suppose that 
graphu is bounded on one side by a cone; that is, there are constants Kl, K2 > 
0 such that 

u(x) I KI + Kz/x/ , x E IV”. 

Then u is an a&e function. 

The argument for this, taken from Bombieri, De Giorgi & Miranda (1969) 
(and using in part an observation of Moser (1961)), is as follows: By virtue of 
the gradient estimate of 52.1 above, we have for each y E Iw” and each R > 0 

IDu(y)l < G exp(GR-’ W)(zL(z) - U(Y))) 

I Cl exp(GRpl ;z;I(Kl + Kzlxl - U(Y))) 

5 Cl exp(GR-lj~l + K2(R + 1~1) - U(Y))) 

where we used the given growth assumption on u. Since R-‘(Kl + Kzlyl - 
u(y)) + 0 as R + co, this gives 

IDu(y)l L G exp(GK2) VY E JR’“. 

That is, Du has bounded gradient on E%“. The proof that u is affine is now 
completed by simply letting R T 00 in the inequality (2) of 52.1 in order to 
deduce that Du = constant. 

Of the many proofs of the Bernstein property for MSE in the case n = 2 
only one, the proof of Fleming (1962), seemed to have any potential for gen- 
eralization to higher dimensions. Fleming in fact proved a connection be- 
tween the Bernstein problem and the study of area minimizing surfaces (not 
necessarily graphs) in Euclidean space. Specifically, he was able to give an 
argument which shows that (for any dimension n > 2) a non-affine entire 
solution of the MSE is asymptotic at infinity to a non-planar area minimiz- 
ing hypercone (i.e. to an area minimizing cone C of dimension n in W+’ 
with C not equal to a hyperplane) in an appropriate weak sense-see e.g. 
Giusti (1984), Fleming (1962), Massari & Miranda (1984), Simon (1983a), 
(1987) for discussions of the notion of area minimizing hypercone, and the 
sense in which the graph is asymptotic to such a cone at infinity. One point 
to keep in mind is that it is not known in general whether or not the cone 
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at infinity is unique. That is, by “blowing down” the graph via a sequence of 
scalings pj + 0 (this involves consideration of the sequence of scaled graphs 
Gj = {(x, y) E lkP+’ : y = pJu(p,‘x)}), one can always take the weak limit 
of some subsequence in an appropriate sense, and this weak limit is always 
an area minimizing hypercone, but it is an open question whether or not the 
cone may vary as we vary the sequence pj (and the subsequence). For a par- 
tial result in this direction, we refer to Simon (1987). In any case, Fleming 
was thus able to deduce that the Bernstein property (entire + affine) holds 
provided there are no non-planar area minimizing hypercones in lRWnfl. Since 
he was able to prove that no such non-trivial hypercones existed in lR3, he 
could in particular give a new proof of the Bernstein theorem in dimension 2. 

Next De Giorgi (1965) made an important improvement in Fleming’s 
method, by showing that in fact, to prove the Bernstein theorem for solu- 
tions of the MSE defined on R”, it sufficed to check that no non-trivial hy- 
percones existed in EP (rather than in RWnfl ), thus in particular proving the 
Bernstein property in the case n = 3. De Giorgi’s observation amounted to 
the fact that a non-affine minimal graph in lRn+’ has a tangent cone at co of 
the cylindrical form C x R, with C a non-planar area minimizing hypercone 
in R”, hence his improvement of Fleming’s result. For an elegant treatment 
of this argument see Giusti (1984), Chapter 17 (see also Massari & Miranda 
(1984)); Giusti’s discussion shows that if u is a non-affine entire solution in R’” 
then for any sequence ,03 1 0 there is a subsequence pjt such that the bound- 
ary of the set {X E R” : pJlu(py’x) + oo} is a non-planar area minimizing 
hypercone C in IRn, which gives a contradiction if no such area minimizing hy- 
percones C exist in llP. Actually it can be shown that the whole “sub-graph” 
{(x, y) E lRn+l : y < pjfu(p,l’x)} approaches the region on one side of the 
cylindrical cone C x R, but this requires more effort, using work of Bombieri 
& Giusti (1972) as in Miranda (1977a) and Simon (1987), (1989), and in any 
case it is not needed for the present application to the Bernstein problem. 

Ultimately, the Fleming/De Giorgi approach was completely justified when 
Almgren (1966) (for n = 4) and J. Simons (1968) (for n < 7) were able to prove 
the appropriate non-existence of area-minimizing hypercones in R” (so that 
the Bernstein theorem was established for n < 7), and Bombieri, De Giorgi & 
Giusti (1969) were able to prove that the result is false in dimension n > 8. 
Thus the Bernstein property holds for entire solutions of the MSE on Iw” 
for n < 7, but there are counterexamples (i.e. non-affine entire solutions) in 
all dimensions n > 8. (And hence there are also non-trivial area minimizing 
hypercones in R”, n > 8 by De Giorgi’s 1965 result.) 

After the first non-affine examples of entire solutions of the MSE were 
shown to exist (in dimension n 2 8), it was natural to try to obtain more in- 
formation about the nature (especially with respect to qualitative behaviour) 
and number of such solutions. The work of Bombieri, De Giorgi & Giusti 
(1969) showed that there is at least one distinct non-affine solution of the 
MSE in R” for each even n > 8; of course we here ignore the additional 
solutions obtained by homotheties and rigid motions of graphu, and by the 
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procedure of “adding redundant variables” (i.e. getting a solution U in lKn+li 
from a solution u in lRn by defining U(Z’, . . . , z?+~) = u(zi, . . ,x”)). 

Many other non-affine solutions have been shown to exist by Simon (1989). 
All these examples (and the original examples of Bombieri, De Giorgi & 
Giusti) have polynomial growth (i.e. there exists constants C, Ic > 0 such 
that I~(x)I < C(l + 1~1)~ f or all z E llP), and it is interesting to speculate 
whether or not all entire solutions of the MSE have this property. For some 
partial results in this direction the reader is referred to the discussion in Simon 
(1989). (See in particular Theorem 5 of Simon (1989).) Another interesting 
open question is whether or not there exists a solution which is actually a 
polynomial in the variables x1, . . . , P. 

While on the subject of growth of solutions of the MSE? we should mention 
recent work on lower growth bounds for such solutions. Caffarelli, Niren- 
berg, and Spruck (1990) first proved that if u is a non-affine solution of 
the MSE, then IDU(Z:rC)l > Clzkl 1/2 for some fixed constant C > 0 and 
some sequence {xk} with 15kl -+ co. Ecker & Huisken (1990) improved 
this by showing that the same holds with lzkl in place of /~kll/~ on the 
right. (Working independently Nitsche (1989) proved that the same holds 
with lower bound 12kl’ for any p < 1.) Finally it is proved in Simon 
(1996) that the result holds with lower bound [5klhL for any p < p,, where 

Pn = 9 - dm (> 1). Notice that this lower bound is essen- 
tially best possible for its type, because the non-affine solutions constructed 
by Bombieri, De Giorgi & Giusti (1969) ( an d some of the examples in Simon 
(1989)) have growth bounded above by C(zlan and have asymptotic growth 
C(XI~~ along some rays. 

Concerning exterior solutions of the MSE in the case n 2 3, Bers’ 1951 
theorem (discussed in $1.2 above) has a generalization to R”, n I 7. In fact 
in Simon (1987) a more general result, valid in all dimensions n 2 3, is proved. 
Specifically: 

Theorem. If n > 2 and if u is a C2 solution of the MSE on IF\.0 (L’ 
bounded open), then either IDul is bounded and lim121+00 Du(x) exists, or else 
all tangent cones of graph u at cc have the form of a cylinder C x If% (C IF+‘), 
with C an area minimizing hypercone in KY with sing C # 8. 

Notice that the required generalization of Bers’ Theorem to n < 7 follows 
trivially from this general result by virtue of the fact (mentioned in our dis- 
cussion of the Bernstein Theorem) that there exist no such non-trivial area 

r 
minimizing hypercones C in E%” in case n < 7. 

For equations other than the MSE not so much is known about when a 
Bernstein-type theorem (entire + affine) holds, or whether or not one can 
expect reasonable qualitative results about growth properties of non-linear 
entire solutions (in case they exist). We mention the result of Simon (1977a), 
where it is shown (using the same dimension reduction idea of De Giorgi 
(1965) mentioned above, together with the appropriate 2-dimensional curva- 
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ture estimates from Almgren, Schoen & Simon (1977)) that the Bernstein 
Theorem generalizes to dimension n = 3 in case of variational equations of 
minimal surface type. A Bernstein result in low dimensions for graphs which 
are extrema of certain “weighted” area functionals has been proved by Dierkes 
(1993) 

It would be of particular interest to know other classes of equations, other 
than those mentioned above, for which Bernstein-t,ype theorerns hold. 

2.3 Curvature Estimates for n 2 3 

For solutions of the minimal surface equation over a ball BR c Iw”, Schoen, 
Simon & Yau (1975) and S imon (1976a) established curvature estimates anal- 
ogous to the 2-dimensional estimates of 51.3 in case a < 7. Thus if n < 7 and 
if u is a C2 solution of the MSE over a ball BR(Q), then C2 < C/R2, where 
C2 denotes the sum of squares of the principal normal curvatures of the graph 
of u at the point (~0, ~(20)). Of course for n > 8 no such curvature estimates 
can hold, as one sees by considering resealings of any non-affine entire solution 
of the MSE. 

2.4 The Dirichlet Problem for n > 3 

Given the estimates of 52.1, it is clear that the existence results for the 
Dirichlet problem for the MSE carry over to the case of dimension 2 3 for 
convex domains. 

However in a landmark paper Jenkins & Serrin (1968) pointed out that 
in more then 2 dimensions the condition of convexity can be relaxed; they 
established that, for a smooth domain Q c Iw” with n 2 3, the necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of a C”(s) n C”(Q) solution of the 
Dirichlet problem for arbitrary prescribed continuous boundary data cp is that 
the boundary dR (thought of as an oriented hypersurface in &V’) have non- 
negative mean curvature, with respect to the inward pointing unit normal, at 
each point of I~R. Indeed in this instance Jenkins and Serrin were able to show 
that local “upper and lower barrier functions” exist near each boundary point 
~0. Thus if ~0 E dQ and if cp E C2 (llXn), then for each M > 0 there are an 
open U containing x0 and C2(n n ?f?) f  unctions cp* such that *M(cp+) 2 0, 
fp& 2 fq on i3R n U, with equality in some aQ-neighbourhood of x0, and 
fv+ > M on Q n XJ. Here M is the minimal surface operator defined bv 

Actually, with hindsight it is geometrically almost obvious that such barri- 
ers should exist. Indeed the graphs of the barrier functions cpi can be thought 
of as normal perturbations of the boundary cylinder dR x Iw; since this bound- 
ary cylinder has non-negative mean curvature (by assumption), it seems geo- 
metrically reasonable that the perturbation can be arranged so that the mean 
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curvature remains non-negative. In practice the barriers are most conveniently 
const.ructed in the form 

where d is the distance function to dQ and 2’ is the nearest point projection 
(x’ = x - d(x)Dd(x)) 0 points near dR onto dR, Cpk are any C2 functions in f  
a neighbourhood of x0 such that Cpk agree with y  near xe and z!@* = M at 
a fixed (but small) distance from ~0, +Z* > fp everywhere, and where y  is 
a suitably chosen non-negative increasing concave function of d (for example 
y(d) = ,l3log(l + kd) with suitable constants p and Ic will suffice). We refer 
for example to Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983), 514.1, for a general discussion of 
such barrier functions. 

With such barrier functions in place of the linear functions 7rk used in the 
above discussion of the 2-dimensional Dirichlet problem, it is then clear that 
the Leray-Schauder method described in $1.4 (and the subsequent approxi- 
mation argument to handle continuous data) carries over essentially without 
change to establish existence in case n > 3. We refer to Gilbarg & Trudinger 
for the detailed discussion. 

Since the paper of Jenkins & Serrin analogous existence results for the 
Dirichlet problem of various related quasilinear equations were established. 
For a representative sample of what is presently known about existence and 
non-existence for the Dirichlet problem for the MSE, and related equations 
such as the prescribed mean curvature equation, we refer for example to the 
papers Finn & Giusti (1977), Gerhardt (1974)) (1979)) Giusti (1972)) (1976)) 
Korevaar & Simon (1989)) (1995), Lieberman (1983)) (1984)) Miranda (1974)) 
(1977a), Serrin (1969), Simon (1974), (197610, c), (1982), Simon & Spruck 
(1976), Trudinger (1969a, b), (1972), (1973), Ural’tseva (1973), (1975), and 
Williams (1984), (1986a,b). S ome of these papers include also discussion 
of “partially infinite” or otherwise unbounded Dirichlet data, “unattained” 
Dirichlet data, and other boundary value problems, including the contact 
angle problem (when in place of Dirichlet data, one prescribes the angle of 
contact between the graph and the boundary cylinder). For a discussion of the 
exterior Dirichlet problem we refer to the discussion and references in Kuw- 
ert (1993); for other results concerning the MSE on unbounded domains we 
refer for example to Collin (1991), Collin & Krust (1991), Earp & Rosenberg 
(1989), Hwang (1994), and Langevin & Rosenberg (1988). 

2.5 Other Local Estimates 

There is a considerable literature concerning local regularity (other than 
the results already mentioned in 252.1, 2.3 above), including continuity and 
gradient estimates of various kinds, and estimates up to the boundary in case 
suitable boundary conditions are assumed to hold. For example many of the 
results in the references mentioned in 32.4 above depend crucially on such 
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estimates. Some of the estimates make quite a striking contrast to the theory 
of linear elliptic equations such as Laplace’s equation. For example (see Si- 
mon (1974) and also Korevaar & Simon (1989)) in an arbitrary (possibly very 
non-smooth) bounded domain in Iw” there is an a-priori Holder continuity es- 
timate for solutions of the MSE which continuously attain Lipschitz boundary 
data, with the Holder exponent and Holder seminorm depending only on an 
upper bound for the Lipschitz norm of the data and the diameter of the do- 
main. No such estimate holds for solutions of Laplace’s equation; if there were 
such a continuity estimate, then by approximation of Lebesgue’s “cusp do- 
main” (described in Courant & Hilbert (1962), Ch. IV, $4.4) by an increasing 
sequence of smooth domains, we would get (on passing to the limit) a continu- 
ous solution of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian operator with arbitrary 
Lipschitz boundary data on the Lebesgue cusp domain, but (as discussed in 
Courant & Hilbert (1962), Ch. IV, s4.4) this is known to be impossible-there 
is even smooth data such that no continuous solution exists on such a domain. 
Also, for solutions of the MSE there are much better results on removability 
of singularities than one sees for solutions of linear equations. For example, it 
is known, after contributions from Bers (1951), Finn (1954), Nitsche (1965a), 
De Giorgi & Stampacchia (1965), Miranda (197713) and Simon (1977d), that if 
fi c R” is an arbitrary open set, if K is an arbitrary closed subset of Iw” with 
zero (n - 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure, and if u is a C2(R\K) solution 
of the MSE, then u extends to be a smooth solution of the MSE on all of R. 
Again, no such result holds for solutions of Laplace’s equation. 

$3. Concluding Remarks 

This survey is necessarily brief, and the interested reader is strongly rec- 
ommended to also consult the books Dierkes, Hildebrandt, Kiister & Wohlrab 
(1992)) Gilbarg & Trudinger (1983)) Giusti (1984)) Massari & Miranda (1984), 
Nitsche (1975), (1989), 0 sserman (1986), and Simon (1983), and the surveys 
Nitsche (1965a), Osserman (1984), and Yau (1982) for different perspectives 
and a wealth of further detailed information concerning related topics not cov- 
ered here. For example we say nothing here about the minimal surface system, 
although some fascinating results on that are known, albeit much less than 
the MSE, as for example described in Osserman (1973), (1984), (1986), Law- 
son & Osserman (1977), Hildebrandt, Jost & Widman (1980), Fischer-Colbrie 
(1980) and Gregori (1994). Nor does this survey say a great deal about the 
equation of prescribed mean curvature (i.e. the “non-homogeneous minimal 
surface equation”), which includes the case of capillary surfaces. For a fur- 
ther discussion of these topics, we refer to the books by Gilbarg & Trudinger 
(1983) and Finn (1986), and to the further references mentioned there and 
in $2.4 above. There is also interesting recent work on the parabolic MSE, 
which is the equation describing evolution of a graph with velocity given by 

mean curvature. See for example Ecker & Huisken (1989), (1991) and Huisken 
(1989). 
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